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LODGITUDfAL An LATERAL AmODYlNmiC cHARACmiSTICS 
OF THE 0.0035-SCALE GD/C AEROSPACE BOOSTER (B-15B-l) 
by J. M. DeBevoise, R. F. McGinnis
 
SUMMARY 
Force tests on a 0.0035-scale model of the General Dynamics/Convair 
Space Shuttle B-15B-1 Booster were conducted in the MSFC Trisonic Wind . 
Tunnel during February and March 1971. Longitudinal and lateral charac­
teristics were obtained at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 4.96. The configura­
tion tested had a low delta wing, all-movable canard controls of delta plan­
form, and a single vertical tail. Most of the test was devoted to obtaining 
data relevant to the transition from atmospheric reentry to subsonic cruise. 
In that portion of the test the angles of attack ranged from 6 degrees to 60 
degrees, and yaw runs were made at angles of attack of 15 and 35 degrees. 
The rest of the test was devoted to obtaining booster-alone buildup data 
relevant to the launch phase. For the launch phase, the Mach number range 
was from 0.6 to 2.0, the angles of attack were from -10 to +10 degrees, and 























angle of attack, angle between the projection
 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees
 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind X.w-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
yew angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 




dynamic pressure; 1/2PV2, psi, psf 
Mach number; V/8 










Reference & d. G..Definitions 
SYMABOL 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL D =TION 
Sa 
S SEX 
wing area; m2 , ft2 
reference area; m2 , ft2 
wing mean aerodynamic .chord or reference 






reference length; m, ft, in.; (see E) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
base areai i 2 , ft 2 , in 2 
c. g. center of gravity 
NRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
MARP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 
2NRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Z-axis 
NOMEaCLATURE (Continued) 
Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal f9rce 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability 'axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
00 free stream conditions 
t total conditions 
b base 
NMM1CLATURE (Continued,) 
Body & Stability Axis System 
SADSAC 












Body 	Axis' System 
normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
base 	axial force coefficient; 
P] I (Pb- Pwo)/9.] (Ab/S) 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA -CAb 
yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref
 
rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
tpitching moment coefficient; My/qS ref 
side 	force coefficient; Fy/qS
 
Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; Fj/qS
 
drag 	force coefficient; FJqS 
base 	drag coefficient 
DDfOF forebody drag coefficient; CD -CDb 
CZ CIU yawing moment coefficient; MNs/qS bref 
CI CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, s/qS bref 
LID LID lift-to-drag ratio; C/C D 
































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
.trailing edge down; degrees 
































antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 
























trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down
 









In, addition to the standard SADSAC terms, the following terms are used: 
ACAVB axial projection of area upon which the measured balance cavity 
pressure is assumed to act 
ACAVS normal projection of the area (equal to cutout) upon which the 
balance cavity pressure is assumed to act 
A-bl area of base annular above fuselage center line 
Ab 2 = area of base annulus below fuselage center line 
DEL = deflection of left elevonj trailing edge down is positive, degrees, 
DER deflection of right elevon, trailing edge down is positive, degrees 
ELEVON = (DEL + DER)/2.0, degrees 
DCL = deflection- of left cdnard, trailing edge dowr is.positive, degrees 
DCR = deflection of right canard,, trailing edge down is positive, degrees 
CAMRD = (DCL +DCR)/2.0, degrees 
kc = balance cavity resdure 
pbl = rneasuredupper hilf ba'se-.res sure 










Total Axial Force 
Base Axial .Force 









Base Drag Force 








CL Lift Force - CL CL 
CN Normal Force CN \ 
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC 


















Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 










B19 = body for B-15B delta wing configuration
 
B20 = extended Bi9
 




C4A = C4 on B19 (see Figure 2)
 
C4B = C4 on B20 (see Figure Z)
 
C4S = C4 with split trailing edge (see Figure 16)
 
V7 = vertical tail
 
F4 = nose flap (see Figure 13)
 
F5 = body flap (see Figure 14)
 
F6 = ventral fin (see Figure 15)
 
Refer to the components sheets and figures in this text for detailed informa­
















Bl9Wl4C4AV7 is the complete B-15B-1 configuration as it would be during 
re-entry and transition (engines and landing gear retracted), less minor 
protrusions such as external plumbing and orbiter attachment links. 
B2OW14C4BV7 is the long-body version of the B-15B-1 configuration. F4, 
F5, F6 and S are yaw control devices. 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The NASA-MSFC 14 x 14 inch trisonic wind tunnel is an intermittent 
blowdown type that exhausts into a vacuum system or into the atmosphere. 
The important operating characteristics of this facility are discussed below. 
The trisonic tunnel is capable of covering the Mach number range of 0.2 
to 5.0 by utilizing a transonic section for the 0.2 to 2. 50 range and a super­
sonic section for the 2. 74 to 4. 96 range. Mach number variations between 
0. 2 and 0. 9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. Mach numbers 
between 0. 95 and 1. 30 are achieved by the use of plenum suctionand the per­
forated walls in the test section. Mach numbers of 1. 44, 1. 93, and Z. 50,a/e 
obtained with interchangeable sets of contoured nozzle blocks. The Mach 
numbers in the 2. 74 to 4. 96 range are obtained in the supersonic test section 
by utilizing contoured blocks which are automatically set by a hydraulic system. 
The flow has been calibrated at 0. Z5 Mach number increments. 
The required recharge time for the tunnel is nominally 5-10 minutes with 
the transonic section and 15-20 minutes for the supersonic section. Changeover 
from the transonic section to the supersonic section requires approximately 
30 minutes. 
Actual run times are dependent upon the actual tunnel conditions, i.e. Mach 
number and stagnation pressure. Nominal run times are approximately 1. 5 to 
Z.0 minutes in the transonic section and 45 to 60 seconds in the supersonic 
section. 
ii 
The models are sting supported from a support 6ector which has a4 pitch 
range of +100. 
The data acquisition system is a solid state analog to digital converter 





The test was a conventional force test, extended to high angles of attack.
 
The tunnel operating conditions are tabulated in the following table. The
 
model, with a span of 6.099 inches and a length of 9.734 inches, was
 
relatively large compared with the test section. Thus the attainable angle
 
of attack was limited by blockage considerations at the lower Mach numbers
 
and by interactions with the tunnel boundary layer at high Mach numbers. 
A double-knuckle sting was used for angles of attack above 25 degrees. 
This sting had a narrow blade section designed to minimize its effect on 
the pressures on the base and on the rear upper body. The blade required 
a small slot in the upper rear body and required removal of the vertical 




The angle of attack range was covered as follows:
 
-10 to + 10 degrees, straight sting with no offset
 
+5 to +25 degrees, straight sting with 150 offset (See'Figures 3 and 6) 
25 to 45 degrees, double knuckle sting at 350 (See Figure 4) 
30 to 50 degrees, double knuckle sting at 400 (See Figures 5 and 7) 
45 to 65 degrees, double knuckle sting at 550 (See Figure 4) 
Some pitch runs at 60 yaw were made over the angle of attack range from
 
-100 to +10, using the straight sting with a 60 offset adapter. Yaw runs 
at angles of attack of 15 and 35 were made by rotating the corresponding 




DATA REDUCTION FOR SADSAC
 
The reference dimensions are the following:
 
S = 15.656 sq. in (theor. wing area) as-built 
B, or MAC ) wing2ref = 3.0948 in. 

bref = 6.099 in. (span) dimensions
 
The moment reference point is at:
 
MS 10.210 or 6.710 inches aft of the nose of the B19 body.
 
Vertical lcation on body center line.
 
Dimensions for base pressure corrections:
 
A conventional straight sting was used for angles of attak less than 24 degrees.
 
A blade-type sting was used for angles of attack greater than 24 degrees. With
 
the blade sting the vertical tail was removed and a cutout was made in the upper 
rear body. The cutout created an unsymmetrical balance cavity with a net area
 
in planview, so that when the cavity pressure was not equal to external pressure
 
on the upper rear body, a normal force increment (and pitching moment) was 
produced. The cutout also affected the axial projections of the areas upon
 
which the base pressure and the balance cavity pressure were assumed to act. 
With the cutout, the front surface of the cutout is assumed to be acted upon
 
by cavity pressure, not base pressure. Therefore, the base and cavity are as 




Sting config. Ak2 CAVB A X 
Straight 0.418 0.634 0.785 0 
I 0 -





CN = C,, = [F, + (Pc - P) ACAVS 'I/qSre f
 
CM= Cm= [ b - (Pc- p) ACAVS X2 ].1/qSrf 
CA = Ca= [FA + ( - Pb) 1/qSef) when b +Pb2 
2 
AB = C [+ )AA- P<b - )Ab + (rb -Pcc) ACAvj*/qS fAb 1t 1 2 b2CXC= F/qS 
CY = Cy 
 Y ref 





O( = (p - p) /q , upper half of base pressure coefficient 
CP2 = Cp2 (pb - pm) /q, lower half of base pressure coefficient 
CPd = C (P - p ) /q, balance cavity pressure coefficient 
P5
 
DATA REDUCTION BY SADSAC 
The SADSAC names of the data input for this test are CLM, CN, CYN, 
CY, CBL, CA, CAB, CPI, CPZ, and CPC; this body axis data were converted 
to stability axis data by the module FCAXIS. The module FVARBL was used 
to create values of CLM/CN, CAF, and L/D; L/D data are based on total 
drag force data (CD). The module FSTACK was used to combine various data 
sets with different alpha sweeps into single data sets. The module FPNTRP 
was used to obtain normalized data for parametric conditions 'not actually 
tested but within the limits of the test data. The module FDERIV was used 
to calcula'te longitudinal partial derivatives with respect to alpha and lateral 
partial derivatives with respect to be'ta. 
Wing longitudinal characteristics referenced to the exposed wing dinxen­
sions were calculated by using the modules FINTRP, FCOMBN, and FSCALE. 
Initially the data for the body and wing plus body were formalized usIng FINTRP. 
The module FCOMBN was used to subtkact the normalized body data from the 
wing plus body data. The module PSCALE was then used to reference the nor­
malized wing data to the exposed wing dimensions and to locate the momeht 
reference point (MRP) at the exposed wing mean aerodynamic quarter chord. 
Listed below are the diiensional data used in the above calculations: 
16
 
Dimensional Initial SADSAG 
Symbols Input Dimensional Data 
Sref 15. 656 in2 
Iref 3. 095 in. 
b 6. 099 in. 
XMRP 6. 710 in. 
YMRP 0.0 in. 






Z. 504 in. 
4. 743 in. 
7. 857 in. 
0.0 in. 
0. 624 in. 
The body longitudinal characteristics referenced to the body dimensions 
were calculated by using the module FSCALE; the applic 















are listed below: 
Initial SADSAC 
Input Dimensional Data 
Z15. 656 in. 
3.095 in. 




ble dimensional data 
Dimensional Datt 
for Body 
12. 501 in. 2 
9.734 in. 




The module FPARAM was used to calculate derivatives with respect to 
elevon, canard, and aileron deflections. 
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Listed below are the data sets created by SADSAC: 
Newly Created Data Data Set Utilized to Create SADSAC Module Used 
Set Number the New Data Set to Create New Data Set 
C28001 R 28B31, R28B31, R28B33 FSTACK 
C28008 R28A01, R28A02 
C28002 R28E71, R28E72 
C28003 R28E74, R28E75 
C28012 R28E77, R28E78 
C28009 R28C41, R28C42 
C28010 R28C47, R28C48 
C28011 RZ8C44, R28C45 
C28005 R28B21, RZ8B2 
C28004 RZ8BI1, RZ8B12, R28B13 
C28013 RZ8WIl, R28WI2, RZ8W13 
C28021 R28L91, RZ8L92 








N28016 R28B31-R28B21-R28WIl +R28BIl 
N28017 R28B15-R28B14 
N28018 RZ8B16-R28B14 
N28019 R28B7-R28B16 + R28B21 
N28020 R28B9-R28B17 














DISCUSSION OF HIGH a TESTS 
The allowable angle of attack can be limited by any one of several considera­
tions, including the following: 
a. Load capacity of the balance 
b. Tunnel starting, or establishment of the flow 
c. Interaction between model-generated shocks and tunnel boundary layer 
d. Sting interference. 
High angle of attack runs were not attempted at Mach numbers below 2 because 
of the expectation of overloading the balance and causing unstarts, or 
flow breakdown. At Mach 2 the balance capacity limited the permissible angle 
of attack even at minimum dynamic pressure, to about 30 degrees. Therefore, 
high angles of attack were obtained only at nominal Mach numbers of 3 or more 
where exhausting into the vacuum field made lower dynamic pressures available. 
The limiting consideration was then interaction between model-generated shocks
 
and the tunnel boundary layer. 
Figures 8 and 9 present Schlieren photographs of interference that 
developed to the point of affecting the pressures on the model. In both
 
cases the complete B19W14C4A configuration is mounted on the double-knuckle 
sting at the 35 degree setting. The high pressure field of the wing separated 
the boundary layer on the tunnel floor sufficiently far upstream that the 
flow on the model was affected. The data obtained under the conditions shown 
were obviously invalid and were not included in the SADSAC tape or in the data 
plots in this report. The data appeared valid at anglesof attack up to 39 
degrees at Mach 3 and 35 degrees at Mach 5. 
The 55 degree setting of the double knuckle sting located the model 
higher in the tunnel than the 35 degree setting. Therefore, to investigate
 
the relationship between allowable angle of attack and gap between wing and 
tunnel floor, the 55 degree sting setting was tried at Mach 3. Figure 10
 
presents a Schlieren photo from run 146 at an angle of attack of about 59 
degrees. Interference has developed, but the angle of attack is much greater 
than those attained with the 35 degree sting setting. The data showed that
 




Since the results of runs 141, 143, and 146 showed that there was little 
chance of obtaining valid wing-on data at angles of attack substantially 
19
 
above 52 degrees at Mach 3 and somewhat less at Mach 5, the double-knuckle 
sting was modified to a 40 degree setting to locate the model further from 
the tunnel floor, while permitting the angles of attack to be from 30 to 50
 
degrees. In this modification the knuckle nearer to the model was not changed, 
the only change being a 5 degree change in the rear knuckle. Thus the model­
sting-geometry in the vicinity of the model was the same with the 40 degree 
setting as with the 35 degree setting.
 
The 40 degree setting was used for the remainder of the pitch runs at 
high angle of attack. Figures iland 12 present Schlieren photos at Mach 
numbers of 3 and 5, with the 40 degree sting setting. The allowable angle of 
attack,wing-on, is about 50 degrees at Mach 3 and about 45 degrees at Mach 5. 
The allowable angle of attack was affected somewhat by the deflection of the
 
elevons and even by deflection of the canards. In all cases. where the data
 
indicated that interference had developed, the affected data points were 
deleted from the SADSAC tape.
 
Although the sting geometry close to the base of the model was the same
 
with both the 35 degree setting and the 40 degree setting, the data at the 
same angle of attack did not agree as well as would be expected. The greatest 
disagreement was in the pitching moment, at Mach 3. The difference can be
 
seen by comparing run 141 (part of data set 328B32) and run 173 (part of data 
Lt R28C51). A similar, though smaller, disagreement is shown in the Mach 5 
data., tn 143 (data set R28B32) and run 172 (data set P28C51). At both Mach 
numbers, going from the 35 degree sting setting to the 40 degree sting setting
 
caused a ppsitive C. increment and a negative C. increment. The increments
 
remain approximately constant over the entire angle of attack range where a 
comparison is possible (30 to 40 degrees angle of attack). The reason for
 








TEST M$FCT 481 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per vh (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
oGo ,G o3 5.7-3Z- o0.90 7. 0'6 8,06 
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\.oo- G.9 x Iola ..9 
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DATA SET SCUD.PARANETEHS/VAIJES NO. MAQH NU(EOR ALTERNATE INDEPENDET VARIABLE
 
CONFIGURATION a S -of -- Sf e 0O 40so
IDENTIFIER 
__________ 
£L ~ $L ~ RUNS O., .0 .O .rlG ,.o-
2288i £/ v1 A e 
-2gal? 8/9 
,?8B213/7?W/4v7 ,9 0 - "0 \6 \to 2 jto 
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0 PRETEST 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY- Bj 9 . 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for B-15B Delta Wing Configuration, with circular 
cross section at nose, fairing to flat bottom at wing. Flats on sides to
 










Length (nose to wing T. E.) 2757 

Max. Width 387 1.356
 




















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B20
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for B-15B Delta Win, 














































MODEL Wa4PCNYTT, DESCRIPTIONS. 
MODEL COMPONENT: Wing Wiu 
with twistGENERAL DESCRIPTION: U10 modified to unswept trailing edge and 
outboard of B. L. 340 linearly increasing to -4 degrees at tip and with leading 
edge faired into fuselte( W is the basic 3-1513 wing)1 













Span (equivalent) I7° •0'
 
Aspect Ratio, . f
 
Rate of Taper .
 
Taper Ratio 0.1-03 Z.1192 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 3  at r. E. 
Incidence Angle, degrees at root 2 2 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -4 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 53 5, 
Trailing Ed.? 0 0' 
0.25 Element Line 71X.85 
Chords:
 




o9* MAC -. 
Fu.s. Sta. of .25 MAC:, 10.qlq3
W.P. of .25 MAC 210.766 






















MAC 0r o. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC* 
"222
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 438.6 1.572
 




MODEL CCMPONENT DESCRIPTI NS 
MODEL COMPONENT: Canard C4
 








Area . (exposed) .66p& 0.7016 
Span (equivalent) 352 2.56& 
Inb'd equivalent chord 3241 1.061 
Outb'd equivalent chord 36 0.099 




At Inb'd equiv. chord _____ _____ 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 60 57.68
 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
 






MODEL COMPONET DESCRIPTIONS 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertica -V 7 . 







Span (equivalent) " 

Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord.
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Longitudinal Characteristics for Various Elevon 
Deflections 
B Elevon Deflections 109-168 
Longitudinal Characteristics for Varidus Elevon 
Deflections 




Longitudinal Partial Derivatives With Respect 
to Alpha 
D Elevon Deflections, 
Configuration 
214-243 
Longitudinal Partial Derivatives With Respect 
to Alpha 




Longitudinal Coefficients Versus Elevon 
Deflection 
F Configuration, Alpha 281-364 
Trim Characteristics Versus Mach at Various 
Ele:on Deflections 
G Elevon and Aileron 
Deflections 
365-384 
Longitudinal Coefficient Increments Due to 
Elevon Deflections 
H Alpha, Elevon 
Deflection 
385-396 
Partial Derivatives With Respect to Elevon 
Deflection 
I Alpha, Elevon 
Deflection 
397-416 
Longitudinal Characteristics at Various 
Deflections 
A, B Configuration, Canard 
Deflection 
417-532 




















at Various C Configuration, Canard 
Deflection, Alpha 
559-583 
Longitudinal Stability Derivatives With 
Respect to Alpha at Various Canard Deflections 
D Canard Deflections 
Configuration 
584-623 
Longitudinal Stability Derivatives With 
Respect to Alpha at Various Canard Deflections 
E Alpha, Canard Deflec-
tions, Configuration 
624-660 
Longitudinal Coefficient Versus Canard 
Deflection 
F Alpha, Configuration 661-750 
Trim Characteristics 
Deflections 
at Various Canard G Canard Deflections, 
Configuration 
751-770 
Longitudinal Partial Derivatives With Respect 
to Canard Deflection 
J Alpha, Canard 
Deflections 
771-815 
Longitudinal Partial Derivatives With Respect 
to Canard Deflection 
K Alpha, Canard 
Deflections 
816-830 
Body and Body With Vertical Tail, Longitudinal 
Characteristics 
B Configuration 831-850 
Body - Wing, Longitudinal Characteristics B Configuration 851-862 
Wing Longitudinal Characteristics Referred to 
Wing Dimensions 
L Alpha 863-868 









Body Longitudinal Characteristics Referred 




Longitudinal Buildup at Alphas Greater Then 
6 Degrees 
B Configuration 875-922 
Longitudinal Characteristics as Affected By 
Body Length 
B Configuration 923-942 
Effect of Grit on Longitudinal Characteristics 
of Complete Configuration 
B 943-990 
Longitudinal Buildup at Small Alphas B Configuration 991-1010 
.Longitudinal Characteristics at 6 Degrees 
Sideslip and Small Alphas 
B Configuration 1011-1030 
Component Longitudinal Increments At Small 
Alphas and Zero Yaw 









Partial Derivatives With Respect to Beta N Beta, Configuration 1140-1163 
Aileron Effect Versus Angle 
Zero Beta 
of Attack at 0 1164-1169. 
Partial Derivatives With Respect to Aileron 
Deflection 
P Alpha l170-11 7h 
Rudder Effect Versus Beta at 15 Degrees Alpha I 1175-1237 




TITLE 	 SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
 
Yaw Control Devices at 35 Degrees Alpha M Configuration, 1238-1258 
Comparison Canard Deflection 
Effect of F6 Yaw Control Versus Angle of Attack 0 1259-1264 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
A) CK, CA, CAF, CL, CD, L/D, Cl vs. Alpha J) DCN/DC, DCJXDC, DCA/DC, DCL/DC, DCD/DC 
C0M vs. CN; CL vs. CD vs. ANGLE 
B) CN, CA, CIM, OAF vs. Alpha K) DCN/DC, DCIM/DC, DCA/DC, DCL/DC, DCD/DCvs. MACH Number
 
C) ON, CA, CM, CL, CD vs. MACH Number
 L) 	 ON, CA, 0124 vs. MACH Number 
D) 	 D(CN)/D(ALPHA), D(C11)/D(ALPHA), D(CA)/D(ALPHA), 
D(CL)/D(ALPHA),D(CD)/D(ALPHA) vs. ALPHA M) CY, C a CBL, CA. CLN, CSL, CIM vs. BETA 
E) CLM/CN, D(CN)/D(ALPHA), D(C01b)/D(ALPHA) N) CYBETA, DCLNDB, DCSLDB vs. MACH Number 
vs. MACH Number 
a) CY, CYN, C, CBL, CLN, CSL vs. ALPHA 
F) ON, CA, OrM, CL, CD, cIM/ON vs. AflOLE 
P) DCY/DA, DCYNDA, DCBLDA, DCLNDA, DCSLDA 
G) ALFTRM, L/DTRM, CLTEMi, CDTR4 vs. MACH Number vs. MACH Number 
H) CN,ACA,ACM vs. MACH Number 
I) DCN/DE, DCII4DE, DCA/DE, DCL/DE, DCD/DE 






-. Positivc directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSFC Mr. J. Weaver
 
GD/C Mr. R. Lanflisi
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS














45 s 55 00 45
- -1- a a a5 




CATABU 3yMBQL C ;FIGURATIQ DESCRIPTIOJN BETA 
 ELEVO CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0 U DUOOU REF 15:15.0 &Q .1m,.. 

.E2 I B 2 1) .F C .8 G O I I O S TE R ) 0 1 9 W 4 C 4 A V T 0 .0o u Q* v u O O D u O L R E F 3 O: D 1N0 
{ S | ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIC"S 0.0.0 0.000 O. RAEr 00gg IN: 












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 










3D o of 
- 15 -1 0 -5 a 10 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA CLEVON CANARD RUDDER RErRENCE INFORMATION 
IC Z2 O 1 MSFC401 GD/C(BOO3TER B19 W4C4AVT 0.000 D.OU 
OUu REF is . 50 5 IN. 
(£I ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIOS O00U O.Ono U.UUU 'REF 
XMRp 
.00IN. 
:.?I Do IN: 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 









to -10 0 a is is to 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
D*T:0 T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA ELEVON CANARD 
1 2....J DAT T AVA LABLE FOR ALL CONDITION uuu 0oa. .0 




so - 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cR 3oO5 IN 
BREF .:40 IN 
XMRP 6.1100 IN. 
yMRp 0-.O0 IN. 
'CALE 0.0035 
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. . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... i , . . I. . . . . .. l. . i i i . . . .l I . . . . wi • I ] . 
- -10 - a a 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so as 40 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
INFORMATIONDATA SCT SYMBOL C FIoURATIo OCSI.RTIN BETA ELCVCV CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE 




0 O a. Duu 0 * QHFC4 01 "D/ OS T$CR) ItgWI C4AVr D oC 
( zs2) OAA 0O AALAL FOR ALL CONDITIGNS u. Do uo. u - RF"0 
( 5 Z DATA NOT AVAILABL E F R ,A L C ODITI GN Ou 0* 0°OO O.Dou XRPF6 U IN . 
YMRP a°10 NANGLE~~~~AG ERE 4FATC.APA 



























-- 5 -10 5 IDso 1is 20 as 30 35 40 43 so 55 do 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.uou0 UUUD a 000 3REF Is..eu SQ .I. 
E{2 52') DATA -OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION O.uo 0 :.000 0. 0u REF 3,09 IN 
:CZO.I N SFC4.61 GD/C(BO0StER)DI9W4C4AV? 

( 5) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 0.000 0.000 000 BREF .:0.50. IN: 
-0RP * 2DODD IN 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 



















0 5 10 15 20 IM 30 35 40 45 a0 05 G0 s0 
-15 10 -

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CLEVCN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE JNFORM4TIONBETA 

0ou u.ou 0.0 SRErF 14.6560 SQ.N*
 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CISOt)a 43rC481 GO/C{0(8OSTR)B19W14C4AV7 	 0.000 LRr 3.Oago IN.0.000 0.000
:C "arc 461 GOD/C(BOSTER)BISWI4C4AVI
sa201) 

0.000 	 :00990 
XHRP 6*7100 
YMRp 0.0000 IN. 





0.000 0.000 	 BREF IN.
(rzOC5t) Q DATA NOT AVAILAPLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 	 ZN. 
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0. ATi :0-0 u o F01 N06
 
-0. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
 
1- 10 ID 30 so 

1. 
ist -- -- 5 0 5 15 20 5 S5 AD 45 5 to of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA 3C T SyMBC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA ELEVEN CANARD RUDDER REFERCNCE lNrORHATIQN 




([Z.C5 1 0 DAT'A NOT AVAILABLE FORALL CONDITIONS BD O o QD BREF IN. 
XHRP 
 6 00 
 N:









LNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS 








-- Is£ -10 -- 5 a 5 10 is 20 25 so 35 40 45 30 35 On 00 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SCT SyHaOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTilc bTA ELCEVN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I e HIFCASS 0D/ClaOO$TER}5IgWI4C4AV' 0.000 O*0 u 0 DUOD REF 15:6560 30*IN.
CZ01 

([E ZU) H SFL 481 GD/C(BOOSTER} B1924C4AV7 U.-000 6: Do O:UUU LREF 3 ., 0 IN" 























0.F ANGL ATAA LHA RE 






mSFC 81 Go/ C(BOOSTER3 BISWJ 4 AV7 





























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS,
 













0. -SO -__ in o0 3 is 40 45 so 55 so ;7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIPTIO oTA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMArION 













(c2rC5) M.SFCe.I oD/C(SOOSTERIS9WI4CAA 0.000 0.000 V.0u0 BRCF 8.U990 IN. 
X R p.T IN. 
YMRP 0.oo00 IN. 


























ANGL OFATCK LH. ERE
 
A. I___ (BOTRlW44A 




t5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMBOL CC*FIGURATZON OESCRIPTON BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE ZNFORI4ATION 
(CaeDUl) Q MSFC*S± OOYC(BOOSTER) BiOWI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 13.6560 S0.LN. 
C£28020) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ,ALL CcOJ0ITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 L5F .0950 I". 


























-1- 10 - a0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA UE TyOBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(Ck600I}) " SFC48 O0/C(BOOSTER)BlWI4C4AVT 0.000 D.00O 0 -000 
(£Cz020)LI MA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.D00 0.000 




s0 55 so 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5ss 15,650 5am. 
LRF s.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 4-'100 IN. 
yM p U:7OUoo IN 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 










0 . -1 SO __ 40- .___ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
IC2O00 :MSFC4:I GD/CC(OOSTERIIBSVl4C4AV7 
(czooaoL l2Fc 41 OD/IC(0OOSTER)9I0WI4C4AV7 














RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6s6 *Q.tN. 
LREr 3.0050 IN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN. 
%MRP 0.10 Z.. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
CAL. 0:0035 
PAGE 13 
.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
LJ 






__0 a a 1 15 io a A 45 so 55 Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES
 
DATA SET $YMSOL CON,FIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA ELEVOW, CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{ceo D (4OCOSTER)D;SW14C4AVT U.000 0*oo 0.0.o aRr, 11.0.uo 30.1., 
£2DO mSFC 011 GD/C(S$TERJ B19Wl4CAAVr 0. 000 0.000 D.*uo LREF 3.0950 IN. 




YHRp . DOUG IN:
 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 












-15 -±0 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 40 , 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 












RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMAIION 
SREF 15.6500 SQ-IN. 
(EZSOIO) LA DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.0550 IN. 
(ESS)~DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0-000 BREF 4.0#90 IN* 
XNRP 4.1100 ZNo 
VNRp 0,0000 INo 
ZNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
MACH 0.954 SCALE 0.0055 
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1s -10 - 0 5 so 1s 20 as 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGUATICNDESCRIPTIN BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(C200O) MSFC482 CD/C(9OOSTER)B19W4C4AV7 0.000 D.0o0 0.000 
(EZSBZO, DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.00o O.000 




50 5 s0 45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 50.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
X"RP .710D IN. 
yNRP 0.0D0 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 16 





















-45 -10 - 5 0 a 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 e5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC260013 Q MSFC4 "I OD/CWOOSTER)BOWI4CAAV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 S0.N. 
C2 000 DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
I£ZECIL) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 D.00 0.000 0RCF 6.0990 IN. 







MACH 1.051 SCALE 
0.0035 
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- 5 10 - 5 0 5 10 1 20 -25 30 as 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCsCRIPTIcN BETA ELEVON CANARD 
( vaSOO1,2 MFC41 GDC(C'OSTER0l9W14C4AV7 0.000 O.D00 0.000 
s.o5 1 . OJ3L 145c 41 GO/C(I OSTERi OB9W14C4AV7 0.000 U.000 O.00 




so s5 t0 45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRCF 15.6540 0.1lN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
DREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6. IOU IN. 
YMRp 0000 IN. 
ZRP , 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
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.. o.-I - ___ 
.05 
.00 
SCAL .. 0. . 
-.05 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 t0 15 go 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
1C2 2 43HSC481YGD/C(0OSTCRl8i9W14C4AV? 0.000 0.000 U.000 E2tSBev) A DATA NO AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 




so $5 00 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 25.6500 sl.iN. 
LSEF 5.U250 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
YNRP 0:.0000 IN. 
"MRp 0.0000 IN. 
CL 003 
PAGE 19 














- -0 -a 0 a so 15 20 25 30 a5 40 45 50 55 60 *S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BTA ELEV* CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{C200S) C SFC4O± GD/C(0OOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 $REF 15.6560 S*IN.U 

=EZOOzO) / SFC 46 0D/C(SOOSTER)B09W14C4AVT 0.000 0.00D 0.U LREF 3-U SU I.
 






















. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . .. . . 
- 0 - 5 0 5 i015 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 As to 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






HSFC 401 GD/C(O0STER)B19W4C4AV 














RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6*.,0u IN. 
yNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0 5 
PAGE 21 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS,
 
.40 











L .... L . .. L .. .
 
.so -10 -5 0 5 10 is 20 25.. 30 3s 40 45 so so I So *S. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION 	 DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INF.ORMATION
 
CC2600 h FC481 OD/C(0OOSTER)BI9W4C4AVT 0.000 
 D.oo 0.000 SREF 25.6560 sQ.IN.

REzsnZo)flDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 .O0D 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. (ZC815 0 MSFCAS* D/C(BOoSTcRBI09WI4C4A 0.000 	 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
- XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 00000 IN. 
ZRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACH Z.990 SCALE 0.0035 
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-0 -5 0 5 10 15 go 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMbOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTIC4 BETA ELEVON CANARD 
aCztoltQsr 4 8 G/C(aOOTER)Sl4i4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.00 (E2020f DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION$ 0.0o D.uu 0.0o 




40 55 G0 *5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 1.650 3Q.1N. 
LREF 3.G950 IN. 
BREF .D9. IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 











o .. ,o E)_ 13e 
.05
 
' - ____ 
40 45 50 55 40 as10 15 20 25 50 35
-1o -10 5 0 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DtSCRIPTICJ 
(ICZs09o R MSFCASS OOSC(.O5Tf'f1)I44C4AV7 0.000 0.0U0 0.000 SRCF 15.6S60 SO.t. 
tC2afl0 OATA AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 III8 NOT 
BREF 6.0%90 IN.
(ct.*C51 Q tdSFC4. GOD/C(0O.STSRJB0W14C4A 0000 04100 0.000 
yNRp 00000 1N. 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
.89 
. . .. .
















- S -0 -- 0 S10 15 *0 £ a0 55 40 45 50 85 'D *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cczaooi sMx C481 OD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 0.000D o 000 0.0o0 SREF Is60 301.ZN. 
(r2sS2n)fl4Src 481 G0/C(SOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.0D0 LREFF 3.0050 IH. 
























-15 -O0 0 0 10 15 20 2 30 35 40 45 -50 60 * 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYM0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRXPtION BETA ELEVON CANARO RUDOER REFERENCE' INFORMATION 
(CISOGI, Q MSFC4SI GV/C(cOSTER)BISWI4CAAV7 0.000 0.000 0.00 SREF 15.0560 0.9tN. 
(EfSZO) L NSC to. 0D/CB003STZR)S19W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREV 6.09*0 I. 

























x . 0 5 




-s5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAtA SET 4Y.5OL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION OTA ELEVON CANARD 
(CISOOl11 MFC48 GD/C(BOOSTER)B9WIAC4AV7 0.000 0.000 a.000 
(EI,0tO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 00o o .OOo 0.aOD 




50 55 60 5 
R FERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 $QIN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
SREF 6.0990 N. 
XHRP 6.1100 itt 
I0.00006I= .ZHRp 0.*a DO MN ZIIRP 0.0000 in. 
SCALE 0.0035 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTIONOF ELEVONS AND CANARDS\
 












. *.. *.. . 1 , l * * , . 
-1 -10 -- a III is 20 25, 30 35 
. .20 . ,. .I ., .. . .1 . . . . , * *. 
.. 

40 43 so $5 00 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
N F O R A T I O N
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVONI CANARD 
 RUDDER REFERE CE IN M
 
R E F 

S 1 .5"60 30.1N "
 0.000 0.0no 0.000 

1'SBOiZ AANT ViAL FOR ALL CONDITIONS .000

} M¢SFC482 G /(0OOSTER)BI9WIAC4AVV
~ 0•O•odo LREF 3:0:50 IN*
 
I ... C5.1 0. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.0oQ 0.000 0:000 BREF o90
 
yHRp O 700000 IN. 




















a-t1 -s 0 0 15 20 28 SO ;5 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CcOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DETA ELEVON CANARD 
Q. MOFCA-I OVC(BOOSTCR)OISWIACAAVI 0.000 0.00 000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.00 0.0 ag 0.00 




s0 55 60 * 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE 1.50 011 
LRCF 5.050 IN. 
BREF 6.09.0 IN. 
XMRP t.?100 IN. 
.Rp00 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.5 
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-. 1030 3 406
 
-15 -10 -a 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 40 45 50 55 a 4S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRXPT1CN BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(tZcao)) MSFCSi GD/CBOOSTER)B9W14CAAVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQOIN. 
cr£zo L£ 4SFC *81 GD/C(SBDOSTER)019W24C4AV? 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0050 IN. 
CEtzC5±) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.D0 0.000 SREF 6.0990 N. 
XHRP 6.o100 IN. 
YNRP 0. 000 IN. 















82.1 ___ 000 
ANGE FATAK, LPA, EGEE 






OAVA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 














RUDDER REFERENCE INVORMATION 
SREF 15.6540 SQ.IN* 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.020 IN. 
XNRP 6.113 IN. 
yRp 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.035 
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- -10 - 0 5 so is 20 23 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(C. CaI HC481 GD/C(B0CTER)DIgWI4C4AVr 0*O 0*O 
le MI .. , CAV oSFC 4 1 GDC(SOOSTER),19WI4C4 0:00. 0.000~oo 




0. so 00 O 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.O 1RF 60 SQoZN, 
REF S 5.00s IN. 
OREF 609 N 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 














- -10 g 1ID is 20 25 3a 36 40 4S 50 55 G0o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
E T 
DATA S SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CS0) HFc.81 GD/C(BOOSTCRJ BtgWI4C4A a .OD 0 000 0 000 SREF S5.6560 
C 2 a U)5 1FCI -C I) 8 1 0 / (BOD 4W 77a0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON ITIONS a D uo4AV 00
O 
0oD Duo 0D 








XMRP 6 7too IN: 
YHRP :700O0 1N. 
ZHRPp *cuou IN. 
MACH 1.958 3CALC .. 003S 
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-. 15 -10 - 5 0 5 	 Z 015 25 io 35 40' 45 5 5 5 co 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTIONW SETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C, -- ;) MSHFC-81 GD/C(BOOSTCR}D19WI4CAVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.0 3G.IN. 
I , :B . DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONITIONS 5 6 0  
O.000 0.000 DoO00 LREF 3.0950 IN.






ZHRP a Boon IN
 
C A L E  





















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI'URATION DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELEVEN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.- )£2C L 
MACH 
0 TA -OTAVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 



























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS,
 














25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE[TA CLEYON CANARD 
3'FC4ol GO/C(BOOSTER101 Wl4C4AVI 0.000 0.0000 ooD 
ATA NO T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS o.uou 0o0Qu 0.0 o 




so o go 
REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
SREF Is66 .N 
LR[r 3.5,60. 
THIEF 6.0900 IN. 
XHRp 6.7200 IN. 
'"aP VO...O IN: 
SCALE 0,0s , 
PAGE 36 
g, 

















0 15 -0 -S5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 *0 45 50 55 40 64 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SC? SyMBOL C FI&URATIa OESCRXPTI* BCTA ELEVON CANARO 
( 2800*) nSFCaoi GC/C OOSTER)60$W14C4AV 0.000 0.00 0.00 
(E2a020 V *4FC 481 0OC(BCOSTR)SISWI4C4AYT 0.000 0.000a.0 0 
CEZ*C51 OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOe ALL CONDTIONS 0.000 0.000 0.0000RE  
MACH 0.607 
RUOOER REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
F$Z 5.656 S0 .N. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
6.0990 IN. 
%NRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 N. 
zNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
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-'1 -0 5 0 a 10 1 20 *5 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 ** 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CC28DI SFCAOI GD/C(8OOSTER)Bl9W±4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 BU.DN. SREF
0.00 .540 

czsr.: .; MaFC 401 G0/C(B0STCR)01IOW4C4AV7 0.000 0.000. 0.000 LREF 3.0050 N.
 
(C2*C51) . DOATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0oou 0.000 0.000 BRCF 6.0900 
 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YmRP 0.0000 IN. 















-O0. 0 .J-1S-..  4..-. & 4.4.....L.4..4.... 4...4..4-J.S-.. .4.tL...4..-1L.L4..-­ .S-.L .-­
-1 -1D - 5 0 10 15 to 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BTA ELEVON CANARD 
(¢ZCOt60 MSrC4l1 G/C(BOOSTERiB19W14C4AV? 0.000 OO a.000 
I ca. 2. l DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION$ 0.00D 0.000 O.00 





.-. 1-4. SJ. 
30 as a0 *S 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.N. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 4.0990 IN: 
XMRP 47100 IN.N 
YNRP O.00 0 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE3 
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. . . . . . .






MAC" 1.007 PA-0 . :H 
LONGJTUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 








siII -03___ 1____ is___ 20 25 3 3 4 o 3 go G 
-15 -O -3 5 10 15 20 *5 50 55 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET 0y1400L c~trloURArZCoN OSCRIPTIO4 BETA ELEVON CANARO 
(C20001 )Q0 45rc49 GD/C(OO$TER)B1IW4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 
(EZOOZO )LX- ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCsNDITIO, $ 0.000 0.000 0.000 




50 33 60 6 
REFeReNCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.8540 SQ.ZN. 
LREF 3.0960 IN. 
BREF 0.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.fl00 IN. 
yNRP 0.0000 In. 
ZNRP o000 EU. 
SCALE 0.0035 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ECEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(¢2U0% ( HPC461 GD/C(BOOSTER)BI WIAC4AV7 .0 o0 o°Uo 0 000 S~RF 1.5 S°N 
E. BZO)/ HFC 401 0D/C(BOOSTE ) I W2C4AV7 I., RF 305 N
Lo0 E.0 















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEtLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
I Irr Irr Ir--n,- Tr-r-rT












ANL OFATCK LH. ERE
 
-±•-5 -±0 -5 0 5 10 ±5 20 25 So 35 40 45 50 55 40 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA 8CT SyMOOL CONFIURATIOJ DESCRIPTIC# BETA ELEVOW CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC28001) mSrC4O1 GD/C(SOSTER),iSW4C4AVT 0.000 0.DOD 0.0OU SREF I5.S P 50.IN. 
(1SZO DATA NOT AVAI"SLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0:000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 iN. 
1CZ.C55I I, FOR CONDITICNS O.U D 0.000 0 .0ooREF 6.0ggO IN.OATA NOT AVAILABLE ALL 
XHRP 6.7IOO 
 IN.
YNRP 0.00OU IN. 



















-15 -10 - 5 0 5 %a 1 20 25 30 55 40 45 50 5 5a0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHOL CCFIGURATION DESCRIPTC 
 BE TA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(C28 000 )Q..5C4oi GD/C(BOOSTCR)BI9Wl4C4AVT 0.000 00 0.000 SREF ±5.0580 *Q.i".
(tZaS*0 ,fl}c Act 000C{ocJ0ER)8zWi4c4Vr 0 .000 0:000 0.00 LREF S.0050 ZN.
 
(E2SCSI) 0 DATA NOT AVALALE FOR ALL CNDITIOS 0.000 0.000 0.o0 OREr 0.0990 IN.
 
XNRP 6.7100 iN. 
YRP D.0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.003SNACP .464 
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o 	- 00 
n-. 
00
a-°6-I -to 5 	 a Is D Z5 30 35 40 41 10 11 60 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDCSCRXFTICN 	 BETA ELEVEN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15 	6560 Q.IN*
0.000 0 coo U CUD SREF 

{EZ SZO) M3FC 6 OD/ (0COSTER)B19W14C4AVT 0.000 0o000 U:UOu LREF 3. 0950 1 N. 
tcz Cll DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.0130 0.000 0.000 OREF 609 N 





















-15Is -0 - a 5 IV is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SETA ELEVON CANARD 
(CtS00tI NSFC4Oa GD/C(8O$TER)DI9W4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000Du.lD. 
(C2O08 LA DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 




s0 so 0O 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5.6560 
LREr 5.0950 . 
OREF 6.099 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.00 IMN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 






o 20 as 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELEVON CANARD 
MCeDZSFC48 1 Go/ C(BOOSTCR)BI9W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.0ou 
02.;ZO) DATA NOT AVA A5 LE FOR ALL ONDXTIONSD 0D n a Do 0 BUDO (EzSC $) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR A LL C-OITIONS 0:0no 0:000 Doouo 
MAC. .. 00 
45 
RUDDER 
so so go so 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF -25.65.u 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF .... IN. 
I.RP 0 ,0 00 IN: 
2MRp .0O.00 IN. 
SCALE 0.003-
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BET CLEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIP TIN 

C 1:1 M3FC461 aD/C(0OSTER)Bj9WI4C4AV7 
 a.0 o .00 O.OOD 3REF 15,5 SI 
E2 020 D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0:2 : 0000 6OU 3'.N*
LRF :O .O 
W C 4 A 

:.ouU 	 6..990




























-10 - 5 0 5 10 15 Z 5 3 40 
OA5 0o a 20 5 30 3 450 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BTA £LEVON CANARD 
(C26001) NSFC4 |I OD/CC(OSThR)BIWI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ccze.oaz. MsrC 461 GD/C(BOOSTER)B9W4C4AV? 0.00 0.000 0.000 




0 G , 
5a Go as 
REFSRENCC INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ0.N. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6,70 IN: 
YMRP 0.00 0 IN. 
ZXRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.00.5 
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-- 0 - a-1 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 4, 5 53 00 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





M r C4 
81 ./C(l D T ER) I .W4C4AV7T0 
.' Go/ (BOOSTCR) 29WI4C4AVT 0.900 








(execsil 0 DATA NOT AVA ILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.900 GREF 6.0990 IN. 
NMRp 6:7200 IN. 










-15 - - 5 10 15 O 30 35 40 45 go 55 so so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATI N 
M¢60 STER)SlgWl4C4AV7 a.O0 aRE 09600 . 0 S aI.SFC4ej GD/V 0.000 

lez 02) DTNT AVILA E FOR ALL CONDITIONS OO a ,UD BD ERF 0,gS IN*
 









LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 










o 0.4L4-4 t.L... .L... . &... L. -L . 4 ... t..L.4.-a.... 4J.L4 * .. L .Z.JAL.. .. 44- 44A4 
0 0 -. 5 0 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 *o se 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ScT SYMBOL CO rIOURATIOt DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC*OzU) HMFC4AOI G/C(BOOSTCR)6BIWI4C4AV? a.000 a.00 0.000 5REF 80.656S.LN.,1 
aZ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LRE 5.951 IN.SOO 
(CZOCSI) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIC DS 0. 0 0 .0RF .. IN.0.000 0090 
XMNRP 0.7100 IN. 
YRP 0:0000 N. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
* * -alI---rr rrT- rrrr ri-eeI n-rr rn-1i- rltl --- rr1-II--




o to- -0 
ILI 
5__ -- -- to i-0 ___ 2 5 40 4 o 3 
ANL OFATCK LH. ERE 
DATA SET SYM B O L CON FIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
(C2800.) HSFC4 " GD/C,{8CSTCR BI9Wl4C4AV7 







. 0 0 D:GuG 
CANARD 
O.Vvu 
D u oD.uou 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 35.6560 SQoIN. 
LREF 3 0:5 0. N .BE£F 6:099 1N 
XNAP 6.70 IN: 
YMPp. DO IN.ZMRP GoOOD IN.
SCALE 0035 
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ANL OFATCK LH. ERE
 





S£B2} 68D/ (BOOSTER 'Bl9W14CAAV? 









































5 6 6 0 06 26 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 6 s o 3 t o is 20IS - 0 a a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BTA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATO N
 DATA E T SY MOL C CF X0URATICN DSCR PTION 
S. 16° 56 0 SQ*IN.
REF
a oo O Du 0 N
 
ALL CON GITI C'43

(C z 0 .1 SFC48 1 GD/C(BO STER) I WI C AV7 000 LR£F ' '.0 u: .o .000 U.: 
DATA NOT AVA ILABL E FOR 

.0 0.0 OODeR 





DATA NOT AVAILABE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 





l eCs.) 0 
PAGE 55 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 







SO--Z -- 5 S O is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so so 00 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFCRCNCE INrORMATION 
CZ: 00%; 
1 ) 
( E 0 c 1 ) 
M!H S C4 .8.GD/C ( 0O S T R } 19 W4C4AV7 
'Mr C 1 GD/ (BOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
D A T A N O T A V A IL A L E F O R A L L C O N D T I O S 
MAC" 1.462 
.I 
0 .0 0 0 
O O 0 
. 
. D uo 
o 
.D 








15 . 5 0 
305 












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 













0-TA -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 so0 5 




SYMBOLQ CC*FIOURATION DESCRIPTION MSFCA8 GD/C(8OOSTERIB19W14C4AV7 BETA 0.000 ELEVON OOD CANARD 0.000 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 15.056. S0.1N. 
(E22) 
IE2SCS1) c MSFC 4 DATA NOT CD/C(BcSTER)BIQtI4C4AV7 AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.00D LR" BRE 3.0050 6.0990 IN. IN. 
XNRP 6.00 IN. 
YRP 70.0000 IN. 
ZMR 0.000 IN. 
MACH 1.9G CAL.5 
PAGE 57
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS 
* orrr lllD,----rrri--- lpj-rrr rrrr rrrr Trrr -­fl-r-,rr IrT TT-rr;lue~fl lr -T-r-r-rJ 





-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 a035 40 45 5o 55 d0 65 
DATA SET SYM0L 
tC20O i 2Q 
(E2 BZ0 L 
(CzeC51 0 
MACN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CcFIGURATIxt DESCRIPTION eTA ELEVON CANARD 
MFC 
4 
AO G0/C(SOOSTER)B19Wi4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 .000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0:000 o.o0 
HSFC481 OD/C(BOOSTCRIS9WI4C4A 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2.990 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15DO60 SODIND 
L EF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 5.090 IN. 
X4RP 7,I0 IN.YNRP 
.0Do IN.ZHRP 0.0OU0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 








*10 is~ a__ 3 o 1 2 5 3 3 0s 3 0 6 
ANL OFATCKoLH. ERE
 
P* TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION TA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C Z . 0 0 1 ; S F C - - l G / ( B O S T E R ) 1 9 W 4 C 4 A V 7 
 a .0 U 1 , 6 50 : 0 0 0 0 00O : R E F 5q : N ' 
(EaZ) ATA N T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 0co0 00 ODUo 0 BUD LREF S:.6g,0 IN-







0 ACH 4.000 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 






.. %0.4 -1 











.0 .00 0005A 


























S -10 -5 0 5 is 20 2 3 35 40 45 so 35 60 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C801) SF48 0/C{B cSTCR, Bl9W%4C4AV7Y 0:0.0 0,U *O SREF 1S.=06 SQ.. 
{[ZMSF) HSC 401 GO/C(BOOSTER)I IS14 C4AV7 u 00 0 DUO 0 UD RF 3OS o 
(£e.Cls) <> DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS U.000 O.uo 0O.,Do BREF d:U990 INN: 
XHRF 6.7110 IN 
yMRp 0.0Uou IN: 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
It 
* -r-- rr0 
 S 1r Is to to 30 35 40 45 so 5Sr O 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CLEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C 
CZ.UU) G) K3 -2 00/CC(B0OSTERR)BI9W4C4AVr . 0.00 0 O.Gu Uo0 SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
EX B..) MSFC 'at Go/ , SOSICR" 1gWl4C4AVT 0.00O0 0.00O 0.000 LREF 5,Dssu IN.
 ( r . C 5 ) D A TA NO T A V A I LAB L E F OR A LL C O D I TI O S .0 0 0 O * Co u 0 .0 0 0 R F 6 . 9 IN : 
N.RP a.000 IN. 
ZMRP U0 000 IN. 












10 is 20 5 30 35 40 45 50 sa 40 4I 
-AT- SET SYMBOL 
:c:0) 2 
(".020; -E. 8C51} 0 
MAIN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES 
CCFIOURATICV4DESCRIPTIO N SETA ELEVEN CANARD 
HSFC401 GD/C(TgOSTrR) BI9WI4CAAVT O.U o.UuU U.000 
DATA NOT AVA LADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 O.DUU
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F( ALL CONDITIONS 0.00 QDuu O..Ou 
.-. S 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OR{ O..... IN. 
XMRP 6.AGO IN. 
yIRp O07000 IN:o RF O.__o, IN. 
SCALE . .0, 
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- - 1 0 a_ a 5 0 t o 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 As o a s 0 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA EEY CANARD RUDDER REFERENCC INFORMATION 
iCZSDJ N 0.000 0.000 O.UuU SREF 25.6560 IN.OU MSFC481 GO/CISOOSTERIIW14C4AV7 so

ATA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITIONS 200 coo3 a LRF 3:5 0 IN:
 
(E2:C) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 O.0D 0.000 REF 5.095a IN.
 
XMRP 4.71D IN. 
yNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.00Go IN. 










a -­ 0 -­ 5 0 5 so is 20 3 0 35 40 45 50 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 2.00.1 






NO T AVA ABLE FOR ALL C OD ITI OS 
























NIRP 0.0ooo in. 
SCALE 0. 0035 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
S ____ 
e. ..l.1 l 
-to -is D S O 1 O 0 ... 40 45 50 s5 60 so 
.. .. . . .u1 .e 1 . . l.e j j t e ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢CNFIGURArICN DESCRIPTION MTA £LEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ800Doi; m-irc4,, .. TC(..T R) 1.Wl4C4AVT 0.000 0.0O0 O.UDO 3REF 15.6560 3Q.INo 
I.. .M } .SC 86 Go /C (80TCR)BI9 4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 









LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 
-I 
la - 1 so ____ i 20 30 35 40 45 so as go as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA ELEVOW CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I¢801 M SFC481 GQ/CtBCOTER)BI9WI4C AV7 0.000 O.QO 0.000 SREF 15.6560 3Q. IN. 
(E2 820) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.095U IN.
 





ZMRP 0 Bonn IN.
 
-. CM i..z. 
 SCALE 0:.D s
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aS a, to0 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so us GO so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3CT 3YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTIN BETA rL VoN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 O. U O.Uu 0 SREF 15.6560 3Q .IN.
 .
:CZ:00 1}I r FC4:,I GD/C BOSTER)BlgWl4C4AVTE 2 0.0 SFC 4 Go/ (BOOSTER) Bi9WI4C4AV7 .O 0.000 a o O.Uau LREF 3.0950 IN. NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL 0.0 6.099D 
XHRp 












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS





-to 20 25 an 403 	 45 so so Go 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
O L  
DATA SET 3YMB CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTIC TA CLEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C.: O.I ) 0 HSC al G/C(S STERIB1 WI C 4VI a.... 0.0.0 0.00. SRCF 3, 1".6 
'Ex.020, M PC 4 0 Go/ BCOOSTER)B129W14C4AV 0.000 0.000 OOU LREF 3.0950 IN.7
E 2 CS&J D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 








DATA SET SYMBOL 
CZ:.0. 
E£2 0 (M3'o .XHRP 
MACH 
, to-1 20 5 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
MBHFCASI GD/C(8OSTCR)819Wl4CAAVT 6o.00• UUD 0.000 
.)ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O* 0OODo a Duo 




so ,59 so to 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LRCF 3":0950 IN: 
BREF 6.090 IN0___ . 
VMRP : 070000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0O.0033 
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4 0 As 50 55 _ D of 1 35 20 25 0 as 
- to - 10 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
L ANAR D RUD DR R F R NC E INFORMAT ON
 DA A ZT YM OL ON IGURATION D SCRIPTION 	 BTA VON 
SREF 15.6060 3Q.IN. 
I C2,DQ13 N SFC401 6D0€C0005TER) B19W1C4AV7 3:D95 IN. 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

I 	.Z. ) r DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO ALL CONDITIONS D UD 0 UD a Quo LRF 

cz la NOT A A A LE =O ALL =OND TIONS N. UO 0.000 0.000 RF b0*9 N
 a DATA 
X R P : r. 000 I N , 
YRP 0.0000 IN. 
$CALE 0 0 3. 0 0
 










.. . .l~.el .I .I p.l .o .Il .l 

.. .. . ... ~~ ~~~~ g l 
. ~~ 
4
o s -0 - a 5 10 -0 Is 20 25 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,'ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONE TA SLVONDATA CTl SyMOL CONFIOURATION DE$CRIPTIOM 
5650 IM.• ,N'
 
2 jgC4*t *D/CI0OSTER)SI9WI C AV? 0.O00 0:00U LREF 3.0950 N




NOT AVAILAaLE FOR ALL CONPITIO$ 0.000 
s ; ) 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
Z 0) 
0.000 0.000












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 













...­0......I...1 -- - -
nANGLE 
DATA LCT SYMBOL COhlFIGURATXC*J 0E$CRXPTIONMA 
ZC001) NFC4SI oGD/C(0OSTFR)8±9W14C4AVT 
CEf00-A 1ar45 GC(OOOSTER)SISWI4C4AVY
DESflATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
MACH 0.60? 
OF ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES 
EEV~4CNADRDE 
a0.000 0.00 0.000 
0.000 0.00(1 0.000 
0.000 0 ..00 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Slu~ *'.S4 *N. 
LREF .0950 Z.: 
SRCF .. 0990 IN. 
XMRP 0.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 ZN. 















1 -10 - a50 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 40 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION ETA ELEVCM CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Cr6001) ) M SFC4± GD/C(BOSTERJ BIgi4C4AV1 0.000 0.000 0.0o 3REF 15.6560 so0IN. 
(cZOZO L2 SF 481 OD/C(DOOSTER)OICWI4C4AV? 0.000 0.000 0.OU0 LRCF 5.0950 IN. 
(EZ.C51) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.O0 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 iN. 
ZNRP 0.0U0o IN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES/
 
DATA 3ET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Ic¢eDo) MSFC401 GD/Cj8C0ST£RJB19Wl4C4AV7 0.000 DOOU 0 oo 3REF 15.6560 3GoIN. 
('..2: R ATA N°T AVAILABL E FOR ALL CONITI ON 000o O. 0D 0 0 LR r 3: .0 N:AAT£C1NOT AVAILA Le FOR ALL CONDITION O 0 .UuO 0.O00R F 0 0eg IN. 










_ _ _ _ 




L 0.1 _ _ 
I*­
0.00 




-, -­10 - a 5 so 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
("tOt" QNSFAOI GD/CWDOSTERJOIQWI4C4AV? 
(Canto )LX DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 














RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.09*0 IN. 
XMRP 6.1100 IN. 
YMRp 00000 1". 
ZMRP 0.O00 IN. 
SCALE 0.OSS 
PAGE 76 



















1 -to -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 so 35 40 45 50 as g0 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFSRCNCC INFORMATION 





DATA NOT AVAILA4E FOR ALL CONDITIONS 













XMRP 6.T100 IN. 
YHRP 0.70000 IN. 
ZMRP a.GOD IN. 
MACH 1.51 SCALE 00035 
PAGE 77
 







t~. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-0.4 
-105 -to -- 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION BEA ELEVEN CANARD 
Ce2:0 11 MFC4 St lOlCC.OOST.R)SI.WIlC4AV7 0.000 0.000 O.Do.0 
E , .. , 2 .FC ..1 GD/C(0OO3TCR)5I9WIAC4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 




so 55 'a 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 -SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
RF.00 IN 












_ _ _ ­






so 05i 2 -- 30 35 40 AS so Go 
-0 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BETA ELEVOW CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHArioNDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 

O*0oO 3REP 15..S5u SQ.IN,
(2U ) SFC46 1 GD/C(BOOSTER}B29W14C4AVT Q.OOO 0.000 

{[2IR20 mAT NT IVAILAL FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000O Oo o 0.O0 LREF ,91 N
 3.0S IN.CDII
'E.C5 .. DATA NO AVA LABLE 



























-15 -10 - 0, 5 10 s5 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(C2400)U C) 3Ct481 GD/C(BOSTER)BISWIAC4AVr 0.000 0.000 0.000 




50 55 ts a 
REFERENCE mNFORNATIQN 
SRCF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 8.0900 IN. 
Xm~p 6. TIUu IN. 
YHRp 0.7±00 IN. 
z Rp 0.000 
SCALE 0 .. Ss5 
PAGE 80 
__ 




















1 a1 0 5 to is 20 25 ao 35 40 45 50 65 'a ,5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA £LEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C. -U-;
E2 : 02. 2 
MSFC46.1 GD/C(SOSTER)D9Wl4C.AV7 













<>aCI D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITIONS 0.000 0.000 O.Do0 DREF 6.099. IN. 
t X MR p 6*-i o u N . 
YMRP O.Uuo0 IN. 
Z0Rp .. 3u00 IN. 
MACH 1.950 00ALE 00035 
PAGE 81 
























-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 a5 20 111 So as 40 45 50 53 i0 03 
IANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB 
O L  
ONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION MTA E4EVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFGRMATIC 
I CZ:0011 
lez 82O) 
N SFC401 GD/C(BOOSTER) 819W14C4AV7 



















ZMRp D+Uuu IN. 
HA H 0.990 SCALE 0.003, 
PAGE 82 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OAT^ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 5 
MIA ELEVON CANARD N 
E 
I 2CD MS F C . 0 2 G D / C ( BOO S TE R ) B I9 WI 4 C 4 A V 7 1h. D 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0S 

LREF 3.0960
U.Po0 O.Ouu 0.ouU 
(2 32 } 7 O.OUD U.O U BR r 6.0290 IN.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL 
CONDITIONS 

DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS$ 0.0O0
(Es5) XRP 6.11.0 IN.
 








MAH .. nSCALE 

PAGE 83 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 















. . . . 
[ 
. . . 
_4___, H 
. . 
__ 1 l__ ~t I I Hi l i [J 1 -
-'10 -20 - 5 0 5 so 15 go as 30 zS 40 AS so 55 40 es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFLOURAT;ON DESCRIPTION 
VOCZ:..I t 










RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















0.p 0.ou IN, 



















-1.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 2.0 1.2 1. 4 1.6 $*a Z°0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
E T S Y O L  
DATA S MB C tFI1URATI f DESCRIPTIC0 BE TA ELEVIX CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ INo
0.000 0.000 0.000 IN.
MSFC481I GDWC(SCD/C(B STER) BI9WI4C4AV7 0000I E:013ZOa ) "I" l .TERjIW WI.C4AII 0000 0.000 LREF 3.095U 4 




































F 4 102(O5E~IIICA, 
ISC41O/(OSEJIW44V 










































MA.0 0 * 0. -0 4 - . 0. 0. 0 060.* 
NORMAL~~AG 
.0 1. 1.4L 
FOC8OEFCEN.O 
1.6 01132. 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 










_ _ __ __ __ _ _ 








- 0. -0.0_ -06 -. 4 2 00 . . 06 04 . . 34 1 . . 
-0 00 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
OATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN BETA ELEVEN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ0. 1; H SFC481 GD/C(BC0STER)B29Wl4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 U.000 SREF 15 .65.0 SQ.IN. 
(B UZ DA A NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCDTICNS 0*D o O
S .
 no. LREF 3 .S 1N(£ZC51 DATA NOT AVAILABLE roR ALL CONDITIONS O:000 00oDo RF 60:9:.O IN: 
XMRP 6*%D 2 o 
yHRP :.OO mN 




















-1.0 -0.0 -0.6 -0.4 -0.*2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 2.0 1.2 .,4 1.6 1.0 Z.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET yHDOL CONFIOURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELEVCH CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2Cl HSF:401 GD/C(SOO TER)819W 4C4AV7 0.000 .cuo * 0 SREF 15.6560 S * N 
C2 ZD) DATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDITION 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
(C26C51) DATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDI TION 0.000 0.000 o°UDU DREF 6.0990 IN. 
XoRp_ 6,T_ Sao 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS
 


















m srC48 1 Go' C(BC0 TER)8lgW14C4AVI 
DA TA NOT AVA LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITIONS 
.051 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER 
0,0DO D.DUU U.000 
,D O.OUU DO U.Dou 
0.0DD o*UUO O.UOU 
REFERENCE IN 
F O R M A T I O N 
SREF 15. 6: 5 .IN. 
LREF 3 :095 I N: 
BREF 6.0490 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
Y R P O O I N . 
SCALE 0.a, 
PAGE 89 
















SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
MSFC481 GD/C (BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4 C4AVr" 
2Bl3 MSF'C 481 GD C(BOO5TER)819Wl4C4AV7 
0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION S 
MAC"I 1.105 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER 
0.000 O.uoO O*Ouu 
0.00{0 0.000 t ,0u 
O},{DO O.Co} O.uQU 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF Z5 .6560) SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0900 IN. 
BREF 6.099.} IN. 
XMRp 6° 100 IN. 
yHRp :.you, IN: 




-rr -r r- -r-LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ZERO DtFLECTION OF ELEVONS AND CANARDS













-O . -0.* -0.6 -0 4 - .2 0.0 .2 04 0.6 
0 .6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1°6s 1.0 X.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
.ATA ZCT .y .. 
CZ:00) 
IZ 8 2 ) 
I E . C ,I1 1 
L C F IURAT J DESCRIPTI N 
HSFC . 6%GD/C(BS00TR)BIW 4C4AV 7 
D A TA NOT AVA A SL C FOR ALL COND ITI S 








. U U D 
CANARD 
.000 
. Uo u 
. 0 0 0 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RF 1565.0 $4.N. 
LREF 3 . 0 0 IN . 
B R E F 6 .0 9 9 0 I N . 
XMRP 6, 1D IN. 
YMRe :700000 IN. 















a 15.56 SQN 
-03 
-0.4 
--. 0 -0.* • -0.*6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1.0 2.2 1.4 1.6 .*I X.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN 
DATA SET SYMBOL OWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVEN CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
: 001) 
(... ; ) 
,...cs | 
MWSC481 GO/C(SO STER) B29i 4C4AVr 
-:C -..- Go/C(BOSTER) B19WIAC4AVY 




















YMRP 0 zoo IN. 











T m r r-rr 

r r r -r- -1 *-rr- m r r 

-r-r-r






















01 4 /_OE) B 9 I C A F0 
IUAI DSRPX 
l6/{ TR ~W44V7OO0 










0 0 0LAAD RDE 
OOOSE 
o U QL 
EEEEC NOHTO 
566 Q.N 
E F Q g 
NORHAL~~AG F9C3OEFCENCRMA FORCCOE I IET. C 
_ _ _ __ _ 









( o i_ EE 
_ _ _ _ 
_ 
- : 
- .0 -0. e -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 '*4__.0 0.6 0.6 2.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 .10 
SNORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAUCH OESCRIPT;P TA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFO HA TION 
HFC461 GD/C(BS0TER)8I9WI4C4AV7 O*QO 3*D 

E 2WJ DATA NOT AVAILAOLF FOR ALL COITIONS °D 0.0. 0 O..u .. u LREF 3.gg im.
 
r Z*Col H3FC461 GO/C(BO0STEA)8I9Wi4C4A 0.000 0.000 0.00U BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
XMRP 6. _ _ IN. 

























-2..D -0.4 -O*z G.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 O~a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.. • * 2.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 









RUDDER REFRENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
£250 DATA NOT A VAILABLE FOR A LL CONDITION 0.0O O.000  .000 LREF 3.09su IN. 





yMRp 0.0000 IN: 
SCALE 10.0035 
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(I Z80 _') 
-~~~~ZR 
CFGRTCDSRPI 

















































0.0 0.2 0.4 0.S 0. 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 $. 3.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(C2S001 fl MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
ICZ5B20) MSFC 40± GD/C(BOOSTCR)BI9WI4C4AVr 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.0950 IN. 
CeSCSI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.00o 0.00D 0.00 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.70 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
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DRAGs COEFFIC'IENT, CD 
D3ATA SET SYMBOL* CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT OETA ELEVON CANARD RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, c g: . . .; 





SFC 4 8 1 G / C (B O O S TE R ) B Il9W lAIC4 A V ? Y 
MSFC 401 GD/C(I0COSTER)BI9Wl4C4AV 
DATA NOT AVAILABE]L FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
0 0 0 0 
0.000 
0.oU 






S R E F 
LR EF 
BREF 
1 5 0 
63.6,00 
6.00*0 
3(S$ * N 
I 
IN. 
XMRP 6.70'U IN. 
yHRF BO.DJL 
M4ACH 1o91)0 SCALE .°0U45 
PAGE 98 
-0.4 









0.0 , 0 .9 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 2.4 1.6 1.0 Z.0 
DATA SET SY 





HFC485 0D/C(BsooTER) 29WI4C4AV? 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITION 
DRAU COEFFICIENT. CO 
MTA ELEVON CANARD 
0.000 0.000 O.UDO 
.. oo o.nou ... o 
0.000 0.000 0.D00 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.65.0 3Q.IN. 
LREF ... 0 N 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
















0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.* *.0 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 OREF 15.SS60 S0.XN.
0.000 0.000
:C2:00O1 KQSFC4S1 GDCWBOOSTER611414C4AV7 
E2ZSS2 ) ADA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONJS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 






Z$RP .0.00O IN: 
NAC 1.07SCALE .0.035 
PAGE 100 



















0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1. tO 
OATA SET SyMBOL C fFIOURATZC4 OESCRIPTICN DRAG COEFFICIENT. C1
BTA ELEVON CANARD 
 RU0OER REFERENCE INFORI4ATION
 
(ccasooi Q MSrC4s, O0/CCOOOSTER)B1*WIACAAVI 
 0.000 0.00 0.000 
 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
ccEZaoao)- DAATA NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR ALL cc*JoTbo$ 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(t2COI. 





YNRp 0.0000 IN. 















0 0 .2 0.4 Q.6 0.0 1.0 1.2.416 	 . 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER 
I n MSO1)HFC461 GD/CI.OOSTERl .I9W.4CAAV7 u.vOO 0.000 a OBO 3REF 1. U So 
(EmBOJ MSFC I6 GD/C(BOOSTER)Bl94I4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0:000 LREF .9 N.* 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
A 

(r2aCJ, DA T NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL' CODITIONS 0.000 0.0D0 0.000 	 BREF 6.09"0 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 





PAGE C F N2
 









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 



















CE2BC5I) 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 OREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.TIOO IN. 
yNRP 0.0000 IN. 










,- , osr -
-0.4 
0D°.13 
DATA 3CT 3yMBOL 
= .@oaij
K 2 sBzo } 
.62cSl) 
MAC" 
0* * .6 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
marSc4,.t D/c(s STER) 1W14C4AVI 
.s C 4 1 GD/ C IBO S T R B 9W f C4AV 7 
D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 
2.462 
1. .0 1.2 1." 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
BETA ELEVOW CANARD RUDDER 
0.600 0.000 U.OuU 
0 .000 O . D O oU 
QOOO O.000 O.uUO 
1.6 1.0 Z.6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.660 SQ IN. 
LR F 3 :0 950 N 
SR CF *0..0 N 
XMRP I.IU N.y-RP 0.00.0 1 o 
ZHRP 0.00OU IN: 
ICAL .OI 
PAGE 044 












DATA SET SyMSOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION MIA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 155 6 3Q.IN.
C Z001; 'R M FC44811D/CC{B STER)SISW14C4AV 7 o uO a UU0 a DUD 

84 S81















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIGS AT ZERO DEFLECTION OF EL'EVONS AND CANARDS
 
* a 1 r.- r 
0.4 





0 4.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 z.O 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
OATA S T SYHBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION 
 WTA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER RCErRENCE INFORMATION
 
(C20012) OHSrC4I GO'C( STER) IG9I4C4AVT .0DO 0.00 0.ou 
 SREF 15.65 0 S0.IN.
 (C20020) DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITICS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF .0950 IN. 



























-. a0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.0 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
N F N 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONJ BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE I ORMATIO 
C20O±) MSFCASI GO1C( STER)BI9W4C4AV7 0.000 0.00D 0.000 aR£r 15.6560 SQ.U,. 
(Caooaot 7" DATA NOT AVAILASLC FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF :.0950 IN. 
.IEZSCsI * DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.0u 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 





















0.0 O*t 0.4 0.4 0.0 1.0 .2* 1.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMOOL CO FIGURATIC DESCRIPT1OC BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(CZ01f )Q - HSFCI 4D/C(BOOTER)819W14CAAV, . 0.000 0.000 u.o0 
I ESSZ W O l DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL .CaJ01T1COS 0.0ob 0.oa 0.o0 
(EZOC5I) 0 HSFC4i G0/tC(B0OSTER)OIW14$.4A 0.000 0.'00 0.000 
HACH 4.960 
RUDDER 
1.4 1.4 * 2.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 S.1 . 
LRCF 3.0950 I"N. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.11r0 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS

*r-
-r-r-r -r-r-n--Ir Ir riI- I IIII II I II IIIv I I I I I II I I I 





























is- -1 - 0 5aO 5 i 20 25 30 35 .0 AS 50 ss .0g 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ELEVC AILRCN CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
uu " p " ..GDC (.CO.S R) BISWI4C4AV7 0.0O0 0.D00 0.0D0 0.00U SREF 15.65 5o sQ IN. 
CZ: 1-; DATAA..T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-10.0D0 tO.0ut) O.DU D.0UQ LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
802 .-DTA -OI AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20.000 000 0.000 O.UUU BR5F 6.0290 IN.
 (¢SD} AA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 












*LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
.C--












-10 a 0 
-0.4110 
5 so 20 i, sc 35 40d 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
45 5-0 as 60 45-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.0aOG) 
(cz 003} 
'C2 . 01) 
MSFC481 GDICIBSDTER)Bj9W14C4AVT 
:18DZODF IC8 G /(BSCOS R BI9WI4C7AVT 
M r C4I ODIC (BOOSTER) B719W141fAV7 
































M0. H 0S0a 










- _ _ _ _ - -
LLU.










ANGL OFATC.APA 	 ERE
 
-0.4 
-A-A-A-A 	 , *
-. o , A . • *i -i-- i-A 
-A--A- i-i-i-i , h-A-*.A. i. -- A-iA ..- , ..
 -A-A----• -S-A-i--A -- - -A--i-A--A 

-IS -4,0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 38 40 45 50 38 40 4;5
 
-ANGLE 
 OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONL	 ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION(C2 0h 0 CSrC48OO/C(BOOSTcR)o9Ws4C4AVr 0.0001. 0.000 0.000 0.00:"0 1 6 5O.IN.,RFcczo0o. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-10.000 10.000) 0.000 0.00 AREF .o050 IN.(CISOt) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-20.000 0.000 0.000 
 0.0o OREF 6.0990 IN.(C2 003 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-60.000 0.0o00 D.0 0.000 XHRP 6S.100 IN.(CzSOI.1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10.0o 0.000 
 0.0o 0.O00 	 Y5RP 0.0000 IN. 



















o-0 -0 0 5 10 in 20 25 so 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYH1OQL CFIGURATIC44DESCRIFTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
(CZC;OI) MSFC4t1 G0/C(OOSTER)B19W24C4AV7 Oo 0.000 O.o0u 
(CaSOOS) ,SFC 1 0D/C( STER)01S:W$24C4AV7 -10.000 ±0.0o 0.Duo 
(ascZ U) .sCtst .00C(0OSTER)O 1WC4AV7 -20.000 0.000 0*00 








so 55 Go 
REFRCNHC INFORMATION 
SREF 15.sGO S0.tN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN 
BR£F s.0ss0 N. 
xtNAp O610 INYMRP o.ooob IN: 
ZMRp 0.06U1 IN. 
PACH 0.0035 1.-0T 
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• --10 a 0 a lo s15 26 SO 33 40 45 so $5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTAC.K, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET *YHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION T A  ELEVON AILRON CANARDO BE REPERENCE INFORMATION 
TER) VI9Wl4C4AV7 e 0, Du 0 DUDI cz: 1 " ) HAFC 82 aD/C(SOO a DUDOQ 0 O 0 SREF 15.6560 SQ.1u. 
I CZ D D TA, NO AVA LA OLE FOR ALL C OD TIONS -10 ,D00 10:000 0:000 u -Ou O LREF 3 " 60 IN ") A. 

' €looo" DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR CO ITION -20.D O .00 0,U DU uOUu OREF .:.09.U IN:
ALL .UO(¢0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -0 DD0 oDOD Uu 0:000 MRP 6 , ou IN . 
D 0o

"caroulml DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS tU .ouu 9.000 0 , Duo 




















CANARD BETA REFERNCE INFORMATIONELEVON AILRONOAT6 3CT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
, C. 00.) 0TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONITION 10 .000 J..00 ... a 0*OOO LREF 3*90 IN. 
IC-:...) AA -T AVAI LA:L FOR ALL *CODITION -20.0ou 0.000 U.UUU0 .0*00 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
I C2 00 .; .AT. HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.0 c o , 0 o 0 .O00 aDu XMRP 6o71;o IN. 
IC20019 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10:010O 0.O0O 0:000 O.O00 	YMRP o.uuc0o IN. 



















1.0. ...... . ... J. . . .. .. . . . ... * . . .... .. * . 
-1 S * 0 5 10 1 20 f 30 35 .0 As 50 53 so *S 




ELEVON AILRC4 CANARD BETA RE ENCE INFORMATION

-DATA SET SYMOOL CCFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTIG 

{ccooox) 2 N G0/tC*61C(B0TER)S19W14C4AV7 a.000 0.000 0.0o0 0.oO0 SREF 15.I6500 5.IN.
 
:czao.o) M rSFCA'1 00/CISO.TEl019g4C4AV? --o.o00 ±0.000 0.0D0 0.o0 LREF 5.095. IN.
 
(Cr8002) N C481 GD/C(BSTERI019W14C4AV7 -20.000 0.000 0o. 0.000 OREP 6.0990 IN.
 
... NSFC.61 0IC(SOSTER)SIOIJI4C4AV7 -60 o0 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 8.,100 IN.
 
0 .000 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 (N.
OD/(CIOSOTER)8II WI4C4AV? 1.ooO 000 .10
(CZo01z.) M .FC46 





















5s -10 0-, a II is 20 AS so as 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
AS so $5 go 00f 







ms c o 00 CI G S/ STER)B19W374C4AV7 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR AL: CODITIONS 
DATA NOT A VAMABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 


























SREF 1, 5.6 06 Q 
LREF 3.0956 IN. 
BREF ..0990 IN. 
XMRF . G IN. 
Y"Rp o.ouob tiN. 
ZNRP UQuiio IN'. 
PAGE 11,5. 



















- C40:S GOC( TRBW1AV 
I C 00BSTER) Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
MSF :S¢1aD/C:B STER;B 1AwC4AVT 
MSF¢CA1I D/C B=OTCR)B gW 4C4AV7 



































LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 


















-t -10 -5 0 l o is 2o 25 30 35 40 45 so a5 b V0. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SyBOL CcMFIOURATIA ECRIPTIN ELEVO AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CZOOO )9 SFCOI GO/(CO0STER)S 19W4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
F. O5TE).1 10O0 0.000 0UU U.000 .. 0950 IN.". ±C4AV? .000 LRECC2S0021 /C(BOO$TERJBIw±$C4AVT 
-20.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.099O IH. 
Iczto0 4SCS Ii /CCOOOSTCR)B*IO1WICAAVV 
-60.000 0.000 0.0no 0000U XMRP 0.71vi0 IN.(czelz; 3 FC461 6/C(80STER)9li100AVT 10.600 0.000 O.06 0.000 YMRP 0.006a IN.CTZNRP 0.00 IN. 
MACH 2.990 SCALE D-0'3' 
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so$ -20 -5 0 C, 10 is 20 Cis 30 35 40 45 so 55 go as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 
IC28001) 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATI DESCRIPTION 










SR5F is560 IN*. 
I C. 0=} DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITI : -%QD*DDO 10:000 O:BD000 :000U LREF .O slo ;N 
1 C2:D=) 
IC2 003) 
DATA NOT AVAILA LE FOR 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 
ALL CONDITION 
ALL CONDITIONS 
-90.00t) D. DO 
-so0Goo0 D000 
0 0 U 
0..Q 
0 .O00 







I Cz.0$2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS S0OoD OoOU0 .000o oo. T.1pp0.RP O. Oo 0.000a I.. IN. 
MA. .. 8 CALE G.0035 
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-­15 -1 0 -- 5 10 is255, 203 3D as 40 45 so 35 ob0 .5, 
ANGLE OF A'TTACK. ALPHA., DEGREES 
PATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI URATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVEN AILRON CANARD BETA REFERiNCE INFORATION 
{ CSO0.) J SFC;*t 1 0D/ C (BOOSITER) B .9W,444AV? o;00O 0.00 U.DL113t O.O0D :SREF 15.*6560 so IN'. 
2 I3)Do SFC4aV: GD/C (BOOS TER ) B9Wl4 C4 AV 7 -0.1000 10.000 0. 006, 0.000 LREF" 3.*09sLt IN. 







0ft 0 0 . 0I 











LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 











1. 4- 4 ~l4I III-*J.A.j  .J.tA.Ll 4 ml l44 - 10 @tl l JL-L-L tI-C- C- C@t@ 4-At- ......-4 -t. a. .. . . . . . 
S -10 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COJFZURATICJ DESCRIPTIc ELEVON AILRCN BETACANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
OAFC4O8LC2-
C ; GD/CQ(B0STER)B19WI4C4AV7 

-0.000 0.000 0.0Oo 0.000 SREF 15.S560 50.1m.
 
'C2oo
00 .A'A OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCO0XT1Cfl$ 
-20.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 
 IN.
1C1S00 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

-20.000 0.000 
 0.00O O.020 BREF 6.0990 IN.
(Cts003) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-60.000 0.000 
 U.0.. 0.000 XNRP 6..00 1N.(C24012) 
 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

















--. . . . . .
 
- as -1 0-a-to'-15 - 0250 340 4$ 5 60 *a, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONI DESCRIPT[I ELEVENp AllRON CANARD OC TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CaD+ HF40 D/C(BOOSTER)DI9WI4CAAV7 DDuvo 0.O6, +0.0 0.000 SREF 3+5 SQ.LN* 
(M.:;) H C48l GD/C(BOOSjER)01gWlIfC4AVT -- I..0000 0-000 LREF I++5ovu ... u N. 
QOuu .0ou 0.000 BREF .IN.
 
C.S03 H,/4OC .[I BOOSTER)Blgj4I'C4AV7 -60.o0 0,0uu U.0ou O.uO XMRp 6.11ou IN.




















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
01 - 20 _5 is 20 so 5 40 45 so 53 so 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC2600) Q XSFC4OS GD/C(6OOSTER)81W±4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 -. uD 0.000 SREF 15.6560 Q0.IN. 
.C.0 O) NOT AVAILABLC FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 ±.000 O.0O0 0..0 LRCF 5.0*5 IN.DTA 

(C2S002) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS .uo .0 0 R IN.
-Z0.00 0 0.000 0.0990 

(Cr600) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.0 : 0.000 XNRP 0T900
.OD 14.
 























io . . . . . 
to -0 - . a a 10 10 2o 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTION ELEVON AILAON CANARD (C2soo.) l NSrC.sl GD/C(BO7STER)fl19W14C4AV7 Q.0o O.OD 0.000 (C...O) MHFC461 GD/C(BOOSTER)SI9WI4C4AV? 
-10.O00 1o.000 0.000 (20002) 0 HSFC4OI GD/C(OOOSTR)S19WI4C4AV7 
-20.000 0.000 D.000
'C2S003 MSEC481 GD/CCIOOOSTR) 819W±*Ck4AV7 
-0.00O a.O0 0000 
'ctor a5l40&OC8OTR~1gz4y 10.000 0.000 0.000zopiz) mZG.MS D/C(OOSTER)'B19WI4C4AVT 









$ 5 so 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOV 
SREF 15.6560 3.10. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.0060 IN. 





























-- -1 0 
 5 to is 5 30 35 4 45 so 55 0 06 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, ,DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AILRON - CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ANGLE OF ATAK ALPHA.OEGREE 
C, 1; 2J DATA NOT'AVAIL!ABLE FOR ALL CN01IONS 	 -1010ou 10o ou UU DOUDD LREF 3.0910 IN..0DA0 NT AVAIL. FR AL- -T -20.0u. .. Q. 0.0Q 0 BR_ IN.(CZO 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-6 0o0 0.000 0.000 ,.000 XRP tOSSO IN.
 





















- to -10 - 0 5 __ to 15 20 5 30 35 40 45 so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGRES 
























,C2O0Z)DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 























ZNRPSCALE 0.0000g0.0035 in. 
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.15 - __ _ 




-1 t 5 0 i 20 25 30 3S 40 4S so50go 4 




DATA SET SYM L CONFIGURATICJ OESCRIPTION £LEVOJ AILRQN CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C28001 Q MrC481 GD/C(00TER)SB19W4C4AV7 0.000 a.000 0.000 ODD0 SRCF 15.0500 SQ.IN. 
Cz 00.) SFC4 1 GD/C B STER)B19W14C4AV7 -l°0 l.O OU OQ0La .05 N (Cr000. 
_10SCAI0/CBOTR)IWAC00.jfI~000000 3.0950 IN.10:00 LAEF 
CC2*0~) MsrC..:- G0/C(0OOS7Ef011C4r t0000o 0.000 .00000 00 REP 4.0 N
 (Co005)U NSFC4 I 0D/C(BOOSTER)BI9WIaC4AV7 -60.0op 0.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 























- *jo . .4 - ...---1A .A- .t.4 .Ja .. ...... L.. . L L. - ... .. t.... .4.4.L. -- Lr -AJ ­
-±5 10 0 10 15 .-8 5 20 5 50 35, 40 45 50 55 G0 *o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION' ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C20oo MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)oBlW14C4AV7 0.000 O.000 0.000 0.00u SREF 15.65.0 Sa.I. 
(CZ00O) Z.L DATA- NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -k0.00D 10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. (CZ8O0z0; DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL: CONDITIONS -Zo.O0 0.000 0.10o 0.000 BREF 6.09*0 IN.
 
(C.6005)U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL- CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 6.7100 
 IN.
 























Zr .20 - ___
 
-. 05 
-is -10 - 0 a so is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 *a ob 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON. CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C. e0 D M SrC :.% 0 DlC (. ST= .i:lWI4C4AV7 0 000 0 Duo 0 O OB D.oD REF i 5s 50 S IN. 
aniOO}. HFC48 GO/C BOOSTER 519W 4 C4AV7 -3.U 1:00 0.6 .ODLE .95.6 3,0
 
DO/C(BOOSTER) 
-2a coo 0o00 ou99




(Z0: H4l D/C BOOSTER I W114C4AVT -60.DoG O0,O 0000 O 0:000 MHRP ::709. IN.
 





 L95N LSAAL E IO AMATZO 
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- -10 __O a 5 to s 20 25 35 40 45 so 55 Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,DATA SET SYMBOL C ONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
HFC4013CeO GO/C rOOSTCR) 5:W1 4 C4AVr 0.0ou O.000 0.000 0.000 SREF .5.6560 30.1m. 
'¢z .0 L HSFC4 I 6/C BOOSTER) BI WIAC4AVT -10OD coo I BUD U00 .OUD LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(c2z) 3C8 *D/C(BO0STZRJBIlC4AVT 
-20:000 0.000 Q*uuu O.voO BREF 6.099U XN.
 
(czO0) ... 4 GD/C(BOOSTl:R; BI:WrC4AV7 -60.O B a .UD 00 0 B 6 IN.0 B XMRF Tloq 

I C2.01.) M3FC401 GD/C(BOOSTER D 1W4C4AV7 1 0,000 0,000 uOouQ0:000O YMRP 0. GOB, IN.
 
Z-RP .. 005 IN.
 













o. . .. . .. . . .. . .
 
-IS - 0 5 to 13 20 25 30 35 40 AS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE T SYMBOL COCIOURATION DESCRIPTION CLEVONI AILRONI CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CZ0OU MSFC401 GD/C(BO0STER) Bl9W 4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0ou SREF 15.6560 5.N 
1.2.0U.) - DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.O0D 2U.000 0.o00D 0o00 R 
(C0Z) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20,0 a oo a coo0 DREF 609 N0,00 0o0 

03 ( DOTA MOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CON;DITIONS - D:Uoo 0:000 0:.000 0:.000 XRP N
I.tO 
IC....2) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FR ALL CONDITIONS 10.0DO0 .000 0.000 D-Quo YHRP Ooo N 















-so -0 a- 5 20 is 20 25 30 as 40 45 so soANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON A1LRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMAT16N 
C2SDU1" MSFC4:1 GD/C(BC0TER)SIgR14C4AV7 0 600 OGO 0.000 0. a000 SREF 15o65do SQ.ItN* 
(C ... 06) - M FC48I D/C( COSTER)5I9WI4C4AV7 -,G 10.000 .0ou O.0u 000 LREF 3.095 0 IN. 
(C6Q) HSFC 81 GD/C{eOOSTER BI9WV'4C4AV? -20.000 0.000 O.OQu D.U00 BREF 6.0 99 IN. 
o 3HFC401 *D/C(BOQSTIR)DI9WI4C4AVT -60.DO 0.000 O.U0 Q...0 XHnp 6.19 IN­
fcz,012, DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ,ALL CONDITIONS 10.000
" 
























- 0.1 r .. .. . . . . . . . 
*0 
-10 -10 -5 0 s 10 is 20 25 30 '5 40 45 so 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVCV A1LRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 C2:001) MSFCA@IGD/C(SCOSTER) BIgWI4C4AV? 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0130 $REP 15.6560 SQ.IH. 
I.. a.; ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10 000 10O 00 O000 3 IN*D,0  LREP 095U 

ATA NOT AVAILASL R L ou
C DDa) E , A ¢DITION -2u.000 0:000 D, 0:0 u BRCF 6 099U IN. 
:C ... 3} DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.0Duo .DUD 0 .BO u 0000 XMRp .7100 IN. 
(C2 . 012 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10.000 U.000 0.0ou 0.0uo yMRP 0.000O IN. 
0.0 H 0.60o ZMRP 0 0U00 IN. 
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IS 10 a. 0TR410 1s 20 25 30 *!f 40 45 so 5 o 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA' ETt SYMBOLI CotAr1 uRATIC*4 DESCRIPTION' rLEvcN AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE mNFORMATION 
MSFC4:1 100tCjOSTER 9W1AC4'AIVr0.0 
 0.000
(a0t SF83C401, G0 (0.TRS0444V? 0.000 0. RcF is.60 
(C802 MISFCAO1 G0/C(BOOSTER)01W4'4V 000 000 0.0 .0 REP 609 N 
CC2000J El SFC4S1 G0/C(OOOSTERJI?9 CAI.6.00 000 000 000 "e 010 N 
tCZSOI0 f M, F48 C(OOOSTER)dISIJI4CAVT 0.000o D.00 0.0OQ0 
-1 0.000 0.000 3 Z5 C IN.:a0.000 0.00 L E  IN. 
nscDi 10.000 b):oo YNRP IN. 
ZMRS 0.000Lfl IN. 
MACH 0.000 , SCALE 0.0o0ss 
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-15 -10 -s 0 5 10 15 g0 25 30 35 40 45 30 s5 G0 CS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL MCcFIGURATIOt DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AZLRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC60011 0 NSFCAOI 0D/C(SOOSTERBI9W14C4AV7 
 0.000 0.0o0 O.000 .000 SRCF 15.656U SQ.IN.
cczooos) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COCNITIONS 
-10.000 10.00O 0.000 D.D0 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(C280= ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-2.2.0 0.000 OREF
0.000 0.000 6.0990 IN.
1C50031 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-60000 0.000 ODO0 u.OD XNRP 
 G.T10 IN.
 (C2.SO±Z 
 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
 10.000 o.000 0.000 0.000 
























. . . .
o 0.2 .... _ . .. .. .. 
z° 
Is1 -10 - 0 6 IQ is 20 25 30 35 40 45 s o OB5 " as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL .CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X MC8SFC401 GD/C(BOOTER)BI9WI.C4AV7 0.00a 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 sa.xvo 
:= ..8 3ZFC401 GD/C(BOOSTER)BIBWl.C4AV7 -10.O000 10.000O 0°0 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
IC2:002; 
I Cz a .1 
- M SFC461 00/C(BOOSTER)BI9Wl4C4AV7 















) M360NFC481 GO/C(DOSTER)BI HI C4AVr 160,000 0 coo 0.000 U. 0o yiPm 
HACH 1.00Y 
PARn 16 





















-15 -10, -5 0 5 to 15 I5 30 35 4520 40 5o 55 60 *5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM8oL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'C2SO1) 0 MSFC4aa OD C(BOOSTER)BIWI4C4AV7 O.000 0.000 O0.00 
 0.DU SREF 15.6500 SQ.IN.(COOSIu. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(CZOOOZI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20.0 .o0 0D.0 0 .UU BREF 6.0990 IN.
(CZOOOS) 5 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 D.000 0.000 0.0o XNRp 6.7100 IN.



























I C.0 I AANTAALBEFRALIODTOS , .U .0 .10 .0 HP .DU 
SCAL 0. 03
__._0_M0.1 H 
-°*-10 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 2 0 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 *0 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET :Sf4B0L CON/FIGURATIONt OESCRIPTION. ELEVON AILRON CANARD SETA REFERENCE INFORMAION 
( C20t30tQN SFC4SI 0.00L L .00 0.000 0.000OL SnEF $5.6560 SO.IN.OD/C(OOOTERlB19gWi4C4AV7 10 
(CZOOOCa) 7L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL cc~oDzTxcs -±0.000t 10.000] 0.0003 0 .000 LREF 5.0950 IN.
 
(C250] 21O DATA NOT AVAILAB)LE FOR ALL ccOITxONs -20.000 01.000 0.000 0l.000t ORE; 6.0)990 IN.
 
ICZSOOSSU DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000} 0.000 0-.000 XNRP 6-.tO IN.
 
(C;fIt31t) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10.{00 0.0013 1Lt) 0.U0000
0.000 0.00 HR' IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 











, . , , , .
• . . , I , . . , ,+ , + , , . + * , , , , , .. . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . + . ,
 
-as -1o - 6 0 5 10 15 20 2 30 35 40 45 50 5 60 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA 5E7 SYBOL COJIFIOURATIO4 DESCRIPTION ELEVOIN AILROi CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICzSOi) MSFC*81 GD/C(SCOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.0o0 0.000 SRSF L3.6560 *Q.UN. 
o IIFCA81 0.000 IN.(C o00S L2 GD/C(BOOSTER)BISWI4C4AV7 -10.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 

CCZ,00t) - -SFCAS1 0D/Cj005TER)BI9WI4C4AV? 
-20.000 0.0o0 0.00 0.0O00 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
(C2 003) HFC4S& GO/CCBOO$TERJB19W14C4AV7 -60.00 0.000 0.000 0.0o XmRp 6.7100 IN.
 
C601l) L 3FC4s 1 GO/C(BOOSTERJ1g9WI4C4AV? 10.000 0.000 O.00 O.00 YMRP O.OO0 IN.
 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
NACN 1.201 SCALE 0.0035 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 















-15 -0 - s is 20 25 30 40 45 so 5 - 60 go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA C[T Sy-OL COFIGURATION 09SRIPTION ELEVO AILRON CANARD BETA RCFERCNCEIFRMTO 
(czIDJ DATA N.T AVAILABLE FORALL CONDITION -10oDUO0 .000 0.000 OGoO LR r 3.0950 Is.
S 

:Cz..= J DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C DITIONS - D 0 0 Oova O b
a OD R . 9 0 N
 
(CaDJ LDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON ITIONS -60:.0 u.oDD D:00U u DoD XMRP 6: 00 'N.:
 
(¢z 012 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 20Do a 0°DGoo u.QoyN, oUO
0 O.O O p IN.
 
ZHRp u. ouo IN.
0 ACH .. 62 -.- SCALE 03-
PAGE 140 

















z--13 -to -5 I I is go 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 0 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO ELEVON AILRON CANARD DC A RRNCE INFORMATION 
(C.- 11 MS C. 01 GD)/C(8O$TER)BI9Wl.C4AVT 0 0 a 0.000 0.000 0.00 SR EF 15.6s.. 50.1N. 
.. C4 20.0u. LREF 60 IN.ICOOZ0. ,2 . GD/C(B00STER)B19W14C4AV" 	 -0:0000 U.. O... 




















-0?.' L___ ___ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ELEVO AILRON CANARD BETA RCFCRCNCE INFORMATION 
DCo-0) MSFC401 GD/C(BOOSTtR)Dl9WI4C4AVr Ono0 0,00 0 000 0o000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.;N. 
(21 ) MSFC401 GD/C(BOOTER)SlgWl4C4AV7 -10:000 10:000 0:00U 0o000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
(¢cz O= IC80 - 8IS DlC(.OOSTER)
S29Wl4C4AV7 







































Ii.)TR)191C4V ______~o 000 SR 4.m 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(C~eO~aA 





is-50 5 0 1 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ELEVEN AILRON CANARD 
TA NO A 'VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0:00QD tDo D D 
ATANOTAVALEL FOR ALL CONDITIONS -BD 0 BUD D.D000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 U.0ou 0.000 








so 35 60 
REFERENCE I 





:.R3 0 5.0 IN" 
R£ 6*09U8 
XMRr 6.7100 AN. 
yHRP 0.0ouD IN. 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
T S Y O L  

DA TA SE MB CONFGURATION DZSCRIPTIC ELEVCN AILRON CANARD 
 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C.Z; M SFC4:1 GD/CT8OOSTER)Bl:WI4C4AV7 aODDO U.O00 O 0.000 UD SREF 15.65.0 SQ .1m. 
(cz.00) . SFC41 CO/C ROSTR e1 W2 C4AV7 -10:000 10.000 U.uUU 0.0ou LR r 3.0950O IN.
 
CC2e02) SrC- 0 YC(BOST6R) Bl9Wl4'C4AV7 
-20.000 U.000 D.DU 00 O B*REF 6.0990 
 IN.
 
(c ... 21 04TA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10.000 



















-0 -10 - 5 a 30 - 35 40 AS so SS g I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'C2OI, MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BIWI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0U SREF 15.6560 S.1N. 
(C2.000) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -±0.00 10.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.09*0 IN. 
(Ca:OOZ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20.000 O..O 0.0uu O.0o BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
.CZS0O3: DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 0.000 0O00 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 



















C - do -b 
0 
--B An1 -­ a 0 5 AD 15 go 95 30 35 40 
ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATE YBLCCNIGURATIC44 DESCRIPTIXI CELVC*N AILROW CANARD 
IC2 ~) ' b/CD (BOOSTCR)B WIC4AV? -10 000 10o000 OouO 
(C. GO} IS€8DBSTEP) 01W 4C4AVr -20. 00ou 0.000 0. OOG 
::o;3 NF 8 GD/C(B ;R 94AV-60.000 000 OBUD 





0 0 0 
0.000 
so 55 00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3RF 13o'9. I 
DREF 6 . ,90 IN* 
XMRP 6.01. A* 
yMRP 0.va0b IN. 
:7 
MAC. 0.9o. $CALE O.:I3o 
PAGE 146 














w .. P*IA .TAC 0 _ -10-0 10.0 
-. 05
 
-0- 5 10 15 zo IDS 30 35 40 45 a0 55 00 95 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONW IGURATIGN DESCRIPTICN CLEVCN AILRCW CANARD _BETA REFERCNCC INFORMATION 
(ZU Mac C .- I...4C.AVT 0.000 C..UU r . NH 01 (BSTER) 0.000 0.000 3R I5.56 Q.I"­
( 2;)Z ATA4NO VA LADLE F R ALL CONDITIONSB -0, I.Q .00 U.000 LREF 3.0950 I .
 
(C ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO;R ALL CONDITIONS -20°D 00o0 0 DB BD a.UDO SREF 6.99 1C72:000 [ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -00.00a o°ouu 0000 D. a XHRP 071ou IN 







LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
















-to -_0 a _ a 30 33 40 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO-N DESCRZPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:. MSFC 81 GD/C(BOOSTER)819WI4C4AVT 
I C2.00)L1NSFC.4s G1CD/(OOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV? 






















1C2t..0..L" C4., GOC(BOOSTER)BIWi4CAAV7- -60.000 O.00 0.000 0.000 XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
IC SI z) MSFC461 GD/C(BOOSTERiDI4WI4C4AV7 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.00O IN. 
ZHRP 0.000a sm. 
MAC" *.oar 
SCALE o.odis 
P E $ 












-. 20 r a . . I . . . 
--s5 -20 
. . . . 
It 0 5 So 10 to 25 30 
* i , • • • , 
S5 - 40 
. 
45 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTICf4 ELEVENI AILRON CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2:UUI;}F . -'C40D(OCSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 0.00u O.UUO OuoOO 0.U00 SRCF 13.61.0 39.1m. 
(¢z .. ("IATA NOT AVA LABLE FOR ALL CONVITICWkS -toDOD 1O0 u ,UDUD u000 LREF 3,9 IN. 
{c~o0) DAA -- T A AILABLE FOR ALL COOTIN -2oD o~ *O .0 RF 6og N 
-;O3) DATA OTAVIAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -0.000 u.uOO UUQO 0.00U XFRP 6.Ti.ed0 IN 
(¢Zi01zj DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COlNDITICN3 10.0ob O.uO uO 0.000 o0 yHRP UOOuvo IN. 
ZMRP 0*UD N 
MACH .02 
- - -













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI(A CLEXON ALfz(n CANARD BETA REERCNCE INORMATION 
CzMr lGD/C( ooSTER) Blg 14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 O.000 0: o 300S0..,0 ,4:"
IC O -o. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ;CN01TIONSI 
-0.000 10.00 O.uuu ODO LREF 05 N
:C- 8 O VA L SL FORA ALL CONDITIONS -OD°u oO Q Uu D.OUD BREF a.bgg IN.
0 













_ . .1 ._ .. . . . . 
m 
Li 
-In a$ is 2OS 25 30 35 43 50 so so esD 1- 0 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILROtN CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CO J MSFC4e I D/C(BOOSTER)BIgW14C4AV7 o0oo 0 a.OD .0 0.00 SREF 15. 560 SQ:,N. 
08 MC0 ,,,,,.OSTER;81:WIAC-AVT 
,
-- o 10.000 .O a 000 a uoD LREF 3. Su9 

(C~OO# SFCB G/{ -0.O 0eO 0 0CCU :00 BREF IN,

. HSC% 8 

STER 519W14C4AV7 ,0 6,90 

( Z6003) H..FC401 GO/C(SOOSTER)al9w14C4AV7 -6 .000 .°0 .D OOOXR 61U
 
(Cz.Q$z) M3FC481 GD/C(B0C,3TCR)SI9Wt4C4AVr 10.000 0.000 0.000 DoUUU YHRP 0.0000 IN.
 
N .
















-to -1 0 -- 0 a ID is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
BATA SET 5 y601- CONI..URATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILR(MI CANARD 
C . : .. ) .. FC4.1 0D/C(VOOSTKR) 8I9WI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0 
€Z 8 J DATA -6-T AVAILABLE FOR ALE COND ITIONS -10° 10.060 Ou.o0 





0 . oo 
O.ODu 
G.omi 
so B5 do 
R£FERCUCE IHFO MATION 
S*OREF 15.656 QIN. 
DRCF :.9b IN. 
XMRP e.riop IN. 
yHRp 0.*0oq IN. 
Z.RP U0010 IN. 
PAGE 152 
6 

















.00 - _____ $ 
. . . . . . . . 




. . . 
s20 . .......... . . . .35 . . . .40 . 45 $0 5 - Go- - - -

ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3ET SYMBOL CCWFIGURATION DE3CRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMAT10N 
(€2 Du01 M3FC481 R ~W44V o 0~O o~o is60DCBO 0 DoD REF IN. 















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 











. .,.~~~* , ~~~ n .,*.* .,, .nl ., ., , . , ~ ~~ .,, .,o . . . . . . . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
M B O L  
DATA IT 3Y CCNFIGURATICf DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BCTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CZ:U.U.1 M3FC4:1 GD/ .00TMRB :W14C4AV7 
 aoD D.OUQ 0.0a0 a.OUO SREF 1.50 S N
 
(czSO8 L 8 I 'D /C DOC,"TER)S I C4AV7 -- o* ou 10.0D0 0.03D 0.00D LREF 3.90 
 IN.
 
,CZOUOZ, "3HFC,8 GD/C(8O0,TZRJBZ9Wk4C4AV? 
-20.00D 0o000, D.UDD 
 O.ODD OREF 6.0990 IN. 
¢z 0 HS¢8 1 GD/CC8003TER)B 9 WI,4C4AVT -60.0D0 ao000 D.uOO 0.000 XMRp 6°T1vo IN. 
I C..DIZ) M3FC481 GD/C(B00STER},B~qWk4C4AVT 10.000. o.u 0.000 0.0O0 YHRP uOu0O IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.O035"
 
PAGE 15,4 















.E a___0 0E 6.090 IN 
CA TA SET SYMBOL 
I . .) (





ANGLE OF-ATTC. ALPHA DEGREEs 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT (I ELEVO 
N 
AZLROMI CANARD 
MSFC4 at GD/C(SOOSTR)SI9W4C4AVT 0:000 0 Dun a000 
DATA NOT AVAILABL FO'R ALL CONDTICS -to oo10000 0:000 
DATA NOT AVA ILABLE FOR ALL CONDI TIONS -,0. 00 O.UUU U.000 
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIO NS Dec0 0 o*O 0 Duo 











SREF 15.656U SJIN* 
LREF 3.0950 in. 
OREF 68g 
XMRP 6.rIUO to* 
M*H PO O O N 
ZHRP 0.0000 10. 
SCALE O.OU35 
PAGE 155 











-. o 4--LL. 4.L.L.L L4...i. 4...... .4..- . .4.. .. ..... . .4- . t.. j.i ... . J.- ..-. 
-2 -TO -5 a 5 s0 1d w0 Z5 3D I5 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA 
:cZo00o a M FC4. OD/C(BOOSTER) I1WI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
c{ao00.in HrC4a01 0/0C(0O0STR)019W14c4AV7 
-l0a0O 10.00 0.000 0 .000 
(It023 MHFC4oi OD/C(BOOSTER)B196 I4CAV? ..Z0.000 0.000 0.000 00 
CC2005) i MSFCAI GD/CBOOSTERBI9WS4C4AV7 
-60.000 u.0o0 0.000 0.000 
IC2...0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MACH 4.960 
J... - -S 4. 
50 55 00 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6500 SQ.IN. 
LREF z.09b SN. 
SREF 0.00 iN. 
XHRP 0.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.o0o IN. 
ZMRP 0.0o0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035. 
PAGE 15&" 





















1 ,204 OCR 0 20. DLOO0- Q LVN- XRP d.ivu IN.
 
1.919 CANARD 0.000 AILRON O*DUO YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
2.990 ZORP O.OU IN.
 
4.960 DATA HAT. CEEF AVRAECG . SCAA 0.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOSTER.BlWL4C4AV7 CC28002 01 NOV 71 PAGE 157
 



















-.. so.SS . . ... . 4....& .34. 4.-. ~ .4L. L L -4.'~ .-4.--I. -4. ~ ---.. .. .L .4.L.L ~ 
-10 - - 0 5 5 N0 25 30 35 40 50 6020 45 55 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.90. BETA 0.000 DEL - 20.00S 3."
' .002 DER - ZO.OD DCL 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
SRF IN,
.0*99
1.204 OCR 0.000 iLEVON - .0XRP .7o00 N 




4.960 ATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*4G 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B9W4C44V7, (C28002) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 158
 











-is -to0 -- 0 
SYMBOL MACH BETA PARAMETRIC0..)0 
l.OZ 
1,20A DCR 0*000 




5 10 is zo 25 30 65 40 








ELEVON - 20*000 
AILR ON 0 .00 















COD MVR#EOSCL::oDATA MIST.L$ 96 
MSFC481 GDIC[BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (C28002) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 159
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
.,°*"1---: rri-r°ni :-r-r -rni rlrT -,r- ----- rr rrr nm-r 





---­ 5 01O i--sOZ 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 'o as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
3YMaOL MACH i 
0 04 BE T)
WREF 
PARAMETRIC VALUES' 
0.000 DEL - 20O.O0 
.. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3R&F iso6560 a, I N. 
990 IN: 


















MSFC481 G0IC[BOOSTER]B19Wl4C4AV7 CC280023 01 NOV 71 PAGE 16-0, 







AS so as SO20 35 40 
a,3 10 is 251 0-I' - 10 -- 0 
s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




u.g:I BTE .DD UUuLREF 1:3.9o0 IN.R F 6 0990 IN: 
.D D R - 60.000 CL 0.000 
m R P 6 .7 0 0 
0003 N .
 
D C R 0 . 0 0 0 E L E V ON - 6 0 .0 0 0 1S O Y R P 0 . 0o 0 0I N :






 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*G
 
{C28003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 161
 MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
*.0---r---rr---r--r r-i-r -r-1--r-rrrr-r rrtr, rrrr -r-T--r-rij rrrr rrrr rr-'-r ,-r|i-rr 








-15 -10 -- a 5 1o is 20 z5 30 35 40 45 so 55 'a 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUCS RECRCNCC INFORMATION 
C~~lBTA 0.000 DEL - 60.000 SREF 13.5°6- 50.1N. 











1.0 CANARD 0100O AILRON 0.000 YMRp 0.0000 IN. 
9 ZHRP O.0000 IN. 
... D-6ATA "13T. CO MVR;E; SCALE 0.003, 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER]Bl9Wl,4C4AV0 [C28003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 10 

















39 -0 a a 20 25 30 35 40 AS 50 5 so 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RCERENCE INFORMATION 






O . 0 0 
OCL 
LE V CN 
O.OOD 









C~ANARD ... 00 ILRON U.0.0 yMRP .. U... IN. 
..99 ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
. .910 DATA MIST. CCDC MVR*E*G SCALE 0.0033 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 IC28003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 163 












. .. j... .L. . . . . ... ... 4 . . . . .&J. . .. .. ~. 4 t . .. ..... ...-. 2. . .t.4.. . ... . 4. .. a.. .4L.-. .. .. Z-*4
-- 1 -10 -5 0 a l is t0 30 35 40 45 50 55 6o 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
2 BETA.901 a000 DEL - 60.000 SREF 15.6560 SQtI . E5OR - .0.000 DCL, 0.000 LREF 3.950 IN.. 
o BREF 6.0990 IN.
1-202 eCR 0.000 ELEVON - 60.000 XNRP 6.710 IN.
 
1.060 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YNRP 0.0000, I. 
2.99 . ZNRP 0.00U0 IN. 
4.940 DATA MIST. CODE MVR4EeG SCALE 0.0035 
MSFCA81 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CC28003) 0l NOV 71 PAGE feW4
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 














--1 --jj -8 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 58 60 *5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNROL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.099 BETA O.0tQ DEL 10.000 SREF 15.6560 SO.IN.
 
1.003 ER RF 30950 IN. 
1.19t OCR 0OD . ELEVON 10.000 OR 6.0 N 2.Z990 CANARD ;R .O X.@HRP 6.7±00 IN. 
E] 9 CNR 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 i. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CCE MVR4E4a SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CC28012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 165
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0. BETA 0.0D0 DEL 10.000 SRCF 15.6560 SQ.tN.
9 

.003 DER 10.oo0 DCL 0.000 
 LREF 3:0950 ,N
 




DATA MIST. CODE mVR c*G 
Z"RP 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W,14C4AV7 CC28012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 16G
 
















0.899 B~DTA MIS .COD MDRE*O OOO 
______l4 




















.R0F _ _ _ 
LRE
 
35 40 4B 50 5 0 6Is -1 0 a 5 10 Is 20 20 301 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.o19BA 0.000 DEL 20.000 SREF 15.65.0 $0.LNo 
. 3 OR 10.000 DC L 0.000 OR F 6.00900 IN * 
-1-5 I DCR - .5 0 5 V 10 . 15.0 20 0I45 XRP A. IN: 
0 Io 














DATA HIST. CODE HVR*E*G 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 CC28012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 168 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
.. t 






Lii 0.. l I l l ______~ ___I~l _________ 
-0.4 
-0 
- 0 0. 5 1.0 1.9 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMCT8IC VALU63 
0_000D OETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
2 . 0 0 0 O R 0 .0D D C L . 00 0 
VCR 0.000 ELEVCN 0.000 
CANARD 0.D00 AILRON 0.000 





A.0 A.5 5.0 9°* .5 
REFERENCE IN 
F O R M A T IO N 
SREF 15.6680 SQ°tN-
LR F * 0 0N 
BREF 6:O,Q0 IN: 
XMRP $.?log IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP aa_ IN. 
0CALE 00.003,u 
NOV 71 PAGE 169 

















- 10. .9 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMOL ALPHA PASAMETRZC VALUES 
*000 Df .0C-~~ QLitEF 
O"CR 0.000 .£LEV ' 0:0u0 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EZ 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTE.R)B19W4C4AV7 





























SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10u BE TA 0,U DEL 0:000 4R F 's 'Go0 SQ.2m. 
no*O E£R 000o DCL a coo LREF 60.. IN. 
BR9F 6.0290 1 N: 
OCR .09 V,LEVON 0.000 XMRP Go 1o0 IN. 
CANARD OtOuu AILROW 0.000 YMRPZ0RP 0.0000.00000 IN.IN. 
DATA MIST, COD MVR*E 
C" .0 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BlgWI4C4AV7 CG28B31) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 171 








*SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRENC[ INFORMATION 
0...0 OCR; 0.000 DCL 0.D LREF 3:0950 IN
 
OCR 0.000 ELEVC" 0.000 XMRp 6.7100 IN, 
'CANARD 0.000 AlILON 0.900 YMRP Uvouo IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 Sm. 
4CALK U.D3a5 
DATA MIST. COD mvRfme 
MSFC481 GD/CfBOOSTER]B1l9Wl4C4AV7 CG28831) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 12
 







0. 1.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.5 09 0.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA 
I u . O 
20-0000 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 
DER 0.000 OCL 
DCR 0.000 CLVOW 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCW 






3REF is 66 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.C950 IN. 
BREF 6.90 IN, 
"RP ::01100 IN: 
YMR 0,:0000 N 
ZMRP I°0o I,. 
o 3 
MSFC481 GD/CCBDOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CG28B31) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 173 









-OU. I] 0.20.40_ __ _ 
u 04 
SCLE 0.03 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 8.0 9.0 5.0 0.0 4.. 4.1 5.0 * 
MACH NUMBER 
BY HOO L  ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORWATION 
Q OOD ncTA 0.000DEOL 0.000 SREF 3=O6Q*;m. 
OCR 0.000 OCL 0.000 LREF 3*5 IN. 











DATA HIST. C E "VAOIZaA[ D03 
MSFC481 G0/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A CG2BB32) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 174 













0.0 0.6 1.0 3.3 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 0.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 30..00 	 BETA 0.000D EL 0.000 SHEF 1$.6500 S.IN. 
DER 0.000 OCL 0.000 LREF 3o05 IN: 
OCR D KOLEVON OQUD 	 X14RP .7100 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON U.obo YHIRP 0.0000 1N. 
ZJIRP U.00.0 I N. 
SAE .03 
DATA HXSTo COIDE HVR*E 

MSFC4B1 GD/C[BO0STER)Bl9WI4C4A 	 C028032) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 175
 










"0°.0 . 1. ., 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 i5 
MACH NUMBER 
E R E N 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REF CE tNFORMTilON 







OCR 0.o00 DCL 0.000 UREr 6:099U 
OCRCANARD 0.000D°OoD CLEVON4AtLR__" 0.000O°O__ 
XHRP
TRP 
6.7,1000:0 00 'K.-IN. 
z0.P 0.0 IN. 
SCALE OoU30f 
DATA MIST. CrJC :HVR*El 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER.3Bl9W,14C4A CG28Bj2l 01 NOV 'i1 PNGE 1-76" 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
W as 












O L  ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOAMATION 





















CANARD 0.000 AILACW 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
Z14RP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*£EAE 
.O 
MSFC481 G IC.BOOSTER0B0 SWt4C4A 028832) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 177 
___ 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
S.. 








o~C 0..00 __ __ _ _ _ __ LRE,'__ 

.00 09 
 3 " 
OCR 	 CLC C." 0 . 00 
__._ _00_ 
0.0 0.R 1 5 0.00 	 :.. t"
1.0 2*O .5 0 	 o 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARA$ETRIC VALUES 	 ArC RtNCC ZNOK$HATICNQ 30.000 	 BETA 0.00 DO L 0.000 SNEF 15.850 SQ.Zfl.
 
OCR 0.000 *OCL 0.000 LREF 3.0.80 ZN.
 
OREF *.o so 1N.
 
OCR 0.000 ELCVc*E 0.00 XMRp 0.1100 IN.
 





DATA MIST. CODE HVR*CZ 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)89W14C4A 	 (G28B32) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 17W
 
















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.8 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.0002 0.000 BETA OR 0.000 - ZO.000 DEL DCL 0.000 O.00 SRCF LREF 115.0560 3.095 $S0.. .:' 







CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 iN. 
DATA NIST. CODE NVR*I SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28A01) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 179 
L.0 







By "SOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.o. DER 20.O00 LV - .000 
 OREF ,9 90 1 N. 
DC 0.00 ecvp 000RP ::Q,.Oo IN
 
CANARD O.DUO AIL! 20.000 YMRP 0.0000, IN.
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER]BlBWl4C4AV,7 (G2BAO1) "01 NOV. 71 PAGE I af,, 













S .. LPA AAMTICVAUS 
____ 
_rRAT EERNC 
0 .0jou 00 ER 20.000__._NDL 0.013jREF 0o5_0 
DCR D.000 ELEVON 10.0D XRx 4,00 S N. 
CANARD 0.O00 AILRON 10.000 YHRP D.UrooO N 
ZMRP O, ODUDSCOD .VRZIDATA IST. 

MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CG28A01) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 181
 






0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
WNMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.0.000 IITA 0.900 DEL 0.000 
20.000 DER 20OUUQ DCL 0.000 
Dc G.ODO ELEV04 - 10.000CA5AD 0.000 X0.0 10.000 
DATA NAST. CODE ;vR*r.' 
MSFC481 GDIC(QOOSTER)B19W14C4AV,7 
=.a 3.0 3 5 
.MACH NUMBER 
CG20AOII 01 
4.0 4.5 9* .9 
REFERCNCC INFORHATION 
.... $5.6360 3G.;No 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF O.Opgo IN. 
18HRP .,1 IN.:DOU I N 
ZRP '. oob IN. 
3CALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 18.,2 











. 1."0 1.5 2.0 2°i" 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 6.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
M B O L  

SY	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,OOO BETA 0.O00 DEL 0.000 SRI , 25.65 S N. 
200.00000 DER -ZO.000 DCL 0.00D 	 LREF 0.600 IN 
BREF 0. " a IN, 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON 10;.00D XMRP 6.7100 IN: 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 YMRP 0.O000 IN. 
ZMRP D°DUDO IN. 
SCALE 0..035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*C| 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTERIBWl4C4AV7 	 CG28AOI] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 183
 












a. 1 . Z53. 
_ _ __ _ 




1 _________11i l e a l * 
_______ 
i l l 1 1 1 
_____.P__09N 
i ~ e 1 
N 
i 















- 20.000 DCL 
0.000 ELEVON 























OATA MIST. CODE MHVR* ZIARPCLE 0.0000005 in 
MSFC4BI GD/C(BOOSTER)819W14C4A CG28A02) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 18SA 















0.0 a.. 1.0 1._ .0 _. _ 3.0 35 4.0 A., 0.0 a.. 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.00oo IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI SCALE 
0.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4A CG28A02) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 185 







.... B___00_ EL000 ser_54'6__m 
SCAL 0.0035'_ 
SyMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
40.000 DEA 20.600O u 
OC-.00 EiCW 
DCR .ooL -
CANARD 0.000 1 ch' 









LREF 3.506 Q' 
OREF 6.0990 . 
XRP 6.7106 IN. 
THRp 0.O004 fNt 
Z RP 0.0099 IN. 
L 0 0 
NOV 71 PAGE 189, 
--








6. 0.5 1.0 1.5 9.0 2.5 3;0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5,0 0.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 . o ~O B T A .0 0 0 D L 0 . 0 0 0 
 S R F i s 6 5 6 3Q 
40.000 OCR -- 0.000 DCL 0.000 L EF :.05
 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
D C R 0L E V O 0. 0 0,D-  
 X H R P 6 . I c a I N : 
0:AR00000 AILRON 10.000 yRP oug00 I 
ZHRP 0 DODO IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E1 
MSFC481 GDIC1BOOSTER)Bl9W14C4A CB2BA02) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 187
 













ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BE008TA O.000 DEL 
40o-000D DER -20.D00 DCL 
OC .0LVN 
DCRO*OD -
CANARD 0.000 AILR 
0.SCALE 








2.3 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
(G28A02) 01 
4.0 4.5 0.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




REF .Oqqv IN. 
6.1100, ok* 
YHRP 0.0000. IN: 
ZMRP .. O uo__ _ IN. 
0 35 
EVRF 0Q 
NOV 71 PAGE 18t " d 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 














0. .0 .. a1. 1.0 2.0X. 3.0 5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REEENCE INFORMATION 
ITA 000SE00 0. DEL - 20.000 SREP 15.6 .
 
20 .0000 DER - 2.000 Out 0.000 LACr S:.50 IN 
HRP 6.70990 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 






DATA HIS?. CODE HVR*CI 
MSFC481 G0/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 (G28E71) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 189
 







rJ ._ ._ _. _ _ . . . . . . . . . . 
REF . I 
.05 
.00 . DRO. G C0.0 
--. 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYNOOL ALPhA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 Ott - 20.0tO2 20.000 OER - 20.000 OCI 0.000 
OC .0 EEO3.0 
OC OOQL ( I .Z.O 0 
CAMAaO 0.000 AIERON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE NVRhk I 
MSFC481 GO/CCBCOSTER)BV9W14C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 S.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG2BE71) 01 
RF 30i IN 
4.0 4.5 4.o s.C 
R rRENCC INFoRMAT,0N 
SnR£ 15.6540 50.tt. 
IREF 5.0050 iN. 
Rar a.os*0 IN. 
XNRP 8.7100 ZN. 
yI4RP 0.0000 ZN. 
SCALE o.0o3. 
NOV 71 PAGE 190j 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 











i 0. 6 	 1._ ___ ___ 2.'S___.___ 3.03.54.04.5 ___ __.0__ 
04
 
,_____ 0.0~D , * , * l_ 	 F_____ ::00:5.0_ __ -0.2 i_ 	 * , * __ _  .___ 
0.C0.0 	 0.00 1.5 
 2.0 	 245 S.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0 5.5
 
MACH NUMBER 
SyMBoL ALPNA pARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INrORNATION 
10.00 	 BETA 0.000 DEL - 20.Doo SREF 15.0560 S0.ZM. 
20.000 	 t£R - 20.000 DCL @0.00 LREF ~ 3.0050 I". 
CANARD 0.000 AZLRO - .000 6yRp IN.
0.0000 
ZRp 	 P.GOU IN.
 
3CALL 	 D.0035
DATA MIST. 	COD HVR*El 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 (628E71) 01 NOV 71 PAGE f91
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 




Li o~k_ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ 
U.. 
o -0.0o 5 ,$. O__*5__ ______ ______ ___45 *_8* 























MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B 1SWI4CA 7 CG28E71) 01 NOV 71 PAGE F.,: 






Lu .0 .5_____ _5__ . ___ _ 5_ _0 _ 4.0 °5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERrNCC INFORMATION
 
0.00Uu BETA 0-000 DEL -- ZU°Uuo 3RCF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
.0.000 OCR -20.O00 DCL D.000 L RF 3°5 in.
 
-BRF 6 090 in:
 
DCR ~ oo2p~p[LV D XRP 6.7o 1N, 
CANARD OoODD AILRON D.000 y" P .'aD°o on I.,
Z0RP 0. . U IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE -VRE SCALE. 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CG28E71) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 193
 



























SREF 13.6560 Salim. 
LREF 3 0= 11NOREF 6:80 0 NXMRP G. lou I : 
CANARD 0.000 














MSFC4810G/CCBOOSTEREBR- W.4C400 CG28E72 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1,9 
.00 
.25 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 











-­ 10-1. 0 0 5 1 . 0 1 5 . O 2 5 
. . . . 3 .0 
. i 
3 5 
i Q * • 
4 . 0 








3 0oOU O ETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




I5660 S . I 
4 0.0n DER - O0, 0 DCL 0.000 BREF 6.099 0 IN. 
C R 0 . 0 0 0 
CANARD .°Q 
DATA MIST. CODE 
L EVOC W 
AILRCW 
MVR*EI 
- 2 0 . 0 0 0 
0,000 
SSCALE 
X R P 
YMRP 
ZMRP 




I N . 
I N. 
MSFC481 GD/CCBDOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4A CG28E72) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 195 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
... . . . . .













. . . . . . . .
 
O~ 0 1. 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 A.0 A., . * 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3o.000 PET^ 0.000 DEL - 20*ODO SREF 13.6560 3Q.IN. 
4.... DER -- .0°0. DCL 0.000 LREF 3.0950 in. 
OCR 0.000 ELkVoM - 2D.Cou BREF 6.0990 IM 
vXMRP G.r1uG IN: 
CAAR . &ONIR O.O YMRP Do IN. 
"':ZHRP .uno IN. 
DATA MIST. COD HVROC SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GOICCROOSTER)Bi9Wl4C4A CG2BE72) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 19.9 












0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 2.5 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 9.0 0.. 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 BETA O.D0 DEL - 20.000 SREF 15.0560 SQ.IN.
 
40.000 DER - 20.000 CCL 0.000 LREF 5.0950 1N4 
BREF 6.099o IN.:
 
DCR 0.000 ELEVCn - 20.000 XMRP 6,1ou 





DATA IST. CODE HVR*El 

MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4A CG28E72) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 197
 






0. 0. 101. a95 . 33 . 46 .. . 
SYBLA0;ORMTRCVLE EEEC I ORATII 
... o DER 0.00 120r. OC 
SYMOL LPH PARAETRI VALUES 
5000 s-A 0.0004 AE RO 
CANARD ~ A .*DDD 








































So 0.3 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0. 0.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SyMVCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














DATA MIST. COD MVR*EI 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 CG28E74] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 199
 































PA A ET 
0.000 









LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
,** a rn-r- -- I--r- -r--Tr- -r--r-r -r,-I--I -rrr- rrrn -Tr---- Tg 
J 0.8 








-0.4 0.0 _ _ P__ 0.090D in. 
-69g.0 O.5 1.'5 2.0 
SVMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
100 BETA O°Dou DEL - 60.000 
ZZ0,O00 0 OCR -60.000 DCL 0.000 
OCR 0.,00D ELEVON - 60.000 
CANARD O.OUD AILROM 
DATA MIST. CCO MVR*C I 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOCSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 




4.0 4.6 S 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORHATICN 





"*DORP ::079900 IN. 
O*.Oo IN. 
SCALE 0.003$ 
NOV 71 PAGE 201 
* 










1:000. BETA___ a uo DL 0.00.. 3.5 e N 
0.4F 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SyMBOL ALPNA PARAMETRIC YALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 OEL - 60.000 
20.000 OCR - 60.000 OCL o.ooo 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 60.000 
CANARD 2.O0o AILR7 0.000 








4.0 4.3 3.0 ",* 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 




XMRp :.riou IN. 
YeRP 0.o000 IN. 
ZSRP RUGUG0G IN. 
3CALE 0o003-1 
NOV 71 PAGE .2,02 
_________ 









.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.03.5 4.5 8.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
syMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±0.000 BETA 0.000 DEL - 60.000 SREF 15.6560 $0.1". 
50.000 OCR - 0000 DCL D0U LR:F090 IN 
OR£F :°09950 IN:

DCR 0.0ou CLEVO - oUU
 U XMRP :.r " 'N.
 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 203
 













F R N 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RE E E CE INrQRMAItON 
0.000 	 - BRF 15.6300 
LRCF 3.US IN: 
zu.oUa 	 BETA DEL 60.000 SQoIN.
 
40.000 	 OCR -- 60.0ou OCL 0.000 11-F G5.00g I1o 
OCR DOOU 'vL]EVpN - 6U.Oua xMRP G.Viot IN.0ANARD O.Qua ALRCN 0.000 _UU__ 	 -_HRP IN,
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR* 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BI9Wl4C4A 	 (G28E75) 01 NOV 71 PA'GE 204
 
















... i.10 . .20 ._._ ._ . . . _ . __ ._ . . 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30.000 BETA 0.000 DEL - 60.000 SREP 2. 6 S*N.
 
LREF IS 95 u so: 
Rf 6*0290 in. 
OCR 0.000 CLEVON - 60.000 XMRP N. 
40.000 DER -60.000 DCL 0.000 

I.~o 




SCALE .. 0535 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*Cl 
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 205
 
* 
L NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS











SMO PI.PARAMETRIC VALUES 
3o... ELTA 0.000 DEL -
40. 0 D£L4000 OC 05 
OCR 0.000 CLE,VON -
CANARD 0.006 Alt RC 









SREF 15.6560 541.111. 
3.0950 N 
GREF 6.0990 IN 
XMRP 6.7100 AN. 
yMRP O.OutiO IN. 
CL .05 
NOV 71 PAGE ?,(0 
















-j -0.* f . . . . . . .. 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
OREF 15.6500 SQ.ZN.




OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 60.000 















.DATA MIST. CODE 
MSFC481 GO/CCB3OSTER)Bl9Wl4C4A (G28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 207
 
____ 














0.3 1.0 1.5 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 
OCR - 60.000 DCL 
OCR .000 LEVON 
CANARD o.OOS AICRON 










3.5 4.0 4.5 .0 
REFERENCE INFORMATOR' 
SRF 15.6560 Sa.iu, 
LREF .0250, 1 
DREF .0 90 1NXRP 6. IN. 
YHRp 0.Oobi' IN 
ZHRP 0.O0abo iW 
SCALE 0.00551 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI 4C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE -098 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 


















Li .. . . . . . . . . 
. aD51 0252 02. 
. . . . 
0.2 
-J, , , , , , n l I , , , , , ,, , , , . .
0.00 CANAR 
________ 0.000 
__ ____ 0.______ IN._S 0 00 1 015Z O2 
___ 
5 , , . . . * 0 o~o 
___ MACH NUMBER_ 
SYC L APApRMTI ALE { £C NOMTO 
0.00. D. . . 2.5 5L.V 5.5 4.0 4.5 6 5.0O 5.5 
SA.00 RD ±0.0O0 OCLR °oooo yLR 5.080 ZN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA H151. COVE HVR*EZSAE 
.O
 
MSFCI8I GO/C(BOOSTER)BIBw:4C4Av7 CG28E77) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 209
 












01.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4. 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z~O0 BETA 0.000 Di" 10.000 ORE, is 6560 SQ.IN. 










CANARD 0.600I ARON 0.000 YMRPZRP .o uc0.000W IN.IN. 
DATA IST. CODE I SCALE Q.UU3ilRVRAES 
MSFC481GD/C[BOOSTERBW 4C4 7 0G28E77) 01 NOV 71 P56E0 2-10S. 









. . ~ . . . . . 1 *. . . 
.. . .w . l.




0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 B.0 3.9 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O0.Uuo OCT^ 0.000 DEL 10.000 SREF 15.6560 S.N 
220.000 	 CER 10.000 DCL 0.000 LREr 3 U:50 N 
:.aFo 0 iN:0CR 0 . 0 0 0 E L E V O N 0 . 0 0 0 	 "HR P rTI O O IN . 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 YMRP 0.o00o IN. 
ZNRP DoU000 IN. 
CL OUDATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 

MSFC481 GO/CCeOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 	 (328E77) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 211
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
.0 0.5___ 1. 152. 
.53. .54 0 .550 . 
ET O.o EL l~u, RF is N 
*20 t0.000e- DlO 
En .0. 
0 . O°O__ DLE 1 0 0 
CANARD 0.0tOO ALR C.l .Do00 
DATA HxSr- COD' KVR tI 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19Wl4C4AV7 
_0 _RF _IN 

































SyMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES 

5R9F 15.6580 SQGIN. 
LREF 5.0930 IN. 
OCR 0.000 DLEVO 10.000 XHP *To in. 
YHRP 0.000 I0: 
10.000 BETA 0.000 BEL 10.000 
CANARD 0.001 AILRCN 0.000 
ZMRP 0.00O0 IN. 
3CALE 0.0035 
DATA "IST. CODE NVR*EZ 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 (G28E77) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 213
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 













4 50 55 go ',
-° - - 0 a 5 111 15 20 5 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE I NFORMATION3yMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.60, BETA ".000 DEL .009 L<F 3 . 950 
IN0
.... 5. 560 3.N. 
OREF 6.0990 IN,. 
,.900 DER 0.000O CL 0.000 XRP 6: 7100, IN,O°5 .000 L7Vcv .o000 CR yHRP O . DO W' N] .o r CANARD . O ; A I CR N . 000 
O.Oudol I N. 
.10,IO DATA MIST. CODE HVR*C*0 
.01ZHRP 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CD280011 01 NOV 71 PAGE 241:4 i
 













- - . 0 8 
a'5 -10 - 0 s 20Z 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
6YmsOt. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
1.0 ETA 000DE .0 
I.Ao62 DER O.OOu OCL 0.000 
0 ]..91 OCR 0.0,30 ELEVON 
I 
0.000 
2:290 CANARD 0.000 AILROI 0.000 
4ZMRP
-00. 
C, ... a DATA H13;* CODE MVR E#Go 
NSFC481 GD/CCBCOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 (0280011 
40 
01 




E N C 
E INFORMATION 
REF is 9 50. 
LikeF .:9IN 
XMRP O.TBou IN. 
YmRP 0: o00 0 1' 
.000o IN. 
3ALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 215 
* 
0 











S -. 0* 
z 
EL 
-$5 -to -5 10 is 20 is 30 35 40 45 503 5 9 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 
SI¥BOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.. Go, MIA 0.000 DEL 0.0013 3REF is 5..6 so !N. 
0-:00 DER 0.000 DCL 0.00t; LREr 3.096U ,IN. 
0. 54 OCR O.000 ELEV t 0.000 XORE I.10 :N 
1 .°0. CANARD 0.600 AILRN 0.000 yImp O.UOp ';N. 
R °5 ZHRP a. Ob IN. 
D, ::055 DATA MIST. C . HVR4EGG 
SCALE 003 
MSFC481 GDIC'CBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028001) 01 NOV 71 P AGE ,2Y1G 






a:j -. a 
W .-01
0 






1.:2 OCZR 0.000 E O N 0.000 XRP 6.7,00 N 
2 .9 9 0 C A NA R D 0 .0 0 0 A I L R O N 0 .0 0 0 






4.060 DATA H13T. C E NVR*E*GG 
MSFC481 G0/C2BOOSTER)B19Wl4C4AV7 C0280011 01 NOV 71 PAGE 217
 















*i S -z 
Lu 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.000LEF Din 3.90 i 
. 0 0 C .0 XMR 6.710 IN 










































Is.010 - 0 t 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 o 
~ANGLE 
SYMBOL. RACK PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a.t~ BETA 0.000 DEL 
:.462 DER 0.000 DCL 
Sg DCR 0.000 ELEVON 
Z9 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 
4.0D 
.0 90 0 - DATA HIST. COD G0 
nSC11G/COSE)lW44V 







SR5F 15.6360 SQ*ZN. 
LRCF 3.UDSU IN. 
X:P .700 . N . 
yMAP B..u.U IN. 
MRP 0.DO IN. 
-VR*$CA I 
1 PG 1 







-.Jo~ . . ' . . ~ . . . . . . . .. . .'' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'.. ';
 
-- % -10 - 5 a 5 10 is 20 9, 30 as 40 45 so 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 









D, .105 DATA MIST. C C MVR*E*00 
MSFC481 GD/C[bObSTER3B19W14C447 CD28001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 228
 







D -. 08-D 
uj 
u 
_.lo~~~~ ~~ .* .., , . . .. . . , ,.**.. *, ,., ., .. .,, .* .. 
-15 -10 -5 5 WO is to IT 30 33 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1-201 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
1 .462 OCR 0.000 DCL 0.000 
1.5 C .0CEO .0 
-98 CR.OD {£V D*DOXMRp 
[ .9o CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
o.:0 . 
Cl 4.960 OATA. H13T. CODE MVR*E&£SCLE 




45 50 55' 60 as 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
LREF °0250 N 
REF ::0990 N. 
6.1.0. IN: 
YHRP Oou N 
ODD I 
D.03 
NOV 71 PAGE 221 
cl 






.2 -- a 
0'5
 
so 55 do " & sSo is 20 *5 30 35 40 45 




RE E E CE INrOrMATION
 yHOOL . HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

BREF 0.0990 IN.




[ IOT CANARD O.OGO AILRcw 0.000 yHRP !N
 









MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CD28001) 01 NOV 71 PAQE 22 













I-- V.00EA 000 E .0 SC 5 o 
ti0.0.00 
1.462 OCR OoUOU UCL O.Ooo 
O C" + 5 R . .O0 E L VON . 0 nH 
g U ANARD .Ullo AIRON .0012 
00 



















*$LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA

-rrr- ,rrr -rrrrrTrr 
-r ,trr-r- rrrr rrrr -rrrr~lj~184lem 1flf Tge- fllr rrrre-ve-rrr 
uba 
ci .0!D -____ 
z r% .10 . 
. . . 
. . 
as 51 ' 10lisl~ EDl Z5l 400 asl 10'll' l l 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
3T.00 
L 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
:.Dou O CR 20.ODD DCL 0.000 
O C 1 
.0 4 0 CAN ARD 0 . 00, A IL I. 0 0:Po .ZRP 
r'l 4.900 DATA H13T. CODE MVR4,K G 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER3B19Wl4C4AY7 [D28008) 01 
45l soI asl G~ o 
,,;CFRrNCE INFORMATION 
LRCF 3.0950 1N. 




NOV 71 PA&qE 22, 
n 
" 
















0.90 ETNAD Go0EL0000 
• 299 
4l-::. DATA MIST. COD HVR*E*G0 
MSFC481 G/C 5OOSTER 5 
OOOYREP 
11W1404AV7 D55 03 
SZR 
Z 
R P  
SCA. 



























.00F ANL TAC ALPHA DEGREES 
$60 CANARD 0. O00 ;XLR8 ' 10. 02.0990 
[ ..20 DATA MIST.02E 











LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA













- a so is go15 25 30 35 40 45 so 5 so Is 
ANGLE- OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 0EGREE'S
 




0 goo - BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 BREF ls.5. 05U 50.1m. 
-QuaD DER 2: uo° DCL 0.000 LREF 3.0950, IN. 




W t	 N o 
.960 CANARD 0.000 AILR 10.000 	 YMRP N 
Z RP 0.000 IN. 
o 9 	 X"RP .. QUOO 
.'.960 DATA MIST. CODE£ HVR*E00SCLE 	 0.G3
 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 
 C,028008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 227
 













10 IS.o0 0 o i 2 5 3 3 0s o a 
-­
-. 0c 12. 
-kr 
.0 - - 1.0 
W.9902pf 
.1. 
- .- 9 - .0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.0 66__1w 
1.9.0 CANARD U*Guo AILRCW 10.000 
... 0 DAAMIT.COESCALE 






































3 l Ia- REFERENCE 
to 6 3"N
























- 20.000 p000 P*0
CR u 
ELEV ON 001 003 5
'.02 OD 20 

.



















LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 








aR00 0.09,0 i 
U -. 03 
' 8 -10 Ol IS5 zo 23 30 35 40 45 so 55 so is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATI O 
o o BETA 0.0o0 DEL - 20.000 SREF is.;Sd0 ib.19. 
*Z DER - 0.000 DCL O.opuo~ 3.0930 04­
1,204 OCR 0*000 ELEV. 2.X0ZRPE 





4.... DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EGG SCAL[ 0 utfs 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER3619W14C4AV7 (028002) 01 NOV 71 -PAGE 2j0 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 





























0 -. 035 
-is -10 5 5 -10 is .20 25 SO,-- a 1-	 as 40 43 so 55 so Do 
ANGLE OF ATTAC , ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.04 BETA 0.000 DEL

-±5~AIRO -5R  -tO 20.0001- 0 25 5 40 4 SREF 015.6560.55 00 3Q.IN.5 U  0. 	 5 IN.
 
•01. 	 DER - 20.000 DCL 0.000 LRF
 
- 4 ::0:.0.9 IN*




1* 9 CANARD 0.000 OOO 

2.990 Z$RP 0.O00 IN.
 
1 4 NVR*rE*GG SCALE 00035
*.9o DATA MIST. CODE 

MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 C028002) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 231
 

















Ii LREF a__ 
i 







-0 5 to is 20 25 30 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL - 2O0 
OCR -- 0.000 DCL O°DO 
OCR 0,000 CLCVON - 20.o.00 




DATA IST. MVR*# 
40 45 so so Go ,05 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4REF 1,5560 SQ.IN. 
LR'R£ ,6.95 iN.|N 
XMRP 6.1100 IN° 
YMRP 0.006D IN: 
ZMRP Oo..QU I#N. 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028002) 01 NOV 71 iPAGE 232 










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
iyMBOL" MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
D...A BETA 0.000 DEL - 20.000S .022 OCR -_.00 OCL 0.00 
1.Z 4 D R.OO [L V - 2 *OD 
IS CANARD O.UDO AILRON 0.000 
R :9.0 " 
1-') ::.. DATA MIST. COD HVR*Ea&SC 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV? (D28002) 01 NOV, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




MRP 6.7100 1.. 
YHRP 0.0,0u 'N: 
ZMRF .D*O 0 IN* 
E . 0 
71 PAGE 233 










-.5 10 a is05_ so 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
ByMDOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
"I 'SET, 0~o DEL - 60,oU 
1:006 Dor.t Go 0D00 -DCL 0.000 
X.Z Z DC OO0 £ £V3N - 0.00XMRP 
;.6 ANARD 0.000 AILRCN o.UUU 
R :-oo c 
E 4.960 DATA MIST. CODE NVOE*0G 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BISW14C4rAV7 CD28003] 
40 
Ol 
45 0 55 go 
REFERENCE INFORMAXION 
SREF 15 6,60 sq.;N. 
LR. :.ago0 I,O EF 6.i99 N: 
6 .r 0 IN: 
YHRP .. 0040 IN. 
ZHRP 0. Uoo0 IN. 
SCALE OU0 
NOY 71 PAGE 22­

















-00A A . .. . -i- ... s.. 4.t .L 4. . . .~I&t & . . I .. . .~ .J. A.S .
 
-15 10 -s 010 0 is5 20 3so 33 -40 45 50 5 0 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACK -PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 BETA 0.000 DEL - 60.000 30660SREF S.LN. 
o,:.003 DER -60.000 OCL 0.000 LitRF 3. 0 IN. 
1.22 £EVCDS .00- 0.00 lfEF 0.0990 IN. 
J.O, SLVOOR .00 6~uuXNRP *.ti00 IN'. 
190 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
.090o ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
 
3CALE 0.0035C) 4.160 DATA NZST. COE "VR*E*GC. 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)819w14C4AV7 (028003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 235
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA 
















0. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
.000E BETA -6.0 1RF l~a ~ a . 




CANARD U.0 00 



















MSFC481 GOICCBO0STER)Bi9Wl4C4 AV7 C028003) -01 NOV 71 PAGE 'g 








. . . . . . . ..
 





.. :.. OC 
.6 CAAD .00 ANGLEV .0F ATTACK ALPHA, IERE
 
Z.990 OC o0 -GO 0RP 0.00U0 IN. 
" 4.9.0 DATA HIsT. CODE HVR*E*00 $CALL ... 31
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]Bl9W14C4AV7 (D28003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 237
 













0..0. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
 
i- -- O s-­
0 
-15 -10 -5 0 5Z 0 25 *0 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 














1.00$ OCR - *0.0 O 60.000 OR. 
... 0 CANARD O.UOU AlUROW 0.000 ... p O.UU;b 
ZMRP U.0U00 IN. 
04.00 DATA H1Sf. CCOE )VR**GG SCALE 0U0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCB0OSTER)B19W14C4'V7 (028003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 238
 
2.9.0 










-is5 -- a- 10 iS 20 so3 3s 40 45 0D s5 p III1q 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SIMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




1 .003 OCR $O.OuD DCL 0.000 L E 3 90 IN 
O.9 0.0.0O 10.000
CR ELEVON ORE .*;O
099 
0 .g90 CANARD O.Dou AILRON 0.000 yMRP 0.0ouU IN, 
ZoRP D." Do in. 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*E*00 SCALE 0.035 
MSFC481 GO/C(B0OSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 (028012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 239
 












SID -10 - 5 a 5 to 15 2D as 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
OC3DR0D.00D OCL 0.0 
O.19 CR O.0 G EL:VON 10.000 
[] g O CANARD 0 .000 A LR ON . 00 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR4CGG 
MSFC481 GDIC(8OOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 C0280121 
40 
01 
49 so 55 60 
REFCRENCE INFORMATION 
LRF 3,091 IN. 
BREF 6oD090 IN 
yMRp 0 .00o '*N: 
ZNRP UDO IN 
SCALE 0.0"s 
NOV 71 PAGE 2 0 
IV 
--
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 
rr-----r 
-rrrr -r-n-rJl~JI$ ,IJ -rT-r



































-15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 so 35 40 45 80 55 20 25 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMHO MACH PARAMETR1C VALUES RFRNCIFRMTO 
0.1s0 BET* 0.000 DEL ±0.000 IREF ±5.4606 50.XN. 
5RF ZN..0050 o -1i. CS 0 000 L VON 10.000 
 X p T IN.LI Z,9 CANARD 0.000 AZLRON 0.000 ZNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
MSFC481 GD/CCGOOSTER)B1SWIAC4AV7 (028012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 241
 













-1f -- 0 5 to I 20 I 30 35 40 45 so $5 so as 
$ MDOL MACH PARAMETRI C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.-DOEGREES 

















0 -90 CANARD 0.000 












MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER3el9WI4C44V7 I028012) QI NOV 71 PAGE 242 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA 








a-t -10 -­ 5 0 a 10 15 20 as 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMB 
O L  
MACH PARAMCTRIC VALUE$ 
0_099 BETA 0.000 DE 10OUG 
.O DER 10.0o0 DCL 0.00004RF 
1* CR00 0 L£ I .~ bXMRP 
] Z 00 CA 
N A R 
D 0.00. AILRC+ 0.000 
DATA MIST. CCC NVR*E*0 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 CD28012) 
40 
01 
45 50 55 Go 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQIN. 
LREF 3 ,95 I N::00 N 
:'01300 IN: 
yMRP U..QoD In. 
ZMRP a DODD0 IN. 
SCALE U*0035 
NOY 71 PAGE 243 
ob 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 














-0.4 r_ _ _ _ 
zBC8 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
:.G 
o 
o BETA 0.000 DEL 
* O D R 0 . . . . C L 
0 0 -0 0 0 C R 0 .0 0 0 L V O N 
. o. o CANAR D O°0 Q6 A ILR ON 




0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 .000 
2.5 B.0 3.3 
MACH NUMBER 
(T28001) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.6 S 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 sq.1. 
L R F S . 9 0 N : 
51MR P 6 . 1 I N . 
y RP 0o 00do IN , 
SCALE 0.003e 
NOV 71 PAGE 2,4 
o 









Q0. 0. 101. .0ZS . 354. .030 . 
10.0 
4 

































-- .,o 0.5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4°5 S.. 5°S 
MACH,-NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0 .BETA 0.00 OL 0.000 _F __._N_. •_60 
0O.R 20.000 DL 0.000 4REF 1o0050 IN%
 
I.:0000 OCR 0,000, ELEVON 10,000 XHAP GriUU NN. 
12_ 00. CANARD 0.000 ALLRON 10.000 YHRP 0.0U0U IN. 
1400Zmkp D.Ouou I N*. 
DATA MIST. COPE HVR*501SCLEG.0A
16oo 

MSFC481 GOICcBOOSTER]BI9W14C4AV7 CT280081 01 NOV 71 PAGE 2*9 
74
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 




















*0. . .	 . . . 
-, 2 





SY OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
16.000 BETA O.OU DEL 0.000 	 SREF 15.6560 SQIN. 
20.000 DER - 20.000 DCL 0.000 	 LREF 3.U950 IN. 
0 2.000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 0.000 	 XHRP .01.0 IN. 
CANARD 	 0.000 AILRON ±0.000 YRP 0D.D0o IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0015DATA MIST. CODE HVR*CE*o 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 "{T28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 247
 






















. . ._ 10 . 
2. 
. . . 
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 50' 
MACH NUMBER 
SyMalL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT16N 
D TAQO -- 00 O DL 2.OUO LREF 15.6050 :kIN. 
DE .U REF 6.0990 1N. 
Z.... CANARD 0.00 ;kILRcN 0.000 YmRp 0.Deo IN. 
1..000 ZMRP U.060,6 1,14 
I6..00 DATA HtST. COD HVR*E*GI L 
MSFC481' GO/C,( BOOSTER) B 19W I4C4AV7 CT280021 *01 NOV 71 PAGE 2 4 










_ _ SC.L 0__.______ 
.f o. 1.o 1.0 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1:-000 SETA 0.000 DEL - 20.000 
2,:000 OCR - 0.0D CL 0.000 
00-O0 DCR 0.O00 ELEVON - 20.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EGI8CL[ 
MSFC48.1 GDICCBOCSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CT28002) 01 
4.0 4.5 _o 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3RZF 15,6560 3.IN.. 
LREF 3 .0::u IN * 
XMRP G*Torou IN. 
¥MRP 0,00 DN* 
RP 0:DO IN. 
D*l3 
NOV 71 PAGE 249 










. . . . 253033404030 '. 












Z - .0 CAAD_ 0.60 ___5 _5 .000 
a._ IA. 
* 0 0 0 lO R O , U O H~ i v -I16 0 01 
I ¢ 'R1 ' 0I 6 
.7'11 0 I N . 





















0 .0 0.S .0 1.5 2.0 
.YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
16.000. SETA 0.000 DEL - 60.UvO 
DE60,.0oR6O O O CL 0.000 
:0.: 0000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 60.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MISTo. COE HVR*E1.. 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
[T28003) 01 
4.0 4.3 5.0 5.9 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.@6 SQZN* 
IEF :656 IN* 
REr 6 09900 1N 
XMRP 6.71OU IN 
YKRP 00 1N 
ZMRP :ov.0U I N. 
E .03 
NOV 71 PAGE 251 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 










- .D 0.5 t 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES6a..B TA _._ODDIEL 10.000 
S.OD ERDcL0°90LREF0.DO 
6.0 CR 1.00oL0.0
10.000 OCR 0.000 'CLEVO 10.000 
12.000 CANARD o.oDb AILRc, 0.000.0Z 
I. 
o 0 0 0  
DATA MIST. CODE MVhr ol 
MSFC481 GD/CCSOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5_; 
MACH NUMBER 
(T28012) 01 
4.o0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFbRMAT10i;SRFF 15.6560 SQ.!N. 
3.0950 A . 
REF p.U~gq 99. 
XMRP Go I pb 
YHR .*O4[H R P  DboB I. 
SALE 0.003S 
NOV 71 PAGE 25 
















0. 0. 2~.0 1.5 9.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
26_.00 BETA 0.000 DEL 10.006 
:0.0ou DER 10.000 DCL 0.000 
0 Z.000O CR O.000 ELEVON 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA M33T. COD HVR*EGa 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.0 3.0 3.3 
MACH NUMBER 
(T28012) 01 
4.0 4.5 3.0 5.6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6569 SQ.IN. 
LRtF 3:0".0 IN, 
XHMRP .. 071.0 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
Z.RP U.0000 IN. 
SCALE O.OU35 
NOV 71 PAGE 253 











6.a O.S* 1.0 1.5 
SyMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VAUUES 
dt!00TA 0.000 DCL 
1200000 OCR 0.00 DClf 
DCR 0 
CANARD 0.000. AI2R 














4.5 3.6 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 13 656 SQ *IN. 
'RCF :..095 N 
8R F ,. 50; IN' 
YRp 0.000W INI, 
Z.RP 0.000e I p 
SCALE O.Ou 
7 PGE 25 
























SYMBOL ALp.A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.00t) BETA 0.000 DEL 0.O00 SREF 23.6560 SQ°IN° 
DR 0.000 OCL D*cuo LREF 3:U so I.". 
CR O*OD £U V O, OD XHRP . 0 IN.
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 IRP 0.0000 IN: 
ZMRP a.o a"0 IN 
CL .
 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*El 
MSFC481 GD/CCBO0STER3B19W14C4A CG2BB32) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 255
 
C-9 






















3REF 11.65.o SQ.1n. 
6.990 aIN. 
XMRP 6.1100 .IN* 
YNRP 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E 
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)B19WI-4C.4,hV7 CG28AOI) 01 
SAL 
NOV 71 ,PAGE 2a 















1 .4 J a 1 . * . . .. 
-- 0 0.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPH A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30.000 BETA 0.000 BEL O.moo 
.Obua DER 2-00 ObO CL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 r.LEVON - 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 
MSFC481 GDICC(BOSTER)BI -Wl4C4A 
. ... . . 





i . . . , . 
4.0 4.5 3.9 ° 
REFERENCE INFOMATION 
8RCF 15.6560 30.1". 
L.REF 3.9 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP O.UOu. IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0033 
NOV 71 PAGE 257 












0.090 DEC - 20 000 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE I,NFOR ATION 
SAEF $5.656 S . 
(1)q 0.4 ______0; 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*E 





LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 
*, rr-r-r -rr- 1 r-rIir r-r-r-n - r-nr- -r-jlTr -rr-i-- -r-Tr-r Ir*Tf iT T 






0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 	 .,0 9.6g~ 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMB04 ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30.000 	 DETA 0.00a DEL - 20.000 4REF 15.6560 $9°ZN. 
£ F  
40. 00 OCR -ZODou OCL o* GD LR 3.095U IN. 
0.-O0 LVO - 20.*00 BREFXRP 9.D990 INOCR 	 6 71 0 . .
 
CANARD 0.400 AILRO 0.000 	 YMRP o.DDo IN.
 
Z.Rp a Ono. IN.
 
SCALE 0:U035
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*tl 
MSFC481 GO/CCB OBTER)BlgWl4C4A 	 CG28E723 01 NOV 71 PAGE 259
 






















0000 __0.0___ RE_ 
_______CAL 
1.50 Q.N 
0SC.0 0.5 T.0 1.5 2.0 
SY NOL ALPHA ARA ET PC AL E S 
10.000 ZETA 0.000 DEL - 60.000 
20.000 OCR - 60.000 OCL. 0.000 
DC .00 - £L 000 
OR 000 LEN-6 00XNRP 
- CANARD 0.000 AILROH 0.000 













01 NOV 71 







0.0000. It.O ° O o3 kr 
PAGE 26"0> 


















z- - - - - -. . 
... 1.0 1.5 2.0 
S 
Y M B 
OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
B0.000OETA U.000 DEL - 60.000 
O0.C00DER - 60.000 DCL 0.000 
OCR 0.D00 ELEVO* - 60.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRa 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVRonI 
MSFC4B1 GO/CCBOOSTER)B1W14C4A 
2.5 5.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28E75) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 '.5 
REFERENCE ZNrORATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
8MRP 699 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP a 0000 IN. 
S 
C A L E  
0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 2S1 











-0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 
IYMDOL ALPHA PARAME.TRIC VALUES 
2 .00 OCR 10.00o DCL 0,00D 
OC .00 CLVw000 
DCR 0.00L V ~oX 
CANARD 0.00_ ALR_ .00_ 
IZMRP 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*Cl 
MSFC481.GO/C BOOSTER? IgW14C4Ay.7 





LREF 3.005_0 IN. 
REF 6.0990- ll * 
MRP 6.7200 IN. 
yHRP Q*Doub IN. 
O.oOU - IN­
3CLL 0, 
NOV 71 eAGE 2,,,2 
.0 I 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 
.10. 111 f -7Tflll-g rrr-r - T- - - rl -7 - r r r 1lg 















* * 2*.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 4.U 4.0 S.. .a 
MACH NUMBER
 
.YM.OL 	 ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 0.,0. .,T. O.000 DEL 0.000 SR£ 15*asea 3Q.IN. 
.0 .0 DER 0.000 DCL 0.000 LREF 3._93 IN. 
OCR UUa ELEVOW UOO 	 X.RP 7 Go0 N. 
CANARD oODD AILRON 0.000 	 YMRP U.*Oo IN. 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*EoI 	 SA[ UQ
 
MSFC481 GOIC(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 C128B311 01 NOV 71 PAGE 263
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES-WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 










oo .2 .. . . . . . . 





O.Oou DEL, 0.O0O 
REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
SREF 15.65.0 SQ.IN. 
70.000 DER 0.000 
CANARD D°OOOW 


























MSFC481 GBIC(BOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C44V7 C128B313 01 NOV 71 PAGE 264' 















a-1. 1o, .5 
SYMBOL ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Qo G OCTA 0.000 DEL 
OCR 0.000 CEVON 
CANARD .. vu. ALLMON 






2 .5 a .0 
MACH NUMBER 
CI28B32) 01 
..qO4 5 5 .0 5 .0 
RE 




3REF Is .6 0 SQ.IN*
.REF 6.0990 IN 
X"RP 6.?Iou INi 
V"RP O.Ovou IN. 
ZMRP O.0000 In. 
3CALC D.oU35 
NOV 71 PAGE 265 




































0.000 - DEL. 












5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 p.5 * 
REFERENCE ZNFORH4ATION 
SREF 15.0500 S0.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 .,IN. 
-SR 4.0990 '-11. 
yHRP 0 ,N 
DATA MIST. CODE' 
,MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19I 
MVR*EO I 






























DTA MIS .COD DVRE GI RE 5660 S. 
MSFC481 GDICCB00STER3BlgWl4C4AV7 (128A013 01 NOV 71 PAGE 267 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 










0- . . . . . 
.021 
. . i 
l 
0°°.0 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
DOD BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
ZUuuu DER - 20.O00 OCL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 CLSVON - IU.000 
CANARD 0.0D0 AILRON 10.090 
DATA H13T. COD HVR*EGI 
-MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4-AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CI28A01) 01 
4.0 4.5 3.0 5,g 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




- EF 0009 _N* 0 
NHRP . I.° 
YMRP 0,01ooo IN. 
ZMRP D. U IN. 
SCALE 0.3035 
NOV 71 PAGE 268 











6 .0 0.4 1 a 
S' MOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30.000 BETA 0.090 DEL 
40,UOU DER -- ODU DCL 
•B:EF 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 
-. 00 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
(128A021 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 6.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN, 
L EF a. 0"oS 
6:.9 1': 
XMRP 6.1100 IN. 
THRP O.UUUU IN. 
0.000 in 
SCALE OUU35 
NOV 71 PAGE 269 




































5.5 4.0 4°5 5.0 5'.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF ±5.6,60 so:z,4. 
4.00 
MSFC481 
D O. -200 OCC V -
CANARD 0.000 AIL'RC* 











































_ _ 3.03. A0 ___.3S. _ 
__IN° 
0.U . 05 .00 DEL 20 3.0 3.5 4.0, 4.5 I.N. 
,..GOD DERt 20.000 DCL 0.000 
OCR .000 ELCVON - 20.000 
CANARD 0.Oo AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CWX MVRCGl 































- . U -
L) 
* -. 00 
-0.0o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
5YMBoL ALPHA PARAMETRICIVALUES 
.....U O.TA ..Q0 DEL -- 000 
z 0.0o0 DER - 0.000 OCL 0.000 
0¢R 0.00 {VON. OOOXMRP 
CANARD O.Qo AILRON 0.000 
HSFC481 GD/CC-BOOSTER)6I9Wl4C, AV7 
&1 
2.5 3.0 .15 
MACH NUMBER 
(128E71) 01 
4 4.5 ;.0 
REFER£NCE INIFOR.At|ON 
3REF .. :5QIN. 
LREF 3.U5 N 
6.1100 IN. 
YHRP OOij IN. 
3CALE O.u0 5 
NOV 71 'PNAGE "272 
o 








o -. 00 	
____ 
_j	 ____ 
-- G~~ 0.3 1.0 2.S 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4;5 0.0 5.9 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.0 BETA 0.000 DEL - 20o000 SREF 15. 65 . 30. N­
a4U0000 BER -- 20UQD DCL G*Duo F LRE 3 0:50 I0: 
O CR . 0 0 0 E LEVC, - U.O- XOREFR P 5:0 9D.u N,2 	 . .
 
CANARD O.DoU AILRON U.UDu yMRP U.BoO 	 IN. 
IN-O.UUUU 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EOI A 0 
ZMRP 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4A 	 C126E72) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 273
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA
 






.-03 ___ _ 
LIJ -- " 
0. 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 4.0 a., 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES - MCHNME RCFCRENCE LNFORMA71ON 
3UOD BE TA 0.Dun DEL - 20 000 SREF 15. G S..IN. 
.30=00.0 DER' -20:000 DCL 0:000 LREF :.05:u IN. 
OCR O.OUO ELCVCN - ZU.000 XMRP, 6. 11.0 LN. 
CANARD ODou AILRON 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP O.00ou IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CO HVR*EOI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B'19Wl4C4A (I28E723 01 NOV 71 PAGE 274 









-0. 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
IUO0 BETA 000 DEL - 60.000 
20.00000 DER - 0O DCL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 ELEVCN - 6U0uaBRF 
CANARD O.000 AILRO OOuo 
DATA MIST. CODE MvR*EoI 
MSFC4B1 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 
9.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C128E74) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5 
REFERENCE IMFORMATIQN 
SREF 11.5 SQ.LN. 
LREF .:6.5,0 N 
6 :. N 
XMRP 6 TIUU IN. 
YKRP a.uuuu IN 
ZMRP O,0 U IN. 
SCALE 0:0U35 
NOV 71 PAGE 275 


















-. 00.2 O.5 10 1.2 2.0 
SyHsoL ALPHA PARAMETRIC.VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 DEL - 5UOOOu 
Z..,ob DER --6.noU DCL 0.000 
OCR O.GUb ELEVCW4 - 60.000 
CANARD 0.000 AXR , 
DATA HIST. ICC,5 NVR*EGI 
,MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)bl9Wl4C6 V7 
2.S .0 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
C128E74] 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 
OCF6RCC IHFORMArioN 
'R"F 15.65. SQ.im. 
L EF 3°o N 
BREF 6:.0 '1".: 
HRp ly.; 
ZHRP 0.00ou tH. 
SCALE 0*00i 
NOV 71 PAGE 278 











o 0.0 0.9 6.0 1.5 
3YMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.0.0 SETA O. OaD DEL 
.....OO Dca 
-­0.0.0 DCL 
DC9 0.000 CLEVON 
CANARD D0 AILRON 









2.5 *o S.5 
M;ACH NUMBER 
{128E75) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 o.. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 13.656U 30. N. 
LREF 3 .0 5 1 N 
RE P ::. 00G N 
... P O DO D IN 
ZMRP 0DOUG NSCALE 
.UU35 
NOV 71 PAGE 277 






















0 1. . . .53 034 
___ 
0 . . . 
-0.0 0.8 1.0 1.5 
SYNSL A~tU PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30.00D OETA 0.00W, DEL -
40.000 DOR - 6o.o0o OCL 
DR 0.000 ELEVON -
CANARD 0.000 AItRON 







2.5 30 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
(128E751 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.8 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SnCr 15.6500 30.1I.N. 
LREF 3.0950 ZN.ORE' 
.,090 IN.XHRP 6.T100 £14. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0°03i 
NOV 71 PAGE 27 












.0CP 0.0000 IN.__ 
DAAMS.CDS*4ISAE U03 
MSC8 DCBOTRB9lCAV 1B7)0 O 1 PG 7 
D 0 TA -. 0T2 DEL 1 0E 
is 
-. FC4BD G.RC 72 N 7 PGE 2 IN. 









0.  0. 101. .085 .03B . 459. 
SA 0.0635 
D S-
M ..00LVO SFCo4 
0::r 
OCR 















m , a l 
-h -oi0515 , . o , 404DSO OB 
MACNME 
Iy-o .0S AAETI AU £E£C IFRAX 
.04E 0. 5 
CAADSoC V¢G 
zSC8 DCBOTRBgIC V 1B73 O O 1 P 














--- - - - -So ------ 40 - 5 -30 -- as -to -to -- 0 -- - - a .-- ad---
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
B O L  
SYM ALPHA PARAM9TRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INrORMATICN 
10.000 MACH 0,600 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVONI DATA3EI ELEVON SREF 15.6500 52.1m.
 
DCL 0.000 DCR 0.000 GZ8ADI - 10,000 0 28831 0. 00 OREF 6.09o0 19: 
CANARD 0.000 ILRCW O.Coo YMRP 0.00ou IN.ALPHA ATSF 481 PARAER) 9IC ALUS SURCE7 R1ENOV71EPCE 2rCHA1C 
























0.0 .00X 6 0 ~ 
--To -641 -00 -5 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -to -- 0 5 20 is 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AC.H0 0.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET ELEVON 806OUSREF S.1m. 
IZ:.000 DEL -- GD.O00 DER - 60.000 G26r.74 - 6000 &Z:ET1 - 20:000 LR£r 3.0950 IN. F 







0.0L 0 o IN.
 
MSC8 OCL 0.000 O19WIC .00G2A1 0.0 2003± 00.01 NO~ NFO 710 fl7ATGON
 
CANARD 0.000 AILARW 0.000 ofe r 1:00XRP 
PAG 28
D T S U EEE
DE EI
S F DATA MI/R MC VLST.CAL 

LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 


















-- -- as -- 60 --- - - --- -- .--- - ------- -20 -15 -- 0 ----- 0 a 10 is so 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10. o0MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF IS.s5lO S.IH. 
.0:00 	 DEL - 60.000 OR - 60.000 GZOE74 - 60.000 G20ET1 - 20.o00 LREF 3.0050 1*. 
OCL 0.000 OCR oooo G28ADS - 02831 0.000 eRF IN.to.00 	 t.0090Othur? 10.000 XflP 0.r .. Ii,CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 YIRP 0.00O0 M*, 
ZHRP 0.000 "I 
SFC 1 GDC[OAT C4VcE 	 SCALE 0.0035E 	 ON 














-9.0, 0 t i 2 
-0.2 __ 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SyMDOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
20s.000 MAC 1.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON snREF € 66 SQ.LN* 
20.000 DEL -­60.000 DER - 6a0 00O GZSE74 60.000 oZaE71 ,U:UUD LRCF I.95M. 
LIDCL 0.,000 DCR 0.000 028ACI 10 000,0 . 0Z3 1 a .Uo 6uU N 





DATA IST. CrVALE D OERE MAAO35 
0SFC400GCRC.BO0STER)BIW4C4A7 0 G28E74) 0 NOV 71 RAGE 2.13, 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
o -n-r-rrrnrrr 









- - - ­ - - - - - - - - -
0 






?0 06 '-6O -as 40 -45 -40 553 -30 -as5 20 -15 -10 - 5 6 10 to 20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 

















YMRP O..... I., 
DATA MIST. CODE #VREIr. 000.0 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER3819W4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 285 








w 0 05 -,Q -55 -0 -4 -40 -3'fO:2 EG -	 II - I ­
C-0.4 0.005 
- - 0 - O - uo- - - -. 0 0 BR F.0.2 -. -. 0 OCR­
- - - - - - --	
-N .0- - . - -0- -D-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --0 - - - - - - - - - - -0-- 00--- - - - -	 - - - - - ­
70T -0 -00 -55 -50 --4S -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 1-5 10i - 5 0 8 10 18 *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, 	OEGREES
 
SYNOOL ALPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REVERENCE iNFORMATION 
0.000G j 1.100 SETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET LEVON 71EV 15.AGE 28.". 
20.000 DEL - 00.000 OCR - 00.000 OtOETA4 .000* 020C71 -	 20.000 1.1E 3.0950 iN. 
OCL 	 0.000 DCR o°ooo GZOAOI . 1O00 020051 o*Do 01EV 5.090 ZN. 
GgT XMRP o.ri00 N.DD 

CANARD 0.000 AILION 0.00 257 1.0 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 aN. 
SCALE 0.05 
DATA HIST. CODE MVR*EZ 
MSFC48I GO/CCBOOSTER)819 W14C4AV7 	 CG28E74) Ol NOV 71 PAGE 286
 





... . .0.... .. .
 
U--. 
-6 a 2 ' *1 s-7 -6 -s -O-40 -A a 2 i s 
--J,
 
20 - 00 E - 6000 DE - 60.000- gr7- -2E 000 - _____ - R 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 





D.L -- 0.000 

:O Q..MRP £? L..00 YMRP 0.000 IN.
 
ZRP D.EC N . IN.
 
LATA LIST. CODE MVRALE DCALR N O.E O3
 
CANARD 0.0-50 1 45A2 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9W4C4AV7* OG28E74) .T NOV 71 PAGE 287 
LONG1ITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 













-10 1. . .I .I . . ~ - . .1.. .I. . . . . . . . -. . 
70 -45 -60 -5 5 -45 ..40 -35 -30 -25 20 15 -10 - 5 0 5 in10 2 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MAC".. 1.500 1 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON OATASZT ELEVON SREF 13.50 S0.ZfN. 
2G0.000 dE - 60.000 DER - 60.Q00 020E74 - 60.0O0 QZE71 - 2O.000 LREF 3.0a0 IN.F 

DCL 0.002 DgR 0.00 028A01 - QU.00 028831 0 00 0.0990 IN. 
YRP .700 10 -.DCE~ 1a00 XNR.0710 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 

- ZNMRP 0.0000 114 
SCALE 0.00055 N 
HVR*EI

DATA MIST. CODE 
iMSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE -288
 
- -- -----------












- •. *... ,,*L..J 4,, . .4..4...&L.. .. LL. 4.LL. .J.. * i,*.L ,.... ,** 4,.*,, ,, .4 ... J. 4 --. ,4,,4&4*,.**,*,,.. 4J44 
--0 -0S 40 -58 -50 .45 -40 'ZS --0 -25 --20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL2 ALP.A ±0.000 A tH PARAMETRIC VALUES 2.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE ELEVON CATASET ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN. 






















ZMRP 0.Oooo IN. 
DATA MIST. CO E HVR*AE 
SCALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 289 
---
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
*. 4 1 rrT rr T--rr -Trr ?rr-rrr rrrTTrr 














-a- -0 -- -1 
-0 5 10 t 







3.000 BETA O.00o DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
ELZVQN OATASET £LCVON 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREr 16560 50.1n. 
R0.000 !DEL - 6.000 DER - 60.000 GZOEfl - 60.000 028thl - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 














MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 290 
-0.4 












ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
•YMBOI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MAC 4 oOO BETA 0.000 DATA$CT ELEVCG DATASET ELEVON 3REF Is.5 3QIN. 
20.000 DEL - 60.000 DER - 60.000 024E74 - 60.000 02:ET, - 20:0O00 RRF :G.5.620 
D C L 0 .0 0 0 O CR . 0 0 0 G Z A O I 
OZOET7 
- 10 .0 0 0 
10.000 
G Z 3 1 D o .R r 
Xm 




CANARD 0.O00 AILRCN O.000 yHRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA CODE HVR- -T. Z"RPCAL ooo0.0035 
IN. 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BISWI4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 291
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 









'1.0a 6 - - - -4'_o -2 -3 -20_ - - - 0 $ 2D 
- 0. - - - - - - - - - - - -___ 
-w 0.00 DE--.0t~ OR- 0.00 - 02E7 -00 -2E7 :..6u 3 -Rr 
-0----------------------------------------------------------- _ 
0.4~ -0o - _ _ _ _ IN. 
003
OE MR lSAE0.0A -IT 

ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
0yM48oL ALPHA PARAI4ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RE7EREUCE INrORHATICN 
2 
 10.000 AC*I 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEvON OATASET ELEVON SREF 15.8500 so-..*
 DO O - 00.000 - 60000 020Cr. - 40.000 OSSE?1 - 20.000 LR£r 3°0950 ZN.*0.00 OCR 

7 "XRa eZ 6.09*0 ZN­.DG 







DATA "157. CODE NVR*EZ 
MSFC4SI GD/C(BOOSTER)819w14C4Av7 C628E743 01 NOV 71 PAGE 22
 










-. 30 	 1 ... 
?70 -'s 00 -55 -50 -4 -40 -as -30 -25 -20 .1S -10 -a 0 5 1O to no 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. OEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC 	VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 0. 0 MACH. .0 00 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVEN CATASET ELEVO4 SREF ±5.5360 34.1". 
*0.000 DEL -0.00 DER -. 0.000 020E74 - 60.000 QZOEI - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OCL. 	 0.000 DCR 0.000 020A01 - to0.O00 02801 0.000 BREF 0.0990 IN. 
GZSE7V 10.009 X$4RP 0.7100 IN.CANARD 0.000 AZLRON 0.000 




DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 	 SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Blsvdl4C4Av7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 9
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON fEFLECTiON
 






LLOI.2 .t.--._. __ - - _ 
L.S 
-. 08 
-70 -as 00 -50 -50 -4B 40 -35 -30 -25 -20 1 -10 - 5_ 0 2go010 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 







































CANARDA 0.2E ILRON 0.0.0 000£77l0*  XNRPYNRP 6.71o0 0.0000 IN. IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9Wa4C4A"7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 29A 








a-s --	 0 is.	 - - -- -as -0 -- 23 - - 0 5 soSo 

ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE- ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10_000 MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000O ATASET £LEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
20.000 	 DEL -60.000 DER - 60.000 *28ET4 - 60.0ou GZSE71 - 20.000 LREF 3.D5 IN*
 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.0011 GBOADI - 10.000 ozes31 R P
0.000 DREr 6:.ug5 0 IN: 
GOSE77 "10.000 XM 6.7100 IN.
 




DAT H3T 	 COE VREISCALE 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 295
 













- - _ _ - _ 
70 .t5 -00 -45 -50 -45 -40 -35 ..30 -Es -20 -15 -10 3 0a 10 an * 
ELEVON 	DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO
2 
10.0M00 U 1.00 8ETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVO DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 4.41. 
2.000 	 DEL - 60.000 OCR - 60.000 02:0E4 - 00.000 OnE?1 - 20.000 LREF 3.0990 IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 800 0AO2 - 10.000 020831 .Oo fR F G.0*90 IN.CANJARD 0.000 A 0.r?0 2LRC 	 XNRP **flOu IN.0 SE7y 10.000 
ZMRP 0.0006. IN4. 
SCALE 	 0.003i
DATA MIST. COE HVR*E 
MSFC481 GO/CC9OOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 296"
 



















ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
yH.O A~r.. PARAMCTRIC VALUES DATA S;OURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00DQ MAC 1.0S0 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 25.6360 sa.1". 
10-- ------ ---6D.EELR -- -__60.00 0_4 - 60.000 G_6_7 - 20.000 LRF 3 IN 
F 
OCL OOuo OCR 0.000 G2:ADI - IO.OO G28B31 D*Oou ORE : n .090 IN: 
G2 er 10.000 MAP 6.7luo IN. 






DATA MIST. €¢*C MVR*EI SCALE U..... 
MSFC481 GDICCB OSTER)B19Wl4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 297
 















o .ao 70 -0 -as -- 0 - 0 -as - _ -20 5 -1 - 0 - t 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,72 10.000 MAC 1.200 BETA 0°000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 13.6560 SQoIMo-- -- - D-- - 60.- -- -- - ­
- 20.000 

DCL 0.000 DCR 0.000 620ADI - 10.000 02OB32 O.0O0 BREF 6.0990 1N
 
020r74 - 60.000 02SE71 -60.00 LREF 3.095 - IN. 
.Z087 10.0D0 
 XHR 6 1 UO
 
CANARD .000 A-LR- 0.000 

-- RP ­ -o IN:
 
DATA CODM ZMRP .. DODO IN.
IST. VR EI DCALAS EE 35 I
 
G?/C(BOOSTER)B?9W14C4AV7 EMSFC?81 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 2.98
 













-70 -65 -60 -5 -50 -45 .40 -35 -30 -25 -0 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 s0 




SYM OL2 ALPHA *.ou ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 1.200 BETA '0.000 QATASET DATA SOURCE ELEVON DATASET ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATICN SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 


























MSFC481 GO/CBOOSTER)BISWl4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 299 














-C0 - -5 __2! ____ __1_ -1 - -- 10_ so 







.5 O B TA 













SR F 5.6560 S .N. 
















ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CWOE VR*E SCALE 0.0035' 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 30Q. 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION 















































































.20 rO - -53 - -45 -40 -a....-a..0....10.....t.Is j 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
0YH.OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ACHoo 3.000 SZTA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON 3REF 15.6160 
o.o0 L - .Dou D ER I - 60 .000 0 8 C4 - 60 000 02S7 1 - 20.000 LR F 3 .u gs IN , 
O-T -e -. -O5AD1OCR: 0.00 -0 -4321 . 0 08 1 -R0FO5OOu 6.090 5iN 8 




ZMRP D0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CCDE NVR*E£ SALE 003s 
MSFCJBI GD/CCBODSTER)89W14C4AV7 tG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 302
 





,-r-r rrrr rrr 
'TTT 
ITT
7-rrr rrTTiLONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION





















. .4.. 4 .. 
.... k. 
. ... 






.4- ..- 4.. 
. 
-10 -*5 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -as -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 to is 20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBL5 ALPHA PARAM4ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION4 
:0.000 MACH 4.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET £LEVON DATASET CLEVON SnEr 15.6560 SQ.!N. 
0.0u0 DEL 60.000 . OCR - 60.000 G28E?4 - 0.000 G26lE 1 - 20.0g LREF 3.0050 IN.2 
D
 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 020A 1 - ±0.000 oz..51 D.000 OREF 6.09,0 I.
 
GZOET? ±0.000 XHRP 0.1l±00 IN.




DATA MIST. COO IVR*EI 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 303
 












"SZ-Q -0 -60 -as -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 1 - 5 0 5 10 is so 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
5YMSOL ALPHA- PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 M C 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET CLEVON SREF 15.6 40 SQ. IN. 
































CANARD 0.000 AILR-N 0,DOD YMRP Opoo it. 
ZMRP O.Ouuo IN. 
DATA D LTT. AOL EVRL'G 
MSFC481 G0/C(BOOSTER)BIW 4C4AV7 - G28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGEG3.014 










r OoD 1 -09 -6 - to - 3 2 ' 1 -0 a a a 1 - os ­
2
 
z 0.4 ou 09 ___DR- 000 0S7 -6.0 2el DGU L
 
I­
0C 0.0a OC-2:U 1 0__ -o___ GZ8832 0.000 0 0 - -
ZMR OOuIIN 
0.0 -. LE_ 0 
-50 -40 -50 -- -Z0 40 - 0 10 tO--?O -05 -00 -55 -A5 -35 l. --5 -- 5 5 SO 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SyMDL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMArON 
MSF. 0 fCSm 0.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELEVON ELEVON SRE 15.500ATASET SQIN
 
20.000 CEL - 00.000 QER - 00.000 026E74 - 00.000 OZSE?1 - 20.000 LREF 3.0050 IN. 
C R A 0 1 1 G . 0 0 . 9 0
C I . . 0 0 0 0Z28OG - . 0 0 0 89 3 1 R F N . 
GZSET 10.000 XMRP .T00 N.
 






DATA MIST, COVE NYROCI 
MSFt4B1 GO/CCROOSTER)619W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 305
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 


































-S, d ~ 
0.0NDFLCI 
1 1 1 l l o ~ e l l t o * , 
N 
l ~ ~ 
AGLEEEN 
* * , * 
ERE 









.7 5 -0 5 5 5 4 5 5 2 -20 *.15 10 
CAAR . E.ALEVONDEFLECIONYNGLE ELEVN.DGREE 
SY$OL LP$PAAMERICVALES ATASOUCE 




























w - C - - - -- - - - ­
"0.0 T -0 0 -6 0 - as -5 -4 5 -4 0 - as -30 - 5 a -15 - - 5 so is 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 





























C A N A R D . 0 0 0 A L R O N 0 .0 0 0 YH R P O + U QD o I N . 
SCALE O.UU35 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR el 
MSFC481 GOICCgBOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 307 
















-9on I N 
-70O -5 -60 -5 -0 -45 -40 -35 -.30 -l 20 -15 -10 - 8 0 5 10 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE ELEVON. DEGREES 
yMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE R7rERENCE1NVORNAON 
10.000 MAC 1.000 SETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 13.6560 
20.000 DEL - 00.000 DER- - 00.000 028E74 - 80.000 00E1 - 20.000 LRE7 3.095') 
0C.000 pca o~oO 2OA0t - 10.000 020031 oooU OREF 6.0990 
CANARD 0.000" nI-RON ooo 2?0.000 YHRP 8.7±00 
YNRP 0.0000 
DATA MIST. COV MVR*EI SCALE 0.005w' 









LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 









EL..O DEFLECTION--- ANLE -- ELV - - ERE 
zz
 
w00° 10.00 0-51 DGQ OE 6 0 .o I-:
-C0..0 OCR0 - 8AG 
S 7 .D 
H P 
6T0 N 
0AAD ODG ALO *0 NP OOO N 
SHP OO N 
0.0A - -T - _VR_ - _AL-- - - - - - - - - - - -
aSC8 DCBOTRBgIC^V G8T)0 1 PG 0 
E 0.3




MSC6 DCcecO .ERDl9 lC4AV 0,0 D IAS G87 01 NOV 719 PAG 
 30 
0.0 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 










- - -60 -as -50 -43 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 o - 3 a '" " ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVA., DEGREES
 
GMBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.0.00W MAC 1.10 
 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON OATASET 
 ELEVON SREF ;506 al:20.00O0 £ 60.000
DEF OCR -- 00.00 OZOE74 60.000
- Gearri 20OO LREF 
DCL 0.000 0CR 0.000 028AVI - 1 .0..0 .2.u"1 
0 3:.O95o IN.
 
I ,O RIF G 90 1 N., 
CANARD OO A LRO , *G 0.000 a T 1.: O.0 D -Y H R P u ,o 1 u 0 I N : o D . N
 
-MSFC481.G0IC(BOOSTER)Bl9WI4C04 7 
 CG28E74) OL NOV 71 PAGE ,
 








0-----	 -- 5 -60 - 5 ------ 45 -40 ------- 0 - -- ---- -10 - a--- 5 15 so-20 

ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MACHf 1200 BETA 0.000ODATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 30.1N.
 
0O.000 	 GEL -- 0.000 OCR - 60.000 02BET4 - 60.0D0 GZOE71 - 20.000 LREF 3 U:550 N
 
OCL 0.000. OCR 0.000 G2:ADl - 10.000 G26831 H R P
0.O00 BREF 6:09 0 IM.
 
02 20.000 X 6.7100 IN.
QETT 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.o0oo IN. 
SCALE 0.0035
 
DATA H13T. COD MVA*Cl
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 	 CG2BE74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 311 







r 70 -00 --- 5----45-40---5----__ -90 - -1 - S 2 S 
-tO. 
-0.0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON.'DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.0D0 -A4Lo 1'.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15656 S0.IN. 
















DATA MIST. CODE NVREI 

4-SPC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B9W4C4AV7 CG28E743 01 NOV 71 PAGE 3472
 
LI 



























ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
: 0o MACH4 2.000 89TA 0.000 DATA$ET ELEVCN OATASET ELEVON SREF SQO .2". 
OOD DEL -­60.000 PER - S6.OOD OZSE4 - 60.000 GzaSrl - zu.OUO LREF 3*Qs N 
OctL 0.000 DCR 0.000 O2OADI - 10.000 OZ0a3I 0.000O REF 6U9 N 
OzerT7 1.000 IMRP 6.rIOO IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YHRp D*OUO IN.* 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR)rI *MCA L, 0035 
.MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 313 











70T -05 -60 -as -50 -45 -40 -as5 -30 -as 20 -15 -10 a a so as an15 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
*y"SOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFVRIATION 
10.000 	 AC 3.0O SETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF tS.6500 s0ZU. 
S*0.000 DEL - OR - 020E74 - aZETI - LREF IN.6o0.000 60.000 00.000 20.000 3.0950 





DATA MIST. CODE MVRElI 
MSFC481 GD/C(BDOSTER)B29W14C4AV,7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 314
 











-0 - -as -30 -45 -40 -35 -30 -95 -90 -15 -10 - 0 IQ as 2 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE$ DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MAC 4.000 BETA D.UUO DATASET ELEVON DATASET SLEVON SREF 15.6560 34.1N. 
90.000D DEL - GU.UU0 DER - 02SE74 - 6U.00060.000 02SE71 - 20.000 LA EF 3:0:5G IN: 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 oz:Ao1 - 10.0 G OZOO31 O.Do OREF .0 9 0 1 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 NHREO7 0.00 I. 
ZNRP 0D00 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI SCALE D.0035
 
MSFC481 DD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C828E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 315
 
0.0 










ELEYON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALIJ$ DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC BU*D, BETA 0.00- DATASET ELEVONI DATASET E£LEVON SREF 15 -S U G.20.-0 - -------- 028r-74 - i- LR-FBEL- R - 60.000 - 60.00D - z - ----.- 0 - _ IN. 
.R.AS -1 Do 02 G REF * 90 N 




A L E  
DATA MIST. CDE I VALES 
 DA I00 A5
 
MSFCA81 AGD/CBOOSTERBI W4C4V7 G28E74) 01 NOV 71 0GE 3A6 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 












-45i -- -5-5 4 4 3 3 95 -o -5 -00 5 s t00.4 
GaT LE
0 -0 - E -6000 DER __- __ -000 000 0S7 000 :.. 
?0 -8 -0 5 I~ -50 4l5 -40lla -f10, l-ZO *5 0 5l -0 3 510 ti , 15 *0I-d ~ 
-0O 0.0 OC- 0.00 0 0 . 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES 
I
 
SyMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFER£NCE INFORMATION 
20.000 DEL - 60.000 DER - 00.000 028E74 - 00.000 020E?1 - 20.000 LREF 5.0950 IN. 
z 
DCI. 0.000 OCR 028oGA0± - 10:000 025551 *o°OO BREF 4.0990 IN. 
R 

EZ6TT 10 O D X" .1Q N 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON O.DQD YMRP S°uDBD 1 
ZHRP O*000 IN. 
SCALE 005DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 317
 










S -60 -5 -- 4 -- 4 0 - - -20 -to -0 0 5 so is so 
,EWEVON DEFLECT'ION ANGCE. EuEV.ON, DEGREES
 
-Symul ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALo.- 0.90 -- ES 0.-0--- - DATA'$OURCE REFERENCE INFORHATI -- - -L-V--BETA DATAST L-V- ,R-F M,--.
 
&.TD£ 
 REF 5s6560 I

.O000 DEL - GOcou DER - O.'000 * Gi74 - 60.0UD 02SETICL 0.00O - 20.0oO LR 31 5 34:CR D.OuO 020AOl 
- 10.000 028831 0.0_ R0 6.09
 
CA G OA O D "IR 
 . 0 20r 7 I. uoQ 






DATA H13T. CODE MVR*"llrAL .0
 
MSFC481 GD/C,('q00STER)Bl9w,14C4AVo? CG28E74) Ol NOV 71 PAGE 3.M 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 $ l-i-ir- Ii-i 	 -errirr TiTi rrri Trrr rrrr rrrr -ri













. - - - ­ - - - - _ _ __ - - _ _ 
- - -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 35 -3D -a -.0 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 is *0 
'ELEVON DEFLECTION'ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 	 MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 SQ.ZH.
 
20.000 	 DEL - 60.000 OCR - 60.000 Z6E74 -60.000 OZOE71 - 20.00 LREF 3 0950 IN. 
DCL 02000 OcR GZSAO - 10.000 020831 , BRF 6.9 IN 
C"ARD 0.000 AILRON O0. Oze IF~ 30.00XM o0 I* 
YHRP 0:,.Ou0 IN: 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODE MVRE 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 319
 













' - I 
-0.0 - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Is.-9 
EL,.v F ELEVON .OER EES,EgLFECT ION, ANGLE. 

VAL US S RCE. NO RfA fONALPHA PAR TR5i DATA UO ZR' 
10.000 MACH BETA a.0000. 00 DATASET ELEVSET ELEVET ELEVON SREr 1,.g5oo SQ.jfl'o 
OUT .--. - - LR1 IN,, 
"Elf, 028401-02N 1:00 2N 1 StckNIlDCLe - *RVIN8. Er51' 15.i6 "97U 
CLOR0.000 126Y13.20 02418_ 
SCALE 0 .0au3 5 
DATAHloT. CODE NVYR*EZ 
k1F4 [0OCGOsj\~BTb1~±~4,'(28E74)NOV AG 201 7 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 








- . * ., 44,J 4.. . &,,. *.,4-4. 4 4.J* .L, ** . 4 , * ,. .*. .tJ.. L .-. i.... .. .. .. . . 
.tO -5 -60 -55 -50 -45 --4Q -5 -30 -25 -2 -15 -10 5 	 s 15a- 0 	 i t0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
*YM0OL. 	ALPHA PARAMETRZC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.0 0 M 1.Os SETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET tELEVON SREF 15.6560 S0.N. 
0.00O0 	 DEL - 00.000 DER - 60.000 GZO=r4 - 60.000 G28E7I - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 GZ$AQI - 10,00 CZOD.1 0.0 6.09900.00TG GCL 026OO XMRP :.72uo IN. 
oz err7100
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 






DATA MIST. CODE VE E 

MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BIgWI4C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 321
 
-0.0 







l e *. l i.l .... ~ . . . d l l l l l * l l.. l.. .ll . . I . • ....
o*-o - 5 -- -50 -45 --40 - -30 - -- ------ 5 -i -- 5---	 10 is 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE- ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1000 aAC 2.10 BE.TA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET CLEVON SREF 15. 65 60 SQoIN° 
200.000 	 DEL - 60.ou O CDR - 60.000 02OC74 - 60.000 G Go I - 2Do D0 LRc.90 N 
F 
OCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 08ADI - IO°0 U 020031 0.000 R R P  .0 0 N
 
CANARD 0.0O0 AILRON 0.000 26£T7 10000 XM .. 7100 IN.
 Y.RP 0. 0 IN:
 
DATA HIST. CETA 0 
 ZHRo O..OOU IN
D T VA 	 L SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 G/IC[B3OSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE a 2
 










o- a -0 -- s --50 -- 5 --40 - -30 
- -20 1 --
_1 0 Is so 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
M B O L  
SY ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I. 0 MACH 1:200 O CI£A 0.0 DATASET SLEVCN DATASET ELEVON SREF Is 65 0 3QIN* 
20OO a C .. .O , R -6.:00 GT -6DO G871 .2, LREF : .. 50 IN* 
A 0 D 
OCL O.OCR O.UUD OZO I - 10:uo0 02 B31 0*:00 CF .SO N 
02SETT 10*000 XMRP M.10N 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YNRP 0:0000 IN.
 
ZRP .. 4009 IN:
DATA ST. COA E VR U 
 SCAL 0.03 A
 
MSFC401 GD/CCB-OSTER0B-9WI4C4AV7 
-1 CG28EG42 NOV 71 PAGE 323 
-0.4 






70 -05 -00 -55 -0 -45 40 -3 -30 -25 "lO -15 5s 
 0o to 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMOL ALPHA ', PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFRENCC INFORMATION,
 
10.000 MAC& 1.500 BET o.0o DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.65I0 NQ.l,
 
0.000 DEL - 60.000 DER - 00.000 G2SE74 - 60.000 020E71 - 20.000 LREr 3.0gSo IN. 
M R P  
DCL 0.000 0.000 12 T - 10.000 02083 X 0.f KM.DCR, 0 6A01 O*U 0.000 SREF .6, uS9. 1IN
9 







DATA MIST. CODE MfV*EI
 
'MSFCI8IGD/CCBOOSTER)89W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 324 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
0.0 
















70 .. 65 40D 56 -50 -45 40 -as -30 ..fl -20 -.15 .40 a 5 10 is so 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
ZYMaOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fS..CH BETAA0 2.000 0.000 CATASET SLEVON OATASET CLEVON oRnr I*.O565 10.1". 
0.Do0o DEL -0.000 DER - 60.000 GZSE?4 - 60.000 02SE71 - 20.000 LR 3.0 IN. 
OCL 0.000 OCR 0:000 GflAOl - 10.00 GZSB31 D.00u BREF 6.5 o9 IN. 
MONrr Go.ru X$Rp IN:ro.Doo
CANARO 0.000 AL~ 0.00TR ZMRP 0.0000.00 IN. 
DATA "ST. CODE NVR*EI SCALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 CG28E743 01 NOV 71 PAGE 325
 










oo------------------45-------------------25-20---0 - 0 1 i 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 3OURCC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ACOH 3. 0D BTA O°OOD DATA ST LEVON DATAS T LEVO M SREF 15 .6 6 3Q I 
1200_.0 00 -O4- 60.000 DER - 60.000 G24r74 - 60.000 GZSE71 - 20.UUU 6REF ... 65.3600 
DCL 0.000 DCR 0.000 028ADI - 10.130 G28932 0.000 BREF *.UVV6 lq 




X M R P 
'P 
ZRP 
6 '7 1 001 
ODoDoo 
0.0.0u IN 
DATA IST. CODE HVRAES ACALE 0 003 T 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B W4C4 07 - G28E741 01 NOV 71 PAGE 312Q 
0.4 









0 a s0 to so70 -44 -600-as0-8S 45 40-Be -30 -25 -20 -15 -in 5 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA2 10.000 MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 4.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE EL.EVON DATASCT ELEYQN INrORRZFERENCE SREF 15.0500 MATION 54.3W. 
*000 DEL - 00.000 OEM - 40.000 c2S r4-0.0 GSV1-0.0 LRF .00 IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 02SAQl - 0. 020831 0.000 OR.u OU INM. 




DATA MIST. CODE I4VR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)619W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 11 PAGE 327 
--








.70 -0 -60 -as -5 - -- 5 -90 -13 -10 a _ 0 n - is- Z 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
DATA MIDT. CCQV NVRI k 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION , 
OOD0 MAC 5.0001 aeTA 0.090 DATA3ET ELEVON 
h 
























CiNARD 0.000 A-lIR6N 0.000 




,ZHRP U.uum! IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GDIC'CBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 (G28E74) 01 NOV 71 RAGE 324
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 




0 0.0------0------0-------------- - -5--0- 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AL-PHA PARAMETRIC vALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1000010:00 MACDEL SO B°0TAER 0.ouD - 00.000 DATABET CLEYON-2:E?4 -
DATA3ET ELUVON2- SRC F LR F ZoS0 -
S* 
I. 
DC O.OO DR OOGQ G 
z S 0 1  







CANARD0 5 6. 0 -45O -0 .0 30RP - 1o1o -0 
DATA CODE D ESTO EVRLDI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTERB WI4CAV7 C28E74) 0 NOV 71 PAGE 329 
'LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
2 .9 










?0 -as -60 -55 -50 t.5 -40 -35 '-S -2S -20 -15 - a-1 a 10 in aS 
'ELEVON.DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
"5yH0OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U0.000 MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET CLEVON ORF 15.0560 SQ.IN. 
DEL -000060. 06 DER - 60.000 02SE74 - 0o00 GOE? - 20.000 MEV *.0950 IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0:.000 G2OAI - 1000O *2,031 Oo.00 BREF 0.0000 CH. 











'MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BIgWl4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 33,0 
11 
_ _ 









z 1.0 E -6.0 E G__0687LCF - :.560 
- -
- - 4 - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _-0.4 - - - - -
LEN DELC IN ANGL.EE.N9D
 
QCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 OZS'AO1 10.00 GSS 0.0 DRurXMRP0 0.00 IN. 
, I 

CANARD 0.000 AILR4 0.000 BUD 
 YMRP 1.:IN.ZR - 0.0000.  
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR4EI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 331
 
- -
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
z 











-'0 -05 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40" --5 ..SQ --5 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 ±0 ±5 0 
ELEVON DEFLECT ION ANGLE. ELEVO", DEGREES
 
"SyHOL ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE ZNFORHATZON ­
M~t t.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET 1 ELEVON SREF ±5.0500 *..ZN.. 
0C& 0.000 OCR 0.000 GZSAOI - ±0.000 0*0831 0.000 D REF 0.0990 ZN. 
2±0.000 







DATA MIST. COE MVRM1 

;MSRC-481 GD/CcBOOSTER)ei9W1404AV7 (G28E743 !'01 NOV 71 RAGE 332
 













7 0 -46 -Go --0 -- 0 -43 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 1 sO 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
2 REFERENCE INFORNATIONSyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 15.458 $4.f..0.000 MACH. 1.050 BETA D.0D DATASET ELEVCN DATASET EtEVON SREF 
*10000 DEL - 6*000 DER - 60.Uo Gz6Er4 - 60.00 0z8171 - 20.000 LREF IN BREF 6.990 IN. 
OCR 0.000 OZOA01 - 1O.DUO 006831 0.000 DCL 0.000 1D.= XMRP 6.r10 IN. 028E, 

0.00u IN. 
ZHRP 0.00o0 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AZLRON 0.000  0RP 
DATA NIST. CODE HVRtC0 
MSFC48I GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 333
 








70 -05 -40 -59 -60-45 
-40 -as -50 -25 -. 0 -to5 ..1 - 0 a 10 to 2* 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALeMA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BO MJAS±L. 2.100 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SnEr 1,.6560* SQ.tN. 
2.0000 DEL -00.00D DER - 00.000 GZOEYA - 00.000 O2OETI - ZoUooo LREF 5.09s0 IN-
OCL O.000 OCR 0.000 02 0A01 - 10.000 0201 . BREF e.0991 IN-
CANARD 0.000 AILROH1 0.000 YHR71.00"P 6.0100 IN. 
Z"RP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVRSEZ SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC.481 GD/-CCBOOSTER)819W1404Av7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 33a4 
L 









O. -5 --- - - - -- 5 -30 -5 -to -15 -10 0 5 to is so 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ,ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE3 DATA 40URCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2 IO.DQO 0.00-~oc1 0 .000 MAC -L 1.200 - 6.000 0.c-5*AO1.0 BET PSSEBh - 0.000 0.R0040 -a0 DATASET _.000GZ674 DATSE - a IQELVN *O CLVOATASET G..30fCTST ELEVON .- o1-EEREF REF 1.66 *5 1.5 00 SRFQ.1m. IN 16 MS.N 






ZHRP 0.00o IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI S 
C A L 
E 0.003 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BIW14C4AV7 (G28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 335 












o o.. -- -__ 
0.2~ ___ ___ 
0.-TO -0 -to -53 -0 -45 -40 -as -30 --- -20 -$3 -10 5 0 a t0 a 80' 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 
±0.000 AH 1.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 1.6560 SQ.IN. 
20.000 DEL' - 60.000 DER - 60.000 G26E74 - 60.000 GZOE71 - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 IN., 
M R P  
OCL 0.000 G.SAO± - 10.000I ° 02 9o5o 0.000 CREF 0.0990 lNdDCR to: 0 X ::?791. IN:
 




MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 336­










-n - 0 -5$ -40 -5 -30 -!; -20 -15 -10 -5 a 5 to is so__ 

ELEvoN DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALP "A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
10..0. MACH 2.Ou0 BCTA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 13.6560 SQ.IN° 
.... DCL 00.000OCR 60.000 oz8Ar. -zel -D 20.000.O O REF 3.U950 IN. 
M R P  
Q~ET$,00X ::09.9. IN: 
CANARD 0.000 AtLRON 0.000 12E7 s o MRP DU000 I N. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E $AE .D3 
MSFC481 GOIC(8OOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 337 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 





L O . 
0.4
 
?0 -45 -00 -55 -50 -46 -40 -35 -30 -25 *20 *15 -10 5 0- 5 10 is 20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±0.O000 ACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON CATASET ELEVON SREF 5.6560 SQ.XN, 
20.000 DEC - 00.000 DER - 00.000 G2SET4 - 50:000 GZSET± - 20.000 LREFF 305IN 
DCI 0.000 OCR 0.000 2ASA0 - 1 ao G261131 0.000 GRE 4.0990 1 
VO 0.0Y0 00HRP 
 6.0000 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 I 0.OOD,0 YMRPAlRWGZO- Oo 
ZMRP 0.0000" IN. 
DCALE 0.003 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*.I 
MSFC481 GG/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 338
 


















--T -65 -60 -55 -50 -45 	 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 --5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
STNSOL ALPMA PARAMETRIC 	 VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 o0 MACH 4.000 OCTA 0.000 CATASET ELEVON OATASCT ELEVON aREr 15.6560 S0.tN.
 
2*.000 DEL - 60.000 DER - 60.000 2SE74 - 60.000 G2SEll - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 	 02 
S A 
01 - 10.000 G28531 o.ooo SREF 6.I9N0 1N, 




DATA "IST. CODE HVR*EI 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GI/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CG28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 339
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
z 




o6 -0 - -0 -4 -0 -3 - - - -1 -0 	 t 5 s 
a: 
00I
Li .00 DE 60.00- ER - 2B7 60.00-0- --	 -Z~l-2000L 
-70 -05 -00 -56 -50 -45 -40 5-5 -- 0 .25 --20 1-5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 ±5 20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYNOOL ALPDA PARAMTRIC VALUS DATA SOURCE REFERfCE ZNVOR$ATZON 
MSFC81G & . 5.000 BETA 0.00 BATASET ELVON OATASET EL1VON SR1 5.65E0 34'0N. 
20.000 DEL - 00.000 DER - 60.000 020E74 - 60.000 GZO£Tl - 2o.Doo LREP 5.0950 ZN. 
DCL 	 0.000 DER 0000 GZOA0I - ±0.000 or8a31 0.000 6 EF 6o00O IN. 





OATA fIST. COVE MYROEI
 

























0 5 IS is o0 -- 3 --G o - 5 -- - - - a - - - -25 -- 0 - 5 - 1 5 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INVORMATION 
1 00 0D N C . Su a B T A . 0 0 0 D A TA S T L V O N D A T A S T L V O N S R F 5 .6 5 6 0 S Q I N , 
200OVOo DEL -60.0aa DER - 60.000 02SE74 - 60.*00 GE@TI - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 AN, 
OCL 0.000 OCR 0.00a OZOAU$ - 10.00a G26531 0.00, OREF 6.0099 IN. 







Z RP a 55o5 IN* 
DATA MIST. COD MVR r SCALE *0535 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 C62SE74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 341 










* 0.0 -- 00s 
Z 
L°--
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEYON DATA$UT ELEVON 4RKF 13.6100 30.1N. 
G20ETl - ZOoOOO LREF 3°90 IN: 
0¢ ,OO DCR O*OD GSA01 -- 00 G83 0OO.000 SREF 3:0950 . 
1) 02S77 10.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN,
 








DATA MIST. COD "vR*E
 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BI9Wl4C4AV7 C628E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 342
 













SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERNCE INFORMATION 



























DATA HIBT. COD MVR*CI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CG28E743 01 NOV 71 'PAGE 343 











G'o -asd -00d l -as -504 
-l43 -4 0-as l T-30 -25 *e-to. l l-150 * -10W " al a 0 i 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES 
SyHBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
10.O00 HC 1.O00 BETA 0:000 DATASET ELEVEN DATASET C LEVO SREF 15.6560 si;INo 
Z0.0130 D L - 60.000 DER - 00.00OD ZOE74 - 60.0D0 02SETI - 2.OOO LREF 3.0950 1M. 
OCL 0.000O CR 0.000 aZOAOL - IS coo GzasBi OQGoD q;WF I,99W. 
CANARD 0.O .0 
ZHRP O°Omib IN': 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*Ej SCALE DOOU3s 
MSFC48,1 GDICCBQOSTER)BI9Wl4C4AV7 CG28E74), 01 NOV 71 PAGE 344 









S..- - - -~~....... - - - - - - - - - - - - -
n -TO- ----
CAR 0.400 
---- - -O-----0-- S -0 -2 -g -0 -5 SCL.000,O S 1 
IN 
8 
SYMBOL~ ~ AT MIST. CODAETIMVALES 
MS ° __F _ 
70 .5-6 - 5 50 4 
50.0081G DCLB -O 00.R000 W 4Cn A-
AASUC 
-NO-----
4 35 -C 25 
0000 *G2A-8000 
C) 

















LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 


















---- - -- - ---- 0 .-- - 40 -- -30 -25 -20 -1 -10 a 	 IV to so---4 -3 -
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMB LPHA PARAMETRIC VALUeS DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:OOG00 MA".100 BETA O.0O0 CATASET VLEVCN DATA$ET ELEVON SREF 25.6o SQ.1m.
0.000 Oki 40.000 DER 0 , 28ST4 - 000 02SETI - ZU° _ _LREF 	 IN 
6U9.ZG
.- uDO0
DCL 0.00D D CADO a ZA Qo 	 BRF 
CANARD 0.000 AZLRON 0:000.0 0 T :9 	 YHRP 6 ODo I, 
'M p :07uoQo IN. 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODE HVR r; 
MSFC481 GD/C-CBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4A.V7 	 (G28E74) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 346
 













SYL APAaRMTI AUSDT 8UC E{ ¢ NOMT 
C-,O IZ BT ,D DTST O AAE L O RF 1. u S*N 




zC *D C oo 2A1 -%.OD GS~ ~ o RF 609 N 
nC _ _ - - - - - - - 7-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I-AD ,.0 AL(N ODOyHP 0 0 N
 
2MR 0-0130 IN
DATA MIST. C • -P .*C - .ob- -
CD O 3 
z *, • 
-AAIS.€Ol HRE
 
M F 4 -0/ -00 -55 -B 0 -4Li4i - -2 8- -4- N 0 71 P G 34

-1.048 -OCBOTRBgICA7(G87] O O 1 PG
 
__ 





















PARA MTR IC VA 
1.50 0 BTA 
60.000 DER 
ODDD OCR 
CANARD 0.000 AILACK 0.000 YHRP 
ZRe 
DAT MST COE VAElSCALE 
MSFC48i, GOIC(BOOSTER]919WI4C4AV7 CGE74) 01 NOV 71 
-40 2 15 -0 5 -30 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
U ES DA A O URC R 
0.000 DATA$T LVO DATAS T LVON RF 
- 60.000 020rT4 - 60.000 02SE71 - 20,0on LREF 
0.000 02SAOS - 10DoD Gza 31 0.00 BREF A P  
028E77 10:000 XM 
a -2 
F R EC E INFORMATION
 








:oruoD I ', 





LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 














-1 -. 4 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
3YMBOL *LIMA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aDQb.000 SETA 0 000 DATASET ELEVON QATASET c4EVON $fl 15.6560 SQ*ZN. 
•DO0D DEL - 60.000 DER -,GQ600 028Er4 -6D000 02SE71 - 20.UDD LRE 
F 
3°U95O IN. 
C L 0 .0 0 0 CR 0 .0 0 0 Z A 0 1 - a 000 0 2 af3 l 0 .0 0 0 8R F : °u,9 0 IN : 




DATA HIST. COD MVR*C CLE 003 
MSFC481 GDIC[BDCSTER]BlgWl4C4AV7 [G28E74) 01 NOV 71 'PAGE 349 










-­a0 Z' 0. 7 
.. 0 .0 *0 5S 00o -45 -40 35GO 30T 25 'D.20 150 7 - S 0b SR ±0o95 13N 
OCt. 0.000 OCR, 0.000 GZSAOI - 10.000 020951 00 ORE' 0.UsUO IN. 
Ott?T ±0.000 XHRP S.T100 1". 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YRP 0.0000 IN. 
- ZHRP 0.0000' iN. 
OATA MIST. COfl NVRpEI 
MSFC4B1 ,GO/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4Av CG28E74) 01 'NOV 71 PAGg 35 0­
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
















-To -65 -40 -55 -50 -45 	 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -1 1 - 5 0 a 0 I15 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
Sy*4oL ALPNA PARMETRIC 	VALUES DATA SOVRCt REFERENCE INWOR4ATZCO2NC. 
 4.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET SLEVON SR.. 5.6500 g.3N* 
*0.000 DEL - 60.000 DER - 60.000 GZE?4 - 60.000 G2SET7 - 20U.000 LREF 3.0980 iN. 
OCL 0.000 OCR 0:000 	 GZOAOI - 0.000 G2031 olooD BR4F 4090 1N. 
428IS to.00 XMRP U.7100 ZN.CANARD 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 	 THRP 0,3000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.01300 IN. 
SCAL 0.003Z
DATA "EST. CO E VR E 
.ASFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 	 C628E74) 01 NOV 71 'PAGE 351
 









TO. - -00 - -0 -5 -4 ' -0-ES -­ 1--10------------ so 
-I ELEVO DELCINANL.EEON ERE 
0.4000 0.00 2E7 1:00IR .21o N 
CAADE00ALEVONDEFLETI0 ANGLE ELEVN0 IN.EE 












LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 










-T0 -as -60 	 -- 3 -50 -45 -40 -as -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 a 3 so is as 
ELEVON 	DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
M BO  

SY ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
30.000 	 MAC 21000 DETA 0.000 DATA$ET ELEVON OATA3ET CLEVON SREF 15.6560 .30.1m. 
Go 000 soR - IN.40.000 	 DEL D - D 028ET5 6OUO G2SE?2 2OOU LREF 3.0050 
CL 9:000 ORl 0,000 2A02 - IU*OO GSE76 10.0 0 BREF 6:079.0a IN: 
CANARD 0.000 AtLRCN 0.000 YHRp a.UuO IN. 
ZLRP 0.000U IN. 
DATA H15T. CODE[ "yROE I °a 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTERl9Wl4C4A 	 (628E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 353
 
















70 -5 -00 -- 5 -- -4 -40 ---- 30 -25 --20 --15 -- Q -- 0 0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
M B O L  SY ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0_000 MAC 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLEVON DATASET ELCVON 3REF 15.5, 30.1N. 




_ _N - 60.000 - 028ET210.D - 2o:UOQ =REFSR- F S:.95.30 1W.* 
XRP -04-.2010 IN2 
CANARD 0.000 ACLRON 0.000 YHRP .0090 IN. 
ZHRP O.OIN. 
DATA MIST. CO E HVRieI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BIgW14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 354 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 
* o~ -n--r 1ri-- -rrrT- -I- i-y-- *rn rllr 
-l-rll'
'n-i i -i- rrrr rrrr i-rrrll r~n- -rrr rrrr Tr 
.06
 
.00 , - - . - -











S .00- - - - - - - -- _ _ 
O a-------------------------------------------------0 
-- -----------
_ O85 ZO _ _ 
to. -a ~-0 $- 0 -4 - - - 9 -0 is 1 , a t as o 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INtORNATION 
2 0.0 MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 PATASET CLEVON QATASET ELEVON SREF 15,0160 50.1". 40.000DEL -6 0.000 D R - 60.000 Gza2r - 60.DD GZSETZ - 20.000 LREr 3.0* IN. 
DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 G2A Z - 10.000 020E70 10.000 BREF 6*090 2N. 
XMRP 0.7100 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 0.000 00000AILRCN YHRP 
 IN. 
ZMRP - 0O.0 O IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI SCALE 0.0435 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 355
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION













. .- .1 
.so0x) 4 I-?a -5-0 - - 3 -20-15-10a I S 
IXMR 6.10 - IN. 
DATA OURCE REFERENCE IN ORATION
YBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 

3 0 . 0 0 0 M A H 5 0 0 0 E T ^ a 0 0 0 D A TA E T E L V O N A T A T L V ON R F 12 . 5 6 0 8 * N . 






,DCL 0.000 DCR 0.000 0 S UZ - 10.0U0 GZOC78 10.000 ,BREF "Go.U6"920 .IN. 
oALoEo ;IN 
ZHRP 6.7Do 'IN. 
DLVOD ANLRONEANARD . E0 INHRP 

SCALE 0.0033
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*I 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BI9W14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 356
 
- -















ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30. 00 MAC 3.00D BETA 0.000 VATASET ELEVO DATA5ET ELEVON 3REF IS.6560 3 *N. 
0.- -D 0Q.0 - DER--------- A--- - - --- ZET- --- ----- REF - .N, 





ZMRP O.OU00 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*Cl SCALE D*vual 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BISW14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 357 
0.0 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 















- - -. . . ­
-0.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
--0*
 
To -Go -00 -58 SO -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 125 -10 - 5 0 5 10 to '20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. 'ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCt INFORMATION
2 00 0 MACH 5-OO BETA 0.G00 DATAST ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
40 D00 -o 00.0o - 00000 GZOE71 - 0000t) GZOTt - Z0.000 LR r 3...50 IN.GEL OER 

OCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 GZAO2 - 10.000 GZoE?0 10.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 XNRP 0.TIOO IN.
 
CANARD D.000 AZILRON 0.000 YMRP 0O000 IN. 
ZNRP .O0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CO E VR*EI CAL 0.0035 
MSFC48V GO/CCBOOSTER)B9bw4C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 358
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 



















To ~..-.. .. 4-& -i- ,- J-4L . S.-&4.. 4-.L. J,.4 - ... 4.4..-..L .LL,4- 44,.4 44-., .. ,L. ... 44-.,,.J... 4.... ,.41 ,.4--'5 --0 -5 -50 -45 -40 5 5-30 -27 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 to *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IHtORMATtCN 
30.0,0 3.00 BETA 0.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.0550 Q.IN. 
.0.000 DEL - 00.000 DER - 00.000 flE5 -6.0 G2E2- 20.00U RF 5o, S 





CANARD 0.000 AZLRCN 0.000 YHRP U.ooo IN. 
ZMRP D.0.00 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 359
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ELEVON DEFLECTION
 










P0 -GS -0 -55 -. 50 -45 -s0 -43 -~30 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 a 3 10 IS 20 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFORHATION 
30.000N ACH 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN* 
*000 Cc - 0.000 DER - 00.000 OleET7 60.000 OZOE72 20.000 E '30210 IN-
OCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 OZOAOZ - 10.00 G2S? 10.000 aREF 6.090 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YHRP U.0000 IN. 
ZHRP O.Ovo IN. 
SCALE 0.O033 
DATA NIST. CODE HVR*EC 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B29W14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 3GO 








70 - - -63 _ - - 0 -3 -3 _zS -2 -3 -i a a 10 1 
70T~ .. S5 -. 00 --55 -- 0 -45 -40 -35 --30 -5 -20 -45 -10 - 5 0 5 10 *S *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYM OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
350.000 MACH 5.000 SETA 0.000 CATASET ELEVON QATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 84.IN. 
40.000 DEL 00.000 DER - 60.000 OZoET, - 60.000 Zoezrz -	 Z...o LRCF 3.0950 1N" 
DCL 	 0.000 OCR o.ooo GGA0Z - 10.000 GaSEY8 10.000 OREF 0.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.0900 ZN: 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCH 0.000 	 y"RP 0.000. 1. 
ZNRP 0.0000 iN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E SCALE .003
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4A 	 CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 3S1
 







.-4 -0S -60 -_SS -50 -45 -40 --0 ---- -- 0 -- -- o a a-- 1 a so 
- ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
30.00 MA 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 SQ0.1. 
40.000 6ctEl - 60.000 DER - 60.000 G2SE78 - 60.000 &28E12 -20.000 LREF '.00U 2oI"' 
DCL 0.000 DCR 0.0D0 GZOAO2 - 10.000 &82E78 10.000 aRF .90 11N XHRP 6,.700 N. 
CANARD 0.000 A1LRON 0.000 YRP :.0000 P4. 
ZHRP 0.0000 'IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19I4C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE, 362
 
















-70 -05 -. b -a$ -50 -45 -40 -as -so -25 -20 -1$5 -10 - 5 0 5 ±0 18, *0 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
U3.UO0 MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN. 


















ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
OATA MIST. COOK NVR*EZ SCALE 0.U0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9W14C4A (G28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 363 


















DAzA MIST.--- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - _M0
 
ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVON, DEGREES
 
SyNO(;t2 ALflIA °30.000NAC pARA*4EThIC VALUeS 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE ELEVON DATASET ELEVeN REFCRENCE £NFORHATZ0N SIZ£ r 15.8560 SQ.IN. 
40.000 CCI. - 60.000 CfR - 60.000 GZSE1S -. 60.000 428E72 - 20.000 LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
OCL 0D.000O CR 0.000 
z j ,DGZSAO000 *OT 10.000 SIZr FX R 8.T60090 ZN.IN 
CANARD 0.000 AILIRON 0.OQQ IYNP 000 Z. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA HIlT. CODE NVRsE! 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)619W14C4A CG28E75) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 364 











0.0O° 0. 1.0 1.0 2.0 9.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 9.0 0.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION# 
=TA 0.000 DEL 0.°0 .. IRES.*56 S0.1N 
OCR 0.000 
D R ODOOCL






R £ F 
XMRP 
3.90 
6 0 9 06., OO 
IN,: 
1NIN. 
"MNARC 0.000 AILRCNI 0.000 YNRP 
ZRP 
0.DD 
0:,0.00D IN: IN, 
DATA MIST. CODE£ MVR#e*GZF 
MSFC481 GD/CCB0OSTER)BIBW14C4AV7 CE280013 01 NOV 71 PAGE 365
 









BE TA 0.000O SDL 0.000 8RgF IS.6560 40,1m*
 
.1 LREP 3, 0950 IN. 
DER O.000OCDL 0.000 DREP 6.0990 IN. 
OCR 0.0O0 ELEVOW 0.000 XM9P G.Fluo IN. 






DATA MIST. CODE MYR*EGIF 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B1gWI4C4AV7 CE28001) 01 NOV 71" PAGE 366
 














PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B TA 0 0 0 0 D L 0 . 0 0 0 	 HR F I s 6 6 8 ° 
DER 0.000 DCL 0.000 LR .9 H 
"IBRF 0.0990 IN. 
OCR 0.000 ELEVC6 0.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILR 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MITT. COOE MVR*E*Gir 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BIBW14C4AV7 	 CE2BOO1) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 367
 











DAT MIT COI:**IFSAE 





._r__ _._..n _ ____ __n __ , * *__ . 
ZMP 











0.3 1.0 1.5 
" 
PARAHETRZC VAIUES 
- E-TA 0.000 0EL "I 
OER 0.000 DCL. 
OCR 0.000 EV f 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CE28001) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
R{rERENCE iNflORlAT1Ot 
SREF 15.6560 *Q.XN. 
LREV 3.0950 iN. 
BREF 6.0990 iN. 
,6.7100 iN. 
yRRP 0.0000 1N. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.00S5 
NOV 71 PAGE 368 
. 













00 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 9.3 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 .0 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SBETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 3REF t530QS.IN. 






OCR 0.000 ELEVON 10.000 .HRp 6.110D IN: 







DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*Gtf 
MSFC481 GD/C[BCOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 {E28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 369 
II 
TRIM CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH AT VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 




-C D ".A T 





RF 1366 3.N 
CAAR 0.000 AILRON 1000 14P 0.00 N 
-­ . S.C 1.5 8.0 8.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 .5* * 
MSFC4 1 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000D PER. 0.00 
OCR 000 ELEVON - 10.000 
CANARO 0.000 AILRON ±0.00 
DATA MZST. CCO nya*E czr 
GIJ/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
MACH NUMBER 
































.0O 0.5 1.0 1.°5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.03 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 




CANARD O. OLD 































MSFC481 GOIG(BDC3STER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (E28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 37-1 
RIM-CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH AT VARIOUS ELEVONDEFLECTiONS
 





( ) .o 
SCLE0.'3 
-. 5 1.0 1.5 
PARAMZTRIC VALUES 
2.0 2.5 3.a 
MACH NUMBER 
3.5 4.0 4.5 0.0 
REFERENCE INrORMATiON 
.6_ 
DCR 0.000 m*LkV0N - 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRC0 10.000 
DATA HIDT. CCD MVR*E*OIF 























0. .a 1.0 1, 2.0 3. 0 3. 5 4.0 45 3, a. 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SETA 0.0an DEL - 2O.an s RCFF 13.55,6 30.1mN. 
DER -000 V~OOCL U.UUU LR 3.0950 IN. 
DREF ".D90 IN. 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON - ZU.GOU XPRP ::,1 0 IN. 
CANARD o.UUO AILAON U.UuU YPRP U.OUOU | 
SCALE 000035 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*£*GLF 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER]B319W-4C4AV7 CE28002) 01 NOV 71 PAGE. 373
 












r * . ._ . . . . . . . . .. . . _ _ _ 
0.0E U.03 
.. $.a 1.5 9.0 9.5 3 0 3.3 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ZETA 0.000 DEL - 20.000 SAF $5.65.0 30.1N. 

















DATA MIST. COOK -VR -IF: 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI,4C4AV7 CE28002) 01 NOV 71. 'PAG, 374 


























0.40 CAAR O____HRP ________ 
XV--P O.U O IN
 
0 .0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0C 2.5 3.0 




PARAMETRIC VALUES fEFtQENCE LNF0RATI0N 
BETA 0.000l 0DEL. - 20.000{ 5.EF 15 .606 U - 0.IN. 
CE 2.00 .00Atr IN.OL S.0S50 

OCR 0.000 ELEV ONt 20.00- tO )IRP *.,100 EN.CANARD 0,0003{ 0.00AXLROtJ 13UYIIRP 0.0000~t IN. 
ZIIRp 0.UU0 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE $VR#E*GIF 
MSFC48 GU/CCROOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 CE22002) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 375
 



































MSFC481 GD/CC9OOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CE29O02) 01 NOV 711 PAGE 376 











0i 1,. A.,___ 4.6___ 0.0 5.2 
<.100 .5 2.0 2.5 5c-i 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORHATI ON 
MITA 0o.OO DEL - 6U.UOv SfIEF 13.6560 3Q.IN* 
DE -60.000 DCL U.000 LRIEf 3.0950 IN. R 
OCR 0.000 KLEVONI - 60.000 IHRP ::.9900 IN: 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCNt U.000 YMRP U.OUU IN. 
Z4RP U.0000 IN. 
SCALE O.UU35 
DATA "ISS. CCOE I MYR*EWGIF 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 CE28003) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 377
 






-­ 1.o0. 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 B.C.-J 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
BETA 
0C 




OCR O.000 ELEVC44 - 6G.Out) 
CANARD O.O AILROtI 0.000 
DATA HIST. COD HVR*C*GZF 


























a. .0 .5 2.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
BETA 0.000 DEL - 60.ODO 
D R -- 6 . 0 0 0 O L . 0 0 0 
OC .DoLVN - OOUBREF 
OCROO0L[V -6U*00XHRP 
CANARD 0.0O0 AILR u.O0u 
ATA MIST. CODE M GIF.0 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.'0 
MACH NUMBER 
CE2BO03) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0.*0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 13.6560 SQ.IN. 
LR 
F 




ZMRP 0,0ooU IN. 
NOV 71 PAGE 379 











0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
PARAMTRIC VALUES 
BTA M .000 OEL - 00.00G 
MF4 - 0.000 OCL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 L VON - 6 .00 
CANARD 0:000 AILRON 0000 
CATA MIST. CODE HVR4E*&IF 
GO/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 
2.5 .0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CE28003) 01 
4 0 4.5 
RFRNCE 
SREF 














TRIM CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH AT VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
Lii 
_________ ____ ___ 
____e_____a 







-­0.0n 5 S.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5°.5 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















CANARD 0.000 AJLRCN 0.000 YMRP U000 IN. 
ZMRP O.UUUU IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR#E alF SAE OU3 
MSFC4B1 GDICCBOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 CE28012) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 38! 
4.0 
TRIM CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH AT VARIOUS ELEVON DEFLECTIONS














OCR 10.000 OCL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 iLEVON 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRO 0.000 









LRF .. S.0 IN. 
&hEF 6:U990 sm. 
XMRP O.F1oo IN. 
THRP 6.0000 IN. 
XHRp 0. U00 IN. 
&CALE 0.:00. 
NOV 'I1 PAGE 382 


















































DATA MIST. COD HVR*EGIF 
MSFC481 GD/CCBDCSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CE28O12) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 383 



















0.0 0.0 1.o0 1 .5 9.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 10.OUD 
OCR 10.000 OCL 0.000 
DCR 0.O00 rLr.VON 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AI'LRON4 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE mvp*E*IF 
MSFC481 GD/CCBCOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 
2,5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER' 
CE28OI2) 01 
4.0 4o. 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SNEF 13.6560 QI, 
l"EF 3. 09:. 
xl-RP 6.7100 IN. 
yIdRP 0.0 00 AN. 
SCALE Oo.UU35 N 
NOV 71 PAGE 384 
+ 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 







Li 0 .4 ._ . . . . . . _. _. _ 
-04 
0.2 *.5 3.0 3.S 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESo 00 BETA 0. 0 DEL 0.00 
0.0-0 .D.R --. 500DCL O2.0o.0L0. 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 
DATA MIST. CODE XVR*EI*C 
A28AO1-A28B31 B19W14C4AV7 ELEVON=-10.AILRON=1O CX28101) 01 
4.0 '*5 3.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 15.6560_Q._N 
50 N.5 
sREF 13.63 0 34. 
XMRP 6.7100 N. 
YMRP 0.ou 0 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 385 













- 0'.0 0.6 1 .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0





SYMBOL ALPHAI* PARAMETRIC VALUES_000 BTA 0.089 DEL 0.00 REFERENCE INFORMATION

_F65 0 SQ.IN* 
2:.000 DER --20.O00 DCL 0." !°OORF IS:.. u IN.
.BR00 
 6.099 0 IN: 
C.0TANARD 0.000 AILRO 10.000 YRP 0.00U IN. 
Z 0P o.U095 IN. 
SCALE 0.035 








LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
* 1. F Ir--IrI IrIrII n IrIr-r-rI 	 r-r-Ir rI II IrI1 I I I IIr I 
L,9
 













0-°.0 0.0 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.B 'iDa .6 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.0Up BETA 0.009 DEL 0.000 SREF 15.6360 8Q.IH* 
ZO.000 OCR Z.000 0.000 	 3°05
20 DCL 	 LREF 1N
 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 10.000 XMAP 671 IN.
 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 10.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
ZRP 0.o000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E[*C SCALE 0.UU35 












0.0 1. .0 1.5 2.0 9.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 S.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA BE0._TA PARAMETRIC VALUES.o0 DEL - 2.00 _F. REFERENCE INFORMATION3Q.N 
al0o o 0 DER - 0.000 CL . 00O L: F Is:.0 50 IN: 
OCR 0.000 . LEVON - 20.000 XMRP 6.Tlou IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRONI 0.000 YNRF 0.0o.. IN. 
2MRP 0:0000 IN. 
$CA Le .°35 
DATA H13T. CODE HVR*EI*C 
A28E71-A28B31 B19W14C4AV7 EL'EVON=-20,^ILRON=O ZX28102) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 388 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 
























_olRALPNA' " PARAMETRIC. Du ELEV,VALUESRFE, , , . , , w NE . ,0 
2 0 o UO B O T L AO 2S OEtF i S . 6 3 S 0 S Q -I N . 
*0.000 OER - 20.000 DCL 0.000 LRtEF 3.0950 ZN. 
SYHSOL ' , , , , X14RP , A, 71, FRHTN in. 
OCR 0.000 SLEVON - at)Got) BIR 6.0090 ZN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YIIRP 0.D u IN. 
ZI4RP 0.0000 IN. 
DAY. MIST. CODE MVR C SCALE 0.U035 
A28E71-A2831 819W-14C4AV7 ELEV0N=-20.ALRON=0 CX28102) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 389 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS'
 












.03340 	 .0.4. 

SCAL 	 0.03 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMOM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFCRENE INFORMATION 
SO0 	 OCR - o UOU OCL 0:000 SPEF 6.099U '11. 
DCA O.UUD ELCVCW 2U.000D XmRP 6.71OU to. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCH 0.0OO YMRF 0.O6000 N 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*EI*C 
A28E71-A28331 B19Wl4C4AV7 ELEVON=-20,AILRON=0 EX281021 01 NOV 7,1 PAGE 390
 
__ _ _____ 















LU 0. . . . . . . . . . . . 
OC0.00E 5 O 6 .0 RP . 1 .
 




SYMBOL ALPHdA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REPERENCE LNrOSMATZON
 
2 10.000 BETA 0.000 GEL - 60.000 SRZ (0.858O SQ.Zfl. 2.000 DER - 80:000 OCL - 0:0R00.o50 |N
 
CANAR0 0.000 AILR t 0.000 yW~p 0.0000 IN. 
ZIP 0.00: 0 IN. 
DATA MIST. COOE NVR*EI4C SCALE 0 .U35
 
A28E74-A28e31 BISWI4C4AV7 ELEVON=-G0,AILRON=O CX28103) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 391
 














-*0. 0 *5 1.0 2.0Z* 2.3 S.0 3.5 4.a 4.5 5.0 5' 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA eARAME*TRIC VALUE8S REFERENCE INFORMA TIbN 
10.ouO BETA 0.000 DEL - sa.vuD SRr:F 14.6560 ,30.1". 
20.000 D[ - 60.000 D . CL 0.000 LRrF 3.0950 
. IN. 
DCR 0.000 'ELEVOWN - 60.0un BRCFP 6.0990 4M -
CANARD G*O RN OG0YMI .uuuD IN: 
2.I:P. U.:UUo * 
SCALE O.U 5 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*CI*C 
A28E74-A28B31 B19Wl4C4AV7'ELEVON'--60,AILRCN=O CX28103) 01 NOV 711 PAGE 392 








-­ °50 0.5 1.0 2.5 9.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESzo BETA 0.000 DE - 60,0__ _REF 
210.­ 000 D R - 0 D00 C L . 0 0 0 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA HTST. COD MVR*EI*C 
A28E74-A28B31 B1gWl4C4AV7 ELEVON=-GO,AILRON=O CX28103) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION15.6560 SQ.IN° 
L R E F 3 . D 5 I N : 
BREF 6a 99 IN° 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
NOV 71 PAGE 393 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
 




















0.0 0.s S.C 1.5 .0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0' 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 BETA 0.0o0 DEL 10.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
"*"LREV 3.0950 IN. 
*0.000 O£R 10.00R DCL 0.000 
C 0.0o0 ZLEVON 10.000 XNRp 6.10. IN-

CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP O.0000 IN.
 
ZMRP a o0oo IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*C
 
A28E77-A28B31 B19W14C4AV7 ELEVON= 10.AILRON=0 (X281043 01 NOV 71 PAGE 394 










-. 0 .5 4.0 8.0 3.0 4.3 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
±0.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 10.000 
20.000 DflEA0 DL *Q 
0 .00 DCI. 0.000 
OCR 0.000 ELEVOW 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRCO 0.O00 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EZ*C 




LREF 3.0950 IN. 
LREF 6.0990 IN. 
X"RP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP Q.00ou IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.005 
NOV 71 PAGE 395 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTIONS

















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESj ETA0.10D EL 10.000 
2:-:00 DER 10.00. DCL 0.000 
OCR 0.000 ELVON 10.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.00 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*E* 
A28E77-A28B31 B19Wl4C4AV7 ELEVON= IOAILRON=O EX28104) 01 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EF 1. 
L5REF :6.5.:O N 
ORp 4.T90. IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN* 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN: 
0CALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 396 





















' * , 
1aa 
~____ *______ , J 
. 23_._54. 
___ ____ ___ , , ,___ ____ , 
.55 
,_ ____ ___ ____ _ 
. 
S OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Do0° ETA 0000 DCL " 0.000 
190.000 OCR 0.:000 ELEVON - 40.000 
C A N AR D . 0 0 0 
DATA MIST. CODE MVROEI*H*P 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOCSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 C028105) 01 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.5 sQ.lN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
B R P : :,99 0 N , 
YMRP 0, 1o00N, 
Z R P 0 0oO b N 
C O D3 
NOV 71 PAGE 397 

































MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028105) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 398 
I 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ELEVON DEFLECTION
 














oJ _ S * ' , , , , , _ _ ._ _ _ ,__ , * _ _ _ _ en _ _ __th
U­
.<i 2.0 2.5 30 3*S 40 4.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BETA.0 0.000 DCL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQeaN. 
0.000 CR 0.000 ELEVON - 40.000 LRF 3.0950 2N4 
CANARD 0.000 BRE ::D 0 N. 
RP 0.0000 IN 
z RP BouO0 Nu
 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CO E HVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GU/CCBOOSTER3B19W14C4AV7 C028105) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 399
 
i 


























EF $M8 6 G 
SNUF 25.:45:U 3,R: 
X R U?9.g9.a . 
Z. 
DATA MIST. CODE -VR_H*p_ 
YH P 
A 
0,0U 00 N: 
MSFC481 GD/CCB0OSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 C0281051 01 NOV 71 PAGE 400 
Ld 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ELEVON DEFLECTION 





















-0 . N 
,CAL4 
DATA NUMBER 
U oO * 
YMBOL 




l , n l 
3.5CCBDCSTER)Bl9V (08105) 
NUMBER~ 
i tt onl I*N 
4.0 0A5.0 
V71REFERE$CPAEIUORATO 










LL] -. 02 
u 
> .a 0.3 1.0 1. , 2. 0 
-jMACH 
LITY6L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.OOO OCL O.OuO 
2D U 0 C.O u EL VN I5 0 PLRF 
CANARD 0.000 
DATA N" ST. COD MVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GO/CCB ..... R]Bl9W14C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3 .5 
NUMBER 
C028106) 01 
4 .0 4.*3 5.0 * 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRCF 13.6560 3Q.IN. 
3 0:50 1N 
ORrF 6*:90 N: 
xHap 6.7100 IN. 
YMAP 0*O0000 
ZMRP 0:0000 IN 
SCALE O,3 
NOV 71 PAGE 402 














OCR2 __.___ ___ _ L_:F I 
It1P 6TIO N 
SYMBOL~~~~~YR VAUSRFRNEIRAION 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR HEI*H*P 




























oR~ -. 035 	 ____ 
04AI-r w vRr~~
 
x: 	 MACH NUMBER
 
21.60L 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES FRNC INO ATN 




20 DCR 0.000 ZLEVCN -15.000 
 BRE 4.09aa iN.
 
CANARD 0.0au 
 XmFP 6,TIUO 4-

MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 C028106) 01 NOV 7t PAGE 404
 

















$ *t300 ~~~~~~MACL *OO 
 £FJ 0.000 D. IN
566 





, . 9ATA HIST-. .CODE MVR* EI*H*P 
'-MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 , C028106) 01 NOV 71 PAGE i 405
: 











I c--.02 .01 0 
r 
*0 
.0 0.5_ 1.0_ %. .0RB3. . 40A$ 
S0*0-000 T OCR 0.00 CLO 13.DO LREF 3:650::u*I N*: 
4-VR*EI*H 
CANARD 0. BU0 
DATA MIST. CO P 
XMRP 
Y M R P 
ZMRPSCALE 
6.7100 
0: 0 0 0 0 
O. Boe 0.0.30 
IN. 
NIN: 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 C028106) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 40G 




















LI I -%, . . . . . . . .. 
-. 04 _ _ _ _ IN 
-jMACH 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1000 BETA 0.000O CDL 0.000 
1200 O00D0 CR 0.000 VLEVON - 5.UQ0 
CANARD 0.000 






SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3 090 1N 
DRF :00:5.0 To.: 
YHRP 6.710D IN. 
YMRP 0 00 IN: 
SCALE 0 . 035 
NOV 71 PAGE 407 











0-J.O. 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.00D BETA QQO OCL 0.000 
ANARD 0.060 
DATA MIST. €CODE HVR*EI*H*FSAL 
MSFC481 GO/C{BOOSTER)BIBWI4C4AV7 
Z.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
[028107) 
4.0 4.5 O.D * 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 39.10N. 
LRF 6:090 IN. 
XRp 6 ?&Do IN. 
YMRP ouo0 
IN. 
.08P 0.000 I 
.03 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 408 


























< 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0* 5.5 
xMACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1,0:000 BETA 0DoD OCL Do*OO SSF 16.6560 SQ*tM. 





DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*K*P 













LU.000o YHJ L EN 
-S o D* . .0 2.0 
tMBOL ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I..00 BETA 0.000 DCL 0.000 
O O DR, O.QDo ELEVON 5.000 
CANARD 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC48,1GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 
2.6 3.0 3.B 
MACH NUMBER 
C028107) 01 
4.0 4.5 8.0 6.2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRe:F 15.6960 Q, IN. 
CRF P:90 
I MRIP 7.10a N. 
NOV 71 PAGE 410 






























So o 0.R 0 1. 20 2.5 5.0V 3 5 4.0 L 4.5 '.00 N.S 
MSFC48I 
CANARO 0.000 
QATA HIST. CODE MVROEI*M*p 






































>AAR 1.0 15 20 25 0540 4.5p 0.0 5.5 
ySR' 6.o00o IN. 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*E| H*P 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI 4C4AV7 C028108'1 01 
SCALE 
NOV 7 1. 
a.0035 
PAGE 4"12' 
















. o 1..5 a. 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO)RMATION 
la00 E£TA 0.000 DCL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
20:D~0000 CR 0.000 eLEVON 5.00 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
CANRD O.OB REF 6.099D IN. 
CAAD 000XXRP 6.7100 IN. 
YmRp 
.O00o 1N. 
ZHRP 0:.O0.0 IN: 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E1 Hqp 34ALE OUU3S 
MSFC481 GD/C[BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028108) 01 NOV 71 PAGE. 413 











'0 .0 . . . . . . . . . 
oU, 
< .O .. .$ O , 2.t 
3r1400., ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 META 0.000 DCL" 0.000 
*0.000 OCR 0.000 EILVON a 5.000 
CANARD 0.000 
DATA MIST. COOE NVR*EZ*H*P 
MSPC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
'2, 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028108) 01 
4.0 4.5 a.0 9.o5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF i.,., seN, 
OREF 5.0990 IN. 
XMRP . OO 1N. 
YNRfP 0.00 1".- N 
ZMRP 0. 00 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE' 414 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO ELEVON DEFLECTION
 



















0.000 DCL 0.000 
REFERENCE 1NFORMATIQN 
SREF I S. 1 0 so IN. 
o.D- 000 DCR Do.0DU 
CANARD DUoO 
DATA MIST. COVE 
ELEVON 
MVR*EJ*H*P 
5.000 LREF 3.US 
SREF 6.gU 
XMRP :.72g0u 
YMRP 0 nunZjRP OOO__ 





MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028108) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 415 












w t.o -r. -T- 1 r -1. --­ r2. -fl r-. -r '1r.­ - rm.5 4.04.$-.-r. 
CANAR 0.00___ 6.2 N 








I O* . .5n0153035 
. . 
. . 
MR ° 0 N 












LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
z 











=. -10 4 0 5 10 Is 20 2 - 30 as 40 45 so 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES
 
RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON 

0.000 ORlF 15.6560 SQ.IN-T)OSWIAC4AVT 0.000 

(CR6000) OATA NOT AVAILA:LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -50.0o 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.090 IN.
 
20CSO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION$ -45.000 0.co 0.000 OREF 40..Ou WN.
 
tCza1.).. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.D00 0.00 XURP 6.TIt IN.
 
(Co6011) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS t5000 0.000 O.00 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
.- .rr- r -T---r- -- r












CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATIO DESCRIPThl 
(C, u01 H FC~AS GD/C(BO0STER) BIgW14C4AV7 -30:00oO :oouou 0'O RF 3b5 N 
-5 , 0 BO 9o00 EREF G.099U I! . DATA - T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

.11.$)4.* OD/C 4SOSTCR)DI -6O.ODO uo°O0
(RO 9 ) Uuau , RP G.Txclu I",H 9Wf4C-AN 




- ACH 0.900 
PAGE 418
 
















. , , . .... ,
•* , . I . . , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , * . 
-!Is -10 -- 5 a 5 1a IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 to 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATrA SETSYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER SETA REFERENCE. INFORmATION
 
U0 ) HFC4MS I 0:000 00OUD a O*UD SREF IS5e60 SQ
GDCBOSTER=819144CAVT :IN. 
0C8 . GD/CISCOSTER)SISW14C4AV7 oOU LREF IN.41 -30.D 0.OQU so95 

EII.Clo) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45*UOU D.U 0.000 
SREF ..0990 IN.
 
CE 0 1 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 O.aUU U.Dou XMRp 6. lou IN.
 




MA" 00.SCALE PA.E 419
O*U035
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 














-15 -t0 a- 9 10 IS to 25 5 30 55 11 45 10 1. 60 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C.. U.1) 2 MSFC4 02 GD/C(BOOSTCR) BI9Wl4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 U.O O SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
C Z..09) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 U.000 UODo LREF 3.u950 IN. 
czaclo)
l . . . 0 
I cz.Ultj 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
D A T A N O T A V A I L A L 
DATA NOT A VAILABLEE 
FOR ALL 
F R A L L 
FOR ALL 
CONDITIONS 
C O D I T I O N S 
CONDITIONS 
-45.000 
- 6 .D* O 
I5. DDu 
U.Duo 
0 0 0 
~o 
0.000 
O : 0 0 U 
a.Ob 
eREF 
X R F 
Y. .y R p 
6.099. 






















-10a -10 a 5 10 is 20 ;Z 30 a5 AD As so as 0so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DAT:UA I TSYMBOL CCNFIOURATIC'4 DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BE TA t REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2]) NSHFC481 OD/C(BOOSTER 019W14C4AVT 0.000 0.000 Duo ZREF 6b IN.6
. 
Cz ... ). M3FCO GD/C BOOSTER Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
-30.1301 O.QOu O.0: LR0:, 3. 0 IN* 
(Z¢) DATA -OTAVAILABLEFR ALL CO NDITIONS 
-45.000 0.000 0.O00 BREF 6.0990 'N.
 
0 20 [ SC.., D/C(BCOSTER )BNI9WI4C4AV7 
--.0.000 O.Q 0-000 .AR P ., s.. IN.
 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
a * -ri--I-ei- rlll rwiF -r-r-r -rn- -i-r--rr -lei-rn-,-rv-r -rrrr r'rT i-rn- w 















- -a 5 10 i5 20 Z5 30 35 40 45 50 55 *0a 5-10 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC2*o1)i Q MrC4a G'CtBOOOSTER)II9WI4C4AVI 0.00 0.000 0 000 SREF 15.656 SQ.N. 
cCZ:OMO DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 O.00 0.000 LReF 3.090 IN. 
t[flCSO) OO*DATA NOT AVAZLABLE FOR ALL C.ODITrNS 0.000 i 8.0990-45.000 .0 BREF iN.
 
(CalSO LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITZON -60.000. 0.000 0.D0 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 
(Cmcohs DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS 15.u0 O.00 0.000 YHRP O.UUu IN
 














--ss -10 a 0 5 so 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUCDER SCTA 
O 0 

UZ| MSFC al &O/C (OOST= RBI9W 4C4AVr a 000 0 -Dun 






E2..C= ( DATA NOT AVAILA.GLE FOR ALL CONDIIONS 

( 030) 0 TA NOT AVAILA LE FOR ALL CONDIT O"S 6 DO :.Do 0:.-

IC ... I, . PC -01 ODIC BOOSTER 819 24C4AD7 I5 DUO0 OO 0 DUO 

so 33 so g 












X.Ap 6*2 N 
yMRP *DoD N 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS 














-1 1 -10 - 5 a 5 'D is a as 30 as AD 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 85 T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DF CRIPTION CANARD ELEV~lN RUDDER 
(1 =e02"OS $ ASC I GD CB S£) W 4C4 V ,O 
Ica 09, M FC48I D/C(BOOSTER 2 SW 4C4AV7 -3OoO 000 a 
OAI0 DTA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIO NS -45.o'000 D. 00 
I.,O DATA NO VAILABL" FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 
i::GoU I) HBFC 481 GD/ C BOOSTER 1344 87;.000 0.000 












?.REF 15.6560 4Q IN 
RF 3D5 MBREF 6.099D IN. 
XMRp 6"Tud im. 
YMRP .Uu0d X". 
PAGE 424 
o 







"l -,a a to$ 15 20 as 30 35 40 45, so 'S so of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DAY. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ULEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S4XGD 8OS00ool s W 4C4AV7 -,a00 a 0 0.0a SREF 15.6GSG so N. 
C2, U a; MSC46 '0D0/C8OST&R)B W14C4AV7 -0 000 a 000 O.UUD LREF 3.0950 IN 
{@0 ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCNDITIONS -45.000 O.OOU %0.000OR ,RF .,090 IN 
{@0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCNDITION -60.000 O.uO U.0UO XMRP 6.71ua IN. 















-1 *' S*' * go'' 0 '*35 40 5-10I el -* *' a e l t is '*2 as 3'D* * 45 so* * 90' ' a * '*D 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION CANARD CEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C. :02Dol MSFC401 GD/D(BOOSTER; B19W14C4AV7 a.ODuo 0 a 0 0 SREF 15.6360 3Q°;N.
 
CZ . .9) BFC482 GP/C BOOSTER) . 9WI4C4AV7 -30,000 Go*u 0:000 I.REF 3.0950 IN.
 
I C2:cso; - 401 GD/C(SOOTCR)B29WI4C4AVY -4S.UUQ D.D00 0.000 OREF .9 0 1 N.
HFC 

(CIOqzos [ FC461 &DeCCBOOSTER)Sl9WI4C4AVT -60.00D0 .000 0.D00 ANRP ::07 9.0 N%
 





. AC0 2.990 3CAL 00,335 
PAGE- 426
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








is -10 -- a 6 to is 20 25 3 0 35 40 45 0 55 o es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES I
 
VATA ST SYMBOL CONFIQURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 2: 0.1I H aC4 1 G0/CBOOSTR) 9 4 AV 	 D o a.ODu 0 BD SR F 5 o3e S .N 
(2. 	 U. .I C4:1 GD/C= OTE )B 14C4AV7 " -30:000 0:000 0:000 LREF 6. 50IOo 
S F C TIGD / ° O .O o D E F 6 .0 9 0 N .-[€ 4 ( 0O S T R ) I 9 Wl C4 A V 7 -4 5 D0 . 0 0 0 

(c; I) ATA NR T AVAI L E FOR AL L ONDIT ONS - 50.DUD U°Du .000 X RP 6 71U0 IN.
 
(¢amall) M3FC 481 GDYC BOOSTER alg lACAADT 15.00 .000 0.900 YMRP 0.0000 in.
 
Z-Rp 0.0o.u IN.
A L  
 5 .UU35

MA CH 1 ..5 O 	 05 
PAG 427
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
a.* o ,----r-r---rr1-rr--r-rrr Tr i1111 i i- rrrrJ i ri Tr| T -T-r i-rTee~ ire -rT-rr 
. . . . . . . . .. 
 . . . . .











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA S" T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 A V
 
00 M3 I D/C rO0STERJ 7 0.000 3REF 15.6560 S .IN.HC40 BI9W14C O.UaO O.UUO 

S ..HFC4 02 GD/C BOOS TER)BIPW14C4AV7 -30.0G .00 0.000OOQ LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
0 FCS% 03D/C(5O..ST9R)DIgWI4C4AV? -45.UUU G.OUG 0.0,0 DREF 6.0vila IN.
 
-:rIZOIC4&1 GD/C(SOO3TER IJI 4C4AVT -6a.000 0.000 0.000 XmRP 6oF$9 IN.
 









LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




I- _ ___ 
z 
* .15 




25 At so So AD .
-5 a a 1 -O 1- 30 35 . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI URATION DESCRIPTION 
0.000 0.0.30 SR F 11.6560 SQ*1N*I C..VSI MA GD/C(SOOSTER)BIgWl4C4AVT 0.000HFC40 

I C .... DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -3u*Dou U.000 0.0130 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
€O DAA HOT AVAILABLE F R ALL CONDITIONS -45, 000 a.000 0oU-30 BRCF a 090 IN*
 
:"2=01D" DATA ..T AVAILABLE FOR ALL COND[TIONS -6Q*Q:000 0:00 :0U XMRP :002.. IN:
 




















Ma c0 O 
0 0 






C~CS G C(BCC37R) DI9W4C4AV7 
M a r c 4 8 1 G D / C B CC$ T e g B I g w 4 4 A B T 
0.900 
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 
-3 00 . O 
N:5° 0 00 O . uo q 
0.000 
0.0EGREES"oIN 
D C . XR PF3 0 5 IN, 
O . 0 H R P .o ao o I N , 
OCALI 0U0,31 
P~dE 436 














-15 -0 5 0 a so 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
(CZBU0) MSFCSI O0/C(BOOSTER)I9WI4C4AVr a .D o.00 
(C2S00..% N FCA4.I OD/C (COSTER )SIW4C4AV? 
-30,.00 0.000 
(EZSCO J 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.Do 
(Cz. 0 DATA MOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -6 UD0 0.000 









50 55 80 In 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.650 SG.IN. 
LREF 3.090 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.:00 IN. 
y RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.nou IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 431 





















-s1 -0 5 0 5 so 15 so 25. 30 15 40 45 50 55 60 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyrMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CLeVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
IC00011 0 NSFC4aI OD/CISOOSTER)BIWI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 13.0540 SO.IN.
 
(CZ.) 2 DATA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.00o O.QO LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(.ZCS.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 O.0o0 0.000 BREF 6.09*0 IN.
 
DC*S0) FOR ALL CONDITIONS D0D 0 .00 XNRF $:?tau IN.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE -60.000 




















I . . . . 
.05 
*20 5 to__ go__ 21__ 30 __ 35 0 S o s 
- 2-5 -10 - 0 5 10 10 20 20 50 S5 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA O yTYMBOL C=flNIOURATICJ'DESCRIPTCN CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
(C2 sO1) Q NSFCA4I GD/CCBOOSTER)9B9W14C4AV7 0.U0 O.Doo 
(Czr0.9) SFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)O9W14C4AV7 -30.000 0.000 
(I2*COD) A CATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.090 0.00 
(C2to0 fl MarcIII GD/C(BOSTER)0I1I914C4AV7 -60.000 0.000 









50 50 00 
REFERENCE INFORMAILON 
SRCF 15.560 SoN. 
LREF 3. 90 I N. 
fREr 6.0.20 IN. 
XNRP e.100 IN. 
YNRP 0. 0 IN. 



















,.* . . . . ... ..... . .
 
_.j **L*•. •* .. .. . 45l
 ., ..... . 
i iii .... ... ......... 

soas1 -- b a 0 a 10 15 20 25 30 3S 40 45 50 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. -ALPHA. DEGREES
 
0 N 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONT 	 BETACANARD ELEVON RUDDER 

DATA SE SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTIO
 
(¢ 09 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 'ALL <C;DITIONS -30.000 01000 G.OOO LREF 3.0sso IN.
 








AA AVAILABLE,{++D -dT FOR AU CONDI TIONS 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




















-. S o 
-.0
 
15 -to - 0 5 10 15 2a 25 30 35 40 45 50. 55 o0 *5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 




IC2SOUO± Q MSFC aS OD/C(BOSTER)BIS1W4C4AV7 0.000 U.000 0.O0 SREF 15.6560 50.1. 
(C2820S) A fl 48 l 0DIC(DOOSTER)B1eWI4C4AV7 -30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
tr2sC5o, DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.0.0 0.000 0RS 0.0000 IN. 
(lO. .o) DATA NOT AVAZLADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.00 U.000 0.00 XNRp 6.1±00 ZN. 
IEttahli L SFC 481 DC BOSTER IISWI4C4ABO 15.000 0.Uo 0.000 YNRP a.0U IN. 
MACM 1.201 SCALE 0.0035
 










.00 . . . . . . 
1s -­ o -5 0 5 10 15 20 Is 50 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNfIGURATICH 0ESCRPTIO CANARD ELEVON RUDER 
'Czeoo. Q fsrCAS±, G0/C(BOOSTER)SI9WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 
(CISOOS l .FbCAS.-GO4DICCOoSTR}o8IWZ4C4AV? -30.O00 0.000 
CEZCS) DATA NOT AVAILAOLC Ro ALL -CONDITIONlS -45.000 0.000 (CZOO*0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL.CCDITXOS -60.000 .u00 










50 55 n0 05 
REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
IREF 15540 so.IN. 
LREF a.UO6 iN, 
lin,RE .. ggtIN 
.($RP 6.r0lr IN. 
YMRP 0.0006- 'N. 
Z$RP 0.*u00 IN. 
3CALE 0.0035 
PAGE 436 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS

"'°......... . . . .... . ..I" ..












aI -10 5 0 5 10 is 20 Its 3 35 40 AS 50 56 as0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA U T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D63CRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C, O0; M SFC 81 OD/C(IBOOSI R;0,29W14C4AV7 aO 000 a cp ODD SREF 15 :4560 39:1"­
(C~aOUD) . H F48 D/{ TER 11 g I4C4AVF -30 .0 :000 LR F :.r0 N 
s.13990 IN.
1 2c DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.00 0.000 0.000 BREF"cs)

IC2:010) DATA NOT AVA ILA LC 'OR ALL C(ONDITION1 -60.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 6.71DO IN. 
Mfiu;HrC .. .... BOOSTER DIVW14C4AD7 Z5.0.0 0.0,3 0.0.0 TMRF o.Quo IN. 





















-3 -­ a10 -DCBOSEo~9W44V 
......41. CD/8{ STR}/BI2WI4C4AVT 



























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS






















-15 -O - 0 5 11 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5l Go a5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cco~003 G0C OTR)019W14C4AV7T~rc. B.0D 0.000 0.000 SREF is.50 39.flm.{C*S0OO IA MSFC4OI G0/C(O00TER)BlgW4C4AVr -30.000 a.000 0.000 REF IN. 3.00a0 
(M2*C50 ) NSFC 401 GD/C(SOOSTER)0B±W4C4AV7 
-45.000 0.000 0.000 
 BREF 0.0900 IN. 
CC2SOI I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-86.000 0.000 O.o XHRP 4.7100 IN.(C28021 MSFc 481 GD/C BOOSTER BI9W4C4AB 15.000 0.000 0.000 YNRP D.D0QD IN. 
2NRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACH 4.000 'CA 0.00%0 
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44 1a 0 2C40:e _3.95 
-.10 a 0 a so is 20 as s0 so 40 45 so s o of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION; CANARD ELEYON RUDDER BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2 (€Out 8Q0;a maHFC :1 0 /C 
R :TR}~W4























(Caeoll) MSFC'402 GO/C BOOSTER SIOWSACAA87 15.000 Q°OUD 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
-"ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
- CALE 0.0035 
HACH 4.960 
PAGE 440 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 

















to SO a a 5 111 i 20 30 05 40 45 so *aso 06 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
" oQ .3rc.i peccaOGTCR) B.2WA4C4Ayl 0.O000 O.Q.0 0.000 SACP so..0.0 SQ.IN. 
009O~) / DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION -30.QUU 0.,00 0.000 LREF 3.093U IN. 
{EZra50) A NOT AVAILABLE FOR -45.00t) 0.000 6.09gS IN.DTA ALL CONDITION/S 0.000 OREF 
";eQQ) DATA NOT AVAILA LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.0o 0.000 0o00U XMRP 6.71DO IN. 
C.2.0..) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 D.UDO 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 is. 















-0 -1 0- _ _ 25 30 
AJNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA'SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
CZ:Cos) Q MSFCAS1 GD/C SO0STrRJ,81:WI4C4AV7 coo 0 G.oo 
(C2G~g SFCAS1 GD/C BOOSTER I8$WI C4AV7 -G.O .OD 
NS;€9)AA NOT AVAILA0LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -4S.000 0.000 
,..I3H C8 G/C(0O0STCRl8IgWI4C4AV7 -60000 O 0.0009Q0 










BREF 6.09996 IN. 
XMRP 6° ou IN. 






















. . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .
 
'l 2O 23
--$ -- a O is Z 30 as 40 A S so 0 as as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{ ¢ 2 S D 0 2) S F 4 : 1. 0D/ C B O O T R ) I I W I 4 A V l 0 D D u a 
oU a 0 0 0 R E F I s 6 6 8 , N
(C2: 0J M3FCA , /C BOOSTER 1 BIW, A4AV7 -30:000 0:000 0:000 LREF S3.050 IN. 
C0 a. AA OT AVAILA:LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.UGO 0.000 U.UUO BR F 5.0990 IN.
 (¢ S .[D A L L COND IT O N S -600 o O ,0 a 
TA NO ' AVA I A LE FOR 
 o DO a X R P 6 o o N .(CSI'a 1, Marc 4ai oD/c BO'OSTER 51OW14C4 07 1 Suu 0000 O:UU ,OO Y.RP :70O00O IN: 
ZMRP o*uUu IN. 











I-0II 1-10I+ 5 o iI s 11 i II 11~ii 4II+l50lll BeII II *a 
'C 
-J S 
ANL OF ATAK LHA ER 




(CZDISAA NT VAIABL 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 













0.000 LRP 5.0*50 

























-is go0- 5 B 2 25 do 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONt DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
(C a 0 0 1 ) C) M O C48 1 G O / C SB S TER ) 1 W 4 C4A V 7 0. 0 0 a* 0 0 0 
, CZ 01) L. MSFC481 GD/C BOOSTER l9gW14C4AVT -030 0.000 
1 E20C0 DATA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.OUD 0.000 (CZ85 / CSCG/(SOO  TER}IB19 Wl4C4A VT -60.000 0.000 









so SS 'a ad 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR F 3 4°5 6 Q * 
LREF 3*Q50 N* 
DREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN. 
sL 03 
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.is 20_ 2_ 30 as 4 A o s 60 o 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
MHSFC48% DC(BOO ) g 4 4 V 0 ~ ~ 
DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 
A TA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.0UO0 .000 
NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 








SREF $0.6660 aQ.IN . 
LREF 3.USSU I 
N . 
BREF G.U990 IN. 
XMRp 0.7100 IN. 
yMRP 0.0O00 IN. 
ZMRP ODUDD IN. 
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- a 0 
 5 1 is 20 25 50 as 40 45 55 
 an of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
= 0.Zi :0 marc 4a GO/C(BOO5TER)SI9wI4C AV7 
 0 0 0 u 09 MFC4G1-GD/C(SO05TER)BI9WI4C4AVl E.0F .5 . 
( ) DATA NOT -30:00. 0000 
8 3 .
 
AVA ILABLE FOR ALL COND ITIONS 




(C9,01 I MSFC 4 .1 a*Duo XMRPGDIC BOO, TER Blg 4C4AB7 6.7100 IN:is.000 0.000 























.0 . . .. . .
 
-so ? 0 - 0 5 ± 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 50 80 *w 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
U.00 0.03 SME3RF 1500 Q.XN.
Boo0
(dM.:not ZQ SFCOI, ootC(0OO.flAI0±sW14C4Ayr
CS00no SFC4S1 GD/C(5OOSTCR)BIW24C4AV7 -30.U000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.95U IN. 
(2*C$0 f DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR. ALL CpNDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 0.099q IN.1 
(Cz:oCo E DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 4.7103 IN. 






















-a1 - 10 so 90 25 30 35 40 45 so Be 00 of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





SFC4S OD/C COOSTER)BIOW4CAAV? 

















DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 















ZNRP .D000 IN. 
MACN 1.058 SCALE 0.0033 
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a 05 soD Is1 20 25 a 0 35 40 43 so 5s so of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHK, DEGREES 
DATA SET.SYHBOU 
€CWFIOURATION DE$CRIPTI t CANARD ELEV t RUDDER BETA REFERENCE.INFORMATION 
(CC2:00) M3HFC481 GD/C(BCSTER)8I~tjI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.O00 SREF $5. 66 . SQ*IN* 
I ¢ z 
I--
0 9 ) 
C50 
CZOQ 
S F C A S S G D / C ( B 0 CST R ) B 1 4 C 4 A V ? 
IS C GD/C(B STER)SI1 4WlC4AVY 
HF4 GD/C(8C0STER)SI9WI4C4AV? 
: 3 0: 0 0 0 
45 .*0*00 
-00.0au 
0 .0 0 0 
0.0000:00 
0.000 
. 0 0 0 
0.000 
L R E F 
BREF 
XHRp 




(Casoll) MSrC 409 GD/C BOOTER B29W%4C4Aa? 15.000 0.000 0-000 YMRf 0.0000 IN. 
Z.RP 0.0500 IN. 
MACH 9.1090 SCALE 0.*04 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELCVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(€0 SFC4*1 GD/C(B ST R)BXQWl4C4AVT 0.000 O, .n0 R 15.606U $Q.I". 
(Ce ) MSrC4SI OGD/C BOO. TCRJBIgWI4C4AV7 -30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
(C SI) o a[o-FDq T -.41 
-D/C(BCOSTER) DI9Wl4C4AV7 
N VAILASLC FOR ALL CONDITIONS-60U 
















MACH 4.000 SCALE 0,0D35 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS'AT VARIdUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 










-Is -10 a- a go 23 aOs5Z 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3T SY MOL C OFI U ATI ON D SCRIPTI ON CANARD L V ON RUDDER 
I( .800 )* H FC48 1 GD/ ( DOST ER B 9 W4C4AV7 3 0 DD uo O 
Em 8 50 , M:FSC .Ill...C(000TER B~gW4C4AV I -45.0D .000 
.J.,)M C40 I D/ ClO STERBIWIC4V7 -6 .000 0.000 
fG a01) SFC 481 D/C BOSTR Sgw4C4A7 I.U 0.000 
ACH 4. 90 
I 
40 50 
B TA R F R 







NC E INFORMATION 
3 .9 IN . 
6.09 13 IN. 
GoTlou IN. 
.0000 IN. 
O* UDO IN . 
0.0035 
as 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 












-10 --1O - 0 5 10 15 g0 25 30 55 45 5 so US40 	 *0 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
IC2 n o GD/C(BOOSTER)SISWI4C4AV?
oSFC41 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.'60 30.IN.
 
(C.00S).) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.00O 0.000 LREF 3.0950 1N.

teSSEBO) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COMOITIONNS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
C(tSOIO) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-60B0D 0.000 0.0013 XRP 6.7300 IN.
























-o ...- I-. 4--~~. .*~- .Js..l-- &J.L-.~44.~ . 4-A L... .- ... ...j-A--A &. ...- .. 4..-..L L... .4.. J..... 
-*5 -. 0 - 1 5 10 is 20 w 30 35 40 45 .so 55 00
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA,&ET SYMBOl. cC rIJURATICW DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cca:ool±, s MF4s1 D/C(BOOSTER)B±9WI 4CAV 0.000 0.00 Q SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN..000Scca0ooe tl SFCtS. G00/CBOOSTER)8BW149C4AVI 50.000 0.000 O.0QO LREF 6.0.50 IN.QCD)'DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CCfD0T1tC4 -45.000 0 .000 0.000 BREF 6.099u - IN. 
McasoIo)NSFC41 GD/C(BOSTER)I9W14C4AVl -60.000 0.000 0.000 XNRF 0.7100 IN. 
(cz.1o9I) MSFC 441 GD/ BOOSTER SIWI4C4AS? 15.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP Q.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.UQ IN. 









S0. 0 a s 
..... 
I--* 
-3:.0 _.% N 
2AT0 - T 
:r-:C.:AT .IAVILALEFORAL 
Y BO I E C I T£ 
NGLEI F ATTACS 
-
ALHA 
0GRA DO :LV 
DEGREESMP 
RU de E C 
,.I 
NF R IN:HFA 
(Casull) MSFC 401 GD/C BOSTER 
A. H 0.904 
















-18 10 5 0 5 10 to 20 *5 30 3B 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUBBER 
(Casol MSCASI O0,C(QOOSTER)SIOWIACAAVT 0.000 0.000 
I 25O09o l I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 
CCraC0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR' ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 
C 0, 01) Li DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 









so 55 00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.45 0 SQ.! 
LRSF 65.00 I.3 
DREF 0.0990 IN. 
XMRP 0.?iO0 AN. 
YMRP 0.0v00 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
r- --- f-n--ri rr -rrrr -riiiiririT-Trrii-rrrr ririiiii-i-i 1-r1111111 
-r-l--r















. . .. . . .
 
-15 -,0 -5 0 5 10 i5 20 as 30 35 40 45 no 5 So 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARO 
 ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C,:01Z) MSFC481 GD/CCBOSTER)BI9WI4CAAV? 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN.

CCa..)L \ SrC4.IO/C(BOCOSTER .9IW14C4AV7 
-30.000 0.000 0.000 
 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(2SSCSO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO*DITIC*J 
-45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
(CISOI ) _ NSFC*1 GD/C(BOOSTER)0I9W14C4AV? 
-60.000 0.000 OO XHRP 
 6.7100 IN.









LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 











-1a. -to1 a 5 10 15 *0 25 SD as 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATICN DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
(C:001) MSFCSS GO/C(COOSTER)B09W$4C4AV? O.Oo 0.000 
I C.R09)L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 
IEZOCSO 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 
ICtS o)L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 









50 85 40 4 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
3REF 15.4560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
SREF 4.0900 IN. 
XMRP 6.7±0o IN. 
YTRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRr 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0035 
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-to -10 -5 0 a so 15 go 25 30 55 40 45 50 55 s0 of * 4.0 A4. . & .& & 4a...... 
.......--.. .....L..4.L.....L.LJ.L......L.L .&. 4&....& .4. J .4.4. ........ *44.... .-- JL
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
:CZoo) N MSFCOI OD/CCBOOSTER)0g19W4C4AV? 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6580 SQ.IN. 
(C**o09 L H FCtt GD/CIBOOSTER)OIOWI4C4AVT -30.000 0.0O0 0.000 LREF 3.50 IN. 
(.ZOESC ) - DATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDTZIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 OREF 6.0990 IN. 
(C9no) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.00D 0.000 0.000 XNRP 68.t10 IN. 
I 6011) MaFc 481 GD/C BOOSTER BIOWI4C4AST. 15.000 0.00o 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 




















-a5 -1o - a a to Is 20 25 0 5 40 45 50 55 s0 ** 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA BCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ZLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IC2:00 1 MSFC*.1 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AVT a.000 0.000 0.000 3R r 15.8500 3Q.ZN, 
IcC4o5 GD/C(BOOSTER)OIOWI4C4AVT -30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
(E*S€C90 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLe FOR ALL CONDITIONS -4 5.0 0.000 0.000 BREF 0.0990 IN. 
(Ca10 LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -0.000 0.000 0.00D XMRP 68.100 IN. 
(CZ8oiI) M*rC 461 G/C BOOSTER bSgWIACAAS? 15.000 0.000 O.0o0 YIRP 0.00OO IN. 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 









is -10 a 0 5 10 is 20 25 s0 3 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
CC2801) NSFC4a1 GD/C(BOQSTER)SIWI4C4AV7 .0 0O.Do0 
-(CSOoO) 2 MFSfC4I GD/C(BOOSTER)S±OW14C4AV? -50.000 0.O0O 
(C2*CSO). DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 
(C20010) DATA NOT AVAILABL FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 









50 55 00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 8.IN. 
LREF 3..050 IN. 
BREF 6.0090 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 in. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 

















--o8* *,, ,, ... , .... L .... ,,L .t,. 
-.0 - - 0 5. 10 1 20 I. 30 5 40 45 50 5s 00 as 
.... 

... , I. ,J J . .... 4 . .. . .... 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATIcJ DESCRIPTION CANARD CLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C.5001) MSFCtSl 0D/C(BOOSTER)5±gWI4C4AVT 0.000 - 0.000 0.00 5REF 15.0000 SIN. 
11ZOG) LI 0GD/CCBOOSTERIBWIAC4AV7 0.0a 0 LREF IN.Isr -30.000 0.000 5.0050 

1 01 NS 4S1 GD/C(0OOSTER)BIgWI4C4AV7 -45.000 0.000 0.000 BRCF 6.0990 IN.
 
I -,:;oso)SFC4: GD/c(BOOSTER)B±WI4C4AV7 -60.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 0.7±00 IN.
 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
C. ..9 0C 
t.0 1. . .. . . ... . . . 
LI. 
La. so0 - 0 i -o o3 5 0 4 o 5 0 # 
3-, 
0..00 ZR IN 
$-0.4 
- 15 -$O * 0 0 10 $5 *0 25 0 5 40 45 90 5 0 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAP DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO rIOURATLON PESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER SETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 







M* rEF 401 GD/C(DOOSTER)519W $4C4AVT 



















(Ca0n ) Marc A., O0,C BOOSTER 8±OIA~tC4AA ±5.000 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
MAC" 4.000 SAE 003 
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L.ONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 







-o . 4L. 	 4.4.J.i ...... .... .&.-S &... . L 44..3.* .. 4...... .Ji44 .J.L. .* 4L 444L........ ... . . 
Ist5 -%0 -- 0 5 11 15 go 25 30 a5 40 46 90 s5 G0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMMOL CONFGURATICN DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD ELEVC RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INrORMATION 
tcz00 o, SQn .0COOSTER;.g:i4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREr S°iN.rcstl. 	 13.0500 
C2tIOOgL\ ,45C42 OD/C(BOOSTER)BWI4CAAV? -30.000 0.0U0 0.00 LCrF 3.015 0 ON.
0 MaZOCr)4SrC 41 GOD/C(DOOSTER)BIWI4C4AV7 -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
.C2,010) HSFC4SI GDlC(8 O0TERl010WI4CAVT -60.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 0.7100 IN.
 
iC3*1.a . C .4 GD/C SOOSTCR OISWI4C4Agr 15.000 0.000 0.00. 	 YHRP 000 IN. 



















0.4 o -to 0 a is 20 5 30 as 40 45 so 05 go as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
cczeooot-.Q HSFC4SI O4tC(OOSTER)SI9W14C4AV7 0.000 
 0.000 15.6500U 00 SREF So.IN.
 (CZO)LS DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -3.000 U0.000 
 0.00D LREF 3.U95U IN.
0
(CZOC,0, DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -43.00D 0.000 
 O.OO BREF 6.190 IN.
 (ZBOO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 O.00 XMRP 6.7100 IN.
0 
(C26011) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 D.U0 0.OO yHRP 0U.000 
 IN. 
















o 0.4 _ _ 
O P buO N 
0.0 
IS a1 -B a a in is 10 350 35 40 44s5 5 5 0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNOCI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDOER ZE~k REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 58Cr *5.05 S0.1N.
 
:C3a ot IQ MSFCO81 0O/C(BOOSTER)OIO9WfCAAVT a.000 0.000 
Cr..on ,nN 

(ESO 0a DATA NOTr AVAILABLE VcR ALL CONDPITIONS -41.00D 0.000 0.00 CREr ..0900 IN.
 
?C=5010; El MSCflo 4D/C(SOCSTER)81Iq4C4AVr -60.00o 0.000 tI.00t0 XMRP 6.1200 IN.
 
(CZa0i$) L ~~FC An GO/C BOOSTER BIQWI4C4AS? 25.000 0.000 0.000 TNRP 0.0000 IN.
 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN: 
-SCALE 0.005 
.. rCsl 0D/CCBCCS3TERISISW1AC4AVT 
















-15 -10 -t 5 0 5 lo 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 








(CSOO9 LA MsC~e00C~DO5CR1±SW4C4T.0.:0000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS. 































ZhRP 00u IN. 
MACH 0.954 
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- 0 5 10 15 
 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 *6
55 40 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DbSCRIPTIIN CANARD ELEVON RUDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(tCOOOIJ 0 ,4SrC481 GD/C(SOOSTER)8191WI4C4AVO 0.000 O.000 0.0ne SREF 15.65.0 50N. 
(C009,3) L DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIOMS -30.o00 0.OD 0.OU LREF 3.0"'a [IN 
It2SC0) DATA NOT AVAILA LE FOR ALL CCNIDirIomS -45.000 0.00 0 ODU REF 6.00 [ItM
 
(CZt0LO3 OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITIONS - uo00 0.00o 0.o0, X RP 6.7 £11 


















o , a **-4 ,,.. ,J4. .4,,4 .... LJ- ,L.J ,4&. , ... , , , , ,4 -. . 4.J...L 4. LL, , , , ,, 
0-.,5 -10 10 20
15 go 25 3s 40 45 so so *o g5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA =T SYMBOL CCNFIOURATICN OESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CC280d01 SFC4a1 GO/C(OOOSTER)BSWI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 aREF 15,656 8QN.
 
S"sFaCe4 GOD/C(B0STERlBt4L 4C4AV7 . -30.O 0 0.000 0.000 LREF .500 IN.
 
CE20C0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.0o0 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
CaaoD "rC.. CfBQOSTER)LS*W14C4AV7 a.Goo O.O0 XNRP 6.?tO IN.
/40 -60.000 





















a -- 0 -- a a- 5 - 15 2 0 s 30 5 4 45 ;D s o 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONiFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVoNI RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, C : : . U l 
0lO9} 
) A F C 4 * 1 B O ~ R I 4 4 V 





0O€.0 0 0 
0.000 
S R E F 
LR{Fr 
5 . 6 
3.0950 
S Q I N . 
IN. 
([l ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.00 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1399u IN. 
) ACiDT  NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.OD0 0.000 0.000 XMRp 6.710 IN. 
(C2.0.1) DATA NOT AVAKLAKL FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.D00 0.0O0 YMRP O.Duoo IN. 
ZMRP ODOOO In. 
MACK 1.10 &CALE 0.0035 
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al- 10 Is 20 25 so 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEYON RUDDER 
-- --- --FC4 -D/C-B--ST-R)- - --­4AV7 00-0- a00 
FC.81 GD/C COSTER)B W14C4AV7 -30:000 QoOU 
DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 D.DUU 
DATA NOT AVA ILABLE FOR ALL C OITICNS -.0 OD ao.00 
MaF¢ 401, GOIC BOOTER 819gI4C4AS7 16O5:00 000 
S.201 
45 so 55" so 
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION000- R-F 15--,-- __e  
0:000 LRF 3"95Q 
0.000O REF 6.099U IN. 
a Dun XMRP 8.110. IN. 
OUoOO Y MRP .01,DU IN: 
IMAP 0 0000 IN.SCALE . 3 
PAGE A KE 
* 








-. -­ 0 -­5 0 8 10 15 0 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE,-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVO" RUDDER 
(02*001; OQnsrC4ai GD/C(BOOSTER)BISWI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 
(02,009 )LINSCet G0/C(BOOSIER)OIOWI4CAAVT 
-30.000 0.000 
Cr9050)OO DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION -45.00 Go 0o000
-" (029010 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE F0R ALL CONDITIONS -80.000 0.000 








50 5 *S 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF . .15.6500 so.)N. 
LREF 3.0050 IN. 
G.REF 6.0990 IN.XNRP" 6.7100 IN. 
Y$RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMAP O.000 IN.SCALE 0.00)5 
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Is 10 -D 0 5 ±0 55 *0 25 30 35 0 45 50 55 *0 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD SLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
*caOoo±)Q MSFC4 Gl/C(SOOSTeR)S19w.4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.0560 59.IN.
 
Cc QQ9) L1MHrC441 GD/C(BCOSTER)BI9W±4C4AV? -30.00 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0930 IN.
 
CZ*S) DATA NOT AVAILABLe FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 O.O0O OREF 6.0990 iN.
LI DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 60.000 D.DU O.000 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 






















-10 -so *5 1o so 40 doa S 15 w 30 35 45 50 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVCN RUDDER BETA REFERENCE NFORNATION 
(C.00) MFC4t 4D/C(8 STER)DI±WI4C4AV? 0.000 0.00 0.000 SREF 15.S660 5Q.IN,
 
(C.00) "SFC41 0D/C(50OSTER)B19W14C4AV1 
-30.000 B.00= 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
tea*CSO SFC 481 GD/C(BOSTER)8I9W14C4AV? 
-45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN,
ICC2OI) SFC401 GD/CCe(OSTER)80SWI4C4AV7 
-00.000 0.000 0.00a XMRp 6.7100 IN.
 (C.01I) MSC 4861 GD/C 05TER SI9SW4C4A0T 15.000 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0100 
 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACM 2.990 SCALE 0.0030 
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-15 -10 - a5 10 15 O It 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
{cnoo1) l.. c4a1 4D/CS.OOSTERIBI:Wl4C4AV? 0a000 0oo00 
(CZO00O)L SC4I OD/C(SOOSTER BI1WI4C4AV7 -0.000 0.000, 
cczlcsoO SFC 401 GD/C(0OSTER 819W14C4AV7 
-45.000 0.000 
(C241to)l DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON ITZONS -60.000 0.000 









50 as 80 of 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BRET IS.0560S. 
LREF 3.00 IN. 
BREF 4.0990 IN. 
XNRP 4.7±00 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 ZN. 
SCALE Q°DU39 
PAGE 475 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 









-to -10 0 5 10 15 20 B 30 35 40 45 -50 55 do so, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 

















(cziocsc ln IcGD/C(B0OSTERI019W14C4AVr 
-45.000 0.000 .0oo LREF 6.099c IN. 
(CR01 0)[L HFC*.1 00/C(B0STCRS 19W14C4AV7 -00.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 0.7±00 IN. 
(Caso) SF 4 1 G/C BOOSTER SI9WI4C4AS 15.000 0.000 0.000 yMRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.00D IN. 
MACH 4.960 SCALE *.OU33 
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so - -0 0 5 10 to go X3 a 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,-OEGREES
 
DATA 3ET 3yHB0 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD ELVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE IN ORHATICN 
'Ca05 M SFC481 D/ C(BOO3TCRlBI.WI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRF 'a 60.1N 
({ UO@ Q CO -30.O09u U.UuU @0 REF 3.90 IN.AT., NOT AVAILAD LL€NDITIONS CX20 1O) DATA HOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITION@ 
-45.000 0.000 0.0130 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
lc,.o .) .TA NOT"AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION$ 50.000 0.000 0.000 	 XMRP .7100 IN. 
1C..011) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONIDITIONS $5.0ou DDoO 9.000 	 YHRP 0.0UQD IN. 
Z*r 0.0000 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 





- s - 1 a so 15 o 2 s o a s 4 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
(IQ$ :01SFC4 *D/C :O0ST=RBI:W14C4AV' 0.000 0.000 
, BOJ .&F 1GCAI GD/C COSTER)89W14C4 Vl -30.000-4 DATA NOT AVAILABL FO ALL ODITI -45.000 0.000 
-C5 ...... GD/C(SOOT'R)0 w114AV 5 -2u.OOO 0.500 








s o a s 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 3QIN. 
LREF 3.0030
-S 6 99  IN.  
XHRP $05 o IN .5 
YMRP 0.6580 IN. 












-10 -t - 5 so to 0 as 30 35 40 46 so as so of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET$SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER aeTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(¢X:00 } ,1 MSFC4:1 .,/C(l:.T R;. :Wl4CAAV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 13.6560 SQ.INo 
C280} .. F6 GD/C( OOSTER a 1 W14C4AV? -30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.* 
(e5 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -A5 .000 0.O00 0.000 BREF 6.099U IN. 
€ 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 O.ODU -.. 000 XMRP G.?AUU IN. 
(carool) HSFC 461 OD/C BOOSTER BZ9W14C4ABT 15.000 0.000 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP O:QOD IN, 









Is -­0 a a 5 t is t o 3D as 40 AS $0 a 60 *8 
ANGLE OF A^TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SE T,SYMSOL CONIFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CLEVCN RUDDER BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C2.00) ; 2 MFCA8l *D/C(BO0STER)S19WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.6560 SQ*IN* 
cZoo ).04DATA DATA NOTNO AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONSAVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDITION -30.000:4 QO 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 LR[rBREF 3.09506.0990 IN.IN. 
( B(CM.D-) DATADATA NOTNOT AVAILA OLEAVAILABL FORFOR ALLALL CONDITIONfSC 1DITIONS 
NZMRP C 






ATA NSOT IALE 0.003 I 
MACH .007PSAL . 
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o -1 to so - 5 30 35 40 45 so Go as5 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DA TA SET 4yHaO CCWFIGURATICWDESCRIPTICN CANARD ZEVON RUBBER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
C.:OUI1) C) MSrC481 GD/C O8TER)SIgWl4C4AV? 0.000 1 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
C2 000) MFC461 OD/C S00STCR)BIgWI4C4AV7 -60.000 0.000 0.000 LR£F 3.0950 IN. 
I C B DATA N-T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCNOITION$ -45.ou o .Q 0.000Q0 OREF 6.0990 IN.
 
(IezoC.:C0140 [ GD/C(8C0TER)SIgWI4C4AV? -00.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 6.o4o0 IN.
 
















"* C o .
 0 0 

., 
- -to 5 o 15 to 34 35 40' 45 so 5 40 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 8 1 

( 00, NSFC p C(BOWSTER) 0I9W4C4AV? 0.000 0 000 0o000 5RCF 15 65:0 B.:I.. 
0.1", DATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS ODO :Duo0 'REF 3* O IN*) -30.000 
• S ) OA T. OT AVALA:LE CON1C0-0a0, VAA LE FOR ALL NDITIONSI I NS :45oa a000 0 uo XMRpAT. 000 a Go°o D 0 O REF ggo , 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
I­
a a o _1 i 0 2 5 4 _ 5 s _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
CANARD ELVON RUDDER BE TA04 TA SET DyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( C2DOZ:0 1,FC4:. GD/C BOS TCA)D19W14C4AVT 0.000 O.ODU 0.000 BREF 15.6560 SQ.lN*
 
(C. 0.9) HSc. GD/C OO3TER)BI9WI4C4AV7 -30.0o 0.000 0.00D LREF 3.09$0O IN., 
I 50 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CODITIONS -45.0UD 0.000 0.000 GREF 6.0990 IN.
 
, 2:oioll PATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CODITIONS -60.000 0.0uO 0.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN.
 







LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
-t a__ 1______ 0 5 5 _ 0 3 do 
I--
ANGL OFsATTACK. A HA, DEGREES I
 
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION .CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
ICZ:Dl M SFC :1 G /C:BOO TER)BI:W A4AV? 0.000 o.o OO 3REF 1.5 60 3.IN
 
(C 209) FSC:6 I D/C BOOSTER 0 W114 AAV7 IN.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
-3O: O 0:000 :o*Qo RF 50 N: 
IE2:60co 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
- 0 1O) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -00.DUO D.aua 0.000 XNRP 6.?100 IN.
 




MACH 1.462 .8A OO3
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LONUITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








--10 -­ 5 0 S ±0 15 20 2.5 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 06 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 











DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 






































LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
P., 
*s -T-r-- - 5 - o i 20 2 30 35 40 45 s -r-rrr
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVEN RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:,zeOI Q MSFC461 *D/C :O0STER) B19WC4C4AV7 a.OGD O CU .D 50RF 13 656 Sa.IN. 
(2009) Ll 3F481 GO/C OSTERI 19W 4C4AV7 -30:0011 0:000 :0000 REF SIM9O 3'. 
SS) HF 8 I GO/C(BOOSTER)DI9WI4C4AV7 -45.000 O.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
E.:C0 .;) HS C 0 0/ CBOOS T R ) 8 gW 4C4AV ? -6D.D UOD 0 O* Dug GO X RP 6*? O N
 












-16 -10 - 0 10 go 5 40 so so5 SO so 3 45 as as 




DATA SET SYM L CONFIOURATIONDESCRIPTION CANARD kLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICE 00 HSFC401I D/C(0OOSTER)519WI4C4AV? 0.0O0 0.000 G.OUG SREF 15.0560 SQ.IN. 
.IGOS) MSPC401 GD/C(aOST9R)8l9WI4C4AV7 -50.0130 O.00D 0.000 LREF 3.ussu IN. 
(S~~) MFC ".1 G0/C(DOSTZ )B19Wl4C4AV? -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.0 8o )
'a IATA NOT AAAL FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 D. OUG XMRp 6.7100 IN.
 

















- -0 5 a I* i 0, 30 as 40 45 so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 'CANARD ELLVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
czCZO9) 0 2 H 















C2e O MF e *D/C{8OO5TER) OtWI4C4AVr -45.000 U.Quu 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
C 28 0 ., . * 
(CS.01) 
G4SO0 / C C 
MSFC 461 GOD/¢C 
O S T R 
OOSTER 
W14 C 4 A V ? 
S19WI44AS7 
- 6 0 o 0 GO D 
1 5:000 
a D o 
0:000 
0 0 0 
:000 
X R P 
VMRP 
6 : 7 0 0"
OpU.N 000 , 




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 







DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

























Z RP 0.0000 IN. 
























(Cz 0g) FSC4 I GD/C OOSTER) BI9WlAC4AV7 -3UQUU 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.09BU IN. ( S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.0O0 0 .000 SREF 6.0990 IN.
 
(¢OX)HS 4 D/( SER 8gw4CAV 60,00D0 .00O O.UUO XMRP 6.7100 IN. 




0 -ACH SCALE- 0.003
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 





















.. ± ......L 
a in10 
4.C L k.W. 





4 L .....-- At 4 
35 40 
-
48 a0 Be 80 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 








SC2a00*FN rC4± GD/C(BOOSTER)0B9W14C4AV7 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 































ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACH 0.054 SCALE 0.003 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




















-0. . .I . L4 .. L. . .. L. l .±. .. 44 ± . 4.l.l. .LiL.. .4i. . l. l. .. t.. . . 
10 -10 -. a a 5 10 15 a0s5303 40 As so- 55 so of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





' MSFC4GI CD C(8OOSTR)0flWI4C4AVV 
ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
CZ2:0013 MSFC4S% *D/C BO0STER)B9W4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 
C 009s) Marc4al GO/ 5OOTER)Sl9W14C4AV 7 -30 000 0 coo 
x S:C50 DATA NOT AVA=LA8. FOR AL CONDTIONS -45000 0:00 
{CR$) OSF4° - sca D/C(BSSTER)BlgWl4C4AVT -60.000 .u 0.000 









SREF 15 .60 SQIH. 
LREF 3 0950 1". 
BR :.0000 IN. 
XMRP 6.71 00 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.000o IN. 
SCALE 0035 
PAGE 493 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
















-15 -1$0 a a as ;a 001i S 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
:C20.1 M.FC41 *1C(O03ER)I.l4CAV70.00 ODUO0.00C.:..) . ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0O.UU 
{ 
[ Os ) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITICNs .45.o0 0 0.000 
0CO|}DTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONs -60D 0.000 0.000 









































-15 -±0 - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 40 *f 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'C: aot; i FC4 I0,C'BOOSTER) Bi9W14CAV1 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 1.96S60 S*.IN. 
c..oL 2nsFC4rc ' 0D/C(BOOSTER) SI WI4C4AV7 -30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
('ECSoI 
('C:00) L 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILASL 
FOR ALL CONDITIONS 













(C0011} $SFC 40± GD/C BOOSTER BIOWI4C4AB? 15.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.Q1 IN. 
MACHSCALE 0.00 
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- 5 0 5 so-O 15 go 25 30 36 40 45 so 55 00 08 
S ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI CANARD eLEVON RUDDER BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(czIuos$ M SFC481 GDyC(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 0.000 O.uOO 0.000 SREF 15.6300 SQ.IN* 
4C.a0) KSFC481 6D/CCBOO$TER)SI9WI4C4AV7 
-30.000 0.000 0.000 LR F 3.0950 IN. 
aso D ATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -40.000 0.00a 0.000 DREF 6.0990 IN.
 
IC. 01.; [ DATA NTAVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.0013 0.000 XMRP f.r100 IN.
 


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET ZVMSOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 8ETA REFERENCE ZNFORMATION 




00/C (G OOT Rl,:I.. C AVI 













C0 I DATA N-I VAMLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.O 00.000 BREF 6.0990 AN.o 
€205) A/ NT VA LA e FO ALL CONDITIONS -60 :D 0 o .0:00DO XMP e $0 I 
ic' Dsa ) M SFC 481 OD/C BOOSTER algNl4C4AS7 15.000 0.000 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 
S 

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.A T. CT SYM O C OlURATIN DESCRIPTIM CANARD ELEVON RUDDER DE TA REFERENCE'INFORMATION 
I C2Q,) Marc48 D/C(BOOTER)SI9Wl4C4AV? 000Q aD 00O a SREF $5.65a SQ N 
c¢zsog)a, A 1 0v/C(oO03TER)0Igwj4C4AV7 -30OUD 0:.OQO LRF 3°05 N 
| z€=s) MarSc 48, GO/C (OCSTER)SlgWlAC4AVT : 45.0 R£ :0D:.O* 9 IN: 
I c e ? 0 , 
(C26011) 
ms r c . . l 0 0 1 C B O S T 
M3FC .91 GO/ 000SIN 




a 0 .0 QQD o n: 
0.000 
00., Q X R P 
a GD YMRP 
6 . 
O.DQD 







MA H 0.090 
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-0 .0, , , , , , . , * , , , o . ., . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . , , . , , , , * . . 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD eLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Czeool) M r8C4: & GD ¢ B O T R} .gWI4C4AV 7 	 0 Pau Quo 
 a0 00 aR 5. 560 5e
 
( 0)Z HS 4S D/C( OOSTCE)B 9W14C V -30:O .0 Ono0 LRooEF 305 N 
(Caocso) SFC 401 0O/C(SQSTER)8I9Wl4C4AVr -45.000 O.ODD 0.000 BREF 6.0290 IN. 
I C,00 1 0 DATA NOT AVAI ABLE FOR ALL CONDITIO NS -60.00u 0.000 0.000 XHRP G*TIOG IN. 


























5 0 9 so is 20 2 30 Be3 4 4 4a so as all as1 ASo - 0 -





OATAT e D * O 

CANARD ELEVCN RUDDER META 
=ISYMBOL CCVFIGURATICNDE3CRIPTICN 	 . 000 SHrF 5.65 00 Q. N . 
( g o~ 1; .:FC4II 0D/C( O S )~ W 4 4AV 
 3 .050 IN.
 (CZO ) IG/C ~We 4 4AVT 	 -30.000 .000 0.000 LRF
000FC4 	 COOSTE 

.000 .000 RF 6 099 0 N. 
1.,OO) 18 O/ 0CTR,) gW 4C4AV T -00.000 O .000 OO. XHR G Do s. 
IE2 6O01 C .I GD C(600TR)BIW 4AV l 	 -45 0 00 0 

4 .1 ( 

0 000 IN .
4C4A7 15.000 .000 .000 	YmRP 
Z-RP 8 4.035























NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD ZLEVOM RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CZ-UD 
C€ .]00 I 
{{G 
5 ) . 
M8rC401 GO/C(SOOS T"R)8I2WI4CAV7
DA TA NOT AVA ".ABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 



















(CO ) AA NOT A.VAILASLE FOR ALL CCNDfTICW$ -ao*Qmou 0.000 D.Guoe XMRP G,?ltCU IN. 
(Cm.012) 
RACK 
DATA NOT A 
06* 
AIL.ABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.OL]D 0.000 0.000 YNRP 
ZM0P 
S 

















- .. -04____02 __0._ __0._ 0. 06 0. . .2 14 16 . 
U.)__ C___0.8 I___ D____ 00__ R E 
___00_.0. 
A: .0 
 WI C A 70 
 0 0 0 0
I 
_ __a _ C 8 G / ( O S [ )B ~ W ; & V ° OO O O OQ




-_.__O IS.- O A A N T A A A L O L 
 I < N 






















NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
DATA 29T AyM.4 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CLEVOW RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I€C 001 HFC 01 GD/C(BO0 TER Bl9WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.00a Q.QUU SREF 15.4560 SQ.IN ° 
R:001;)2 
tenac5c) 
H.3FC481 *D/C(STR) SI9Wl4C4AV? 













CaOl) DAT O VAILA LE FOR ALL CONDITION -0 DoU a*Q 0,O MP 6700D IN. 
(CGDIJHQC 6SGD TR SZOW14C4A5STDD 0.000QO YMRP 0* 00 IN: 
ZMRP O.ODOD IN. 





















- DATA SET #YHOL 
1 C380011, 4 
(Cr58009) L 





___ ._ ____ 0.0-0.2 _ 
ABLE--~--

A'C____ FORIA__ CODIINS-3.00 

0.3TA__ NO AALBL O L CNIIN 
L0.D E0.6 R4--0.2 O 0.0 
CCNIOURATIaN DESCRIPTION 
"5HFC4*i G0,C(SOOSTER)SISWIZ4CAAVT 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE£ FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT 'AVAIL.ABLE FOR ALL. CONDITIONS 
DOATA NOT AVAIL*ABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
2.007O
 







0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 1.0 1.2 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BE£TA 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
-30.000 0.000 [3000 
-45.000 .0.000o 0.000 
-60o.000 0.00I0 0.000I 






1.4 .6 16 .0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF '5.6560Sl Q.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0*09 iN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








Ia:00 "a 3 
.,.. OY0.1TRB:W4AV -.. 00 OCa .00X__e._. N 
MACH __.__1 __._ _ _ _ SCALE_ 
O -0.0. -0.0 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.8 1.4 1.46 *.* 2.0 
"NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL- CQNrXIGURATI+J DESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER SETA ArEFRENCE ZNFORNATION
 
('20001' Q I4HSFC4SI 0DC(BOOSTERIBIOW1AC4AV? 0.00 0.00 0.000Q SO1 15.450
RCF 80o4". 
tEZ@IfS) Li. NSrC4S 0D/C(0OOSTER) a1SW14C4AV7 
-30.00 0.0Q33,(00 0.010L0 LRIF 3.o *50t] ". 
tEZSD) CA TA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS -45.000 0.000O 0.000 BREF 0.0990 IN. 
lESO0li' MFC 45* GOC BOOSTER SIOWIAC¢4AS? 15.000 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
 
-ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
H~tH A *OSSSCALE 0.=00) 5 
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C. . M 
_____ 0.0 .DO SE ______DCTR)IW44AT000a.50 S. 
-U. 
C 
ci ' -9 O 
__) ____G/( B£)~W 
_DTAALBEFO_ __TS-0,O 





































CAH 5 A 0o3 
PAES0 
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MACHA F.1CE CSEFICENT CN03 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 





z . 00 -. 40.4 -. _____ . . .__ 1.0__ 1.2 1. .6 2. 
--
c 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER B9TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C28 0,) 
D 
HSFC401 OD/C :C0STER' I.Wl4C4AV7 0 000 0°00 0* REF 5.S S°N 
(CO fFC01G/€BSTER) ZOgW14CAV -30:000 O*:00 G:GoD LREF .. 95 0 N 
(£¢ 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON ITIOS :45 ago 0.DO OREF 6Q9 N 
lc gDZo . DATA NOT AVAILABL O ALL CONTI * 0:000Q,D HRP 7, 0 1N 
C2,02X) MSFC 481 ODIC BOSTER Slgwl4C4AST 15.000 0.0D O.U00 YMRP Q°GDOU IN. 
ZMRF 9.000D IN. 
MACM 1.21 SCALE 0.003$ 
PAGE 507 












-1'.0 -0. -0.0_ -0.4_ -02 00 . .4 06 1. . 12 14 . 1. . 
I . . 2 .F: M 
ca:-130 1-C4. -0.4 --0 • • 4C1A 
€)*I7 0 30.000 0 .00 .0 0 .00 LR4 3.0950lIN.• •
 
IC lll~tg O HOT A'AILAaLE FOR ALL. CONDITI N 8 -45.0013 0.l0001: 0.000 DRIF 6.*099g IN.
CA A 

€11=100.01, .ATA HOT A VAILA04C FOR AL~L CC+RDXTI[CNI -. 00033 0.0013 0.000 XMRP 6.7S1 IN.
 




MACH 1L.462 SCAL 0.00*
D31
 
- PAGE 508 














-- 0, -0.0 -0.0 -0. -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.8 1.4 1.9 1.9 6°0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 N o 
,0.000 0.000 0.0 SREF 1.5 SQ*I
 
:CC2.:.Oo MFC4 GO/C BOOSTER BlgW14C4AVT -30.000 0.000 	 O.o~oO Isnr 3.:05 IN.
 
GDOU BRIEF 6.0990 IN.
 
U .S01; HSFC48 aDCBS )~W 4V 
-. 5.000 0.000 ° 0 R P  

-AICAA' NOT A VAILA:LC FOR ALL CONDITIONS 	 XM -00ALEL F C 	 -00 Do0 OupD0
 

































1. 2.01.2 1.4 2. 8°
-4.,0 -0.* -0., -. 4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONCANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETADATA SET SYMBOL CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION4 
RF S.50 8.
I._00 H SFC48 0/C(BQQT9R 9VW4C4AVT O*O .D .00 
O RE.0 :6.O IN.
 Ca ~) C48 I D/C OOST I W19 4C4AV? -30°09 

I zclo) C:jOC(OSV(aIW4£V 
 O.OUU a IN:-45.0006  .00000XR 000 BR£F ~ 6.0990icMSF  401 GD/C(BOO3TER)BIgWi4C4AV7 

i 5*oO 0000 0.000OO YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
2MRP D*OOUO IN.








LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 







NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
DATA 3ET SyMOOL CCNFI*URATICW DE3CRIPTION CANARD ELEVCN RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATICN 












.. C -. 1 -D/C(BC05TER)5I9WI4C4AV? 

















MACK 4.000 SE A 0.0035 
PAGE 511 




















8 10 . . . . 
0.0L -. 0 3 
DATA BET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICH 
(C DD) S 48 G/C(:00 TER} BIgWl4C4AV?0.I9 .43: D/C OOS G ) 1 A T 
050,S HSrC 401 oD/C(BOOSTER)Dl9WZ4CAVT 
1.eO) MSF ol oD/C(aO0STER) SI2WI4C4AVT 
(ca.011) M8 C 401 GO/C BOOSTER SIgW14C4AD? 
MACH 4.060 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN 
CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA 
a°G 00D0 a Goo-30 , Du 0°000 
-45.000 0.D00 0.000 
-60.000 0.000 0.000 






















• • 040° .8lO1.2 1.4 ,.0 7°# 2.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 















SREF 16 .65.0 SQ.IN. 
.0°9} - DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL 
€ONDITIONS -30.00u0 .000 0.000 LREF °0950 IN. (; O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
(aOO DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'FOR ALL CONDITIONS -GO.D00 .0 D 0.OO*00 XMRP 6.710o IN. 
(C24011) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIC*NS 15.0D .00 O.Qu .00 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
imap 0.0000 IN. 
-MACH Q°607 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 513 










o 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 _. 1.4 1._ 8.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT," CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL €o rIGURATIONDE3CRIPTION CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 4 1 
1CS: 1) M3F : GO/C(BOSTrR):lgW14C4AV? .O.OOQ8 0,0 .60 S.N 
2Za0) M3FC48I DIC OOSTE I I WI4C4AV7 -3:ooo, *00, gO*O R ,Q0 * 
([Sg) DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
I'SSO) H0.48 G/C(B::STER)819WIAC4AVT -60.000 0.090 0.000 XHRP .6.7100 IN. 
4€asol) M3FC Asi ODIC BOOSTER BZ9Wl4C4ADT 15.000 0.000 0.000 YHRPZMRP 00.4 O*OuoO IN'.IN. 
HA H 0.00 . SCALE .0 .5 
DIPAGE 514 










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CLEVON RUDDER BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IczS0Ol) Q MSFCA8i CD/CCOOTR)B±CW±AC4AVV 0.0 0.0 .o00 I5'.6O66u 59.IN.ODD SRCF 

I(C2oo) LI NoC4aI GD/C(BOOBT7ER)aDISWIAC4AV? 

.30.00o :.0DD
CEZ.C,0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C4DTICOqS 0 D00 LREF .050 IN.
fl.00 0.00 
 0.0 .F .u9 N
BIG 
£051) *NFC 401 GD/C BCOOTER BI9W1I4^A1 15.000 0.000 0.000 TNRP 0.00 N. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACH 0.9$4SCL 
I(ca*0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -60.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 4.7100 IN. 
PAGE' 515 




















ODATANOT AVAILABLE F  ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 













SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN& 
LRIF .3.0s0 IN. 
BREF 6.0i90 IN. 
XNRP 6.71d IN. 
YMRP O.OOO0. ZN. 
ZNRp O.oO IN. 
MACH . 1.007 SCALE 0.0035 
P.GE 518 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
0.4 










0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 8.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 

















IN. (c2001±' H5'C 461 GD/C BOOSTER SIOWISCAAS? 15.000 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
MACH 1.051 SCALE. .05 
PAGE 517 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
C.. /­






0 .0 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1 1.4 i;4 1.0 8.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 









DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

































HACK 1.105 SCALE 0.039 
PAGE '518 






Li .a , 0.2___ 
cc .FC4 I____*0CSCOTRIW4CA7-3.0 
DAT SE Y0L C(IUAINDSRPINXNR 


















RF 1.50 S.N 
RF 505 N 
















0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.0 -2".0 2. 04i6 . 2.e 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. Co 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION. 
C2:01 Q'SFC461 GD/C(0OO5TER)B19Wj4C4AVT 
(cz0DO)CS09) L HSFCA82 &D/C(B005TER)BIgW1AC4AV7 
=E2:C501 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 .' D}ATA NOT A VAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
i{asol ) NSrC 491 OD/C fX>03T90 SLOW14 4A87 
CANARD ELEVON 
-.000 0.000 
--3'0ODD a 0 00 
_..:000 O:.OU 
.00.000 O.OuU 








BREF 25.6sid SQoLN. 
LREF .0950 IN . 
DR r 6*U0 IN: 
XNRP 6.SO IN. 
YNRp .0 00 IN. 
Z-0P 0.0000 IN. 
5 2 0 
MAC" 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 












DATA SE T SYMBOL CONF IGURATION DESCRIPTION4 CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C2aU M3FASI8 7 Ll O .O01D 0.0030 SREF 

..( )) 9 M;~SICA01 GD1 C (BOOTFR)8I9Wl4C4AVT -3o1DL 2 0 0.000*O LREF 3.0950L IN.
 






1.DTA No' AV4LA L.E FOR ALL CO.NDITIONS -45.000 0.000 0.000 BREI 
6.*0 90 IN.
 
:12:CO ) XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
(C26011) KSFC 161 GO/C BOOSTER BIgWI4C4AS7 15.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.00110 IN. 
ZMRp 0.0000 IN. 




__ __ __ _ _ 
C 














.FC. I D/C_ T0I. 
4..__
 
"rc 4* OD/CSQOSTR)±SWI4C4AV 
MCJ01SFC441 GD/C(BOOSTERJ B~W4C4AV? 
NSFC408 OD/C(SOCSTR)DBIOWI4CAAVZM  401 0  BSTO3ER BIW4C4A7 

MSFC ASS GDtC OOSIR SIOWI4C4AO? 




-. 00 00* 0.000SE RP '5650 0.. IN 
60.000 0.000 0.000 XRP O1 00se 
 I0N
 
-45.000 b.000 O* OHRP IN.N.- . 0. 0a 0.00000  YORP 6.poioU.0000 
15.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
0.0 










0.0 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1. 1.0 8.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 




















L0 MSFC 401 GD/C(B STER)OB1IWI4C4AVY DATA NOT AVAItLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.00 -60.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF XMRP 6.0990 6.7100 IN. IN. 
(C28011) NSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BDIWI4C4ABT 15.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP $CALK 0.0000 O*Ooss IN. 
MACH 4.000 
PAGE 523 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 







0.0 . 0.4 0.0 0.8 1;1 0 .2 *4 . ° *, 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
CANARD ELEVON RUDDER BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION ESCRIPTION I(€2001) MSIC4G 1 D.C (DOOTER) 8I2*WI4C4AV7 0.0 ODO 0 O .000 3REF %;.Gsoo 8Q°ZN. 
(C . .) "HF 4I GO/C(BOOSTER) Bl9Wl4C'AV7 -30.000 0,000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
I E2:CIOI MSF --4DD/C(SOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AVT -45.000 
 0.00O Q.OO0 DRr.F 6.09gu IN.
 I ca0 .) M.S.c... G/CC COSTER 3 QI9W14C4AyT -60.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP .,.UO IN.
 




HACH 4.960 SCALE 0.03s,
 
PAGE 524 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
-r--,- -1r-- - i--fl-i-

















J . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. D I i l a 0

-1.0 . . .~l ,r . . i n*.. .
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICN2.t BETA 0.O00 0L OO SREF 1 15.6560 3*N. 
0.935 DER D.000 DCL - 30.000 LREF 3:0:5.0 IN:'ANGE O ATACK
ALH .DEGEE
 
REF 6, 0 IN,
01
0. 1 DCO 30*000 ELEVO 0*000 , 0HR00 IN:0 .* . CANARD - 30.000 A____ 0.00 YNRF 0.0__ IN. 
Z0.cRp 0.00 IN. 
SC E P0 .3AG 5 2 5 0.0S L
10.0 2 DA TA T E RDg V 00 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)619W14C4AV7 CC28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 525
 











r0.00 aE, N 
55 o-- eSI' 30 35 40 45 soIn -0 -




OC 181I I"FORMATICNSYMBOL M^CH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
. . 0
s8 R[ 1$0 .6 Q .I N *
 0 .0 0 0 
2 . 0 B T A 0 0 0 0 D E DCLR
0.000
OCR LREr 3:0950 N
G D A: OPATTAK. DEREE
ANGL LPH  
 N R? IN .
0.000 , 0.000.L0VC4 ,90 0 OCR " 
 4N55 003.0040CANARD - 3 .000 AILRO o 00 0 2RP 
SCALE oD3
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*£** 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 [C280093 oI NOV 71 PAGE 526
 











.20 . .. . . .. . 
0 -Z a a a 2B 30 as 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYNBOL HACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 
0.002 SETA 0.000 DEL 0O000 
1:3 CR 30.000 DLEO -3.0001.04 R*OD [EVO OoOOXMRP 
A A.. CANARD - 30.000 AILR(ON 0.000 
1.464 
.962 DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E*G 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CC28009) 01 
45 so as cl 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRCF 115.60 s5,0 
fRP :08'900 IN. 
CREF 0.0190 in.Y* aD IN 
YNAP 0.0000 IN. 
ZKRP 0.000a IN. 
SCALE 00u3s 
NOV 71 PAGE 527 
of 
. 





I.*5 t-10 a ~ l a ~ l~ I II 1 I l l l 211mi1 3 0l 155o l~ 	 55J Go1! 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.9 TA 0.OUQ DEIL 0.000 SREF 15.6360 S.N 
4.000 	 OCR " 30.000 ELEVON 0.000 H 6? U . 




DATA MIST. COD HVR*E GIALo03
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BZSWl4C4AV7 	 CC28009) 0,1 NOV 71 PAGE 528 













a 0 5 0 2 0 -1 35 4 _1 3 do s 0 s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES.
 
SYMaoL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.:: ORI STAOCjR 0.00Q0 DE0 0 0.000 - 30.000 _,IN -CL 3RCF LREF 13.6560 
SQ.IN. 
9RE 6,riao IN. 
0.o CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP O.OO0 IN. 
0 .204 0.0000 Z0RP IN. 
1.06m DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*GSCL 0.13 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 MC8009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 529 













- a a 










18 1 0 -5 0 8 10 18 *0 *5. 50a 35 40 45 50 5 00 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
2 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORNATION 
*.000 BETA M .0. CROF O D. 0,000 S5.*BGO S0.ZN. 
M *oSFC8 OCL 30.000 71 5GOn000 - NOY PG0:000 n 0050 IN.- 5DR ELEV 0OOQ LRWoORXNRP 8.7100 IN 
CAAR HRP 0.0000 iN. 
DATEGSCALEH T.€ HV 0.005
 
I-SFC4S1 GD/CCBOOSTER)219W14C4Av7 CC280092 01 NOv. 71 PAGE 530
 
LONGITUDINAL-CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 















-10 0 - - is 0 0 _ a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 30.00 
40 45 so 8 40 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
L C, 










MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CC28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 531 











x .. . ... 
Lii 
-in -so -0 a 5 10 s15 20 i5 30 a5 40 48 ;0 86 d0 Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RFERENCE INFORMATION 
".0* BETA 0 D L t .000 RF I0.ZN. 
.0 OM00 OCtRF 5.0950 IN. 
4.900 O.R 30.000 ELEVON 000 XMRP 700.00 IN0 
CANARD - 30.000 AILROJ 0.000 Y00P 0 IN. 
ZMRP . 0000 N 
SCALE 0.0'3' 
DATA MIST. CODE IVR*E*O 
-MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CC28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 5-32 














_______ _____ ,______. 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.4 
MACH NUMBER 
SY 




0.000 DEL O.UDO OR[ 
F[{C INFORMATION 
15.4560 OQ.IN. 
.0.-.000 OCR 0.000 DCL - 30.000 LREF 3O N 
OCR 30.000 KLEVON 0.,00 OR ::.:$c IN. 
CANARD - 30.00O 







•MSFC481. GD/CCBCOSTER)BI9Wl4C4AV7 [G28C41) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 533 



















L0EF .0 1 
CANARD -3D.000 











MSFC481 GO/C1B00STER)BlgW14C4AV7 EG2BC4.11 01 NOV. 71 PAGE 534 









-________ ___ __ 
U--* 
*0.* 
-0 ,56. 0.5 S.0l* 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES . 
20.o00 BETA 0.000 DEL D.000, 
90.000 DER O.Oup DCL -30.000 
OCR 30.000 VLEVOM 0.000 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*C 
MSFC481 GDIC(B00STER)B19WI4C4AV7 
2 .5 3.0 t5*3 
MACH NUMBER 
EG28C41) 01 
4.0 4.5 a.D $.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQIN, 
LREF 3.095U N 
X"RP ::06t20 N 
YMRP ..a... IN. 
0.0P 0,003 I 
CLE UO3 
'NOV 71 PAGE 535 






0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 4.0 5*.06 
~MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RErCRENCC INFORMATION 
, 10S.000 BETA 0.000 DEL O*uOo *REF 10.56 SQ*IM* 
20b.000 DER 0.000 act - 30.000 L,[ :.:u IN* 
mall 6.0290 In: 
OCR 30.000 CLEVON 0.000 XMRP $.?SaoD IN. 





DATA MIST. CODE "VR*El 
-MSFC4B1 GOICCBOOBTER)BI W14C4AV7 CG28C41) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 536
 







1.. 1*.5 0.0 
SyM.OL ALPWA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ID.UDO BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
20.0o0 DER 0.000 OCL -30.000 
CANARD - 30.OD0 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER]BI9WI4C4AV7 
Z.5 3.0 3,5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28C41.) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0.5 
REFERENCE INFORM4TICN 
$ME, 15*.,Go SQ.IN. 
LR[E,90 
BNAP 6 ,7090 IN . 
YMRP 0.00.0 IN: 
tMRp 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 537 













-0.40. 0 0R RC___ 
-o -
0.0oo CLEVO 0.00 
0.0 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
S yMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
50.000 BETA 0.000 OEL 0.000 
40.000 OCR - .:::O D -3, 0 
CANARD 30S.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. COg r HVR*I 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WlC4A 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
G28C42) 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.Sz 
R{FERENC{ lNrORHAr:ON 
SREV 15.4500 SQ.ZN. 
RF;95 |N 
YI4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.SCAL( 0.005 I 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 538 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS












o .000 BEA .00 EL 000 RF 5 N 
-­ 05 
.0.00 O.R 1.00 1.5SYMBOL ALPIA PARAMETRIC VALUES2 0.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 
40.000 DES 0.000 DCL 
OCR 30.00 ELEVON 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRCa 












3'.54.:. .REFERENCE INFORNAYION 
.SREF * 5.S500 50.ZN. 
LREF 3.0050 ZN. 
BR.F 1100 ZN. 
1..- : "YMAP 0'000 ZN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
'NOV-71 PAGE 539 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD-DEFLECTIONS
 Irr­













SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRICVALUE3 0 .0 0 0 _ET _ _ a s0O ,_ 0 A 0 . 0 0 D L 

F 
LAE 3:0950 IN. 
4 o0000 OCR 0.000 DC - 30.000 6.0990 IN.
 
OC 3"00 ELVM 0.0)SrF 
YlRe :o*oou IN:•CANARD - 30.060 AILRON 0.OO0 
IN. , °SCA__ 0ODDOZMRP
DATA MIST. CODE MvR*_ -
MSFC481 GOIC(BOOSTER)BlgWl4C4A .CG2C42) 01 NOV 71 ,PAGE 540 3 







W 0 0._ 1. 15 . S5 . 35 . 45 ___ . 
"R :70..-N 
aymsc5L ALP NA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30.00O BETA alOug DEL 
....D OCR D.O.0 DCL 
DCR 3..0 ELEVON 
CANAR0.2 30.000 AILRCN 
0ATA MIST. CODE EL 









3RCF 15.6560 $Q.IN° 
LRgr 3..990 IN. 
BRP goo IN, 
YRP 0.000 IN. 
Z.RP 0.0000 IN. 
SRE 5.0*35 
NOV 71 PAGE 541 








.0---	 " ______ _____ _ 
ii. 
0.6 .- . . . 0 2.0 2 5 " 3 . 0 4 .0 4 .. 	 9_.9, 
MACH NUMBER
 
5n8Mo ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 
 30.000 SETA 0DI0= DEL 0.000 	 6REF 15.6960 SQ,N. S.
 40.000 	 DER 01900 OCL - 30.000 LRtF 3.0950 IN. 
OCR *0,000 CLEVON O.OuO 3RRP :000 IN 
CANARD - 30,000 AILRON 0.000 YRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE - O.00DATA MIST. CODE MYR*EI 

MSFC4B1 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A 	 CG28C42) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 542
 





















... ... 1-t- ..-- . ... t t-CL4 4-i . 4w 4 4.L.1- L .l 4.l .4.4.lZ .. &&.m4 .4.4 . .4 iL--. 4-t--.-4-..L. .J.r .51-44 
-$6 -01 -S 0 5 10 15- 20, 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 CD 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL $ACM PARAMETRI VALUES R rEACC INFORHATION
 
2.090 ETA 0.000 O£t. 0.000 OREF 15.0560 5Q.I|N.
 
4.0012 OCR 0.000 CCL - 45.000 LREF 3.0050 IN, 
4.960 CCR - 45.000 ELEVON O.U 0 X0RP 6.710 

CANARD - 45.000 AILRON 0.D0 




DATA M$T. CODE XVR*9 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CE28C50-) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 543
 










uiU.0	 _ UJ 
0 is @ 	 0_ 5_ 10 i o .. a 3 0 4 3 o s 
ANGL OF ATAK-LHA'ER
 
.20 	 XMR 91200 IN 
. 0-- - _ __ __ _ l___ 




-18l -0 -8 0 5" 10 15 20 ZS" za 35 40 45 50 88 '50 e, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 	 SDEGREES
 
*Ho0I. HA4 PARAETRIC VALUES 	 REFRENCE NFORHATIO­
4.000 	 OER 0.000 DC!. - 48.0D0 I-REF "5.0950 IN. 
BiR 0.0990, INo
*0 4.980 OCR - 45.000 ELVON 0.000 XMRP 6.1100 IN.
 




DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC 481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B8l9W14C4Av7 . E28C'50) 01 NO,V 741 PAGE 544-. 














U ~ .......... .............
 
-0.4 
-5- -10 a a 5 I0 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so as go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
S¥HOOL RACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I~ e 6 I.J~ 
: 990 OE TA 
.... 

a . O DEL 0 ODD 





41960 OCR - 4EOO LEVON 0.000 	 XMRP G6°T$00 I . 
CANARD - .5.000 AILRON 000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE -. UQ33 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR r 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CE28C50) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 545
 







-45 -1 - 0 5 so is 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA. DEGREES 
ZYMBOL MACH PARAMETRICVALUES 
2.990 BETA 0.0D0D EL 0.00 
•,D DER D.OD C - 5000 
- 500REF 
904,60 OCR -45.000 XLEVON 0.00 
CANARD -45.000 AILRN 0.000 
DATA MIST, CODE "vR 
MSFC 481 GDIC(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CE28C50) 01 
50 so so 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15,5 S.N 
LREf 3,90 . I 
6.0:90 N 
XMRp 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP D,0O:. 0 ,ZHRP a. 0000 IN: 
&CALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 546 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
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-15 --0 - 0 5 10 15 20 *3 30 35 40 45 50 55 *0 CC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNOOL MACN pASANETRIC VALUES REFERENCESCLE..03 ZNrORMATZON 
0.900 OCTA 0.000Q EL 0.000 snr[ 15.500 50-SN. 
-
1.05$
.XMRP OCR 0000Do .9-6000 DCL ORELVN~BREF - 80.000 LREF 5.0950 0.09900 100 IN. PN.N. 
[] 4.900 CANARD - 60.000 AILRON 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZRP 0.0000 Zn. 
DATA MAST.VRE IVR*RMATION 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)619W1404AV7 tC28010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 547
 

















.10-to - 5 . _D _" 3D 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
2 0.900 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 	 . SREV I5.656o SQ.ZNl 1.053 	 DER 0.000 DCL - 60.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OREP 6.0990 IN.o .990 DCR - 60.000 ELEVON 0.000, XHRP a.r100 




DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E*G SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CC2801103 01 NOV 71 PAGE 548' 1.
 









F3 -o 5 - ­





SC15 -10 ST 0B 10 IS g0 25 0 5 4O so of 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AEEECE INVOAMATZQN
*V.00L MAC" 	 OARANETRIC VALUES Q 0.900 OTA 0.000 EL 0.0 REF 15 . 00 SN.11 	 .003 OCR 0.000 DCL - 00.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
.9 a OCR - 00.000 ELEVON 0.0 BMR 6.7090 . 
4.900 	 CANARO - 60.000 AILRCN 0.000 YHRP 00000 'N. 
ZHRp 0.0000 IN. CV MRE-DAAHIT
DAT 	 NZ7. OOE MVRE*GSCALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W1404AV7 	 CC28010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 549
 






















-15i -to 5 0 5 ±10 15 20 *5 30 35 a0 45 a0 55 d0 6.5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 'ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INrORNATIQN
 
2 0.0 ETA 0.000 DCL 0.001, 3MRE; 15.65.0 *,QtIN., 0.000 :R:F 
o - DC: - 80.000 ELCVQN 0.000 SR 8.0990 IN. 
103 OER DCL - 60.000 3.09u ZN 
.960 





DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EVG SCALE 0.003
 
-MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CC28010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 550
 











Lu ___gu IN 
0.E2.03
 
Is -tSo -- a 5 So IS 11 21 - 30 35 41 5 so Q60 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O::BI BETA 0.000 DEL O.QaU BREF S5.6500 $a. IN. 
0, 6 0 O R 0.000 DCL 15 00 0 
R 
LREF I* I DIN : 
tO5 DC EL OOOQXMRP15O D 
 fIO I,

yNp . or.0 00 N 
0,e ZKRP .000 IN, 
I,::$ DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*G C{A { 
,203 CANARD ' 15.000 A ZLlRO 0.000 * 
MSF C 481 GD/C BOOSTER 819Wl4C4AB7 CC28011) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 551 
-0.6 












t o - 0 - 5 1 0 i s t o z a 30P0 3 5 4 0 4 5 s o i m g o s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 
INFORMATION 
.D9a g O TA 0 .0 0 0 D L 0 .000 8R F 
I N6608 .N 
4:00,0 D R 0.000 DCL 15.000 
BsReF 1:6.5.62 8,N2 
•C 	 A N A R D 1 . 0 0 A I L R N 0 .0 0 0 IHR P O . O v O N , 
ZNR P 0.0000 IN. 
CA* .*3 
DATA IST . CODE VR*[ G 
MSFC 481 GDIC BOOSTER BlgW14C4AB7 	 CC280111) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 552 











t -10 -5 0 5 10 is 20 25 so 35 40 45 50 as 40 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o0 BETA 0.000 DEL S•REF 15.6560 $Q,|N, 
o:::.' OCR 0.000 OCL 15.000 WREF 3.0930 IN. 
OR"F 9.0990 IN.105 1 CR 1000 L VN 0.000 X Rp 6°lQzoo

I* oa CANARD $5.000 AILRON 0.000 1 RP 000 IN: 
2.460 ZMRP O I*N.
 
1.950 DATA MIST. CODE£ mvnr*& SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER B1SW14C4AB7 EC280113 01 NOV 71 PAGE 553 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA .0 DEL 0.000 
DER 0.:000. DCL 15-000 
OCR 15.000 CLEVON 0.000 
CANARD. $5.00 AILRON 0.O000 
-T0SCALE 
ANGLEFDATSTCKE. ALPHA. 0DEGR 
BOOSTERI VA9LUES B (C201) 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




DREF 6.0%90 IN. 
XMRP 6.7%00 IN. 
YmRp Do 00 'N* 
21RP OOuD N 
0.0035 
OY71 PAE 55Q4A1Q 
* 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECILONS
 










z- 1 0 a .3 0 2 0 a d1i 4 0 s o G 
! ANGLE OF ATTA.CK, -ALPHA-.'-DEGREES ... .. 
SYBO L MACH PARAktETRIC VALUES !RIFRIN ,FRATO 
ETA "! SHE0. O, 0.500 DE-L 0.000 .R5-.650, . SQ.&N." 
s.09$ DER O,.QO D I L£V LoooQRF " 3 .0g90" I N.
 
0 :.":3 OCANRD 1,5.00 AELR 0.000 

N OXkR 6.0990,- IN. 
XMRP GO00o IN.• 
,40 '. " 1 .ZMRp O.DUDO ]NI. 

-V* , . S CALEI 0 .0 35
 
. . DA:T M I T COD * 
MSFC-481 GDIC BOOSTER- B19WI4C4AB7. ..C28014 ) 0,1 NOV 71 ,"PAGE 555 , 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
*vM60L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9 aETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 10.6560 3Q*IN. 
40 DER ,0 DCL 15.000 LREF 305 ~ 
XREF
 
CANARD 15.°O00 AILRCV 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EO 5CALE 0.0035
 
MSFC 481 GDIC BOOSTER BI9Wl4C4AB7 CC2BOI1) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 55G 
2 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 















0 DC 5 . 0 
 L E 




3.956 DATA MIST. CODE 
481 GD/C BOOSTER 
MVR*ECo 


























- .10 ~ .4~&J.4...L..L.J.44 ..L.L ..&.J.S4. JL 
-1 0 -0 -S 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFERENCE 
2.9 ETA 0.000 DEL: 0.000 
4:.00 OCR 0.000 OCL 15.000 
4.080 OCR 15.000 ELEVON4 0.000 
f ~DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*G 
481 GD/C BOOSTER 819W14C4A27 
..IW4.I ..-...4. 4 . .* . 
25 5Q 35 
ALPHA. DEGREES 
CC28011) 
.. . . . .... .~ .tL.-. 44...... 4 . . . 
40 45 50 $11 00 
INFORMATION 
BREF 15.6560 54.1". 
LREF 3.05 1. 
XHRP 8:710 
ZMP 00.00 IN 
CL 005 
01 NOV 71 PAIGE 558 



































3REF $5.6560 54. IN. 
lRF - 50 
DC -45.000 














MSFC 481 GO/CBOOSTER)B9WI4C4AV7 C628C5O) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 559 
LUIilIUUINAL LHAHAUIERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS 








,- .. . 
0.0 0. 1.0n i 1.0 tOl 2.5l 31.0 3.5l r 4.0 4.8 •s1 
MACH NUMBER
 
1Y100. A PlA PAfiAMETRXC VALUeS REFERENCE INFrORq.TzoN 
10.000 S0oREF Q.iM. 
P0~CER 0,000 DCL 45.000 trr 3.c9ao INd.PCR - 45,000 ELEVOUN 0.000 eitir 5.o0 IN.CANARD - 45.000 AXLRON 0.000 YNRP 0.0OuD IN. 
ZMRP 0.0g00 IN.DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI SCALE O.003s 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BlW14C4AV7 
 CG28C50) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 560
 
















0.0 0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 8.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000. DEL - 0.000 SREF 15.650 SQ.IN. 
2o.o=6 PER 0.000 DCL - 45.000 LREF 3.0950 iN. 
OCR - 45.000 LEVON 0.000 XBRP 0.00 IN. 
CANARD - 45.000 AILRON 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZIIRP 0.000P IN. 
OATA MIST. CODE fVR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC 481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CG28CS) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 561 













0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
OR 0.000 DCL -*.o 
OCR - 45.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARO - 45.000 AILRON .OnoD 
DATA MI5T. CODE MVR*EI 
GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
S.3 3.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28C50) 01 
4.0 4.8 6.0 8.5 
REFERENCE INFORNATIbN 
IREF 19.6500 S*.N. 
LREF 3:00 IN. 
9fEF 4.0990 IN. 
X$RP G.?00 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRp ODoU IN. 
SCALE 0.005 
NOV 71 PAGE 562 






0.0 r *.i m., a.~a .l .u .1 .l .* . . . 
0.0 0.5 1.0 S.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BEOOTA 0.000 DEL 0.006 
ZDOD DER 0.000 DCL - 45.000 
CNRD - 45.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE[ HVR*El 
MSFC 481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 
i f 
2.0 3.0 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
CG2BC50) 01 
4.0 4.8 0.0 J* 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
GRer 10.05.. S4.1N* 
LREF 305 N 
xmR lF 6.*09 0 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 563 









, l .0o00 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 3REF 1,. 6 3Q.IN. 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2 . 0 0 D R 0 0 0 D D C L 6 0 . 0 0 0 L R E F O. .O I N *
0R .. G.rl9o: o IN.
 
CANARD - 40.000 AILRWN *D.D ym P 0.0000 IN. 
2 MRP O*DUDU IN. 
SCALE DU3SDATA MIST. CODE VRI 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 564
 












U _ _t_ _ _ _ _ i_ _J_ _ _ _ 
-. 0 
200 
O's 1.0 .5 80 5. 
0. 0 OCR____ 0.___0__ O_______L__3:05 I 
.006.90 N 
.10 ANA 0.000 DELR 0.000 
__ .__IN. 
1-0 CAARBE  0.000 DELRC 0.000 . ORF 03.0000 IQ.N. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVA*EI SCALE 0O.U35 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 5G5 











SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
[, o000 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
;:-*OuO OCR 0.000 OCL -­ 50.00 
OCLVC a 0ANARD - 0000 A1ILRo Ooa 
. 
-0.E3.03 





REF 13.6560 SQ.IN. 
3LREF 3.0930 IN. 
XMRP ::.9.0 IN*:Y 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP DOO00 IN.13*00 . 
NOV 71 PAGE 566 








S0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 *.a 	 3.5 4.0 4.5V.0 	 5.0 0.D 
MACH NUMBER
 
SyHBOL ALOHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 ECTA 0.000 DEL 0.*O0D 3RVF 15.6560 3Q*ZN,
 
20000 C£R 0 000 
 OCL -- 60 000 
 LRF a*95 IN




CANARD - Go Duo AILRON 0.000 VMRP O.OOUu - IN. 
CODE ZMRP O*ODUO IN.
DATA H 0.T 0 LVR. 	 SECALE 0.003. 
MSFC481 GO/CRB 00STERBW4C4AV760PAGE CG28C47 01 NOV 71 	 567
 







-ILu 	 ___o 0.0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 0.5 1.0 S.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
5YMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 BETA 0.000 BEL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF .0950 "IN. 
OCR - 60.000 0 NLP 6 , 0 N 





DAT H3T COE vRrI$CALE 

MSFC481 GDICCBCDSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 5G88
 
_ _ _ __ 
_ _ 



















BE TA 0.000 DEL 
OCR 0.000 OCL 
OCR - 60.000 CL0VON 
CANARD - 90.000 AILROMI 







SREF $5.6560 $*.IN. 
LNEr 3..Qoo IN. 
aRP 6.00 IN. 
YHRP O*ODUO IN. 
ZMRP O*UO IN.00 5 
MSFC481 G/CTBOOSTER)BIWl4C4A G2BC48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 569 
LONGIJUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




















M 4.0 0 1.0 1.5 
srHoOL ALPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
*0.000 SETA 0.000 DEL2 4O O0.000 D.a ct. 
OCR - 00.000 ELEVeN 
CANARD - 60.000 AILRON 














4.0 4.5 5.0 50P 
REFERENCE INFQRNATXO# 
SREF S*600tU S0.IN. 
LREF' 3.0050 IN. 
OMR S*agOO IN. 
TNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. SCALE 0,0 36 
01 NOV 71 PAGE' 570 
______ 



















CAAR - 000 	 _00___O _P .00 N 
S-0..
 
00 0.3 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.'5 5.0 5.6 
MACH NUMBER 	 " 
SyfloOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 1 REFERENCE X rORHATZQN 
30.000 	 OETA 0.000 DEA. 0.000 SREF 13.8650 50.1N, 
40.000 	 OCR 0.000 DCL - 60000 . . . LREV 3.0950 ZN. 
DCR - 80.000 ELEVON 0.000RP OI N 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A 	 "CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 571
 






I-0.2 D BETA 00 D00..3 
-0.4 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
'SyMbOL ALP4A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
50.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 
40000 DER 0.000 DCL2CR. ELEVQN 
CANAR D - 40.000 AILRON 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28C48) 01 
4.0 4.8 5.. 5.2 
REFERENCE INrORMATION 
ISt 15.tSS0 S0.ZN. 
LREF .0900 ZN. 
BR F t.ofio ZN 
YN81 O0OO NZ P I . 
SCALE 9.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 572 
LUNUIIUUINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECIUNS
 










0.2 . . . . . . 
0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 s*O z*z .0 3.5 4 0 4.5 8.0 e*g 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
32.O00 BETA 0.00 DEL 0.000 SReF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
40.000 OCR 0.000 DCL - 60.000 LREF - 3.0950 IN. 
OCR - 80.000 £LEVC4 0.000DC - O*DD [[V.4.ODXMRP BRP 8.7100 IN. 
CANARD - 00.000 AILRON O.OD YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE nVR*r SCALE D0o35 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B1W14C4A CG28C48) _01 NOV 71 PAGE 573 
___ __ __ 
















00 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0" 2.5 a .0 * 4.0 4.5 	 * 
MACH 	NUMBER
 
SIYMBOL +LPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA71ON 
00OO MIA O.000 DEL 0.000 SREF ;0.6560 SQ+IN. 
..0 000 	 DR .000 OL 15 .000 R r
F 
3:0::o N: 
OCR 15.000 ELEVON 0.000 XHRP 0.S lu 1N. 
CANARD 15.000 AILRON DOOG Y'aP 0.O000 IN. 
DATA MIST- CODE MVR*ClL£ 	 . 5 
MSFC, 481 GD/C BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AB7 	 CG2BC44) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 574
 




















-'* 0. l.0 $.5 8.0 9.5 5.0 3;5 4 .O48 5.0 0.4 
MACH NUMBER 
GYMDOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z.000 PER 0.000 DCL 15.0*00 
OCR 15.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD 10.D00 AILRON 0.000 
DATA Hi3T° CODE HVRS[I 





































-o.0 0.0 9.0 1. 2.0.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVE3 
.DU MI£A 0.000D EOL 0.000 
ab oo DR 0.000 DCL s5*moo 
DCR 10.000 XLEVON 0.00 
C A N A R D 5 . 0 0 0 A I LR O N . 0 0 0 
DATA H13T* CODE MVR*EI 




4 4.5 a.0 $.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
SR F 15*16 0 2E. 
Dr r 3.O..0 IN. 
MRP G.r+ oo IN, 
MR P 0* O I N . 
ICALI :0003s 
NOV 71 PAGE 57G 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




0.4-__" 	 __ __________ ____._____ 











- .a. 0.5 1.0 1.5 * 2.0 . 3.0 5.5 - * 4.0 T.50 	 5.6 
MACH NUMBER
 
11.50 	 L P PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIGW 
. DO0 E TA 0.000 DEL 0.000[F 1.660 S.:. 
DE 	 .00 1500RFDL 
 6.0090 IN. 
OCR 15.000 EtEVCvI" 0.000 0MR o.riou IN. 
CANARD 15 .00 A LR N . 000 Y RP O.O uo IN . 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA H CC000 0T. MCRCL .CALE 0.0035 
.-MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BlWI4C4AB7 	 CG28C44) 01 NOV 71 PAGE. 577
 







0*.oao 51; 1 5 2 .0 2 .5 3 . 0 .5 4 . 0 4 . 0 .o0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES R{ ECc W~ORMATION 
IDOU BETA olouu DEL 0*00D ,RE 0S5. SQ.IN.
 
LR~r , 66.5 1N.
.G 0 DE 0,000 DCL 15.000 R 

ocol 15,000 ELEVC 0.000 OMR ::*"ou I
 
A.o00 
 YMRP 0. 000 IN .
 
SCA 0035
 DATA MJST. COD HVR*El 

MSFC'481 GD/C BOOSTER BI9W14C4AB7 	 CG28C44] 01 NOV 71 PAGE. 578
 












0.0 .. 3 5 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
3D.000 BETA 0o0 0 DEL 
40.000 DE R 0.000 DCL 
OCR 16.000 ELEVON 
CANARD 10.00D AILRONI 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C62SC45) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 8.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
N 




BRVF .* S0 0 N1 
XMRP O.Tiou IN. 
YMRP 0, an IN: 
z MRP Do.O 
NOV 71 PAGE 579 









O~. . . . . . . ._ __ _ . . . . . . . . . 
-. 0
 





ODvo DEL 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SReF 25.6560 SQ*IN* 
"4 0 .0 0 0 D R . U G 
DCR 15.000 
CANARD 16.000 
DATA IST. CODE 

























MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19Wl4C4A (628C45) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 580 












00. 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
50.000 BETA O.00 DEL 
40.000 DER 0.000 DCL 
OCR 15.000 ELEVON 
CANARD 15.000 AILRON 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28C45) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.0650 0.IN. 
LRE 3.0950 IN. 
B0RPF 4.100 N 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.000 IN. 
SCALe :. 00S 
NOV 71 PAGE 581 








'SYBO Il~ wA w PARMERI VALVE MACH NUMBE REFEENC INFORMAIONLPA 
2.0 2.5___ 3.03. 40 48 .0 5. 
MF41
 
DAAMS .CDEwRE _ __0.2 __ CL 
MACH NUMBER 
SSY~oOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATOI 
o 30.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000- SREF 15.4560 80.5Nh 
• 40.000 DEn 0.000 OCL 15.000 LREF 3.0950 -IN. 
DCR 15.000 ELEVc#J 0.000 CREE XHRP 4.0990 6.7100 IN. ZN. 
CANARD 15.000 AXLROM 0.000 YHRP 0,0000 ZN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA NEST. COVE MVR4EI 
MSFC481 GU/CCBOOSTER)B19WI4C4A- CG28C45) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 582 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 










0.0 . 1 
SYM0OL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES 
30.000 SeTA 0.000 DL 
.000 DR0.000 O CL 
OCR 15.000 CLEVON 
CANARD 15.000 AZLRON 











4.0 4.5 5.0 S.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OEr 13.0500 Sr.*IN. 
ELRF 3.0950 ZN. 
6... IN.XNRP 0.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN: 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 583 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
.1 i---i--i--f -r--rrr -rr-rruul-r-rl- -r--r -rrr r-rr rrlJ-rrii- r-ri rrTT~l -rI-m -rrrlt -rrr-r 
i 
hi 









ILI -- -' 
.-- -a 
QQ 
< -. 06 __ 













SNIP 25.6060 so*IN. 

























"MSFC4"81 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (D28001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 584 






























- .0 40IN 
Z0R 

.4 ..... 06 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
is -0&a 0 8 s0 55 to a5f 0 55 40 45 s0 as so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 I.0 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 15.6860 50.1". .4* QR 0.000 OCL 0.000 LRCF 5.000 IN 
.58 OCR 0.0.0 ELCVON 0.000 OMRE - .0900 1". 





MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B1W14C4AV7 C028001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 585
 
















-to 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40-2 -8 
 45 so 5$ 40 of 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUEZ REFCRENCE INFORMATION
 
M.0 0 DELIITA 00 
 0.000 SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN.
 
:*00 DE DCL
R :O0O0 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
0.95 OCR 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 BREF .99 in,
XMRP IN 
.,007 CANARD O.*DD AILRON 000 yMRP 0.00 00 I
 
D, ::10. DATA H13T. CODE MVR*E*OG SCALE 0:D003 s 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 [028001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 58G
 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyM80L MAC4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S.DI OEA 0.00 .00SREF 16.6060 SQ°XN.
DL 

1.402I DER 0.000 DCL 0.000 LREF 
 3.0950 IN. 
1 9 5 0 . CR a oD o L VO N 0 .0 0 B R o M F : : 0 9 9 0 I N : 
. XH~RP 6?0 N

,9o ANRD 0.000 AILRM 9.000 YHRp 0,00uu IN.
 
4o0:D. AN 
 ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
[ 4o960 DATA HIST. CODE mvR#*GG SCALE 0.0033 
•MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bt9Wl4C4AV7 C028001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 587
 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECI.NS















. -. 030.000EL000 EVA RF 1306 3.N 
J-. 
-2 -0 - - a 10 is 20 13 30 30"O
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
D0RF 
0 0 9 4 O R 0: 0 0 0 S L V O N " O . D O 
1 .00? 'A..NARDLO 0.000ALRR O.O 
1 .052 
1.105 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*00 
MSFC481 G0ICCBOOSTER3B19Wl4C4AV7 C028001) 01 
40 so so go 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
3.0990 IN. 
XORP 6 : , 9. 0 I'M : 
HP OoO000 IN. 
ZMRP O.UuUO IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 588 
as 



















0'- - 0t0 
-1 0 -to - 5 0 5 to is 20 to so 35 40 45 50 55 *0 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyHDOL M44" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIC1N 
&.20 8ETA 0.000D EOL 0.000 GREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
::462 DER 0.0D0 OCL 0.000 LR[ 305
DREF e,90 IN:
 
1,9 °OO0 D L RVO O°DDXMRP 4.7100 IN.
 
DogARARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRp D.0000 IN.
 
.00 0 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
4.960 DATA MIST. COAN FVRAETTCK ACALA DEGREE
 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CD28001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 589 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
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20 D S ES E 




D801O O 1 
03 
PG 9 

























-o -10 -5 0 5 10 15 t0 25 30 55 40 45 S0 
 do of 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
$yMDOL 'MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
1.01 BETA a.000 DEL 0.000 
 SREF *5.560 "59.i'o
S:462 DER 0.:00 DCL 0.000 
-RF 3.0050 IN. 
XHRP 0 Do0 IN:
.90 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 ZN.
 
000 ZHRP O.0OD0 IN.
 
.. 060 DATA HIST. COOE iVRn*r*l SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CD28001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 591
 









u_ -- O 
-1. -0 - 0 5 to is to so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOv' MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SE0BT^ 0.000 DEL 0.000 
DE00OR 0.O00 DCL 0.00009tF -.. 
5;94 DRO EV Oo 
1.00rOO CANARD 0.D000 AILRON 0.000 
IR O.0a 
CS 1.10 DATA MIST. COD HVR*E*G 
"MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]BlSW14C4AV7 (028001) 
40 
01 
_46 so as s0 66 t 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6,560 SQ.|N.' 
LREF 3:0950 IN. ;090 
XMRP 6.?G N 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE -592' 
i 
0 










 -- a 1- 5 11 is 20 25 30 D 45 so 55 Go as 
- ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES"
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 3-080 IN . 
D 0.00.0O O CL 0.003 ,*
z
 
• $.D8 DR .000 CLEVON 0.000 EXMRP Og6.?10O N,IN
 
', . 9 0 C A N R D 
 . Oa A I LR O N . 0 0 0 M RP u 0.a 1
',.Due ,t i ZHRPp .,0:0 - N 
CN 4.160 DATA MIST. COD mVR4E Ga SCALE 0.003f, 
MSFC481 GD/C[BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 (D28001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 593
 















-16 -10 -5 go k5 so 3SDD D 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 'ALPHA. DEGREES 
S MSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
O . D Z B T A .0 0 0 D L 0 .0 0 0 
*D R O ODD DCL - 30.000 
O.5CR 30,000 ELEVON 0*000 
.2,0 0 C A N A R D - 3 0 0 0 0 A I L R O N 0 .0 0 0 
1.464 
Cs 1962 DATA MIST. COD MVR*E*0 










55 so of 
ECc INFORATION 
$15 5 Q o | N o 
609SO IN. 
S.Oisa IN. 















I 20 go BETA 0.-- 0- DE-.0 
-- -- F 1.50 $.N 
N.P 0.00 N 
-­*D 
-Li* 1 o , 1 , g , l s t , * l * 1 [ [ 1 * i l i i ~ * ~ l r l * ~ l 




. 0 DLOOO RF 
E¢ NOMTO 
1.50 8*N 
CANRD30ODD ANGLEDD OF ATACKALPA. DGREE 
*.S ABTA TE 0.00 0.00 SRVRV 15.s560 S0.IN. 
S 4.00GDCRBO 0T0R00 DC AV7so2O09a0oN LRE PA0GE 5N. 




















DR 30:,0Oa CLEVON 0.000 
1.20*D CANARD - 30.000 AILR f 0.O00 
1.404 









































0 0 -S3 
0 .0





DATA HI. CODE HVR*E*00
 
MSFC481 GD/C[BOOSTER)BBlW14C4AV? (0280093 01 NOV 71 PAGE 597
 































: : 5S O R.OR
1 2 50CANARD 
1:46,0.902 DATA 
a 10-s5 go -to 3D"0 so 
ANCLE.OF A-TTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARA ETRIC VALU S IR 
0.000 D L .000 
0 .0 0 0 C L - 3 0 .0 0 0 
- 30.00 AILRO 1 0 1 
.0TCODE HVR*E * 
40 45 so Go 0 so 
FER NCEINFOR ATION 
15.F6., 60 Q*tmo 
LR E F 3 o0 0 P U I N . F .099 0 
IN: 
y3Rp 5 0 000 N .-
ZNRP 0.00ou IN .SCALE 1.0.35 
MSFC481 GD/CcBOOSTER)BgW4C4AV7 C028009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 598 
--













.000:: 	 ONE' 1­
-
IS5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 is 20 25 so 30 40 45 60 an do 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.990 	 BETA 0.000 DCL 0.000 SREF 15.0560 $Q*IN­
4.000 	 OCR 0.000 OCL - 30.000 RF,90 * 
4,960 	 OCR 30.000 ELEVON 0.000 XIRP 4.7100 IN. 
CANARD - 30.000 ALR_ .000 YuRp O.MOno IN. 
Z.RP 0.0000 10. 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODC HVR*E*00 

MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 (028009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 599
 








LL .04 _ 
I 
toL-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
E-0BTA 0.000 OCL 0.000 
Q.0:5 OCR 0.000 OCL - 30.000 
1.034 -OCR 30.000 CLEVON 0.000 
II CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 
0ZHP 
2.968 DATA MIST. COD HVR*E*O& 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 (D28009) 01 NOV, 
RCFCRENCC INFORMATION 
8REF IS.860 S*.IN, 
LRVF 305 N 
BRrr ::°O::. I'M: 
XMRP 4.7100 sm. 
YMRP DODDO IN. 
0.0000 N. 
SCALE 0.0035 
71 PAGE O00 










a0:•.. MIA_OC 0.000 DEC 0:.00LE SE 1.6 
Li -. 086 
I--
SCLE0.23 
15' -10 -- a 5 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
85 30 *5 
ALPHA. DEGREES 
40 *5 '50 55 40 *t 
SyNOOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ZNFORNATION 
*.Q EA 




















CATA MIST. COVE HVR*E*G SAE 003 
- MSFC4S1 GD/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 (-028009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 801 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 


























1. 4 C-.0* __ 





























_ _. __O 8Q 
3D5 N 
E 9 N 





0.0028GD C B 
0.S t 
O RBETA0.000VDEL 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.990 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 3REF 15.6560 &Q. IN.
 
Zo DER 0 000 CL - 3 . ooo LR F0 fL 0 00 0 I.9
4.4 C V) 0 . 0 R[F 5. HN 
4e900*00 DR V O.DDXNRP 6* 0oo IN.
 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN: 
ZoRP 0.0.00 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. CODE MVR#r*00 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]B19W14C4AV7 (D28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 603
 
epo Dirrr$1-rll-rrrrr 
-irr n rr i,rr 














- a a 5 10 



































MSFC 481 GDCCBOOSTER)BlW14C4AV7 
H28C50) 
 01 NOV 71 PAGE 604
 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA-AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-. 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
0.000 DOl 0.000 
0.000 CCL - *5.000 
- 45.000 ELEVON 0.000XHR 











MSFC 481 GD/CCEDOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 (H28050) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 605 















-to~aa aIB s10 IIIs 90 t * 30 5 4 l 45igir so s so* 061 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, -ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SE90BTA 0.O0° DEL 0.000 OREF .1$.0560 ,SQZN. 
4 0 OCR 0.000 OCL - 45.000 LRer 3.0950 IN. 
41.960 OCR - 45.00° EUEVcN 0.OO0 OMRP 6.09 0 IN, 
CANARD - 45. 00 AILR-- -.­ 0.000 -- YMRP 0---
ZMRP .0OO05 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODC MVR*VG SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC 481 GDICCBOOSTER)B19Wl4C4AV7 [H28C50] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 0G 
0 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








LL -. oe 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.00D DEL 0.000 
0.000, DCL - 45.000 
- 45.000 ELEVON 0.000 










a 0000 IN . 
TCALE ZNRP 
0:00000.0035 IN. 
MSFC 481 GDIC(8OOSTER)BIBW14C4AV7 CH28C50) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 607 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
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CAAR -­ 500 
41GI{OSERBg1CA7[2C03 
IRO .00YR 










LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 









MFbG/(0TE-BlW4AV C0800 . 01 NOL 71 PAE 0
 
S so I , 3 
_0 4 s 
...... . ..... ..........ANGI-E--OF-A TTACK-,-

I 
}AIPH A.,-DE GREESJ - -- ,.. .. . .;. .. .
 
SYMBOL. M AH PARAMETRIC VALUES Io 0o 0 BETA 0 DUD DEL 0.000 REFERENCE tINFORMATION:IS.6360 .REF 
 $Q.IN: 
90 2°991 OCR "10OD0 
_ '£LEVON.. O OO ------ ... 
 F . " IN. 

, ; 


























O C O A L O . 0 
__-6000 RFa 
X P0 0 0 
N 
N _ -
SoD D£ O.DDD -60.DO 
DATA HlST. CODE MVR*E*G0 



























-. 010 -03 
a:Wy -. o 
--	 4-IN
 
a:" -. ogo 	 ' 
-1, 	
-. __. 0 ..4 - - -a o 
~ ....0 BET. ... ..O o .. . I . .. 0 00 ..... .. . ... . .. aI 1.... • . .... 

I 	 a 
-- -il. 	 p! - .- -U 
+
-_. 04 . eeL ... .. 4- 4L . ..&a..± " .... .... . &4 4 .&4LL.....4 4 -4 4.. j .& +4'4 .t . J L 4 4 ± -- & ..--­
+ i ~~AGLE 	 DEGREES
P OR ATTACK. ALPHAM
Ii~MR-.	 M bo IN.I • .I 

aZ 	 I I R F + I* + 0 I . + 
. .0 	 t90 OCR. - 60.000 CLEV t 4 0).000 I , BR| 6.09*0pID3 IN. 
,,[.,o-.AD -,a'a .aa 1 XYMP 0.,fl00 : + 
I t |I I YMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*kGG~ I -L 
t-SC4G1 GO/CCEOOSTER')819W4t4C4AV7 	 • C0[2801i0) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 611
 
! 	 I + I . • 
" _. ... " L+-._+.. _L .. ,+ _... ._.....+L,., '.I++ , J +:+_,_ + , , , , i,, ., I+-.;u
,++''+, )!+. ;'.. + t + '+++''-' .. t- .	 +U4.,t'' ,,''" , r  ,Us. "+ . A,LKLJJ,U.. C A,, °V+?I '-Ata 	 -+*A.LV,,+, 
-. t' * ~ - tW i Vi+ J 2 j + 'JAvi. S Z.tt2_ 











I 10 a~lI~ to4 ll 154i l 02IB 0 a 'ar 35B I'I t l0 5, 1 01 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 















,94,9:U RCAR -6-- ,0 
-R 
L V N A.ILRON 
:099U. . 
Q.000 
, FV N e, 
XMRPYtRF a0 ,rivo000 IN.IN. 
2" P :DoUDO IN. 
DATA MIST. CODC NVR*EGG SCALE 0.0033 
.'MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 C028010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 612 ' 








































5 50 8 
1 
S­ . 
MSFC4SI GO/CCBOOSTER)619W14C4AV7 C028010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 813 
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< -.O* o. 
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-- -to 0,$0 aD 1 20 vs, 30 35 40 AS SO 35 so, of: 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. PEGREES
 
SYMBOL "A CH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
SREF 10.6560 3Q.N.0.000 0.000 

9 55 O R D .O D CL 15 . 000 

o .001 OCTA DEL 

R F 3 :0: , D IN
 
AoD ODS CR{L VON O, DOXMRP
5. 
 G6* loo IN *
 
.2 CANARD, AILRON TMRP IN*03 15.000 0.000 0.0000 

0. 0.000 Z0R IN. 
195 DATA MIST# CODE MVR-.0 SCALE 0.035 
•MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AB7 (D28011) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 614 



















CLE 003 IN 
-1$5 -­ 0 - 8 0 5 10 15 *0 *5 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
*YMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
*.990 BETA 0.000 DEL 000D 
4.000 OCR C .0 
0.0 C500BREV 
0 4.f60 DCR 15.000 CLEVON 0.00XRP 
CANARD 15.000 AILR0t 0.000 
CATA MIST. CODE HVR*C'GG 
MSFC 481 GO/C SOOSTER D19W14C4A27 C028011) 
40 
01 
45 50 55 00 
REFERENCE INrORHATZON 
SREF 15.8580 50.38. 
U.DR 5.0950 IN. 
8.0900 18. 
8.iO N 
yNRP 00000 IN. 
ZMRP 00000O IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 615 
05 









(L -i .00 
-° 
.0.2 
- -10 a 0 a' 10 15 so 25 Do 35 40 AS so as to ,a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ZNFO HNATION 
as90 BTA 0*00 DL .00.- R£F - 15 .6360 &Q.N. 




.001 CR 15 .0 0 LVON .000 Br 6. 090 NN 
S 3 ANARD 16.000 AILRON 0.O00 MRP :000O , N . 
' o 0 ZRP 0.0000 IN .
 
I A [ D D 3
 
. 49af DA TA MST . COE H VR *E GG 
MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BISW14C4AB7 C028011) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 616 

















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,-DEGeEES 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.990 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
4.000OCDR 0.000 OCL 15.000 
4.060 OCR $5.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD 15oDO0 AILAW 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MvR#c**G 




































0 -­ 3 
0.002 SET^ 0.0 EL 000 
IIN 
15ANGLE 1 1 
5Y1480Lf. HACK PARAMETftZC VALUESArFERENCE 
0.001 OSTA 0.000 Ott. 0.0 
M OR 0.000 DCL 15.0002OCR 5000 ELEVON 0:0001.205 CANARD IS. 00 AILRONI 0.000 
60ZHRP 
1SS4 DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E*GG 









01 NOV 71 






























o*lits a& a so as 90 as 30 aos6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
4.000 OCR 0.000 OCL 15.00E; 
A.960 DCR 15.000 ELEVEN 0.000 
CANARD 25.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. COE VR*E00$C 
MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER Bl9WI4C4AB7 (028011) 
40 
01 
46 so s8o 
RCFEENC INFORMATION 
tLel 3.DO50 IN. 
BREF 6.0920 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
RPAL 0:0003 IN 
1 1 03 
NOV 71 PAGE 619 
as 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 























10 15 20 *5 30 35 40 43 50 55 00 39
"*lU$ f$C -5$ 0 U 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENC1E NFORNATZQNSYMBOl. MACM ZETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 IREF 15.4560 804".*0.901 
0.955 QER 0.000 QEL 15.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
l£ 0.00901.20 CA.O 1800 AIRN 0:0 
MSFC- 481 GO/C BOOSTER 818W14C4A87 (02801) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 620
 















-*o- -10 	 1- isB toiO *a 30 30 :40 45 so 55 00 0-9 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BTAE,9 a ooD DEL OSD R9F 35,6560 SIQeIN* 
'orO O:0 DCL :,000 LREF 3.0950 IN.,DO is 
4.960 	 DC: 05*00 CLEVON 0.000 XMRP 6,%u N 




DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*OG $A .03
 
MSFC 481 GDIC BOOSTER BISWI4C4AB7 	 (0280113 01 NOV 71 PAGE 621
 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 














-,a so is to I 3 0 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0 0 DEL a°0 
05s OCR 0:000 DCL "050000 
Z.o z OCR $1000 ELEVON 0.000 
1.203} CANARD 15.000 AILRON 0.00 
0IRP 
SCALE 
481 GD/C BOOSTER B1gWl4C4AB7 (D28011) 01 
40 so 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE Is56 1,X 
LREF ':.5=0O IN: 
XMRP 6*7?0 IN 
YMRP 0.,000O IN. 
ZM O.ODUD IN, 
0.03 
NOV 71 PAGE 622 
of 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








s o - Ist o o a 5 o l l d~i 
 I l 2 0 J 5 d 3 4 4 s l o fi2 3 o i0 l5 o S s g o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
V.990 BETA 13.09 DEL 	 "o .R0F 0..9.0 	 4,DREF 15. es 6 32: -IN.
 
.. goo0 4R 15*000 EON 
 0.000 	 XMRP 6,71900 H
 
CANARD 	 16.000 AILRON 0.000 vmRP 0 O DDOO | 
ZMRP :O*ODD IN. 
SCALE 0.0'35 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E Go 
MSFC 481 GDC BOOSTER B1Wl4C4AB7 	 (028011) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 623
 












0.0 2. 20 . ___ ___ __.___.54. __ 
:C 
I~~~l *~~1 B .o .li .lr1 . l. . B 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOLZ -. ALPHA0.000 MIA PARAMETRIC VALUES00 DEL 0.0 _SRCF REFERENCE INFORMATION15.6aa 
20.000 DER 0.000 OCL 0.000 LREF 305 N 






ZmRP 0 000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E CA 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CG28B31) 01 NOY 71 PACE 624 























0.0 0*fi 	 ° IO 2.E5 3.0 B-5 4.0 4.5 a. 9.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
OyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 30.000 BETA O.ODD DEL 0.000 	 SREF 13.65"0 8QIN.DER 0..04 DCL 0.000 	 BR "
 
DCR 0.000 SLEVO'N 0.000 	 XMRP 6.71 GO IN.
 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0DQQOD IN. 
SCALE 0*0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR zI 
-MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4A 	 C028B32) 0,1 NOV 71 PAGE 625 















00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMOOL * ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.0 BETA 0.000 DEL O.oo0 
20.000 DER 0;0u0 OCL - 30.000 
OCR 30.000 ELEVc*J 0.000 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRJ 0. oo 
DATA Ht4ST. CODE MvR* 
MSFC48I GD/CCBOOSTER)B1SW14C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CG28C41) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 p.m 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1RF.Sa4o 0.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
5flfta 
YP 0.7000 IN 
2MRP 0. 0 - IN.' 
SCALE 0.005 
NOV 71 PAGE 626 

















SYBO -1.2 ALPHA_ PAAETI VLESRFRECIFRMTO 
zAAR - 000-0.. .0 Y~ .0 N 
"1 00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SyNOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
50.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
40.000 OCR 0.000 DCI - 30.000 
OCR 30.000 SLEVON 0.000 
CANARD - 50.000 AIZ.RC 0.000 
DATA HIT. CODE HVR*EI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B1SWI4C4A 
t.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
(G2BC423 01 
4.0 4.55. 5. 
ARfFRENCE UJ O R MATZON 
SREF 15.4540 S4.IN. 
LREr ,gs IN 
88RF 5.0000 IN. 
XHRP *.?t00 IN. 
Y14RP 0.0000 ZN. 
ZMRP 0.0ou0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 627 















SCL .. 0.3 
SYMI3L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 0 0 0 B T A 0 . 0 0 0 D L 0 .0 0 0 : 
IO.o p DER 0.000 PCL -­ 45.000
" 
DCR - 46.000 9Lr.VCW 0.000 
CANARD - 46.000 AILRCN 0.000 
DATA HIST. COD KVR*El 
''MSFC 481 GDIC(B0OSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 (G28C50) 01 
REFRENE 

















LUNUITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIUN5
 
., ,~. i. .-
1.3I •. -,, u• 
5).4 t .0 ___________ _ 
LdJ 
5 42 ; 'hN. 
- A - V-
DAAM3-._C9 - 2V~i 
aZ- 0.0
,C- .. 0 BE ft. . . . . . .0 . . . ..CL .. . . . . . ..00 ... . . . . 1.. I . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . ..-. . . . . . . . . 3.. ..0 6 . . 
IN... 










• O BTA L.O O.OO D0 .000 p a@<oDRF 8 IN. 
LSCALEMSFC4815-S--47 o .. .. 1 ..... . .. 01.. P 2......... 











1 5 2.0 25 30 3.5 4 .0 4 5 5 0 5 




YBOL ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES 
8RF 15636 8 .IH,
30.000 OTA 0.000 D L 000O 9 .LR F , 3 .0 IN 

4 000 DER 0 .000 D CL - 4 0__ 
 8R9
 
CL EVC 0.000 
C A N A R D - 6 0 . 0 0 0 A I LR O N . 0 0 a UUO IN: 
0CR - .0.000 







DATA MIST. CODE MVR*I 

MSFC481 GOICBOSTER)B,19W4C4A CG28C4B) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 630
 











G. o 	 * . 0 2.5 3.0 3.9 4. 0 4.3 S*0 6.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I a 00 BETA 0.000 DEL O*000 SREF $0.6560 3Q IN , 
20-0000 DER 0.000 DCL 15.000 LR[ 3.095U IN. 
CR 2.0ad LVON 0.006 REF ::0919. IN' 
CANARD 15.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP 0.900D IN. 
ZMRP O.CDoo IN.DATA MIST. COD MVR0.I 	 SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC 481 GO/C BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AB7 	 CG2BC44) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 631
 








00, BE.A 0.000_ DE 000 





























MSFC48 A 0PCA 
3000 
DAT MIST.CODE BER 
B ARAERCCVA 
0. . 1015 . 
ABTA H 0S.000 DE 0.R000 













LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 









o. .00 	 ______ 
z 
t0 









0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 8.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 BETA 0.000 DEL, 0.000 REF 1.6500 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN.20.000 DER 0.000 DCL 0.000 
aREF 6.0990 IN. 
OCR 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 XNRP 0.Ti00 IN.
 




NVR*EGIDATA HIST. CODE 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 	 C128B31) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 633
 



























DAT H.. V. 
CAAR-.. AIRO 
I -pO 














0.0oO ,.- N 
3 















0. . . 303540 . . . 
o -*°.$0 - ___,__ _t l * * l . , a * * f l _______lol~ 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 30.000 SETA O.OuD DEL 
OR 0.000 CL 
OCR O.OOW . ELXVCQ 
C A 
N A R D  
0 000 A4LR N 










SR[ IS,.960 64.1N. 
LR F 3:0:: o IN
.R0F 2. a  
XMRP G.r1U0 IN. 
Y R P 0 .0 9 0 0 IN . 
Z-RP D.0 IN. 
G. A L000 
AL .03 
NOV 71 PAGE 635 

















. 0 0.5 
1.0 
YM OL A PHA P RAM TR C VALU ES 
0 5000 0.0DTA DEL 
D .DD L.0 
O C R 0 .0 0 0 L E O N 
C A N A R D 0 .0 0 0 A | L R ON 





O° D o u 







X H R P 
Y R P 
2MRPC 
NOV 71 
R NC E INFORMATION 
13.6390 3IN, 
3.95 IN: 
.1.7 D N . 
D . O v u a i n . 
0 0OuD IN. 
PAGE 636 
LUNbIIUUINAL 5iAU ULRIVS WI1H RESPECT I ALPHA Al VARIUU5 LANAXU ULhLLLIIUNb
 


























2000 DOOOER 0.000 
OCR 3OQOO 
(fNARD Z 30.000 
























MSFC,48--GO/C(-BOOSTER)BIBW-4C4AV7 C1I28C41) -01 NOV, 7-1- PAGE -637 












a .0 0 . , 1 0 1 .6 2.0m 2.5a g a . l 3.8 n4.n 4 .* 5 . . 
-'.:MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL- ALPHA PARAMETRIC-VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1209-00 DER 0.000 DCL - 30.000 LREF 3:0950 IN. 







CANARD -30.000 AILRON 0.00 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
" " •.ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
:.DATA MIST'. C E "VR rGI 
MSFC481 60ICCB013S ER)BIB W14C4AV7 C12BC413 01' NOV 71 PAGE 638 























S OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFCRtNCE INFORMATION
 
=3.00 SETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
 SREF 15.650D 5Q.IN.
 
40.000 OCR 0.000 OCL -30.000 	 LREF 3:0930 3".OR ,F . a09 N 
OCR 30.000 CLCVON 0.000 	 XRRP 6.00 IN.
 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EOI 

MSFC4B1 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A 	 (128C42) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 639
 


















25 . __.___ 35 . . 5 . 
CAAR -* 30.00 
DATA MIT CD.0kI 
z G 
SYDL APAPRHTI 




















































.0 0.5 .52. 35 .04. 5 .
,nvS 
n . 0 l l ~ l i f l f , i 4 * * * J i O_ , l ? '
.0 VC 4600 LEON 000 * I 
z* . * * ° . * . * , * *
 
- -0I 
oD MIST. CODE ___S.C E_









0SC 1G/[OSERBgICA7{2C0] 0 O 1 PG
 



















-605 REF IN 
0.0 
MSFC 461 
0.OCR 0.000 .CL 245.000 
OCR 0.000 OC 0904N. 
OCR - 45.000 ELEVO; 0.000 
CANARD - 45.000 AILRON o.OO 




































-- '° '0.1 1." f.5 2.0 9,5* 3.0 3,5 4.0 ;.5 5.0 9.5 
MACH NUMBER 
F E R N C 
SYMB04 4LPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES RE E E INFORMATION 
10.000 SETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SG.IN. 
'0.000 DER 0.000 DCL "60.000 LREFBRoF 
3.9D
::050 IN:IN° 
OCR - 60.000 EL-VON .000_ XNAP 6.100 IN._ 





DATA MIST. CODE "VR*EG 
-MSFC4B1 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 (12BC47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 643 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS

















C V ___ _I 
MP .10 N 
CANAR0D - 0.00 
' DO D ABTA MS .CDED 



























































-. 0.0 0.5 1.0 5.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.5 4.0 A.5 6.0 5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E TA 0.000 DEL .000 3RE E $5.6560 30m.N 
50.000 BERA 0.000 DCL -0.000 SREF 306.00 IN. 
DCA - 60.000 CLEVcn 0.000 XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
CANARD - 60.000 AILR - 0.000 yHRP 0.0.00 IN. 
Zme 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EGI SCALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9W4C4A C12BC48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 645 
l 













MSU 8 DCBOTRBSICA 1843O O 1 PG 4 
I-
3O.OD ,OO BTA O£ DO0 RPF $O°6DO I ,N. 
MSFC41 A 
_________NO 71 ____CRP G_C0___ 640 












SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATioN 
IODO BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 $,N. 
120 .0000 DER 0.000 OCL 15.000 LR0305 IN. 







CANARD 15.000 AILRON 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.* 
ZMRP D°O0DO IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR e&l 
MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BIBWl4C4AB7 C128C443 01 NOV 71 PAGE 647 

















2.0 1.5 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 .a S__ 
* MBQL, ALP"A PARAMETRIC YALUE3 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENC INFORMATIG 
20.000" DR .000 
CANARD $5.000 
DATA MIST. COC 
CL 5 .000 

















MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BlgW14C4AB7 1128C44) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 648 
I 
LONGITUDINAL STAR DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 








C3 . 08 
-j 
-10 0 . 5 $ 0 1 . 5 2 .O .$ . 0 . B 4 0 4 . 5 6 . 0 5 . 5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30.O 8 A o, o DEL 0.000 CR[F I5.6560 RQ*IN.
 
• 4900.0. SECT oOoD 0CL 15.000 LREF 3.095D IN. 
OCR DO[[ 00 
 XRP" TQ N
 






MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19Wl4C4A (128C45) 01 NOV 71 PAGE - 649 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS'
 
*O .4 




. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... , 
MACH NUMBER 
4 .0LLPN^ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R ?.0 00 40.00 BETA DER DO°O 0000 DEL OCL a.000 15000 ORE r LRvr in.65_ 30950 8_, IN: 
OCR 26.000 . CLEVO;N 0.000 xmmp 6.71013 IN 






DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EG; CI O O 3 
4SFC481 GD/CBO0STER)B19Wl4C4A (128C45) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 650 















D M T O*S 
LEO 000 
___ ___ ___ 
_____ 
_0_ 





































,.a 0.5 1. 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 -3. 4.5 1.. ,0 "4.0M 
MACH NUMBER
 




:.0.OooO CR 0.000 CLEVCH 0.000 XkRP 0.7100 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 AILRON OvOD THRP 0.000D IN. 
Z4RP O*DO IN. 
8A£ 0,00005 
DATA SO6T. €CCVC MVA*E**s 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BlgW14C4AV7 (728001) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 652
 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 
1.4 
















_ __ _ 
-00. 
__ __ __ .S S.__ 












BTA 0,000 DL 0.000 
DER C.Oom, DCL - SOO 
D C R 3 0 0 0 L VO M .0 o u lo 
CANARD - : ou*g o A ILRO N :000D 
4c DO O 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*Z*&t6AL 
A[FERENCE INFORMATION 
SRF 5.560 3.1m. 
L EF Z.0950 IN* 
1. 7MAPN 
YHRP 0.70000 IN.: 
Z4RP 0,.000N 
MSFC481 GDIC[BOOSTER)Bl9Wl14C4AV7 CT28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 653 
Q.4 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS,














L 0.0 0.0___ 1.0 1.5 2. 
I 
-J* 




















*.00O CDR 0.000 DCL - 30.000 
o *.0 C5000 
CANARD - 30.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E*1G 































. M 8 ~ 0:0.4VN. 1 00.B9_ 
0.0 





O 1 PG 5 
0. 0 0 D AT__.A S .CO D _ _ _ _ _ _S C A L E 
5 0.00 S 
4 , 0W ZP 01 N O V 
71PA E 6 5 













0 18. .. 
NUMBER 





0.0 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBO- ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
$1.000ZEDTA M .0T 0 CODE 0.D 
20.0001 DR 0.000 DCL - 45.000 
OCR - 45.000 ELEVON O*D 
CANARD - 45.ooo AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. COVE NVR*CIF 
MSFC 481 GD/CCEOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
2.6 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CZ28C5OJ 
4.0 *.5 *.o 5.5 
REFERENCE IMFOI1MATION 
SREV t5.6500 Ia.*KU 
(REF0.NV50 IN. 
IXRF 20 .*lOZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
$A[ OD 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 658 
-----















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.6 a. 9.5 3.0 3.4 4.0 4.3 0.0 8.9 
MACH NUMBER
 
OYMBO ALPHiA PARAMETRIC VALUES sR[F RvN'E6'NFaRNATi N 
• oo ETA 0.000 DELO, 0.00 R 156 9 S *N

- 4, CR O;_OO OCL - 0.000 	 L 
10.000 OCR - 60.000 CLEVON 0.000 	 ORP I.SN
 
2OD CANARD - 60.000 AJLRON 0.000 TMRP 0.0000 IN. 
L2 -00 DATA MIST. CODE HVREGs *CALE 0.0035 
MSFC481, GD/C('BOOBTER)Blgwl4C4AV7 	 CT28 010;3 01 NOV 71 PAGE 657 














_-' - o. o
 
0' 
-6 .0 0.9 1.0 * 2.0 3.0 3.18* 4.0 4.S 8.0 0.01 
IyNSCL ALPHA 
I)a Doo 
aI I 00 0 
BETA 
O R , 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 DEL 
0 .0 0 0 D CL 
0.000 




SREF 15.6560 39.1m. 
L R E F 5 0*9 N : 
8Z O0 DR -60.0D00 
CANARD - 600.00 

















MSFC481I GD/CC8OOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 (T28010) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 658 
LONGITUDINAL STAB DERIVS WITH RESPECT TO ALPHA AT VARIOUS CANARD ULFLL IiUNb
 














00 0.5 1.0 1.6 9.0 
YMBOL ALPHA PARAM ERI C VALUES 
O 0o S T ^ . 0 0 0 D E L 0 0 0 0 
: : .Duo D R .O 0 0 D C L 5 0 0 0 
1: : 0 0 C~OA N A R D 1 . 0 0 A I LR O N . 0 0 
- .*_ 
6.000 DATA MIT. CODE kvgr Gt 
MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER B9W,14CAB7 





4.0 4.8 00* 
R F R N CEINFOR ATION 
S R [F 1 .6 5 6 0 G , N 
LR F 3 .69 5 0 IN . 
Y°NDRP O .O U D D I N * . 0000 : 
C L 0 0 
NOV 71 PAGE 659 

























00 .0 IQ Ills 2.0 st5 - .. 0 35-5 4.0 4.80 1. 8.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
REFERENCC tNFCAMATICN0.2_A PARAMETRIC._D VALUES 0.000 25.6560 
;::o. OER G.Go DCL $5.000 LRtr &*90 N 
ZZ.00 DCR O.ODXMRP IN. 
zyHBO" ALPHA EL SAFF *Q.IN, 
150D0[LVON $.r3D0 
CANARD 35.000 AILRCV 0.,00 T1RP Douoo IN. 
8CARl 0:00U0 IN 
DATA MIST. CCC£ HVR*L oz 

MSFC 481 GO/C BOOSTER B19W14C0A87 CT280111 01 NOV 71 PAGE 660 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION



















--O -85 -80 -55 -50 -45 -40 -5 -30 -25 -20 _15 -t0 - 5 0 a to I t0 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFE ENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH. 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD OATASET CANARD SREF 15.650 8Q.IN. 
2U.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 G2SC47 - 60.000 02f8C5 - 45.0 LREF 3.0251 IN. 
DCL - 0.000 OCR - 00.000 o2SCAI 020C44 
- 30.000 







CLEVON O.0o AILRON 0.0o0 YNRP 0.00u0 IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA-HIST. CODE IVR*tI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC4BI GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28C473 01 NOV 71 PAGE 661 







LL L 0.0 
U 
Li-
L u, 0.4 
a* 
~ ~ ~ 
---





To -as -60 -as -46 -40' -35 
SIYMS.L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 MACH 0.900 erTA 0.000 
20.000 DEL' 0.000 PER' 0.D0 
OCL - dgoCOD kCR- so 
-LVN * 0 AIooo oO 0 EYcvw 0.0coyh 







-­ is -10 - a 
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE 
CANARD DAtASET CANARD 
- GDOUU G aCSO - S.DUO 
- 3 0 028031 0.000 
25 .000 
CG28C47) 01 NOV 
a- a to 25 so 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65ou SQIN. 
LRrF 3.05 Me 
BRE 
F 6:0:5.0 IM 
XMR 
P 6.riao IN : 
ORN.0000 IN. 
ZHRP O. 0, IN. 
SCA I, 0*:00, 
1 PAGE 662,, 























-t0 -5 00G -'55 *50 -48 -40 35 -30 -2 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 *0 
CANARD ,
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 AC 0.950 BETA D.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6500 SQ.:N. 
.000 	 DEL .00 OCR 0.000 .026C47 - 60.000 028C50 - 45 LREF 5 N 
DCL - 60.000 DCR - O.oOou 028C41 - 30.000 2So3± 0.OD BRE 5.0990 IN. 





DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 

MSFC4B1 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 tG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE GG3
 












-0 -s - 0- -as 0 -45 -40 -35 -30 -26 -20 -
.I. . .. . .. 
- - a 0 
. 
































SREF 15.e5oU SQ.iN. 
LREF 3.050 IN. 
DRF .goo0 1*4 
XMRP e.rtOO IN. 
YMRp D.ooUu IN:ZYRP 0.0000 IN. 




MSFC481 GD/CCBO STER)BI9W14C4AV7 CG2bC47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G64 
___ 
.g lrrt-r -ri- i-i i- - T-T r T-rrr r r r r r r r trLONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION 1T: rrrll|| -rrfl- T -Irr-r rITTrrr I I 1 















. 0 00 
HACH 
DE L 
OC L LVON 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I 050 BETA 
:ODD 0 D ER 





- 6 0 ,D 0 
L co 
DATASET 
G 2 S C 4 7 




6 .U Q 




1 2 853 1 
CANARD 
45 .00 0 
D .Ou o 
ReFtRENcr-zNroRATION 
3REF 1 3.6$60 sa.tm 
L R EF 3 0 9 s 0 IN . 
DF 0 .0 9 90 IN . 
XM 
R P  
0:,D00 IN:YMRP D*a Db  
* 





 (G28C47) 01-NOV 71 
 PAGE 665
 














-.°_ - _ 
CAAR 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESS 10.000 ACH 1.100 DCTA 0.000 
20.0o DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 
6CL - 00.000 OCR - 00.000 
VLEVOK 0.000 AILRON 0.000 









- 60.000 62:C50 




CANARD SREF $5.6560 - so.Ztl 
- 45.000 LREF 3.0295 IN. 
0.000 SREr -n. 9 IN. 
XtRP 6.71 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.it " IN. 
SCALE 0.01333 
01 NOV 71 PAGE .666 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
-r-rtra. o -t-,-r-r~ -r,--, rT-1-E- -r-y-rr wJJ r lrT -r--rr rrrt -n-T T1-r rrrr rrit rr, 


















0. 0 .00 DRI -E 
I 'CANARD
 
wymoo ALPHA PARAMETR1, VALU£ DATA SOURNCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
X0.000 MACH 1.200DE TA 0.000 DATA3ET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF *$.6560 S*H 
--- 0.000o C47 - 60.000 02SC50 45.0 LREF 3.09 
D* -00000 55 500 4 -440 - 30 Goo 202B31 - .00 R 56.990 IN* 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
CLtVONI 0.000 AILRON 0 0 yMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP O*OO IN* 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI SCALE 0.0030 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28C473 01 NOV 71 PAGE 667
 


















T-a -00-9 _ a -- 45--0 - - -­ ----­ _5 __ -1 a -t-
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
00 HACHO 1,30D BETA- 0.000 
20. 000 DEL 0.000 D-R 0.--- - - -c4-
VCL* 60.000 OCR - 60.O00
.6C44'0 
-0L--- -- - --AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HV00TI 












CANARD SREF 15.6560 30.1". 
A -00LR-F 3.095 IN 
0'000 BRE 
F 
6.0,90 IN.XHRP 5.7100 IN. 
'0-.00-- IN. 
ZRP 0 0,4 00 IN 
SCALE 0.003 I5 
01 NOV 710.GE EiE8 
I 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION














d f II 
-10 -as .-SO -55 5 4 .5 -30 -25 -20 -15 10 - 5 0 5 1 5 * 
CANARD
 
SYMOOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 MACH 2.000 BETA 0.00 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 3Q*.N. 
20.00 	 DEL 0.000 PER 0.000 020C47 - 60.000 OC5O - 45.000 LREr 3.0950 IN. 
028C4± .30.000 DSSSSI 0.000 BREP 0.0990 IN.DCL -. 00.000 OCR - 60.00 02C44 - i0.o 	 XHRP 8.0000YHRP 0:71  IN..ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
ZIRP ... ob IN.
 ZMRP 000 IN 
DATA MIST. COV E VRCEI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CG28C473 0l NOV 71 PAGE 669
 











-0 0 z 0 4 - -a 5 - - - - o 10g­?,J,
 
DL--A. D CR* - - -
CANARD
 
• M.OL ALP.A • PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE nrEMERNCE XNrORMATION 
uOOD MACH SETA. 0.000 DATASeT CANARD DATASET CANARD 3REF 6.03.00D 15.65D 
0.000 02OC50 4 - LR-F ­
0000C 000 GZSC43 - 30.000 02OB31 0.000 SREF 0.09, a IN. 
EEO0. 0 LRM .00 GZBC44 15.000 
00:000 DEL O. a0 02SC47 - 60.000 - .0 - - -u IN-
XMRP TD Z*
 
£ VN AIRO DUOD IN.,
GDD O.DDYMRP 

Z0RP . 0.. . . IN.." 
DATA-MIST. CODE MVR*Ct SCALE 0.100."
 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7, CD28C47), 01 NOV 71- PAGE 6701
 
- - -
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION

* * rr-,-- -r-r-r -I-,r -- i, rr- -iri rrlirr i-rrr T|;; TTTT Sir Tnil-ml-J-rrr -i-rlrr@;| lrJ#'*rurr 
z 
LI 










-75 -0 -55 -50 -.45 -40:Z9 - -25 10 -so -is -to - S V 5 10 15 
SyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERRHCE INFQRMAYIQN 
10.00 4.000 CANARD 	 15.4500I 	 MACH SETA 0Ooq DATASST DATASET CANARD SREV SQ.ZN, 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 OCR o*ooq 020C47 - 00.000 GZCCSO - 45.000 LREF 3,0950 IN. 
CCL - 40.000 DCR - 60.00 OBSCAI - 30.000 GZSfS 0.000 XRP 4.7100 iN. 
ELEVO4 	 0.000 AILRCN 0.DOq DC4 1*DY~XR *SD.DD I*N 
02544 YRF IN.*500 0.0000 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE HVR#I 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 	 CG2PC47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G71
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION














0.2 - - ­
-0.4 ­
0o-­
.0 .- as 00 -as5 .0 -45 -40 -3S -30 -23 -0t -21 -10 -8 0 5 to I8 a 0o 
CANARD
 
SYHOL 	 ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10..00 MACH 4.300 BETA 00.I0 OATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 S'.IN. 
*0.000 DEL 0000 DER 0.000 QZSC47 - 60.000 Q2SD50 - 45.000 LREF 3:0:50 ZN-
DCL 	 - D.Do0 -OCR - o600 GZSC4 -- 30D00D GBZO3 0.D00 PREF -00990 IN. 
R,025C44 15.000XRP YMRP 6.OOI ' IN:VtC VON 0.000 AILRO 000 gooINP? 	 0r0 "0 00 i. 
ZHRP a.0000 1N. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E SCALE 0.00 5 
MSFC4R1 GO/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 672
 





















-70 -45 -40 -55 -5 -4 40 -.5 -0 25 -20B -15 -10 - 8 0 10 15 *o 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA" PARAMETRIC VALOES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
10.00 MAC .5.000 BETA 0.000 OATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
aO*Doo Ott . 0.000 OCR 0.000 O*8C4? - 60.000 oeocs _ 45.000 LREF 3.050 IN.DCL - 80.000 DCR - 0.000 GC4 - 0.000 ooao OREFaZOB3 0.0090 IN. 
R020C44 ,5,00o fXM 6. IN.
P 00 






DATA MIST. CODE HVREI 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG2BC47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 673 












ii"!< .10 	 _ 
'0 .n 5 -- -_D 
.05 
-0 -05 -00 -55 -50 -45 -40 -a5 -30 -2 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 l a 0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RErERENCE INFORMATION 
$0.000 M.tH 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD sREF tS.560 Q.N. 
20.000 DEL a o00 DER .000 020C47 - 60.000 G20C50 - 45.000 LREF 3"0950 N 
DCL - 6obo OR - 0.0 G2SC41 - uo00 *2 031 0D.00 6.0,90 1". 
YHRP .00r00 In.ELEVON 0.000 AILRCJ 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
 
SCALE 0.00,, 1. 
SCALE 0.VR3IDATA MIST. CODE 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9W14C4A-V7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 RAGE 67-4 










-To -65 -0 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 
SYMBOL ALPIA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S 0.000 HACH 0.900 $ETA 0.000 
20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 
DCL .- 60.000 OCR - 60.00C5.000 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 






-a5 -20 -15 -±0 - 5 a 5 0 5 o0 
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANARD DATASET CANARD BREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
- 60.000 G2CSO - 45.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
- 30.000 028531 0.00D BREF 0.0990 IN. 
XMRP :. oTU IN. 
YZNC44I5.UOO HRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.03S 
CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 675 






-T.o 5-00-53-5 -45 t____ - -50-2--20-1 _ -t-­
-. 05 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2D.000 MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASMT CANARD DATASCT CANARD SReF 15.6560 SQ.lN. 
.CL - 60.000 DCR - 60.000 2-C4-- - 30: - - - -­28CANARD.ui' -.- - - - - - . 
.LEVON 0. 0 0 A ILR O .--- 02'44 S5o000 XMRPyHRP - 6,T1UU0 .-- NIN . 
ZRP -G- - - 5 IN. 
ATA HI TT CODE CVRART T NR R 1. 60°N 
MSFC481 G-/C-BOOSTERBIW14C4A 7 - G28C47) 01 NV 71 PAGE 670 













7T -a5 -6D -55 50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -t -15 10 - a 0 5 10 1 20 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 MAC 1.000 BETA 0.000 DATA5ET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 Q.*IN. 
.0DD BEL 0.000 DER 0.000 G28C47 - 60.000 G2OCSO - 45.000 LREF 5.0900 ZN. 
OCt. - 60.00 R - 800 O C4$ - 30Do 028B31 0,0ou BREF 6.0990 IN. 
O 02OC4 15.00 XDRP 6:7100 IN.(LCVON 0.000 AILRON O.000 2HAP 0.0000 IN.ZMRP a.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI SCAL 0.0 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 677
 
IONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
i-

















 -5 -45 
_- 4 0 - . -2 0 ­ 0 a so so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 R£rERENCE INFdRMATt0"
 
'10.000- MAC $.050 BETA 0.0ma DATASET CANARD DATA3ET CANARD SREF 15.6560 8 *N
 
20.000 DEL DER




O CL 0 0 .000 
 O CR 4 0 .0 00 - G 8 3 :Goo4° O R F6 09:00 IN :

• .EO L 0 0 2G8C4I -30000 02 a, 1 00 OREF 0 

YHC4IRP 10O'0 IN. 
.SCAL ZMRP 0.0000 IN.0.035
 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI
 
MSFC48,11GD/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 
 G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 678
 













10 -as -00 -55 -50 -45 -40 -38 -30 -25 -to 15 -to -o 	 0 5 so 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION2
10.000 M!ACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 DATABET CANARD CATASET CANARD $REF 13.6960 5Q.ZN* 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028C47 6 0.1100 020C50 45.00D LREr 3.90 It 
O~. OR 841 - 0000 020S31 Oj0O0 SREF 6800900 IN:0.0 	 0.0 
DL -6.0 OC 000 028C4 100 XHRP 8.7100 IN­
£LEVa4 0.000 AILRON 0.000 ZI4 I 0 YNRP Oa)000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA HIST. CODE MYR*EI 	 SAE 003 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 	 CG28047) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 679
 










.0.......................................... 	 ......... . ..................................
 





y$0 L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SliEr is.0500 *Ql.vI:a.. MACK 1.200 
D.000 	 DE0.000 RDE 0.000 GZSC47 - 60.000 28CS - 45.000 lRt 3.0950 IN. 
OCL - 00OO D - 00.000 020C41 - 30.U00 0203* .030 B.0990 
20C44LEN 15.0 X$RP 
 iN.ELEVON 0.000 AILR(W 0.000 	 YNRP I.7*0070.00. IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA HIST-, CODE' HVR*E SCALE 0.0035 
MSFCASI GD/CCBOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 6SQ0
 






















44- .. *- 4...4444.44--...-.L 4J 
... 
.4-4.44L..-4.
. 5... ... ... 
-70. -65 55 ..5Oa0 45 -40 -115 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 so 
- .10 .. J . 
CANARD 	 -
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 HACH 1.500 BETA 0.000 CATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN. 
DE8.00OL 0.000, DER-- 0.000 OBSC4? - 60.000 020C50 45.000 	 LREF $.95 IN. 
B
 
CL - 60.00D DCR - 80.000 GZ C41 - 30.0 G2831 0.000 BREF .0990 IN: 





DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E1 
MSFC481 GD/CCBCOSTER)Bl W14C4AV7 	 CG28C17) '01 NOV 71 PAGE G81
 













SYMBOL ALP4A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFO MATICN
 
to.DO0 MACH 2.0 BETA 0.00o DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15, 56 So.ju.
 
20.000D DEL" 0.000 DER 0.000 026C47 - 60.000 r,2sC5O 45.UUU LREF 3.90 IN:
 
DCL - 60.000 DCR ­ 6 0.00 022C4 .1 D1 5:000U O G 3 BRR PFG O N





DATA MIST. CODE MYRi 
MSFC481 GD/CCBO0STER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 682
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 












o .1. .... 	 .... ..... .... .... .. ....... ..........
 
--Zro -05 -e0 -as -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -95 -to -$5 -Ib - a 0 3 so is so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE ROFKRENCE INFORMATION 
1000D - MAC 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASCT CANARD 04TASET CANARD 8RCF lu 3.N 
20.000 DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 G2SC r - 60.000 G26CSO - AS.o0 LREF 3.gO ~ 
DCL 	 - 60.000 OR 6DO OROZC41 - 30.0O0 026031 0.000 0R Era. 9a I' 
0 02C44 15.o00 IMRP 6.7Igo IN.CLEVON 0.000 AILROW 0.000 YHRp 0.0000 IN: 
HRP 0 Do- IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR £l 	 SC, L, :000S5
 



















.00- - -~QO D -, - - _oD____ .O- -4 GB1 - o' __F____D I 
-to -so -00 -as -50 -45 -40 -10 -30 '-85 -*0 -15 -t0 a a 0 so to go 
- SYBOL VA~isCANARDLPHAP RMETRC 

-2 
SYMOLALPA ARACTIC ALESDATA SOURCE REFER"Na IHrORNATZQN 
*0.000 MA, 4.00D BEtTA 0.000 CATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD OREF I15050 Sa.lN. o0.000 OCL 0.000 DER 0.000 GZOC47 - 0.000 02SC50 45.000 LREr 3.0050 IN. 
DL - 0.00 OCRn - :D 028C41 -30.000 028B31 0.000 RF S.uq IN 
020C44 15.000 MRP IN..0 
ELMVWN 0.000 AILR , 0IN. YHRPuo* a:.a0 

SCALE 0.0035
DATA MIST. COOC NVREI 

MSFC4S1 GD/C,'CBOOSTER)219W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAE SbjI
 
100 













-. 00 --	 - - ­
-TO -6 -60 -05 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -5 -to -%5 O - 5 0 5 10 15 n0 
CANARD
 
2 ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 Rtr£8Nc INFORMATIONoTmaOL 1.000f HACH 4.500 BETA 0.000 - DATASET CANARD CATASET CANARD rCF 15.656U 5.IN. 
*10.0ou DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 02SC4? - 60.000 G20(S - 45.000 LREF 3.09500 N. 
DCL - 40.000 OCR - 0000 C41 - 50I0N 02631 9..0 INo.INfRP 6.7100025(44 35.0o0 ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.000D ZN. 
SCALE 0.005 
IST. CODE MVR4EIDATA 

MSFC481 GD/CBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 685
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 






- - 5 -6o--- -5 5 -50 -4 6 -40 -- - 0 - 25 - -ED -$5 - 0 5 a a I to C 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE R£FER£NCE INFORMATION 
10--I.000 HACH 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 1S.a56D SQ ;N, 
S20.0.a DEL' 0.000 .00 247 60.000 --4SDun 3:0:50 IN.
OCR * SE C - 02aCSO LRCF "
 
"DCL - 60.000 DCR -G 00 2OC41 R P  
. 3 BU*OD 0 's, I :O*O 	 BREF . 099 I M. 
XM G* iou * 15:000
C•VO 0.0 AL 1000 C44 a 0000 .
 £[£VA LRON. O*0D0 000YMRP 

""ZIRP 	 0:00U, N. 
• DATA kli.
€D MVR*CI 	 SCALE O.UU35 
MSFC481"GDIC[eOOSTER3Bl9W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE Gqq, 


















. ... . . . .. . . .. ....... .
L O. 
-- -0 - --- -40 	 -3--. -as -- -45 ---- --5 -- -15 -to --	 0--8a 1 so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION210.0 0 MACH 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD BRE 5.60540 SQ.IN. 
20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028CA? - 60.000 G2SCS - 45.UO LRrF 3.0950 IN. 
DCL - 60.000 OCR - 00.000 	 020C41 - 30.000 050031 0.000 BReF 0.0990 IN. 






DATA MIST. CO E NVR*EI 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CG28C473 01 NOV 71 PAGE 87 
0.4 
-0.4 




















0.000 BETA 0.000 
0.001) OCR 0.000 ,60.000 DIR - 00.000 














SREF $5.650 3Q.%N, 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
DRE 6.090 
XMRP 6.1100 IN* 
O.00D0 IN* 
ZMRP D* oudO A:. 
DATA MIST. COE VR Ar .3 
MSFC481 GD/t(BQOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G88 






















.6 5 6 0 6 0 I N
 CANA RD D A T A 3 T CAN A R D R F 1 
1 . 0 0 0 M A C 0 9 5 0 B TA . 0 0 0 D A TA S T 0D LRI 3:0950 NIN ,02SC5SO 45
60°Duo




 B F 5.90 
DCL - 00.000 OCR - 60.000 026C 1 - 3.:DUU 
2 B3 
XNAP 0.7100 IN.
 G2SC44 15, 00 

L VO'N 0.000 AIRO NI .00 YRP 0.OOO 0 N:
 Z0P 0.0000 1 H 
CA L E . 0 3 
MSC8 DCCL0 .S - 00.0009WCAV - 0000841-3.0 0.01 NOV F IN.G820051 7.19
DATA GICB CDE CANARD
 









0--O----------------------6-- -0 ---- ---------------- 50 -- -------O- 5 -D -- % 
-0.4 
'4I 
DCL -1 40.00[ OCR1*, - 60.00 
ELEO om 0.000 D£RO 0.00O0 
DCL ~  ~ ~R - 000054-
0.SCALE 
DATA MIST. COD HVR rI 
MSFC48i GDlCCBOdSTER)B19Wl4C4AV 
020C4ii11 Duo1 020,531 
2 4 --6, 0 02 5 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~-- 5.000 083 
[G28C47) 
l ll0.000 SREF 
- 5.0 RPF
~~M°G R F 
























, - 70 -a--0- 5 -5 4-"0-* 	 ts - 0 -1 to a 0 a o a 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .000 MAC 1.0S0 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SRE:F is ass .~ 
D - - 6.0- OCR - 6----- c4--- 3-0--2- - - 31 .--- BREF 60990 IN:L 

GC44 05°000 XMRP 6?0 N
 CLEVON 0.DO0 AILROff 0.000 	 Y RP :70.00D IN. 
ZMRP 0.OO00 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*El 	 SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 C628C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 691
 
0.4 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
0.? -	 --














?o -as -00 -55 -50 -45 365 - -1 -10 a so 15 to40 -30 -2 .5 B 5 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
21 
 .000 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 S30IN 
DE.000CCL 0.000 OUR 0.000 0*6C47 - 60.OUU OZCOo - 45.00 LRrF 3.Og IN. 
CL 60.000 OCR - 60.000 GZOC41 - 30.000 0283 0000 SREF ua.099 IN.
 
020C44 15.000 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 




DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI 
 SCALE 0.O,35
 
MSEC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B29VW4C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 692,
 


















- ?0 - 05 - 00 - 55 -50 -45 -4 0 -35 - 30 -25 - 0 --15 - 10 - 5 0 5 10 15 *0 
CANARD
 
SyMOI ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION2 1 0 . 0 0 0 f A Cn. . 1. 2 0 0 Q TA . 0 0 0 DA A S T CANAR D D ATA S E T 1CANAR D R F 1 5 . 5 6 0 8Q. I tN . 
2.000 DL .000 DR 0.000 0204? - 60.000 QZCO - 4.000 LRF 3.0950 IN. 
DCL 	 - 60.000 OCR - 00.000 G~C 
4 
- 30.000 GaSOSI 0.000 OREF 8.0090 IN. 




DATA MIST. COV MVR*EI 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 693
 
















--O 5 -D -0, --5 Ad4 

SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.o0p MAC 1.50D DETA 





DATA MIST. .WE[ MV9*eI 
-­40 -- -30 -as -2 -15 -113 -
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE 






C 4 1  
- 60.UDO 











5 10 is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 














MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)BISWl4C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G94
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION














-0.! , 1 11 1 4 1 1 1 11 ... i. . l . 1 [ 1 ~ J J l 
- -6g --5 - 0 -as45 -40 -as -30 -25 -toD -1 -1 0 - 5 0 a 10 &a go 
CANARD
 










0 0 0e , 
0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE 
BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 $S.IN. 
R 0.000 GZ8C47 - 6U.000 0GC5U - 45.OUU LREF 3Q5 ~ 
CR 
AILRON 



















MVR*EI SCALE u.oOs 
MSFC481 GD/C(e00STER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G95
 






















AA CNR RF 
£ C NOHTO 
1566 ,N 
-0. O .O ,DD GO4 
4 
DDU G8S -4. Rr 3D5 N 
-enC48i1 D011- ,,l9,628i47)- - - - ---OG CR 6, -- - - - - - - - - 01 NOV 71 - - - - - - - - PAGE - - -­6.D9 6.96 I 
-0-315DD R ,SO N 
2 000f ATA... 3.00 -ST, 0.00 ATSET CAAR DAAST ANAD gE t5-0,3Q. 
t0.000,GD CEL 0.000B OER 0.000 02C? - C00G CS - 4501 LtV S00PAG R 


















,O0 -05 a.0 -55 -"50 -45 -40 .55 50a -as -20 10 -to a a 5 t0 I S 
CANARD 
SYROOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 D000 .ACH 4.0D BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD BREF 15.6050 SoI.N. 
20.000 EL 0.000 DER 0.000 GZC41 - 6D.000 G2OCSO - 45.000 LREF 30950 N-
DOC - 60.000 OCR - 60.0 020C41 - 30.000 02831 O.O0 BREF t. 0 0 1N. 
cLZVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 






ZMRP D.00 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI $CALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B 9W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 697 




--- --- --- --- --- --- --- -­ :0.@----




M C GB - - 04 NOV 
7__ 
0. 2z4 3000 003 .00 rF :0:o "N 












































I[ D A R *O C4 500XR * N 
0-0.D1OOO N 
I-P OU N 
0AAH&*C [ HR ]8A£ OU3 
-SF.38 G- CBOTRBg]CA][2843 01NV7 PG 













-OgF -as -60 -53' -5 -40 -40' t-- " -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 a 0 5 10 35 so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
00 MACH 5 .000 BTA . 00 DATA ST CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 1 3. 5e:: UuN 
.10 ,:.000 DEL.C  - 0.0006 -0 DEROC  O .- 60.000 02 C47 - 6 OoO O- - 28cs 0 - 5.000 LREF 6.U09 uO IN 
L V OW 0 0 0 A L R ONt O 0 .0 04 
02 C4 
G0 =5 O 
XH.DRIO 







DATA MIST. CODE MVR el-
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)BI3W14C4AV7 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE G99 
LbNGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 










SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUCS DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MACH 0.600 BETA 000 DATASET CANARD DATA3CT CANARD' .... L5.6560 4Q*|N* 
Z0. 000 DEL 0.600 OCR O*UO 02C47 - 60.-00 628CS - 45 .000 LREF 3:0:50 IN 
CR .AR 0




ELEVOI 0.000 AILRCJ 0.000 YNRP 0.00o0 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA "IST. CO E MVR*E SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BISW14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71' PAGE 700
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 











70 -5 - -55 -50 -45 -40 -45 -30 -25 -*D -5 -is - 5 0 5 so is so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCC INFORMATION 
10.000UA 0.00p BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.500 S4,N, 
*.0000 DEL .00 OKR Q.0g 02c7 - 50000 OZ.CS - 45000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OCL - 60.000 OCR - 6o.co GZC41 5000 *20a51 o.000 BREF 0.0990 IN. 
0.600 ALRO U*no02SC440L2ON I5 .00 	 XHRP 0.700 IN. 
YNRP 0.000 IN, 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE fVR¢EI 	 SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B69W14C4AV7 	 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 701
 









To -05 80 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -a0 -25 -90 -15 -10 - a so i to, 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RErERENCE INFORMATION 
1 0.000 MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD 3REF 15.6500 s.I'N; 
IN.
- 60.010 QZCSO - 45.000 LREF 3:00020.00o DEL 0.000 Deli O.00 020C47 
[62h,OD AL¢ 0 G8C44 1513131 XHRP 6.,1130 IN.IN.DC, - 80.000 DCR - a .000 OZ C I - 3 00 0 02831 OREP .7300 
CLEVON 0.1000 AILRCOt 1.0013 A 1:0 YI4RP 0.0003 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0003 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 DATA MIST. CODE HVR*I-
MSFC481 GD/CCB0O TER)BISW14C4AV ' (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 702­
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION 







S-0.4 ---- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
-0.0 
_o0 ... ... ..L.L.. .... 4.-.4 .. .. 4.... .. 4 . .444. ... 4.. .4--. .4.4 . ...4.- 44 . . . ..- 4 4.~.. 


































DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EX 
0 0 to as * 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 15.0540 SQ.iN. 








ZHRP 0.000 IN. 
SCALE 0...35 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOCSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 CG28C473 0-1 NOV 71 PAGE, 703
 






-70O-T -s -60 -56 -50 -45 -40 -15 -30 -25 -20 -to -to0 -- a 5a to '16 i 
CANARD
 
,SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1--000 MACH 1.050 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.63ou SQ*ZN* 
2a.000 DEL O.QQO DER 0.000 G28C47 - 00.000 G2:C50 45.000 REF 3.09 N 
DCL - o.ovo 
 DCR - 60.000 028 
C
~l - 30 000 Q2 531 DDu BREF 0: 00: .00 





DATA MIST. CODE HVRkI 

,MSFC481 GD/CC-BOOSTER)Bl,9W14C4XV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71I PAGE 7-0-4 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 







.. j 0.4 
z 
.L 




-- 4 -45 -40 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -*5 -20 -13 -10 - 5 0 5 10 55 50 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRZC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFQRMATION 
.A 	 DATASET DATAS3ET SREF
10.000 ACH. OD BETA 0.000 CANARD CANARD 15.6560 S0 N. 
- OZCSO 	 3.09300 8047 60.000 - As.00 	 LREF N,.20.000 DEL O.0D DER 0.000 
DCL - 6o.0o0 OCR - o.o0 28041 - 30.000 0831 O BREF 6.0990 IN. 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 258.Du 0.0000 IN.r SC44 	 YHRP 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA HST CODV PVRGEI
 
MSFC481 GDIC[BOOSTER)BIBW14C4AV7 	 (G2SC47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 705
 
-0.4 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
* * -i-rn -irr--T-r rfliilii -T-rri-i-n rn-i- rPni-n-i- rn-i- -rrv- lirr i-rr rrTT TTTT Trfl rrrT -n­
. . . ....
 
00° 
-as ----- -- --55 --50--------- ----- -- - -- 0 -5 -a -t 1 A 
CANARD 



































- 30 Duo 
1 5 *000 
026031 0o.U BREF 
IM 
R P  
YmRP 
0.0090 




DATA MIST. CO'DE MVR*I 

,MSFC481 GO/CCB00STER)BI9W14C4AV7 [G28C471 01 NOV 71 PAGE 70G
 









-10 -65 -90 -55 -so -45 -40 -as 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
%*.0uO MACH 1.500 BETA 0.000 
000 DEL 0000 OER 0.000 
DCL - 0O,00 OCR - 60.000 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 









-to -20 -15 -10 -a 0 5, 10 to s0 
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.4500 5Q.IN. 
- 60.000 G28C50 - 45.000 LREF . 
- 30.000 026031 0.00W CREF 0.0990 IN. 
15.000 XHRP 0.7100 3N4 
...RP 0.00 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0055 
CG28C473 01 NOV 71 PAGE 707 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 












-70 -as5 -00 -5 -50 -40 -40 -35 -30 -25 -2 5 -0 5 a 5 la IS go 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SQ.IM.
Z.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 5o 
10.00 MAC 

20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 GZBC47 - 60.000 GzCS - 45°000 LREFF 3.9Q
4 IN° 
OCL - 60.0D O CDR - 60.O00 GZBC 1 - 30.000 1=2B1 'Q:D DRER P  0,09go IN° 
--- -Z-C44 - 15.-- X- 6.10 IN: 






DATA 0IST. 00DT HVR.TI
 
MSFC48 G-RC(BOOSTER)BgW14C4AVC CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 708
 












To -65 -00 -as -50 -45 -35 -30 -25-40 -20 -o -in -4 0 5 10 15 t0 
CANARD
Y M B O L  

8 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATfON
2 
1.0 f l 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD sREF 15.5660 SQ.IN. 
s*0o.0 OEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 GZC47 60.000- G2OCSO - 45,000 LRCF 3.0050 IN. 
F
- DCL -60000 OCR - 60.000 020C44a 1 - 30.Do 02061 0 O0 XHRPBRE 6.0900.flt3O flJZN.15*000 

ELVON 0.0,0 AILRC D.000 






DATA MIST. CODE $VR*rI
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 [G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 709
 











-Ta , 00 -5 -50 -41 40 -5 
*YNOOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES 
' 0000 MACH 4.000 SETA 0.000 
0o.0o0DEL 0.0 0 DER 0.000 
DCL - 00.000 OCR -- o0.ooo 
OR 0.0 
CLCVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 















a a so III so0 
REFERENCE INrORATION 
CANARD fREF 15.6560 5Q.IN. 
- 45A$00 LRCF 3.0950 IN. 
0.00 SRF 6.0990 IN. 
o 6HRP 6.110D IN-
Y2SC44HRP IN.ZM 0.0000 1". 
ZMRP O.OO D IN. 
SCALE .0.31 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 71'0 









SYMBOL ALPHA PARAME(TRIC VALUES 
&,.DoO MACH' 4.500 BETA 0.000 CATA3ET 
20D DL - 0.0*00 DER " 0.000 G C47 
CR -D44Q
6::fO,00 At L.ON 0°go 
DATA ST. CODEA VRIcY 











CANARD OREF $1.650. 3Q* 
8LODU*O REF 0.0990 N 
. X 
R 6, Sou IN* 
YMRP 00 N 
Z0RP ­ ----- --­ , 
SALE 0.035 
0 NOV 71 PAGE 711 
N ° 












-0S L4. &44 tJ 44.-44..L4.4..LL&.4 LA4L 2L. ... .4.L..4& -44 ---­
'i70 -4 -40 -55 -50 -45 40 -'35 -30 -25 -20 -13 10 - IQ0 5 so8 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION
2 5-0 CANARD aQo.N.
10000 MACH acoo OTA DATASET DATASST CANARD SREF I e65oa 
*0.000 DEL: 0 O0 bR 0.000 G2OC47 - 60.000 G20C50 - 45.000 LRF 3.0950 IN. 
DCL - 60.000 OCa - 60.000 GC41 - 30:000 020531 o.o00 BRr 6.00900 2SC44 15°00, XM P 7  ZN: 
ELEVON 0.000 AILfRCN 0.000 YHRP * 0.0000 IN-
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE ,AN aCES 7 0.00$. 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER81914C4AV.7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 712
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 






-To 60 -4O -55 -0 -45 -40 -D15 -0 -25 -to -15 -10 a a a s o Is so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALP"A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORNATION2 .000 - MAC" 0.600' -BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 10.0360 6Ga.N. 
'U.000 DEL 0.000 DrR 0.000 G02C47 - 60.000 G2C50 - 45.000 LREF 3.093a IN. 
0ZS31 .00 BREF 6.0990 IN. 
GZSC44 15.000 
DCL - 40.000 OCR - *D.oo CI8C41 - 30.D 
.XHRP 8.7t00 IN. 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.Duo YMRP 0.00D IN. 
zMRP 0oO900 IN* 
SAE 0.10005 N 
DATA MIST. COOK NVR*EI SCALE 0.055 
MSFC481 GD/CCB0OSTER)B19W14C4AV7 tG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 713
 
1.4 





O.-0 G -0D - t -0 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -$5 -10 a a 10 isO 
CANARD
 
SyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE |NFORMATICW 
CHDD 0.0 EgTA 0.000 DATASET CANARD OATA*CT SRF SD*O CANARD .6 zoo ,M. 
DE00 0.00D, 0.000 60:000 45 0Q LREF 3.U950 IN.OL DER G26C47 12:C5O 
C L - 6 0 .0 0 0 C R 0 0 O 0 0 G O 4 - 3 * 0 3 . 0 HRMSPP 6 . 0 0 1 M G O O 

[L V A;LR O. O2 8C44 15.00D 67 N
O*O O 
ZEO 0.0 ^I 00YHRP 0.13000 IN. 
ZMRP G*U o IN. 
' SCALE 0.0035 
DXTA MIST. CODE MVR cl 
MSFC48! GD/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4Ai7 (G28C473 01 NOV 71 PKbE 7q' 
















To -of -0 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 25 -2o -15 --0 a 0a 10 to s0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC 	VALUES . DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IV .000 ACH 0.950* BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD QATASET CANARD SREr 15.6500 SQ.IN. 
O...0 OEL 0.000 OER 0.000 00C47 - 00.000 0 - 41.00 LREr 3.DgO0 IN. 
DCL 	 -0.000 OCR - 60.000 028C4l - 30.0D0 G22D81 0.000 BREF *.Osfo ZN.
 
*26C44 15.000 
 XHRP 0.rt; IN. ZLEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.oo0 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
*IRP 0.00.0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI 
MSFC48I GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 715 
-------




. . . . .. -.- -.--
- - - - -
- - - ..- . . . . . . . . . .-
. . . . .. . . 





y .OL : LH A PA A MERI C VALU E$ DA OURC E R F R NC E INFORMA TION 
D A TA S R F 15 .65 00 s o: N . 
4 5 
0:S.OD _ ACH IDu o GTA, 0 .0 00 D ATA S T CANARD T CANARD 
45. LREF 3.0950 6IN*0,000 DER 0.000 G2aC47 "- 0.000 G28CSO 10 6 7 1 .0 o° O 0DEL - 60 . 50- - 4R0, 35 0 -- - ­
20.00,DE 0.0 0 Dl 0.00 20C4? 150.00013C0 -4500 LE 505 N 
CLEVCI 0.000 A1LR0a 0.00 TH"RP 0.0000. IN
 
CALE 0.00 5DATA MIST. CODE, HVR*EI 
MSFC481j GO/CGBOOSTER)B,19W14C4AV7- CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 716­













o0. -o 1. . 4..... .. L±. 4 4 44. LJ .4. ...... .44.4. . 11. .4-J.... 4 4. tJ 44- .. 4-. ±.L 4-. *­
-0 05 -60 -5 -50 4 -40 -36 -30 -25 -20 -is - 5 0 a t0 to 0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I .. W lACH 1.050 SETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATA8ET CANARD SREF 10 6060 SQ.e.i 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 GZCA7 - 0.000 GZSO5 - 45.000 LREF 5.09,0 IN. 
DCL - 60.000 OCR - 60.000 06.0990 	 IN
 





 DATA MIST. CODE MVR #r | 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 (G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 717
 
















iYM0OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 B0liN.
10.000 MAC"L- 1.100' BETA 0.000 

0.000 GZ0C47 - 00.000.. 0 QZSCS0 - 4 LR0F IN.20D00O DEL 0.000 DQR 4.0990 IN.
 
- GO.0 028C41 - 350:000 02001 0.000 BREF DEL -- 50.000 'OCR 0 . flRP 6.7100 IN.zSC4' ooo 

YHRP D.0oD0 IN.
ELCVON 0.000, AI RL 0.000 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. SCALE 10.0036 
DATA HIST. CODE VR*EI 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 718
 













0.2 	 - ­
-a -65 -60 -5 -50 -45 	 -40 -35 s0 -25 -20 -15 -10 5 a 10 to 80 
CANARD
 
SYHBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC 	VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCC INFORMATION 
SM0.00 A 1.200 BETA 0.0 O ATASET CANARD DATASCT CANARD OREF ±5.0500 00.IN. 
00:000C4 OCOCRO 
- 0.00 -0.00 :4RE IN.5.650 

DCL 	 - 60.000 DCR - 60*0 020C41 - 0.000 0831 0.000 XR 6.0900 IH: 
020C44 15.000 XNRP 6.11O N,
LVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.U0O IN. 
DATA H131. CODE HVR*EI BCAL 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 719
 








-o0 -as - - -55 -so -25 -90 -15 -10 so s o 
CANARD
 
ByHROL ALPHA PARAMCTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE " REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.D.a~ HACH0 1. o BTA Q.*UU DATASET CANARD DATASL CANARD SREF 25.65ou SQ*sN,00 
Z0.00 OEC 0.000 OCR 0.000 a2SC47 - 60.000 28CSO - AS.000 LREF 3.0930 IN.C 4
 
OR 60.00-
-'L 0 -25-55 -0 .45 40 . 302644 5.000 XHRP 6.10 15I .N 
CLL - 40.000 OCR - 00.000 0Do0 YHRP O- IN. 
ZmR: 0. : IN. 




DATA /ST R6 1 HVR8I4C v 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 720
 






- ---- --	 - -, 
oC 0.0 C -.6000 02S 1 0631 000s	 -000 

70 -5 -60 -5 -0 -45 -40 -35 -30 -- -1) -15 -10 5 0 5 to is 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 0.0D0 MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000 VATAS9T CANARD OATASET CANARD SREF 25.6360 SQIN. 
EL DER 45.000 ND0o0 0.000 O.DooO GC47 	 60.0U0 G28CSO LREF 3O 

G284 3DOD2B31 O. Q REF :00:20 IN.
&R2844 15..00 XHRP 7 in: 
ELV4 0.000 AILRO 0.000 YHRP O.0000 IN 
ZHRP a 000 IN. 
STA MIST. CODE MVRALU DCALE N RT35 
MSFC481 GO/C0 BOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 00 GG28C47 	 01 NV 71 PAGE 721 








TO-Os 60 -as -50 -4 -40 35 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1. 0 MACK 3.ooo BETA 0.000 
Zo0000 EL 0.000 OCR OO0 
Oct - 60.000 OCR - . 
ELEVOI OO0 liLtoN 0.000 







-25 '2 -10 -10 -5 0 a I0 is 
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORATION 
CANARD OATASET CANARD OREF 15.660 S0 
- 00.000 G26(50 - 45.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
- 30.000 "20031 O BREF0.U0SO IN. 
15.:000 XNRP s;7,,o IN. 
YRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP O.U0DO IN. 
CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 722 
so 












..?0 -as 40 -55 -50 -45 -40 50 '.30 .1 -20 -15 -10 -. 6 0 a so is 80 
CANARD
 




± 0.000 MA H 4.000 BETA 0.DO0 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.656 S0N.
 
10.000 DCL 0.000 DER 0.000 GZSCAT - 60.000 G20C50 - 45.,fl LREF 3.0050 IN, 
DCL - 60.000 DCR - 60.000 
C 4 
2 - .. 000 G2UD31 DREF 6.0990 IN.
 






SCALE 0.035DATA MIST. COVE )VR*Ez 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B9W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 723
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------














70 -00 .0V -05 50 -4% 400 35-25 -to fl- -1Q 5 0, a to to *0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.00 MACH A .00 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.650 SQ.$N. 




*000 O6.-0:000 OCR - so O02OCAI - 00 422631 0.00 6.00 J 
CLEVON 0.000 AILRON o.ooo 020C44 15.000 X$RP 6.710o IN. 
ZMRP 0.OU IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE "VR4EI SCALE 0.UG*5 
MSFC4681 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 724
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 











-a s45 -­ 0 -5 -60 -45 -40 -5 -0 -25 -20 -­5 -10 - 0 5 10 i15 5 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES. DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MACH 5.000 BETA . O.o DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD- SREF 15.6560 sO.IN. 
Z0.000 DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 020C47 - 0.00 20CU - 45.00 LREF 3.050 IN. 
DCI. - 60.000 OCR 60.000 020C41 0.000 020as1 O ooo BREF 6.0900 IN. 
028C44 is.Ono XMRP 6.00 IN. 
ZLEVON 0.000 AILRC44 0.000 5YMRP ZMRP .00o00.000 N.iN. 
SCALE 0005 
DATA MIST. CODE HVRCEi 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 725 
0.4 


















1.4L--	 -ODD ___R -- C ___O___- - GS3 - , _____ _,99_ - , 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA BOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFOiHgTION 
10.000 M f 0.600 BETA 0.000O ATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6$60 SQ-SN­
'* 	 2W.UOU DEL 0.000 DER O*Dup 02SC47 - 60.000 62SCSO - 45*Do LR~r 3":U: |O 
10 0 -55 0 -4R0 G35 44 "12 -0 -MRP 5 10 150 
20 CVL 0.000 DERCW 0.0 C. 00 YHRP 0.0900 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR 	 SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 ,GD/CCBOOSTER3819W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) '01 NOV 71 PAGE 726'
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
Z) 










--D -- ---- --i5-__ -- '5 0 5 5 
-1. 
- a1. 5 0-O _5 -0 -5 -0 a a 5t 
•CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 " REFERENCE INFORMATION2 0.00 MACH 0.901 - BETA .000 DATABET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.65 5Q.IN. 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028C47 - 60.000 GZOCSO - 45.000 LREF .095o IN, 
DCL - - 40.000 DCR - e o 08C41 - 00Duo G2D31 o.ou BREF 6.099. IN. 
5.0 	 XMRP $.?IOU IN. 
eLVVCN 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 	 YHRP a00OD IN.ZMRP 0 :0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI 
028C44 
SCALE 0.005 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 727
 
- - - --- - -


















. . . . . . . . . .
 
--z - - i s -1 0 - 5 a 5 1 0 i s 
- - - - -- 0- -- 4 5 -4 0 -- - -----
CANARD
 







to.000 DEL 0.000OCDR 

O .O O D M A C 0 9 0 B T A . 0 0 0 A T A S E T C A N A R D D A T A S E T C A N A R D R F 5 6 5 o u S . 1 m 

0.000 02SC47 - 60.000 020CSO - 4S.OUO LRC 3. 5 N
 
C 4 1 
 6.00 IN
E - 3U.000 026113 0.000 BREF 
X .71uo IN. 
ELEWON 01000 O CA R( 0 .000 




AIRN 000YHRP 0.0000 IN.




DATA MIST. CODC HVR*El 
MSF,C481 GD/CCBODSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7' CG28C473 01 NOV 71 PAGE 728; 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
















-rot -of -40 II I I tI I I l l lfao25 taI 
CANARD 




MAC 1.000 BETA -
8000 DL .0 ER000 
DO . 60.000 DCR 


















SREF lS.es u ,521N. 
LRVF S.,D0 IN. 
XIt90 N9, IN : y-Rp * I-N. 





MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 729 














SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.o_co MAC 1050 BETA 0.000 VATASET 
2. 000 D L . 0 00 D R . 000 G28C47 
C - 60.00 OCR - 60.000-0.4------3--------
CLEVCW 0.000 AILR6N 0. 00 GZSC44 





- 60 000 2 =C 0 
15.000 
CG28C47) 
REF R NC INFORHATIC" 
CANARD a... &5.6560, 3Q,IN. 
- 4 5 000 LR F 3 0: 50. IN : 
XHRP 6.Tsou IN. 
YMRP 0 agog IN. ZIRP 0,0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 73:8 

























70T -0O5 -00 -58 5-0 -45 --40 -355 -30 -25. -20 -15 -±0 - 5 .0 5 10 15 20 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE . REFERENCE ZNFORHATION 
±0.000 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 OATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 SQ.iN.
 
20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 G2SC47 - 60.000 020C50 -	 45.000 LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
DCL 	 - 00.000 OCR - 80.000 02:C41 - 30.000 G2831 0.000 BREF .0990 IN. 
O28C44 15.000 XNRP 6.7100 IN.
 ELEVOR 0.000 AILRO 0000 	 yHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.00o0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE bVR*EI 

MSFC481 GWtCCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 731
 

























00.4 4 _P 500 	 6.70 
-500 	 - ----- BB 20 -5 - - a s to 'a 202- - - - -55 -50 - 40 --- 0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALP.HA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFOiHATION
 




aRE 0.099,k IN. 
-- 60.000 G84 - 30 ovaD 020531 U.00
DCL 60.0000 DCW"AI-N 0.-- -- - - - -MRP 1--	 a BUD--LEVON 0.0 	 -
ZMRP o.uoa6 IW. 
SCALE 003DATA MIST. COD MVR i 

SFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 (628C47) 01 NOV 71 P GE 7 32 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
r.t r -i- - T .... - r.... r ..- r.... rr.-. -i-.-. .r..r -.r.. rr ri- -­-- 1-r- ~ TT .  Inr .. 
Lu
 










n -- --- -60 -5 --50 --45 -40 - --0 -- 5 -2 ---- 10 --- - 5 is t 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 MACH 1.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD 04TASET CANARD SReF 15. 560 30.1N.
 
;.ooa DEL DoOOD DER 0.000 G2SC47 - 60.000 GZSC50 45.000 LREF 3,05 N
 
DCL 60.000 OCR R P  
 6°:ggo 
000 GIRN XM °1 
-60.0 G26C42 - SoD,00 G28B31 0.000 DREF .0,
 
N 
ELZVOM 0.000 A RO °D yHRP :012.000 IN. 
2 C44 5 0D 

ZMRP 0.0.00 IN. 
DATA CODE HVRCAR CASTD SCAE O.D50 5 
MSFC481 G./C0B-OSTER.B100 14C-AV7 1628C47) 02 NOV 71 PAGE 733
 


























SYM8OL ALP$A pARANCTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 MEFERECC INrORI4ATION 
t*aDo BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD OREF 15.6 50 50.!".
210.000 
20.000 	 DCL 0.000 DER 0.000 020C47 - 00.000 G26C50 - 45.000 LREF 5.09,0 ZN. 
DCL - 00.000 OCR - 00.000 028C41 - 30.000 02053* 0.000 SREF 6.0090 IN. 
02.4 	 XHRP 0.T100 IN. 
CLEVC1 	 0.000 AILSON 0° 0284 1.0 Y1RP 0.0000, IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035HVR*ES0
DATA MIST. CODE 
,MSFC481 GD/CBOOSTER)B1W14C4AV7 	 tG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 734
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
$ .- r-n- rr 1-rTu-r -lrn-i- i-i-v-i-lell T-rr -rrr rrrl- nTi 1-ri-i- -rrrr nlrr -TT-r TTTT elJ:I 


















-10 60.0 -5 OCR-4.00 -35 C4 -0 .G 20 1 ±0 .0 0 5RE 10 t9020-4 

*0.00 DCL 0.000 DERO 0.000 02SC44 - 6.000 02C0 5.0 R 3.93 IN. 
020C4 XRP .15.00 .700000 

ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE~ 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE MyRonl 






LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 






- o. - ­
t°
 
st~ -2 1 -1- s d 
CAAR 
10~o !ist- .000 4OD BTA 0.000 DATASE CANARD DATASET CANARD aftrF 15.6500 SQ.IN. 
20.000 DEL O.Duo DER U000 G2C47 - 60.000 G26cso - 45,GUD LREF 3,5 IN,. 
DCL - 60o0130 DCR - 600 :2:C4 1- 1o000 GG3 .O XER . 0 IN. 
ELEVON 0.000 ATLO .000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0o0004 IN. 
SCALE -.--­ 35 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*El 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19Wl4C4AV7 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 736. 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
















."0.4 DAT OE V*lSCL 
45 	 -15 - 0 10 *0-70 -05 -Go -5 -50 -45 	 -40 -- -3O -45 -20 -to 5 5 15 
CANARD 
SyHbOL ALPNA PARAM4EIRIC 	 VALUES DATA SOURCE REFREINCC INFORMATWON2 10.00NAC 4.500 SETA 0.000O ATASET CANARD CATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 5Oi.IN 
*0.000O t. .00 OCDR 0.000 020C47 - 60.000 G28C50 - 45.000 LREF 3.0950 In.*O 

DCL - 60.°00O CR - 60.000 	 020C41 - 30.000 020031 0,000 SSEF 6.0S9O Zn. 
020C44 15.000 XMRP 6.?100 IN. 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 yHRP 0.0000 in. 
ZNRP 0.0000D in. 
DATA MIST. CO MVR*EI AE 0* 
MSFC48I GO/C(BOOSTER)RI W14c4AV7 	 CG28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 737 
'LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
















5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET 
DATA SORCE 
CANARD DATASCT CANARD 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 





4 0 0 0 0 
0.0 
DE:R 
D C R 
iRO 
0 goo 









- 6 .OO0 
- 3 O U O 
15.000 
G2SC50 
0 3 1 
45.000 




M R P  
°95 











!M5FC481 GO/C[BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 [G28C47) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 738 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 

















00 	 45 -40 -35 -30 -26 -to -15 -10 0 5 20 is to 
CANARD
 
SyMOOL 	 A LPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE R£rER£NCE lNFOAMATION 
30.OD 4 3.000 SET* 0.000 DATASET CANARD IATAIIT CANARD SREF 30.1N..0 	 25.6500 

40.000 	 DEL .000 DER 0.000 GZ8C48 - 60.00 G-SC42 - 30.OUO UREF
 




LV - 60.000 AILRC - 0.000 	 YRP .0U9 IN. 
XHRP 6.00 IN. 
SCALE 003
DATA HIST. CODE NVR*E1
 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4A 	 CG2SC48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 739 












70 450 -40 -55 -50 -45 -40 -55 -30 -a5 -20 -15 -to a5 so1 15 al0 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRiC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 OATASZT CANARD CATASET CANARD SREF 15.6540 80.5".23 .:Do MACA 5.000 40.000 DEL 0.000 VrR 0.000 G20C48 - 60.000 02SC42 - 30.000 LREV 3.095O ZN~ 
t..JOREF .. In. 
DCL - 00.000 DCfR - 40.000 ZRCP 1:00 .Ulna IN: 
ELZVON 0.000 aI Li.* O.oDO YNRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000'. IN. 
SCALE 0.oo351
DATA MIST. CODE 4Vmr*i 
MSF-C481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A CG28C483 01 NOV 71 PAGE 740., 
__ 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 











0 0015 	 -10 5 0 5 IV is 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION2
30.000 MACH 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD .. E. 15.6$60 5Q.IN. 
40.000 DEL. 0.000 OER 0.000 G20C48 00.000 020C42 -	 30..00 LitEr 3.0050 JN 
OCL 
- 0.000 DCR -00.000 G28C45 15.000 6ORPF 0o* IN. 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 YMRP .0000 N. 
ZMRP 0.00o00 IN. 
SCALE 00* 
DATA 815?. CODE NVR*EI 
MSFC481 GD/CCSOOSTER)D1SW14C4A .	 CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 741 





















.10 - CR-- - - G-C5 ~ oQ - - - D - -, Q I 
i~I... I I**. ...i I ... 1 1 .... L .I .... Il.... I .. L .. L .2 l 1 . I... II 
-o -as -60 -55 -50 -­45 -­40 - --- - - - -- --- -­ 0 5 IV o .0 
CANARD 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VAlLUE5 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30.000 MACH€ 5.000 OETA 0 000 - DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15 656 30.1N. 
40.o00D EOL 0.000 D£R :000D G2SC4$ on 000Q GZBC42 - 30.000 LREF , 5 N* 
.CALE 0.035
 
DATA STA COAA RVRI I
 
'MSFC481GD-/C-B STER)B -W.4C4A 2G28C48) 01 NOV 71 .1E 7.42
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 
* l-rir irrr rr- Irrrll~il)i rI r TII rTi 'i-lr TTTl rrrr -i-r-rr

















. . . ..-. . . . .. . . . . ...... . . .. . . .
 








DCL - 40.000 OCR - 60.000 G20C45 15.000 











DATA MIST. CODE IVR*EI
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B1W14C4A CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 743
 
LONOITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 

















-0.R -. . . .. 






SYMBOL ALP A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MACHE 5000O BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.0560 SQ.IN.
 
40.000 DEL D.090 DER 0.000 020C48 - 60.000 GSC4Z - 30.Q00 LREF 3. 050 IN 
DCL - 00.000 OCR - 60.000 GZ6C45 15.000 DREF 0:0 0 IN.
 
ELEVOJ 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP O.todo IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI SCALE o.ooS 
MSFC481 GD/CCBCOSTER)B69W14C4A CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 74
 
















5 0 -40 45 	 - 1070T -- -. .45 -60 .45 .45 -50 -- -I0 -15 -10 5 0 8 15 80 
CANARD
 
SyMBoL ALPNA pARAM4TRZC VALUCS DATA SOURCE 	 A sERENCE ZNroRMATlCJ 
3 0.000 	 J&L 5.000 BETA 0.000 CATASET CANARD PATASET CANARD SREF 15.6500 54-ZN. 
40.000 	 CCL 0.O0D PER 0.000 420C40 - 60.000 026C4e - 30.000 LR£r 5.0950 IN. 
DCL - 00.000O CRe - 60.000 #28C45 15.000 PR r 0000 IN. 
ELCYON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 yMRP 0.0000 IH 
ZI4RP 0*O0Q0 Lid. 
DATA MlST. COVE HVR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSPC4SI GD/CCBOOSTER)819W14C4A .	 (280483 01 NOV 71 PAGE 7'45 











-To -45 -60 -56 -0o -40 -40 -as -30 -as -to -15 -20 - 0 5 to IS so 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RMFERENCE INFORMATION 
HA H00D 500 BTA 0.000 DATASET CANARD OATASET CANARD BREF 15.6560 $a oIN. 


















DATA MIST. CADHE VREI DCALDE .0035' 
MSFC481 GD/CCBCOSTER)B19WI4C4,A CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 74G;
 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 









o 050 0 55 -0 45 -0 4s -30 z 1 to0 5 s o sA; 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RCFERENCE ZNFORMATION
 
30.000 MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 S0.IN.
 
40.0 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028C40 - 60.000 G20C42 - 30.000 LREF 3.0950 LU. 
OCL - 60.0D OCR - 60.000 020C45 13.000 SRi . IN. 
XMRP 6-7000 IN. 
CLEVON 0.000 AILR. 0.900 YRP o 
ZNRP O.0UD IN.
 
DATA IST. COE VR*EI SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4A CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 747
 













0.2- - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ -
'270 -0 4-0 _SS a -4 -40 -3 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
3000 Mxe" 5.000 BETA 0.000 
0.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 
- C- - - 60.000- CR - 40.000 
4EVOW 0.000 MROA0N 0.000 






-25 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 is 
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORC'AT10N 
CANARD DATASET CANARD SAEF 1.10 3.N 
- 0.000 0C42 - 30.000 LRE 3. 0950 IN. 
15.000 XMRP 6.710 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
SVR*CI 
CG28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 748 
so 
-- 
- - - -





























































O 1 PG 
IN. 
4 
30.ODD DAT MIST.CO MVREAIOO DTST CNR AAE CNR 
SCAENARD5 
RF 1.5U S.N 
MSFC481 GD/C L " DORSTERD Gl9Wl - D.A D 28481 01 N0*OV 71E PAGE5 7N 
LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENT VERSUS CANARD DEFLECTION
 




















D C L 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
5.000 BETA 
0 .0 0 D R 
- 6 . 0U 0 C R 
0.000 
0 .000 
- 6 0 . 0 0 0 
DATA4ET 
28C48 
a 2 S 
c 4 5  
DATA SOURCE 
CANARD 
- GQO O D 
1 5 , 0 0 0 
-
DATASET 
G 2 C42 
CANARD 
- 3 0 .0 0 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR Is.65 S00IN 
[ . 0 N 
X R P : . , I O U T" : 
IN. P 0..... " I~SCALE 0.0035 
DATA H13T* CODE MVRVE 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)IgW14C4A [G28C48) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 75,0 

























OCR-000iEO 00"R .I .. 
MSFC481 
CANAR -* $00u*DRO 0.*5 0 
-.. 

























"MSF . 481 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
PARAMETIC VALUES 
Be T, 0.000 DEL O.Uuu 
OR 0 ° UU0 CL -- 6 . Uuo 
tCR - GOovuU ELEYO O4ov 
C A N A R D - fio . O0 A I LR O N O .D O 
-CLE.003 
DATA MIST. C EL 0VR.E000SRV 
GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
[E28010) 01 
4.0 .5 5°0 9.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR5F 15.6560 31.1N. 
LR F 3 . 9 0IN 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
y R P 0 . 0 0 0 0 I n. 
ZMRP Oou U. 0u N.
*5.60 S.1. 
NOV 71 PAGE 752 
















DR 0.000 DCL -60.000 
DCR - 60.000 CLEYON D.Oua 
CANARD - 60.000 AILRCN 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E*IF 





































OCR° 6OOD CEVN OQUXMP 
CA-R 000 ALO. 000YR 
0.3 1.0 . 2.0 2.5 
MACH 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
OCTA 0.000 DEL *0.0 
OC .0C. -LREF 
£ .OL 0SO 
OCR - 60.000 ELEVON€ 0.000 
CANARD - 60.000 AI LROW, 0.000 







4.0 4.3 6.0 6.5 
REVERENCE INrORMATION 
SREF 1o5.60 SO.IN. 
5.0951) IN. 
REF 6.0990 ZN.XNRP 6.7100 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000, IN. 
lIAR? 0.0000. IN. 
SCALE 0.0u05 
NOV 71 PAGE 754" 
TRIM CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS 









< 10 0.5___ 1.0___ 1.5___ 2.02. 30 .S .0.50 
PARMERI VAVSRFRNC NOMTO 




































jRIM CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 











a ~ 1.0 1° .5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0.0 .°6 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRICVALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BET6OR Q.Ouu0.0 DELDCL 0.000545.OO SREFkREF 45.65603.0950 
sa*kN,IN 
.RCF 6.0990 IN: 











CAL .0 35 
DATA MIST. CWC HVR*EIF 
:'MSFC 481 GDIC(, BOOS3TER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (728C50) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 756 











0.0 D5. ,0 ° . 3,:5 4.0 4.5 5 *0 5.6 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 BREF 15.6360 30.1N.
 
VER 0.000 DCL - 45.00D LREF 3.05 N
 
BReF :095.0 'N.:
OCR - 45.000 ELEVON 0.000 XHRP :.79.00 IN. 
CANARD - 45.oUO AILRON 0.00D ¥HRP O.UODU IN.
 
ZHAP .. 20U0 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIF @AE 0 3
 
•mczFr 4RI rn/rrRflnqTFRlB19Wl4C4AV7 [728C50') 01 NOV 71 PAGE 757 















0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
D R 0 .00 D C L - 4 5 . 0 00 
DCR - 45.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD - 45.000 AILRON 0.000 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*EIP 
GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 35 
MACH NUMBER 
CZ28C503 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6560 SQIN. 
L a F 3 :0: 50 1.: 
DREF 6.0u . I. 
XNRp 6.T100 IN. 
YHRP O.u0 0 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000, IN. 
SCALE D,0uss 
NOV 71 PAGE 758, 
TRIM CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS 




I) t _ _ __ __ _ _ 
-
I 














0i.0 0.5 1.0 1.6 
PARAMETRXC VALUES 
OCTA 0.000 DEL 
OCR 0.000 DCL 
OCR 50.000 ELEVCON 
CANARD - 50.000 AILRON 
DATA MIST. COO MVR*E*OIF 












4.0 4.5 5.0 5 
REFtRENCE INFRIJAATION 
SREF 15.6360 50.1N. 
LREF 3.0950 ZN. 
OHRF.10 IN. 
yHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0o0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
*1I 1lkflfl 7Cf 
I 






1.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 S.5 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMCTRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
OCR 0.00o DCL - 30.uno 
OC 0.0CC0.0 LEVON UOUD 
CANARD - 30.UO AILRON 0.0o0 
ATA KIST- CODE VR GFSA 
REFCRENCE INFORMATION 
.... 1 5. 560 50.1". 
LREF .3.0950 N 
REF 6.099U N 
XHRP, 6.7200 IN. 
YHRP o*vUO IN. 
ZMRP v.UOuO IN. 
MSFC481 GoICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CE28009) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 760' 








.0 0. 201. 
BEG TA......EL.... 
CHRP 1. 









*C.IE HV F3A 




DATAMIT. COD MVAES GRIF 
___0000__ ____ _ 0 NO 71 P G 
NFRAI 
76 
















1.0 2.0 2*.5 3.0 
NUMBER 






D.UoO DEL " 
0.000 DCL 
30.000 ELEVON 






SREF 15,656. $ aN 
LREF 3 1 
B~Rr 6- u:u I N: 
XRP 6 .1, o I N 
yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0..000, IN. 
• 
DATA HIST, CCC MVR*E*GIF SAE 
UU 
mHFr4Ri rn/rrRn qTFRlRlqWl4r4AV7 (FR009), 01 Nn-V 71 PAGE 762 








0. .0 .5 2.5 .5 4. 3 .D 0 .0 a.. .0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
B TA 0.O U DEL O*UUD SREF 5.6 16 0 3.N.
 
OC R . ..Do OCL 0.000 LAEF 3 U 50 IN-
OCR 0.0oD CEeVON 0.000 
 XHRP 6 . r ". IN: 
CANARD U*UUD AILRON U.0oD yHRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP U*UUoU IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*GIF A[ U 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 CE280013 01 NOV 71 PAGE 7G23
 






























CANARD 0.000 ALRG 0:.00 
DATA MIST. CO 4VR*E*GIF 




















II 0.0 0.5___ .0 .53. 
MAC NUBE 
35 .04. 0 S. 
BE0.4 _. __. DEL 0.0. ____ 
MSFC-181 
DER D.UOU DCL 
OCR 0.Oou ELEVON 
CANARD 0.00V AILRN 





































BETA 0.... DE 
DE D.0 C 
O.a 
CU 
0IST- CODE i 



















_OC___TEBW4CAVC28 01 01 




L .. 35 







NV ?_ PAG__G 































SREF 25..56u SQ.INo 
LREF 3.0 950 IN. 
CANARD I5.uUU AILRON U.000 YHRP 
Z"RP 




MSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER B1gwl4C4AB7 [E28011] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 767 
3.0 
TRIM CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS CANARD DEFLECTIONS
 







_ ALO .UOY .. .__.__ .. .__ .___ . . . . . ' 000 N 
-2_.5 
0.0.5. .12530354. 
_ _ _ _ _ 
. . . 
0.0 .0 EL000SE 1.50 S~N 
-*00 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
EtA 0.000 DEL 0*000 
CER 0.000 DCL *5.000 
OCR 15.000 ELEVCP 0.000 
CANARO 15.000 AILRC o.QOo 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*C*GZF 






4.0 4.6 5.0 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORNATZO2N 
SREF 15.6500 SO.IN. 
LREr S.0950 ZN. 
OREF 6.0990 ZN.XHRP o.rIoo IN. 
VNRF' 0.0000 IN.* 
ZNRP 0.o00 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71- PAGE 768 














BETA O.000 DEL O.000 
DER O.OuD DCL 15.UU0 
CR 15.0 0 EL VON 0 000 
CANARD 15.0D0 AILRONI 0.000 
DATA H13T, C00C MVR.E*GI F 
GOIC BOOSTER B1gWl4C4AB7 
MACH NUMBER 
{E28011) 01 
REFERENCE 1NFURM TION 
3REF 15..'60 $4.1.. 
LREF ::0990 IN: 
,RPF ou90 
¥HRP Oo0u IN. 
ZMRP a ,Uv Uu IN. SCAL E 0:003, 
NOV 71 PAGE 7G9 
0 










_ .00_LEF 3 V5 
MSFC 481 
A 00 E 
DER.6 . o015Z°0. 00 OCL 5.400LR 
DE ~ O 
ncR 1].000 cLrVj 0.000 
CANARD ±5.000 . AJERON 0.000 
DATA HIST. CDDE HVR*EGIF 











































.06O 0.j0 00 
3y"B.L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 MAC 0.900 BETA O.QO 
r.000 DEL 0.000 DER Q.DOO0 
ELEVON ,M ILO ° 











CANARD SREF SQ.65H0 
S.C.. LREF .050 NB EF ..9 :N: 
YMRP 6. r UD IN. 
IMRP U.-auo IN: 




01 NOV 71 PAGE 771 

















-j - 0 -6 ____ -55 - -0-5-40----------_IS to 
CAAR
 
-tO -B -80 -55 -50 -45 -40 -55 -50 -25 -*0 -15 -10 ~- 5 0 5 10 15 *0
 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 1.o0 MACH 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 SQ.IO. 
20.0o0 DEL 0.000 DER OD 020109 - 15.000 028110 - 5.000 LREF S.0950 IN. 








DATA MIST. CODE MVR*I*NHP 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 772 
.06 
















__. Yl 0__ 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALP HA 
0. a00 MAC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.050 BETA 0.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
CANARD DATASET CANARD 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 156560 S IN. 
2..OoD DEL 0.000 DER 0.00a 020109 - 25.000 028110 - 5-000 LREF 5.:0:50 to.: 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 028 11is .000 BMREF 6.0100 IN: 
YMRP 60 0 IN. 
ZMn P 0GO.O.,O IN: 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*El*"*P SAE 0.0 
MSFC481 GO/C(BO0STER)BISWI4C4AV7 (0281093 01 NOV 71 PAGE 773 
------------
-rr r - -ri - r r-

-i-i--ri-
T r r ri rJ-v-i- r r i-ri; 

.30LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
-i- -1-r  
-ri-ri J-rrrTrrTl 






















_4 -. 6-	 - _ _ _ 
CA AR
 
..-- 4 .-- 4 -44-I 
-. ±1 .... I .... I 4. .. I.J.- .... 4 I,,,, L~ .. L4.. ..-- 4 .. LLJ . -4 44-4 .44.&L 4.. ­
-70 -63 -60 -53 -50 -.45 -40 -as -3o -2s -20 -15 -10 - 0 5 10 15 20 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 	 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF ±5.6560 SQ.IN. 
- 15.000 Ozil 81 - 5.000 LREF I .0950 IN. 
2 




















DATA MIST. CODE 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 C028103) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 774
 
























J L * . . , , , . * . . , 1 r . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ,.. . i . . * ~t . . . . ., . . . ,. , . 
70 -6 -60 55 -50 -45 -40 -35 --30 , -25 -20 -15 -tO - 5 0 5 10 20 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0O0O MACH 1.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 25.6560 So.N.
 
20.000 - OEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028109 - t5.000 0281i0 5.000 LREF 30so9 IN. 
E F  

NR l0o90 IN.
 ELEVON ODoo 0 AILRON 0.000 028111 5.000 








DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*H*P 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)89W14C4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 775
 
























008 A .__ - -	 ­_ 0_11 - ­
w.- - - - - _ - _ 0- - - - _ .04F _ ­
70 65 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -5 -20 15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 is o 
-	 SACANARD 
sY.OOL ALPXA PARAN{TR1C VALUES OATA SOURCE 	 REERENCE !NFOR$ATION210.00 2.000 SETA 0.000 DATASET 	 0ATASET SREF 1.6500 70.iN.CANARD CANARD20.000 	 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 O 2BZ109 - -15,000 020±10 - 5.000 LREF 3tU9SO IN. 
£LVOILON QOOO.D 0811 .0OBREF 8.U99O IN. 
ELVO .00AZRN 211 .00XNRP 	 6.T100 IN.00 




DATA lUST. CODE NVR*EX*IHtP 
MSPC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)219W14C4AV7 	 C0281093 01 NOV 71 PAGE 776
 
0 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 
t .0* - - - - -_ 











-.0 -5 -,a - -. 0 -- - -1 -
CANARD 
-­ to -- A a so 





3.000 BE TA 

















5REF is66 5~N 
LR .:65 u N 
"REF 6."099 
XMRP :.711o I0 






MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]Bl3Wl4C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 777 




















o -. 9 - - - - -
CAAR
 
70 -*1 -3O : 5 O*40 0-35' -2 - 15.0 -to11 - 5.09toD's -O 0 50 

E VON 0 .0 0 0 A I L R O N O .0 0 0 .00 
 X RP 6 .*1 0 .0 | N*Y.RP -.. 0 0__
 
ZMRP 0.DooO IN. 
SCALE 0.0035
"DATA MIST. CODE MVR Eil p 

MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 C0261 09) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 778
 




















10.000 MAC 5.Uou BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD GATASET CANARD SREF 1 5.65 60 $4.IN. 
ZU.0o0 DEL uOOU DER OO 028109 - I5°coo 028lia 5°0D0 LREF 3.0950 IN. 




ZMRP 13:0000 IN. 
31AL 0 C03 
DATA MIST. COD MVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BlgWI4C4AV7 	 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 779
 
00 














. . . 
.Q 
. . . 
---- -
. . . . . 
-­0 -5 -­0 -55 -50 -43 -40 -3 -30 -25 -20 
CANARD 



























LREF 3.U950 IN. 
BREF 6.90 IN:
-MRP .. 0000 in: 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 780 




















m I . ... . . . .. . . . , * . ' . . I g . . . l l I l I ' * J I ' 1 . ' l g l . . . . l .l. . I I
-- -- -- -45 -35 -25 -5- - - -- 50 -40 a -20 -15 -10 5 10 is 2 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR.ATJON 
10.0oo 14C 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARDB DATASET CANARD IREF, 5. . 60 sQ.IN.20.000 DL D.000 DER 0.O00 028109 - 15coo 026110 -5.000 LREF 3 0 
5 000 eRF :09.";N










DATA MIST. CODE MYR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GOICCBOCSTER)BlSWl4C4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 781
 








































SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN . 
LREF 3.093,0 IN. 
BREF 6eoggU IN. 
"RP 6.7100 IN. 
IMRP D.OuOa IN. 
ZMRP a, O0U IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P SA{ 003 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER3B19Wl4C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 782 















-. I- 002 
z 
___ 
D M CD - CAAR_ _ _ _ 
ZLi 




120 BT .0 DTST 
AASUC 








*0.000 DEL 0.000DERP 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*X*P 
GO/C(ROOSTER)619W14C4AV7 




































r - - _o___ 
-r 
I-­
*o70 -­ 0-as- 5-40 -5 -0 25 -
CAAR 
1 -10 5 0 5 s s z 
-° 
-?0 -85 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -0 
CANARD 


























SREF 15.6560 SQ. N. 
LRF 3. 50 N. 
BREF 800 N XRP 6.100 IN-
T0RP 0.0000 IN-




MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B1SW14C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 784 













-. -. 0 . . . . . . . 
-as -60 - - -­ 40 -35 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.O.U MAC 2.00D BETA 0-000 
20. 00 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 
CLEVON D.UUG AILRON 0.000 






-25 -20 -13 -­ 0 - 0 10 is-
CANARD 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.616U IQN. 
- 15.0UD 026110 - 5.UOU LREF 385 N 
5:000 BRpF 609 N 
VIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE "785 
A 










- -- O - --- -­ 5 - -45-----5 



















DATA MIT COE M•E** 
















-To -63 -60 -35 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -26 -20 -15 -in - 5 a 5 in is so 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MACH0 1.0o00 BETA 0.00O DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 2. S.N 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 02$109 - 15.BUU 026110 5*UUU LREF 3.U5 ;N: 












DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E]*H*P 

MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 787
 























--. 0-5 --50 -35 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25t -20 -15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 ±5 20 
CANARO 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 - M 5.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD CATASET CANARD SREF 15. 5 S0.IN. 
0D.0 	G0 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 020109 - 15.000 028110 - .00 LREF 5.0950 N. 
ELEVON 0.000 A(LRON 0.000 02811 *5*000 RP 0XHRP 4.710D0 N. 




DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI4H*P 

MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 788
 
.04 












05 0 --- -4 - - 2 - a 
CANARD 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 







ELEVON 0.000 AtLRON 0.000 028111 ':.0'0' BR£F 0. IN. 
XMRP 6. 10IDo 
YHRP D.OU0U0 N 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*CIH*P 
MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER3919W14C4AV7 [028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 789 









So . .. 
,SA -.00.0133 




















1o~~~o DAo MI 
MSFC481 GDCeOTRB1W44V 
T CODE5 HVR*EZ*AH*TPA 
E .O 080 
D 
50 








1 .6 6 
PAGE5 
S , N 
790 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 l-i-i--I-Ua~



















-15 -10 - 5 	 10 15 
-. 10 -65 -60 -53 -5 - - 25 -20 
CANARD
 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
MACHo 1.0o BETA 0.000 DATASET F 

SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CANARD OATASET CANARD SRE  15.6560 SQ.lN.
 
1 	 - .U_ LRE 3 U950_NEL .o000 DER 0.000 02109 





0 111 5.O0O 	 BREF -. go N
 











DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P 

MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 	 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 791
 














.00 0 co - D L .--­ ER-.00 
- 2-u 15.__ ozlu 


























.COE MVBEA H 
V 
CN R AT 
(028109 






























-7. -as5 -60 -55 -30 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -$5 -10 1 0 5 10 .5 20 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
: 00 MAC 1ou ETA D.000 DATASET CANARD DA/ASET CANARD SREF I566 $ .Im.
 
0:0000 	 DEL O.O0 IER 9. O0 Ozolo9 15.00a 028110 .000 RF 305 N 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 3.000 020111 5°0D0 BREF 609 N 
.0RP :0919.00
 
YMRP 0000 IN: 
lHRP 1:.0oo IN. 
$CA L, . U35DATA MIST. CODE HVR*Cl H*P 
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER3BI9Wl4C4AV7 	 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 793
 


















-.0 -45 -0 -55 -50 -45 --
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
. a.000 MAC Z.U00 BETA 0.000 
,U.OOG DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 









- 15.UOU 0zal1 
5.000 
C028109) 
in - 5 a 5 10 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANARD SREF ,15.656 5 s.IN. 
5.000 LREF 3 :a5 IN: 
8 EF :.U.g90 IN. 
XM"P :.Tl 0 IN* 
YRP . °00..... I 
ZMRP U.0UU0 N.. 
SCALE DD035 
01 NOV 71 PAGE 794 
to 
. 























*j -.0* _ 
CAAR 

































MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19WIIC4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 795 














!!? -0C 'a -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAM5TRIC VALUES 
Iou MACH 4.UU0 BETA covDa, 
1200-000 DEL 0.000 DER C.000 
L O NO , O0 .0 0 0 D DD 
0.0ILO 











5 .0 0 0 
[0281091 
-250 - 5 la is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANARD SREF 15.6::a $Q IN. 
- 5.G000 LREF 3.09lo I : 
B R E F 6 ° 9 0 IN . 
XLVNRP ::,0790. IN: 
YHRP ,Q0 IN. 
P 0:0000 IN 
SCALE 0.003 
O01 NOV 71 PAGE 796 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 




























-J -. 0* - -- -_ _CAAR
 
C 
-10 -63 -0 .55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 2-5 -20 -15 -±0 - 5 0 5 10 ±5 *0 
CANARD
 




10.000 MAC 5.000 BETA 0.000 CATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 3Q.I .
 
0.000 0.000 028110 - 5.000 LREF 3.0950 1N.
20.000 DEL DER 028109 - 15.000 

60990 IN.5.000
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 028111 BREF XMRP 6.7100 IN.y MRP 0.0000 N. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE a.. .,5 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EZ*H*P 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 797
 









-To - -60 -35 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -0 -13 -10 - 5 a 
CANARD
 
ALPHA PARAMEIRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION3YMBOL 

BETA 0.O00 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.656U 39.1m.
10.00 MAC 0.900 

0.00a DER 0.000 0Oa109 is goo0 028110 - 5.000 	 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BMRP 6.0990 IN: 
ZO.000 DEL 





YHRp o. 00I IN.
 
ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 

o A.0 0.00-N. 
SAE 003 
DATA MIST. cooe MVR*EI*H*P 

MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B]BW14C4AV7 	 C028109) .01 NOV 71 PAGE 798
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 




















uj .0s26 o -. - o -4 - -35-0-3-0-5-0 	 5 0 5 1 s2 
-IQ
 
-?O -45 --60 -55 -50 -45 -40 5-5 -30 -25 -20 -15 -. 10 - 5 0 5 10 ±5 *0 
CANARD
 
SyMBOL ALP$A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 RrrER£tJCr INFORMATION 
1.000 	 nas.. 0.950 BETA 0.000 DATASET CAMARO DATASET CANARO SREF 15.0500 SQ.JN. 
20.000 	 Ott. 0.000 OCR 0.000 020109 - 15.000 028±10 - 5.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 




ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE XVR*EIH*P SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)81WsI4C4AV7 	 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 799
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 

















-70 -45 -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35 -30 .- 25 -20 -5 -to 5 .1 5 to 15 to 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 MACH 2.050 "BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD OATASET CANARD SREF Is.6560 " .IN. 
.0*00 	 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028109 - 13.000 020210 - 5.OuU LREF S:.95u IN. 







DATA MIST. CODE MVR*El*H*P 

MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 	 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 800
 











SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.. 0.0










ELEVON 0.000 AILRON 0.000 028111 5.000 a EF 6 9 N 
XMRP 6.710. 1N. 
Y.'P o.0o00 IN* 






MSFC481 GOIC(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 801 















-. 10-0 -5 -6 -5 5- - --40 -3 -5 -2 -0 -I -0 - 0 5 I 
CANARD
 
;YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I.0000 MkCM 1.5UO VETA a Gog DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 34.1m;
.0.8 00 GEL 0.000 DER O,000 0281.9 _ 15.000 020210 - 5°00 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
LEVON U.500 AILRON 0.000 0A8111 5.CNR EREF ±..450 -IN. 
NRP .00 IN. 
ZKRP 0:0U.. 000 
SCALE a.035
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI* *P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B61W14C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 802
 



























HACH 2.000 BETA 
DtL 0.000 CR 
SLEVON 0.000 AILRON 

















SREF 15.6560 fQ.IN. 
LREF 3.095U IN" 
BREF 6099U IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.000 IN: 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC4B1 GD/C(BOOSTERBlsWl4C4AV7 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 803 


















u- -. 016 
CANARD 
iu.ouo MAC 3.000 BETA 0.000 
.U*uUO DEL 0.O00 DER 9.030 
" LEVOM 0.000 AILRON 0.000 













X R P 
ZMRP 
SCALE 













LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION

























SYM L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10-00 0 MACH .. O0D BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN­
20.00 	 DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 020109 - 15.D00 028110 - 5.000 LREF 3.0950 ZN. 








CALE 	 00035 NDATA MIST. CODE HVREI*H*P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 C0281093 01 NOV 71 PAGE 805
 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 










-. O7 -as -60 -55 -50 -45 -40 -35- -30 '-25 -20 -15 -20 - 0 5 AD is so 
CANARD 
SYMBOL A1. HA 1ARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 











DELVO 0.000 AiRO 0.000 02810,9 5.O00 5R£65099 




DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 806
 











































































0 r.0 - -- - - _ 5 __ _ - 2a 
CA 
w -: - e -e -5 - -0 -4_-35--___--5 -2 ___-
CAAR 
-­ 0 -- - - - - - - - - - - -
3YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
in.Oo 0.0MCH950 BETA 0.000 
0.000 DEL 0.DO DER 0.000 
LVN 0oODO AILRON O.000 







- 15 oa0 026110 
:.D 0 
C028109) 
REFERCNCE INCORM TION 
CANARD SREF is .65eu 30:.1N. 
- 5.000 LREF 3.095U IN. 
BlRPF 90 :N.: 
YMXRP 0 00 IN. 
ZY RP O.OO IN. 
3CALE 0.003, 
01 NOV 7 1 PAGE 808 
t 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 










I­ o .0 
*M4. 
- 0 S -­ 0--5-40 3 -25__0 
CAAR 































MLSTA CODAET R C l *VA U SCAALORC 
B A 0C T CANA09 0T1ANA 71 
EF NE IN.0 R ATI5 
PAGE 09 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION




















--0 - -0 - -55 -50 -45 "40 -35 -30 -S -20 - -- 5 	 10 - 20 
CANARD
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORNATION 
". 00 MA. 1.o0 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.,560 SO.IN. 
20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028109 - 15,000 02S110 - 5.Uoo LREF 3ou900 SN. 
OREF *0990U IN-ELEVON 0:000 
 AILRON 0.000 028111 5.000 HRP .T.0 0 IN. 
YMRP a.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*H*P SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GD/CCROOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 	 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 810
 
















70 -5 -0 
,	 





S MBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 MAC 1.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 1, . 6 S IN.
 
20.000 DEL 0.000 DER 0.000 028109 15.00 028110 - S.UU LREF .5.560 S N. 0 	 U 











DATA HIST. CODE MVR[EI*H*p SCALE 0.003,
 
MSFC481 GDICCSOOSTER3BlgWl4C4AV7 	 (028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 811
 














D -5 S5-- -- -- -- 30 -- -- -15 -- - 0-- 40 -- 20 5 __ IQ0 is 
CANARC
 
SY'!BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
10.000 MACH 2.0ou BE TA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SR£F S5.6560 34.1N. 
Z0.000 DL 0 000 DR .O00 0Z109 - 15.000 028110 5.000 SREF :.. 0 N
 








DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P
 
MSFC481 GD/CceOOSTER)e19W14C4AV7 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 812
 











CU -30 -45 _0 -4 -2 2 - - 5_ 11 _ 20 
Z.0--.1 DEL 0 DE -. :0 -U 
C 










DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P 









LUINU1IUUINL VrAKIIAL UERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT JO CANARD DEFLECTION








 (-I .0 
o *.0 


















- .10 *' ' , . .4, .-. .* 4-Z-$J -. 4-.4. .t-LJ- .Ji-l - .4i&*- 4--. .i*,.-. 	 .,..- . .,.L . ,-. ,4 .t..-4, .. J4 ,L7005 -05 -- -45 	
-­
6 5550 -40a--5 O25Z019- 10 5- 0,- 8 	 ±0 1' *0 
CANARD
 
YMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000U MACj 4.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANARD DATASET CANARD SREF 15.060 - 50.1N. 
20.000 	 DEL 0.000 OCR 0.000 028109 - 15.000 O28110 - 5.000 LREF 3.09,0 IN. 
SREF 8.00




ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0058 
DATA MIST. CODE MVRtEI*H*p 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BISWI4C4AV7 	 C028109) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 814
 




























- 0819 L- OaO- __O __OOO -$.00 081 5OD 3D N 
ZMRP O.OO 0 IN. 
SCAE A.NAR 
DATA H13T. CODE VR*EI*N*P
 
MSFC48 GO/CCBOOSTER)BD0WE. CAV7 0028109- 01 NOV 71 PAGE 815
 




















- oo 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SYN80L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
% ,O00 ETA c..00 DEL 
cu.Uoo 'OR 0.noo ELVONC.NRD 
- 0.000 AILRVN 
CANRD .ILON






215 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028109) 01 
4.0 4.0 S* 0.0 
REFERENCC INFORMATION 
SR£F $.6r $.N 
LREF 15.656' , a.'0. . 
BREF 6.99U IN. 
6.710u - IN 
. 
YNRP 0.000 IN. 
z RP 0 GOODU in. 
3MAL£ 0.00 
NOV 71 PAGE 81G 












z -. 02 
(­
00 . .. . . . . . 
0.0 0.6 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ooo BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
DEooOR o..OOB ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD -- 1.0na AILRON O.000 





4.0 . 5.0 5o3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3 U:,0sNu 
BRE I.1u: N. 
yMRP 0,O00u IN: 
NIP 0..00 IN. 
SCALE 0.003$ 
NOV 71 PAGE 817 
















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA O.DUO DEL 0.000 
20.000 DER O.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD -­ 15.000 AILRON 0.00 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GDICCBCOSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 
2.3 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028109) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 3.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15o656U 3Q.1N. 
LRE 
F 
3.05 IN.ORN. :0::.u I,
HRP U too_ IN: 
YHRP o.UoUO IN. 
ZMRp O.0aou IN: 
$A 003 
NOV 71 PAGE 818 





















0.0 0°. 1.0 1.5 
SY14..L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 O9LN 
20.00 OCR 0.000 LVON 
CANARD - 15.000 AtLEON 







2.5 5.0 1.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028109) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 15.6560 5O1N. 
LREF 5.0950 '" SREF 6.099U H 
XMRP 6.09o ZN. 
YMRP 0.000 11. 
ZNRP 0.0000 .1. 
SCALE 0.000 
NOV 71 PAGE 819 













0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-10.0o0 BETA 0.0O0 DEL 
zooo DER 0.00o ELEVON 
CANARD . 16.000 AILRON 






2.3 3.0 3 5 
MACH NUMBER 
(028109) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 SA 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 .SQ.IN. 
LREF .95 N 
B000R£F 609 IN. 
XMRP 6oIO IN. 
YHR ot6:~ooo IN. 
ZHP O.OOOO IN.SCALE 0.5 
NOV 71 PAGE 820 











_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Ld 
< 





0.0 1.$0 2..0 
SYM 
B O L  
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
~oOBET A U.000 DEL a 000 
'20,:000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON O.000
wREF _N. 
CAA0 - 5.000 AZLRON 0.0O0 
DATA NIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P 
MSFC481 GOIC(B0OSTER3B19Wl4C4AV7 
2.3 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028110) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF IS.56 S IN. 
LRE S.0QIN
6.0990 
XMRP .. ,DO0 tN. 
INRP a000 IN: 
ZMRP 0 :0=UO 1. 
SCALE 0.0U35 
NOV 71 PAGE 821 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH ,RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 













- 0.0 0.5 1. a.5 2*0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.$ 
-. OeQ.Q3 MACH NUMBER 
























DATA MISTN CODE BVRERI*H*P 
MSFC481 GOIC[BOOSTER)BlgWI4C4AV7 C028110] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 822 



















- -. 06 
'.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 . 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5, 5.0 , 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 19.65eu SQ.lN. 
20.000 DER 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 LREF 3.05 1N. 
CANARD 5.000 AILRON 0.000 RP .rO: 0 u 
YMRP 000 IN. 
ZMRP .800ou I.: 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*H*P SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028110) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 823 
















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SyMOOL ALP.A PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1a0.000 SETA 0.000 DEL 
20.000 DER 0.000 ELEVON 
CANARD 5.000 AILRON 






2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028110) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 3.5 
RnrtRcrnc INFORMATION 
SREF 15.454T $Q.I. 
LREF 4.6990 1t. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.00ou IN. 
ZMRP U.000U tI. 
SCALE 0..035 
NOV 71 PAGE 824 
LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 
CD *g* 
________ _i ____ ____ _ 























.0 0.5___ 1. 15 25 .. . 40 . 5 . 
0.0 0.5 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
 BREF 15.6560 SQ.ZN. 
20.000 OER 
 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 
 BREF .ggo I.
5.000 LREF 5.0950 IN.CANARD AILRON 0.000 
 XMRP 6.7l00 IN.
 
YMRS 0.0o055
ZN P oo0o N
 
SCALE 0.0035
DATA HIST. CODE NVR*EI*H*P 

MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 C028110) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 825
 













-01.0 0.5 1.*0 1. °.5 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
2Ov.. B&TA U*OOD DEL 0.000 
ZO0 R 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 
CANARD 5.000 ALRON 0.O00 









1 .5 0 SIN. 
LRFf 35.00 '.: 
a 9F 6.o990 IN. 
xMP 6.7100 N. 
YMAP 0.0000 IN: 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.003. 
NOV 71 PAGE 826 














. .. . .. ..
 0. 2
 










2 G. E0BTA 0.0.0 DEL 0.000 

DER O.OOU ELEVON 0.00O 















DATA MIST. CODE MVR*Et*H*P$CL 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (028111) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 827
 
















- 0 .0 BETA___ 0% dO EL0.00 MFIN 
20.000 
MSFC481 
DETA 0'.000 DLEO 
CANARD 3.000 AILRQN 








































iIGO 0.3 1.0 1.5 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA uOuu DEL 0.000 
Zo.00 OCR 0.000 CLEVON 0.000 
CANARD 5.000 AILRON D.DOO 
DATA LIST. COD- MVR.00*H*P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]B19Wl4C4AV7 
Z.3 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
C028111) 01 
4.0 4 5 5.0 9.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6500 SQ.IN. 
LREF 5 U9, IN. 
XEF :0°ug IN: 
XHRP ?,too IN. 
...RP o.0coo IN.ZcRP .. 00oo : 
SCALE 0.0033 
NOV 71 PAGE 829 
LpNGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO CANARD DEFLECTION
 
















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE E INFORMATION 
lO°G u BETA O.000 DEL 0*0ou SREF is5,40 34*IN.­
1000 DRLRCF 3:0 - IZN:
 0.000D ELEOOO 0.0O0 '. 0990 IN.
V N aREF 









DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*H*P
 
MSFC,481 GDICC[BOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 (028111) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 830 
f 


















15 -10 - 5 a 5 t0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.610 BETA O.0O 3RDr 5.i5 0 5Q.IN. 
LaEr 3:.930 lo. 





1.48± YMRP 0.Oou IN. 
:96SCALE Z$RP UU0 O.O2035s IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*C 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19 CE28BI43 01 NOV 71 PAGE 831 











-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 80 45;
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.610 	 BETA 0.000 - SREF 13.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950' IN.0.901
0. 1.105 	 XRP 6.7090, IN: 










MSFC 481 GD/Cc2O0STER)B1S 	 CE28B14) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 832
 










ILz 0 -. 
-0.4 
--.5 -0 --5 a 5 la is 20 25 so 35 40 As so 55 60 6; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.610 BETA OoOun SREF 15.6160 SQ.IN. 
0.901 LRF 3 INo 
A ERF *U99 00 IN: 
V ZIG5XMRP :.' 0U N 
C,__I _ _ V.M1yRPR O.UUuo 0 Duou IN: IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*£EO3 CL 
MSFC 481 GOIC(BOOSTERM1I9 CE28BI4) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 833 















-15 	 o - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYM4BOL 	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.610 BETA 0.DC0 	 SREF 15.6S0 SQa*N. 
0.901 	 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
-REF 6099 a IN 
ICNRP 0.TIOO IN.00og
 I N .BI0NR P1.461±.P 
1 1H
1.906 	 ZnRP 0o000 IN. 
DATA- IST. CODE NVR*E SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC 481 GO/C(BOOSTER3B19 	 CE280143 01 NOV 71 PAGE 834
 
BODY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 



























0 0 0 
.0 









BETA H IS . O 00E RUDE R . u 






































R P  
SCALE 










MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bl9V7 CE28B113 01 NOV 71 PAGE' 83G 
BODY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 








.. . . . . . . . 
.3 
-15 _10 11 a 5 111 is 20 25 so 35 40 45 $0 53 Go 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.40, BETA 0.000 RUDDER U."DO 3REF 15.65au 3Q.INo 
0.907 LREF 3.095U IN. 
0 . B.O.REF : :0 99.0 2N * 
1..05 IHRP OOuuu IN. 
1.054 ZMRP 0.00U0 IN. 
F[% 1.100 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E SCALE O.0035 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)Bl9V7 (E28BII) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 837 




R , I 
Li- .10 -, .­e--_--e 
.05 
o :::" -:F 309s N 
*,1IC ' -i ,-.1. ...J.A...L. *,,,4J- ., ,,,-.4 .. 4 ,L. . .J.--L.. - .J4... .,, ,,,,A---- ,. ,4-- -&.±,,t 4* , ,. .i ,*-.L .4-I---I.L-L-. 	 , I-
-15 -10 -, 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 40 45 
SYSO AC ARMTRC ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SY HC AA£RCVALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
~1009 
S L 
BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 	 SREF 1*5.60 SQ.!?" 
S 1.40$ 	 LREF 3.0950 IN. -
XMRP 	 Z.IDN. 
2.99 	 yHp O.OOD IN. 
4.UO 	 ZHR O.DOD IN. 
SCALE .00304.960 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B9V7 	 CE28811) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 838
 
BODY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 














-is -10 -5 a 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 ea as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 




O~~go 	 LRE 3.05 H 
BREF ::0.3.0 '1M° 
0* 
 X R ,. 1 G I N ,[:945075 	 yRp 0.0000 IN:L .2ZIRP 	 0._000 IN. 
AE OO3
2.100 DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E 

MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER]Bl9V7 	 CE28BII] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 839
 












-0.5so -to a 0 5 to 25 20 23- 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
3YMSOL* MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
:.198 BETA 0:000 RUDDER 0.000 
.463 
S 1 .9 6 6 
Z 990 
,.4.960 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTERie19V7 [E28Bll) 
40 
01 




LREF 3:.6 D 13. N.-
BREF I°99N. 
X R P 6 . ?Io I N 
¥HR P U . ..O NZ0 0..0 I . 
NOV 71 PAGE 840 













.. . .,, . * . .. .. 
-. 10--is -20 -5 a 5 is 20N 25 30 35 40 45 D 5 D 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES 
3YMBOL MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
20 0,07 
0.90 T 






a.*.951 HRP 7*10 IN. 
[ z005yMRP 
0.o000 N 
1 DATA CODE ANGL0 AISTC DVRRE S0ALE 0.0035 
MSFC480GO/C(BOSTERB0 V7 E2BI00 01 NOV 71 PAGE 841 
BOY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS









--15 - 1 0 - 5 0 5 1- i s 2 0 2 5 3 0 5 a 4 5 - 5 0 5 ' a 0 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1-198 BE TA 0.O00 RUDDER a.000 SREF 15.656C 34IN. 
::14:3 LREF 3.0950 1N­
1.966 8REF 6.90 IN.
 
XHRP 6.10 IN. i
 
2.990YMRP 
 . loUn I
 
4.000 ZIRP '.o 000 IN: 
4-96, DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E SCALE 0.-03, 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)BlSV7 CE28B11) 01 NOV 71 PAGE ,842
 









-is -10 --5 0 1 15 20 25 30 40 50 65to 35 45 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.... BETA ..a.. 3REF 15.*6 0 3Q.IN* 








ZRP 0.. IN 
DATA COTA AIST. KVR.ALPHA.DEGREE 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)B19 CE28BI2) 0R NOV 71 PAGE 843
 







w-1 -10 - Si 
- - 25 30 3 40 5 so 55 40 as
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PAhAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Z,990 BETA 0.o0o 

















DATA MIST. CODC MVR*E
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9 CE28B12) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 844
 











.. . . .. . .
. ..
. . . .
 
- 0.) L 
wCL .. 0 

--. -10 -- 8 0 I 5 20 2S 30 35 AD 48 50 35 so 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
3YHSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6560 $Q.IN.




0REF :.0990 IN: 







DATA MIST. CODE HVROE
 
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)B19 CE28B12] 0,1 NOV 71 PAGE 845
 














i .00 Lt.J~. 	
_ . . . . . . _.. . .. 
.0 
-. 0 10 0 10 20 30 40- 3 5 5 is 25 35 43 - so 55 60 es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 02GREES
 
YMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z..g SETA L.G ERF 2.66 . N 
4.959 
 R F a.95 IN.
 
XMRP :.or00-	 IN: 
1 H 
.. 0.-0 " 








CODA AATA AISTA 	 DVRREEES
 
MSFC481 G CPBOOSTER TIC9VE28BA2E 	 0C NOV 71 PAGE 84N 
1.6 














40 4 5 s o $5 Go . 5 5 3 52 0 2O 30
-- - t o - 5 a 5 1 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
M B O L  REFCRENCE INFORMAION
 SY MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 15 . 5 6 0 s o .N
 
.9 9 0 B T A .O 0 o0R0 

LR F 9,















DATA IST. CODE MVRE 

1 NOV 71 PAGE 847
MSFC481 GD/CceOOSTER)B1g CE28B13) 

BODY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 










__ _ _ _ .- - - _ _ 
-15 1-0 - 0 5 10 18 
ANGLE OF 
*MCOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.990 BETA 0.000 
49 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTERJB1S 
±0 25 50 5 5 




45 50 55 60 *' 
REFORNCE INFORAION 
SREF 15.0560 54.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
BREF S.09S0 1". 
X14RP 8.1100 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRLP 0.000015 
SAE 003 
NOV 71 PAGE 848 
BODY AND BODY WITH VERTICAL TAIL, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 










-0 I -10 -5 a 5 1D0 5 to 25 30 35 4a 45 so so 00 do 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 1 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RERENCE INFORMA TIDN 
1.99 B TA D,000 4RE 'r, IsIN 8 

2:::S 
 NIEF 305 N
 
XNRP ::."o 1,N 
YNAP aocO N
-0r. 0.0000 IN.0.0035DATA HIPTA CODE AVRTE LCAL. 
MSFC481 GO/CMBOOSTERB19 CE28CO3O 01 NOV 71 PAGE 849
 
-.05 









-10 - - 5 0 5 10 15 20 Z5 30 55 40 45 50 53 40 e5'
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.SU BETA 0.000 SREF 15.656U0 SQ.t
4.9S9 - LAEF 3.0950 ZN. 
BREF 6.0990 N 







DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E
 
MSFC48I GD/CCBOOSTER)B1 CE28B13) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 850
 
___ 
BODY - WING, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 





















- 5 - 0 - a 5 10 Is 20 25 30 35 In 43 so 35 so es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5.65U SQ.IN . 
0 $0. OETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 

0-905 DER D.000 ELEVON O.uOOU LREF 3S.090 N
 0 .F 0..:IU (H. 
0.253 AILRON 0.000 _XMRP 6._U_ IN. 
- .U 0-0 YRP 0.0000 IN. 
R .047 ZMRP O.U0 IN.
 
SCALE 0.01351.101 DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E*G 
* MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W14V7 (C28005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 851
 
BODY - WING, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 

















20 40 45 50 55 so as 
--.- 1 -D -5 a 5 so 1 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o56




1 463 ER . 00 LEVON 0 .0 0

1 199 BETA LR C.r 9 0 
BRF 

.°964 AILRON uUD 
 XMRP 6.7100 IN­
2.990 ZI"I"Pp .1000%fl 
CL .05:
 
4.g6~0 DATA IST. CODE HVRE*O 

MSFC481 GO/C[BOOSTER)Bl9Wl,4V7 CC28005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 852
 











'a L. .... .. . . . . . . .. . . . 
-0 - a1 5 20 is 20 25 so 35 40 45 so 55 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
B.OETA 0.000 DEL 01000 3REF IS.5G S IN.
 
0.,605 DER O.UOU RLcVCN 0.000 LRS F . ,, SN. 
EF 6.0090 IN. 
V 0"93*OQUXHRP AIRON 4.71 0 N
 







MSFC481 GDICCBOOSTER)BlgWl4V7 (C28005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 853
 



















-i5 -10 5 3 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
IYMBOL MACH PARAMETRI VALUESC R EFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.$99 BETA D.DUU DEL U.000 $RE, 25.o6560 3q.l",

1.53 - E0 - .00 ELVON 0.000 0 20950 L2F IN 
2.4 AILRON 
 L.0REF 3.0950 ZN.
 








4.940 DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E*G SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14V7 CC2B005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 854
 
BODY - WING, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 














Lu -0.1 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
00. 
-15 --1D - 5 to1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 io 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SZ R £ F G 50. I N . 
.0 4 0 . 0 0 0 D E L 0 . O0 O





• 0.905 DER 0.000 ELEVON C.000 

V 0*953 AILRON 0*000 
 XMR P 6.7100 1 '. 
1. 00YR 0 .000o IN.
0 .0 H0._00_ 
1101 DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E*G SAE 00 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)Bl9WI4V7 CC28005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 855
 
- -








10 is 2D 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 asz s -10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES F 




EL000LREF .0 1 1, 
1..63 OCR 0.000 ELEVOM 0.000 DREF .. 0.90 IN. 
:.64 AILRCN 0.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN.
 











MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)Bl9Wl4V7 CC280053 ol NOV 71 PAGE 856
 








-1 0 5 & 1 0 
__,9_ 
25 3 3 0 45 3 3 0 a 
0 04 
-$L-0i.100 
BT .o E .0 




0,95 AI 9 0 D0 M P6.00 N 
Z RPF 6.099 IN. 
110t DATA MIST. CODE " MVR*E*G $MALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 GOICceoOSTER3e19W14V7 CC28005) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 857 
BODY - WING, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
.22~~~. 














1 210 is 20 25 ao 35 40 45 so 55 So as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
M O L 
SY B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 [ 9 BETA 0 o DEL 0.000 
 3REF 1 560 3Q:IN.
 
143OCR 0.000 CLEVON 0.000 
 LREF
F .9 a IN, 1 964 AILRO. 0,000 RE . 090 IN.XMRP 

[ 2.Z990 4* loo IN,










 C28005 01 NOV 71 RAGE 858
 













15 -t0 5 0 5 10 15 ZO 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
M.C. PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.600 BETA 0.0o0 DEL 0.000 
0.9 DER 0.0013 ELEVON 0.000 
1.z AILRON 0.o0 
1.462 
1.97 
481 GO/CCBOOSTER)819W14 CE2816) 
40 
01 
45 50 55 s0 05 
fcrCRENCE INFORMATION 
SREF l5o6'61 50.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 N.REF 6:U990  
.RP 6.,00 
YHRP a.00U IN.ZNRP a.000U IN. 
SCALE P 
NOV 71 PAGE 859 
.4 
:BODY - WING, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 










-. 05 	 ___ 
-is -to -5 0 5 to is 20 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 *0 Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.608 SETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 	 SREr 15,.560 50.IN. 
LRCF '.0950 IN,0.905 OER a.0o ELEVON 0.000 
* O IN.0 1:R03 DILRON 0..00 	 5Rcr 
.462 .XHRP 	 8.7100 IN.t 	 1.46* Hp OO N 
l .aa ZMRP 0.0000 IN. SCALE 0.005
- DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E 	 S 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B9WI4 	 CE28BI ) '01 NOV 71 PAGE 860
 






-SF 481 GDCBDTE___4 E81) 1NV71 PG
 
is.5 -10Q 5 a 5 10 11 2o 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
M B O L  
SY MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRENCE INFORMATION
 
O.aus BETA 
 0.000 DEL 
 0.000 
 SREF 1-6 5 S Q.N 
RF 3:.090IN0.903 DE .0 LVO oO 








 YHRP 0.0O0 O IN.
 
1.96, ZMR P 0*OOOO IN.
SCAL0 0.0035
 
G D DATAI C.B COER EOV 1
 


















Li 	 r 
- .05le 
.	 L0E 3,95 
10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 as go CS
-15 .1 a 0 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
RrENE INFORM4ATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.RE 5Q.iN.'
1.560
006 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 




1.102 	 AILRON O.OO XRe 6.7100 IN. 
THRP .0000 I".1.46* 	 IN P O0:0 . 
1.967 SCALE 0.(035
 
DATA IST. COD) MVR0P
 
MSFC 481 GD/C[BOOSTER]BI9WI4 	 CE28BIGI 01 NOV 71 PAGE 862 


















BETA 0.000 RUDDER U.000 
zDooBREF 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*CS 
1, B00W14- B19. WINGBW14T 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA B281121 01 
4.0 
NOV 




R E N C E 
INFORMATION 
3" EF SO.030D SQ*I 
N -
LREF 2.3040 IN. 
4.7430 IN. 
XHRP 7.8570 , 
YHRP 0:.o00 IN 
ZMRP 0.240 IN. 
SCALE 0003 
71 PAGE 83 











Is. no i 
1. . 2530 . 






SYMBOL ALPHA .PARAMETRIC VALUES
. o BETA U.0O0 RUDDER 0.000 
20.*000 
DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*CS 
A28B21-A28B1. B19W14- B19. WING.W14. DATA CB28112) 01 
REFERENCE INFORMATION5RE40 _Us SQ.IN. 
LREF 2.5040 IN. 
onr[ 4 Y43U IN. 
XHRP r.,70 IN. 
YMRP 0.00o IN. 
ZHRP 0 .240 IN. 
SCALE 0.003 
NOV 71 PAGE 864 
WING LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS REFERRED TO WING DIMENSIONS
 




























3.5 4.0 4. 5 5.0 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3R~r 100.UO sa IN. 
LREF 2.5040 IN, 
GREF A4,743U IN, 
XmRP 7.6.370 IN1 
ZWAP 0-6210 IN. 
DATA M13T. CODE HVR*EL*CS SA[ 003 
A28B21-A28BIl, B19W14- B19, WINGW14, DATA CB28112) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 865 
1.4 
-0.2 











* 	 .5 . 2.5 3.0 5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 	 ;
 
5YMBOZ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO N 
_ Q.DUO BETA 0.000 SREF 10.030U 34.1m. 
0. 0 
 LREF Z.5QA_ IN.
0 	 . 00 REF 4.430 IN. 





DATA CLE ALT. IVRNFIORCLf
 
A28BI6-A28BI4, 819W14- B19. WINGW14. DATA CB281131 01 NOV 71 PAGE 866
 












. 0 0. 
-RE 




°.570 IIlP . N 
< .00 0 RF &73 
- .R10 
DATA MIST. CSEE 








WING LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS REFERRED TO WING DIMENSIONS
 






0. 0.5___ 2. 152. .53. .540 
LRE 
.350 
2 0 0 I 
. 
tii 0 1 F_ _ a .0_ I N. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*CS 



















-. 0.D 0. 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_10.0U0 BETA 0.000 
0.090 
10QOBREF 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIS 
:MSFC 481 GOIC(BOOSTER]B19 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28BI4] 01 
4.0 4.5 5.o 1.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 12.5010 SQ.IN. 
LR EF 9.73.0 IN. 
1.3560 IN. 
XMRp S.Fluo IN. 
YHRP a GOOD IN 
Z ,RP 0:000 N. 
CL .g 
NOV 71 PAGE 869 
.30 













0.R .N 11..40 . 
SAL
DATA MIS . ODE_____ 
'0 BETA 0.T___V__ SALE SZ.50_ 
SYBO ARMTRCAPA AUERR ENC IFO RMATION.0.
0.04 0 G/BOSEB1.50 2.04 575 015 NOV PA.0 8.750 
.027
 






















0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SYHOL ALPHA ARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ oBEo@ TA o .Qo . 
0o*00 
0 1.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*CEIS 
MSFC 481 GO/CCBOOSTER)BIS 
_______ 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28B14) 01 
.. "51000 :N 
0.0000 IN. 
0.0035__ 
4.0 4.' 3.0 5 
RFERNCE INFORMATION 
REF 1 . 5 O0 S.IN . 
LREF S.?340 it. 
OREF t,3360 N 
XMRP Galtoo IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
NOV 71 PAGE 871 
-








0.4 0.5 1 .0 1.5 .. _3.05.. 
C 


















DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI$SL OD3 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)B1gV7 IH28B1l] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 872 









-I O .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5o0 S.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 00~oa &ETA O.Una RUDDER U.o00 SREP 12.3010 SQ.IN. 
ZO.Cou 	 LREF 9.73.0 IN.
 
BREF 
 1 360 
.







DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIS 

MSFC481 GD/CCB00STER)B19V7 	 CH28B11) 01 NCV*71 PAGE 873
 












-0. 0.5 1.0 1. 2.0 Z.5 3., 3.5 4.0___ 4.5_.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RCTERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA Doao RUDDER D.oao SREF 12.5010 3Q.IN. 
'U.000 u:£F 9, 34U N 
BEF :.3 IZN; 
IMRP- 6. T 1.O IN. 
lHRP0.RP ..OODO O.0 ODD IN. IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVRoE $ 
MSFC481 GO!CCBOOSTER)Bl9V7 [H28BIll 01 NOV 71 PAGE 874 























-a5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 E0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6d s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 






SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.a950 IN. 
(CaOOOS) NSFCABI GO/C(2OOSTER)8Ew4V7 0.000 0.000,R:I 0.000 6.0990 IN. 
(Cro0) MSFCAS± G0/C(8OOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 00.00 0 .0o 0 B.00 XNRP 6..i0 IN. 
YNRP 0. 0000 N. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
0.608 N.. .0,SCALE PAH 0.05 
PAGE 875 



















015 5 0 is go 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 o as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES
 
DATA $ET SYMBOL 
C28001; 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 3SC8 ~V7O°O 
ELEVON A1LRON CANARD BETA 
0.00aTE) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65'0 S. ~ 
C2 013) MSFC4 1 GD/C COSTER I1SC AV7 o.nop 000O LREF .. So5 %0N" 
CZ 005) MSFC481 G /CIBOOSTE)B 9W14V7 G.Do 0 .000.00OE *09 N 
(cz0oul) a HSFC481 GD/C(8OOSTER)5I9Wll4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP a l20u IN: 
MACH 0.207 Z " PSCALE 0 .,ua°0 35 N. 
PAGE 876
 



















-. - - 5 
- a.-
0 5 
10 i -5 2 
_ _ _ 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
00OD) SFC-al GDC(BOOSTER)B19V7 U.Doo SREF 15.6560 SQ.*"­
0.000 D.Ilou LREF 3.U910 IN.
 
0 000 0 00  

: ) 2o DATA OT&AVA ILADLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
O 0.OU D O REF 6 .U N 
:C2:00 0d MSFC461 GO/C(BOOSTER )B9WIAV7 O-0130 0 0 -00 O°000 XHRP 6:"&"0 NCz 0 M3FC481 GD/C(BOSTER) B19W14C4AV7
Gas 

yHRp 0 0000 IN:
 









LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER.THAN S DEGREES
 





a510 '.3 0 5 s15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AZLRON CANARD 
(CZeooa, Q HSFCAOG4 'C6 (BOOSTER) BSV? 
(Cz0uI5 MFC4OI 'D C(0OOSTER)BIgC4AV7 0.000 








5 5 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE S9 65.S SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.fl'0 IN. 
BREF 6. o90 IN. 
XNRP 6.71u0 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 jN. 
ZRP 0.00 tJ 
SALE 
PAGE 878 
LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES.
 
riii








-0. -­w _ a. 
0 - . 
-0.1 






.aC4:2 M3 DCI 

0.0P -:0.. :____ 
-08 - - - 0 5 5 30 3 0 4 50__ - -60 e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AILRON PETA INFORATON
CANARD REFERENCE 
(cC~a04) 0 HSfltOi O0/C(OOOTCR)01SgV7 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SO .IN. 
(CZ6015) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONGITIONS 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
(C250053 M5FCAS± GD/C(QSTER101Sw14VT 0.000 0.000 0.000 aftEr 4.0990 iN. 





















-z~, ,,' . , ,,, ,. , ., , ,,. . . , . ,, . . . . . .
' ' . , . . . . ,.
. . . . ,... . 
-.5 - - 0 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 do Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 0EGREES
 
M B O LDATA SE T SY CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIO0N 
SQ.IN-.
 
0.00a Qo O0U LREF 3.0910 IN.
 
:CZ:UU4 M5HFC4N1 GD/C(8OSTER) B1Vl D.000 SREF 15.65611 

DATA NO AVA LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
:cz B I. ]
( 005 M SFC461 GDIC 8O STER)BI9WI4V7 O.000 O.o 00 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 ¢Z 0001) M3FC481 GD/C (BOOSTER) Bl9W14C4AVT 0.000 0.000 UuUU O.ObO XMRP 6.1100 IN. 








LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 



















-5 -i0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OA TA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
(C2oO4 I Q NSFC4SI GO/C(6OOSTER)B19V7 
¢Zeoi5'13 NSFC4S± GD/C(BOOSTER BIC4AV? 0.000 
CZ8005) HSFCASI GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9WI4VT 0.000 0.000 








50 55 60 45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 Q.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
SREF 6.099. IN. 
XMRP 6.71,0 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 000ouo IN. 
SCALE a.00 5 
PAGE 881 















is -10 S5 0D 1s1 20 25 s0 35 40 45 so 55 60 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INrORIATION 
(C200' 0 lFCtoi 00/C (BOOSTER) sSVr 0.000 SREF ±5.6560 5Q.IN. 
(CZ013;£ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 a.0D0 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
(C2s000) NSFC4S1 GDIC(SQCSTER)B;I: I4VT 0.000 a 0.000 DREF 6.0990 IN. 
Cz .0 NSFC4AI GD/C(BOOSTER) WI4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 6.1100 IN. 
YNRP 0.000 IN. 


















-0.4 	 000 
-15 -120 - 5 a 5 to Is 20 25 30 35 40 	 45 so 53 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA S£ T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(20U4 HSFC4:1 GD/C:BOOSTER}17 a 000 $REF $.50 S.N 
0. 	 FC4 II/C(___TE BI C4AV' 0.000 0: S_ IN 
0 Goo BREP G.U990 M.,US805 M3HFC481 0D/C(BOOST R)3 g14V7 	 D O 0 .000 






































lll mil 4.LJ..l. m dt.l. ~ .... .. 4 ... -_1*0 *..L.4.. i...4L Bri .. 4 tL4 -S.l-Jl- .-* L-l.J .4-3 ll4 . L ..J.4- . 4 .. 
13 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(Cta00A 2 MSFCA81 GD/C(BOSTER)BISV7 
 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
(C2z0135 NSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)89C4AV7 

. 0.000 LREF 5.090S IN.
(Cr6005) SFC481 GD/C(DOOSTER)oI9Ws4Vr 0.00 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.(C¢6001) aU SFC4S1 GD/C(BOOSTER)5)9W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 XNRP 6.710o IN. 
YMRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.00o IN. 
MACH Z.990 





















-10-5 -10 - a 5 10 15 20 25 305 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3 T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
0. 0 MSFC48 (BOS7ER)B19V7 
(¢013 DATA CT AVAILALE FOR ALL COD TIONS 
0.000 
C2 OD),, MSFC4.. ID/C(:OOSTER;BI9WI4V7 a 000 0°0 DunD 








so $5 Go 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQIN, 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
R~0RE 
.HR ::",. IN 



























-5 -0 -- 5 O 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 35 60so 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
O L  

DATA SET SYMB CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 a ODO SREF 15.6560 SQ.' N , 
(¢z03) I FC4 I GD/C(BOOSTER a 19C4AVT 0.080 0*000 LR 3 0950 IN. 
EP a .us 0 IN. 
,;Z 2 M SFC4:1 .D/¢BOOSTER) 819 7 
0.000 0.000 0*O0 
SCSD 1 0.000 O .0 XMRP 67U N
(Cz80 u M SFC81 Go/C(BO0STERJBIgWl4V? 















LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 

















-a5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 S0 35 40 45 50 55 60 63 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
£CzUU04) 0 
:C os13 L 
(C28005) 
(C26001) U 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
M3FC4SI OD'C(BOOSTER)O19VT 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 
HSFC48I GD/CCSOWSTER)3101g4V7 0.000 0.000 







SREF 15.6560 SQIN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0S90 IN. 











LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 















15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 d0 05
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 

























SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3s.950 IN. 
ORF 6.0990 IN. 







MACH 0.907 SCALE 0.005 
PAGE " 888
 


















*MR 00:N 0 25 30 35I s5 1 D 
-

-. - 10 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYBOL 
CZ OU0 
(cz: .U ; / 
:CzSo.SC2 0 I.; [ 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MSFC48 1 D/C (BOOSTER ) BI9V7 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ONDITIONS 
M3FC4$I oD/C(aOOSTER BI W 4V7 











0 000 3REF 
0: 000 LREF 
0.000 BREF 
0.000 X RP 
RFER INFORA













. 60ou IN. 



















1 -to -, 0 5 15s 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 60 *1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMAtION
 
ZCZO004) 0 MSFC*O1 O/C(BOOSTER)BIV? 
 0.000 SREF 15.6160 S.1N.
 
Ca8U1S)lI L MSFC41 GD/C (BOOSTER)B1SC4AVT 0.000 a.000aN. LRF 5.0950
iCZUO) SHFC481 0O/C(BOOSTER)Di9WI4VT 
.000 00 0.00 BREF 6.0900 IN.







LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 








- 13-I-10 5 a in 0 5i 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
(¢ U4 MSHFC... GO/C(BO STER)819VT 
C28013). DATA NOT AVAILA'BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 
(¢IUSJ( HS¢41GD/C(aOOSTER :lgW14V7 a.0coo O 








so 55 60 
REFERENCE I 




I O N 
RE 315 0 . 
L R EF 3056 L 
N . 
eREr 6099U 0 
XHRP ,TUU Nt. 




LONGITUDINAL'BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 


















. i i. 
-.. ... . ..... A. I .. . ... 40 45 so 55 g0 455 10 15 20 25 30 3515 -10 -5 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORNAILON
ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA 

(CZ6o4; MSFC81 4D/C(BOOSTER)8I9V7 

OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

0.00 SREF 15.6560 SQIN.
 
0.000 0.00 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 (Cz013) I AA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O
 
00 0 O.Uo .U00U SREF 6.0990 IN.
 
Cz0u01) NSFC41 OD/CBOOSTERIBBWI4C4AV? 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XHRP 6.7100 IN.
 










LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 












.05 I.__,,I,AII ,,_ . . ...,___ 
- ass ­ 0 S 10 1 go 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'CZsUo4) MNsFC4i CD/C(BO$STER;BIQVI 
 0.BO0 SREP 15,6560 Q.LN.CZSOISS HAIFCASI GD/C(0OO5TER581gC4AV7 05000 000 LRtF togin IN.
ICZS5O) 0D/C(OQSTRiBSw4y 0.000 0.000 0.00FC48I 0.000 BR r .09 iN.
 




ZNRP .0.0 IN. 
MACH 1.190 SCALE 0.00 
PAGE 893
 
LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 







YIR- 01 U00 I
 
L. .. I1 I . .
 
-1 to 5 5 10 15 2n 25 30 35 40 4; 50 35 Go so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORHA1111N
 
(2SU4 M3FC4.1 0D/C(SOOSTER)B gV?
1 J 0.000 SREF 13.05.0 SG IN 
:Cz uDATA ' NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.Dau 0.000 LREF 3.0950 . 
.. IQS : .. a 'FC40l GU/C BOOSTER19lV a 000 0.O U00O SREF 609 N 
(IO)I FC40 1GIC SOOSTER Bl9W14C4AV7 Q°000 0o0000 .OO 0.0OU XMRP F.laO IN 
2ORP 0_.U_ IN: 















o 15 - 020 25 35 40 45 50 5 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:CZ.... ) .HFC481 GD/C BCOST= RB1 V? 0 D0 SREF is 65:0 SQ IN. 
(¢z6 1 ) H FC4 1 GD/C( OOST R 81a C AV I 
. 000 0:000 
 LR F 3.0 $ N
M¢60SFC481 Go/C(S00STER)B29W24Vr a.ODu 0.0 0..000 OREF N
6OS 
























-1S -1o -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3ET SYHOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
(C2soo:) N erci1 
NHC8e G0/C(B00ST 519C4AV7 0.000 
(C2*0,) N 3FC4S1 O/C(B0QSTER)B19W14Vr 0.000 0.000 








o50 5 s0 45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S/C(aoOSTzR18i9yrIREF 15.6560 S.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
fREr 6.0990 IN. 
XMRp 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 896 













-is 10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
{C2O0OA) 2 NSFC48I OD/C(6OOSTER)B19VT 
tCZS0IS DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.ODO 
(Cz2005) NSFC4aS OD/C(BOOSTER)BI9WI4V? 0.000 0.0D0 








50 55 60 *5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 13.6560 S0.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
yMRP a.0000 IN.ZNRP 0 0000 I. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 897 


















MACHnO -• 5 1.1 2 203 35 40 45 
 55.. . 0... 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYNBO CONVZGURAT~fl DESCRIPtION 





 0.00O RE 5450 5014
 
(C~t015) L' "SFCAOI OO/C(BOOSTER)OI9C4AV? 
 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.0950 IN.
(CZ*005) 145HFC481 OQ/CCBOOSTER)5±ais14V 	 0.000 0.000 
 0.D0 00FF 4.0990 IN. (CR2001)| II SFC481 0O/C(8O5TER)0i9W14C4AVr 
 0.000 	 0.000 0.000 0.000 XNRp 6.7100 IN. 



















-0.52 5 -10 -- 10 is 5 30 35 40 45 	 so 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE imrORHATION
ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA 

0 0 0 0 S n R£ 1 . 5 S . H
 
i c 2 b 0 0 4 M S F C 4 M G 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
1 / (B O O S T E R ) S 9 V T 

L EF9 	 N
0.000 0 000 R£ 0 

C2S5 a. MSFC4ai O/C(BOOSTER)B19W1 4V
B SO3 
) DATA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 DREF S.U990 IN.
 




ZMRP 0 BoDut IN.
 
SCALE Q,003S 
. ACH 0.60? 
PAGE 899
 
LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 












-°15 -to - IT0 5 10 35 20 25 So 35 40 45 50. 55 so as 




DATA S SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(U C) 2 O H F C 4 : 1 G D / C 8 0 0 TE R B 1 V l a .0 0 S R E F 1 5 6 5 6 S Q . I m .
 
C2.013) MSFC48I D/C(BOOSTER a19c4AV7 N
0.000 0:000 LREF 3:,60Q
C28005) N SFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B 19W14V7 0*00 
 a Duo O°no0 BREF 6.:0 'N.
 
¢c28out;a MSFC481 GD/C(SOOSTER)SI9l4AV 





















iOs-5 -10 -­ 5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAYTA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
IC20004:; M SFC48 GO/C' aCSTERJ819VT 
,C.8 31 R A TA NOT AVAILABLE F R ALL CONDITIONS 0.0130 
aCBOS M SFC481 OD/C B O RS~ g I VEoO a. 000 0 0CS 
0 1 ) 








so 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF IS.5G SQ.IM. 
LREF 3.9u IN. 
BREF 6.g O IN + 
XMRP 0°71.00 IN: 
YHRP 0.40U0 IN, 
ZHRP 0.0oua IN: 
SCALE 
PAGE 901 










0 - 0 10 15 20 25 '30 35- 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OAr! SEIT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
C 80 U MSFC4:1 GD/C{BOOTERJB119V? 
(CSrc3) HF41 GD'C OOS TER 8 C4AVT a.000 
{c 2 5)0. SFCA.2 0D/C(BOOSTE R B 9W 4VT 0.000 D0 .00 









- so 55 4 5 
REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.1m. 
LREF 3,05 N 
REF 6 0 990 N 
XMRP 6171oU IN. 
y.RP 0.oooo IN. 
':'o00o IN. -CAL . 0035 
PAGE 902 
______ 


























-o0..a i1.4.&4 4L..L ... L.4.. 4.....L....t.....L.,.L...,... ...... I4.L. 	 . . ... .. .... *---z-L-t. .. ..-
JL. ... -.... I-A
-15 10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
 40 	 45 50 55 60 45
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (CZ5004) HSFC481 0D/C(BOOSTER)BIsV7 

(CZ5013 
 0.000 	 SREF 15.6560 S.IN.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
 0.000 0.00 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(CZSOO$J MSFC48 GOD/C(BOOSTER)019WI4Vr 
 O.000 0.000 
 0.000 	 BREF 6.0990 IN.
(Cz00 L MSFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 






























3 0 4 0 3 
_ 
o 9 
-15 "--0 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 15 60 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Cz2UO0S Q flFC481 G0DC(BOOSTERJB19V7 0.000 SR r 16.6560 50.IN. 
(CZOOII 1 OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 LREF ,.0950 IN. 
CZg005) HSFCA81 D/C(BOOSTER)B19WI4V14 0.000 0.000 OREF 6.0990 1. 

















... 0.1 _ _ __ _ _ 
-0.4 
-15 -10 - 5 D 5 10 is 20 N 30 35 40 45 50 Sw ou 65 
IANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Ca :04) 85HFC481 ID/C: ... STER)Bl:V7 ODO0 SA IS 6560 SQ*I-. 
CZ80 ,; SF¢4l I D/C BOOSTER) 01gC4AVT 0.000 0:000 LREF .09,ou IN 
:C2 80US;)
Cz 0 . I 
NSFC481 
SFC4 a 
GO/C(BOOS ER )B 1 g9W 4V 7 
GD/C(10005 ER 3B 19W14CAVT 












YNRP 0.01300 IN. 
















•-1% -In - 5 	 2 0 is, 20 is 3L,.. 35' , 40 '45 so 55 Go 




DAYA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATIO0 
a 00C5 SREF. QG.IN.0 15.66 
Cz61)I .TA NOT AVA ILA.LE FOR ALL CONDITIOqS 0.Dou0 :000U LR EP 3.U"g:, IN. 
C2:6.is M SFC481 GO/C(B0STER) BI9W$4V7 0.00a D.Dau 0.000 BREF .. 09913 IN. 
CZ.Uo01 F4FCASI GO/C(BOOSTCR)0I9WI4C4AVT 0.000 G.Uou U.UUQ 0.0uO XMRP 6.T1au IN. 
YMRP 0 0000 N" 









LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN S DEGREES . . . . . . . '
 . . . . .








­0 	 ,A 
U­
5 .5
 a i to 25 30 35 40 45 	 anC 5 -10 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CANARD BETA REFERCNCE WNORHATION
ELEVON ALLRON 

a-000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.J"*
 
DATA SET SyM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(2Do4 .,HFCA81 GDCC BOSTER 819V7 	 N
 
0:000 LREF 3.0950 I
 (C22 14 MSFC4 1 DJC(BOOSfE R Bl9C4AV	 uOOO 
7 

MC805 QO/C(SOOSTER) I W14V7 BUDO .UOuu 0O* OQ DREF 609 N
SFC481 

CZSQ) GDCBOTER I WI4C4AV? 
 .00 o0° 0.o XHRP .,7100 N.
0:000 	 o0u 
























DATA 3CT SYMBOL 





-­ 5 -0 -5 O 5 10 is 20 25 a0 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
MSrC481 'D/C(8OOSTER)BI9V7 
M3FC461 GD/CiBOOSTER)B%9C4AVT 0.O00 
M SFC.11 GD/C(9OOSTCR)8I9W4V7 O.OOu 0.000 








so SS 60 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RF 1. 5,o 
LREF 3.a9so IN. 
BREF 6.09g0 in. 
XMRp G.TIUU IN. 
YMRP U*OO IN, 
zMR P O.OO IN: 
SCALE a .Ous 
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45 
























__ _ _- _ _ _
-0.3 . .. 
+0.4 f e______ i l I I I l i li 6 k ~ I- I-II I ? J -+-. l J i 

-15 10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 05 £0 £5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CzRU04) NSFC4SI GD/C(BOOSTER)B19V7 0.000 SREF 15.0560 50.ZN. 
:C281; DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.UO 0.000 LREF 5.0950 IN. (C28o00) 4SFC40t OD/C(OOSTER)B1W14V1 0.000 0.000 0.000 OREt 6.0900 IN. 











LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 






















-0 	 35- AS 50-- --- Go ­
- 13 -0 -5 0 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 4'
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELEVON A[LRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

0-000 SREF 15.6560 Si.LN.
(CZtO:4) 4SFC401 GD/CCBOOSTER)819V? 
a 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.095tq IN.CC ooiS) HSFCASZ D/CCOOSTER519C4AV7 



































































MAC 0.0 SCL-003 
ANGLEOF ATACKALPA.EOOR11 















U ;o -10 - 0 I 25 30 40 45 5035 35 do ,5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C2aOQ4} NSFCA48 GD/C(8 00STER;:19V7 0 000O SREF 15.6560 SG.IN. 
(¢z80 3 .FC4 1 G/ (BOO TER B 9 4AV I 0o0aa :.00 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(C2:005) KSFC401 GO/C(DOOSTER)B IgW14VI 0.000 0.000 O.DDO BREF 6.09 go IN:
 
C2,001;) HSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14CAAVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN.
 
yMRP 
 a 0000 *





























.0 RF 1.50 S.N
 
C2 .04;0(OSEJ1V SC8 

115 	 10 ao 50 60
-- -10 - 5 0 5 15 an 25 35 40 45 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AJLRON CANARD BETA RERENCE INFORIIATION
 
(C2S004) 0 MSFC4SI GO/C(BOOSTERJI:V7 0.000 SREF 15.6500 SQ.IN.
 
(C013) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.O00 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 (C2 00SI NSFC41 Go/C(BOOSTER)B±9W14V7 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 BREF 6.099 IN.
(CZSO1); MSFC48I OD/C(BOOSTER)8i9Wi4C4AV7 























A05a -1 - 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD 
CZ:UG4; M SFC4:1 *D/C(BOOSTER)'B19V7 
C Z a 3 ) S F 4 1 G / c B O O S T E R 8 1: C 4 A V T 0 .0 0 0 
.CS~S; NSFC461 GO/C(BOOSTER)a~W4TOOO *O 





a 0 0 0 
.O 
a.O0O 
so 55 60 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
L R E F 3 . s o I N . 
aR[ :.Do9. IN. 
MRP 6,70 H. 
yMRP aou0 IN. 
Z H R P O * O O 
I N : 
SCALE 0 .0035 
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_°1o . . i .0*. ., . , , .. . . . . . .. l . . ,. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-15 -10 - 5 a 5 so is 20 25 30 is 40 45 so 5a sO as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CaSoa4) 2 MSFCA,$IGD/C(BOOSTER)BlgV? 0 000 5REF 15.66 so-,N. 
DC81)ATA 0O AIA LASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.:O LoREF 3. 5 1N 
(cz O05 M3HFC4:2 GO/C{BOOSTER)B19W14V7 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF .. 0990 IN. 






















-10 	 10 is2-5 3 00 5 oSIB 
S-.05-
.. . 4. . L.L .&..LJ. J... .. &-.-S ....... L .. L.L.L.L. AI -LJ-t.I 4..LLll L.... 4.4..L .. &,,.1. .. 'JL-& 4-A.L.L. 4-4.L
 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 *0 45 .50 55 00 . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMArION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON AZLRON CANARD BETA 

0.000 SREF 5.6560 50.IN, 
(Czr013) 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
:CZSOOS), 4SFC4BI 0/CIBOQSTER)31914V7 0.000 0.o0 a.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
(CZeOU4J NSFC4SI D'C (BOOSTER)819V7 
0.0 000 0 00o a0.00 XRP 6.tOO IN (C'2 00) 4SFCASI 'O0/CCBOOSTER)BI W14C4AV7 	 yNRP 0.0000 ZN. 





















-15 -t 5 0 5 toQ 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 6o0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA BE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON .AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
C¢Z0 .; 2 SFC482 *O/C(BCOSTER)319V7 0.0O0U REF 15.6550 5Q.IN, 
(C81) SFC48I 00/c BOOST ER)SISC4AVY 0.0000 O LREF 3 050 IN.4 8 1 

C2eOSou MSFC OD/C(SOOSTER}19W14V7 Cl*noo G.Cu0000 .O BREF 6:090b IN:
 





















x .. . .. . . -..... 
C 
I. 
CZ:0I*AtC48 GD C; O_ V 
_RB1 - Do _ _ _I 6 N 
-AAj ¥BL CNIUAZHDSRP[HE VN ALO AAD 8T ¢ HOHTO 
,c *0)I SF 8 DCBOSE)1V' 




ANGLE~~~AGLH, ERE 918TCK 












0'A ANGLEA OF ATAC LH . ERE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(cz8u4) mHrc 4l1 D/C SOOSTER} B19V7 
C=0015) SFC41 GD/C BOOSTER St 
{C2UB M SFCA81 GD/C(BOOSTER)B g I V 
















5REF 15.6560 3J IN. 
LREF 3.0fl |50 
Rcr8og 
MHRP :o70.0 IN. 
YHRP U oonO IN*Z a-onoon 
SCALE .°0034 
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-_0 a 0 5 a 1 20 2- 4S so 55 $a -0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OiTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON " AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(2804 MSFC4:.l 0D/C(SO0STER)B9VT 0.000 3REF 15.6 60 so.lN. 
(Cz 013) HSFC41 OD/C(800STER,81gC44AV 
. O.uuo a 0 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
C20005 
CZ8001 
) HSFC481 G D CBOOSTER Bl g t V 













YNRP a.uUUZMRP .00.0_ IN.: 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035 
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LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN G DEGREES
 





















. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ._
 
-15 -10 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 s5 4a 45 50 55 *0 *5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA^h SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{C2*004) MSFCAO± oD/C(BOOSTERIBjgV7 0.0 SREF 1.650 S..IN. 
ICztI;i) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.UU LRla 3.SOU IN.
 
(CZOOS) NSFC441 00/C(OTER 19W14VT 00.00 0.000 0.000 BRET 6.0990 IN.
 
IC*001o L 4SFC4aS G0tC(BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0oo XMRII 6.tOO N.
 
yHRp 0.U0U IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALC 0.0055HACH .. OUo 
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LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT ALPHAS GREATER THAN 6 DEGREES
 
11111r111
* 1 -ri-i-i rTr i-iT iir I ii-I -r -r-r-iiii l -- -- r-f?-| rI-r i-ii LViiii
 















-5 -- a 0 5 t0 15 20 25 30 35 40 As 	 50 55 Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON CANARD BETA REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
C2e4on MSFC at GD/€(=OSTER)B19V7 0oO00 SREF 1.50$,N 
I2,5 J HSFC4 1 GD/C BOOSTE )BI C4AV7 0.0o0 0:o SR:8=009 S.. 
C2605) M> 0.000 0.000 0 .000 6.0990 IN.NFC at 60/C(BOOSTER)B19 1l4VT 	 BRCF 







- ACH 4.60 	 SCALE 0.005 
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L .. . . . .. . . .. .... 
w-10 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
{zCG21 ) 
MACH 
- S a 5 10 is 20 2 30 35 4 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONF16URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 




0 55 6 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 3a5uNFA SB:N 
B R E F 
6 0 9 H 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY BODY LENGTH 













. . . . . . . . .*. . . I . .. . . . . .. , .1' . . * . .. . . . . . . .. 
- -20 . - 5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 4a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 





50 53 60 
R rLRNlf INIOR.ATION 
SREF 15.e U 5.N 
U N 
BREF 6.gU IN 
















-13 -10 -- a 5 it) is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION OCTA ELEVON CANARD 
F Z 0 )UR S C4al GD/C (BOOSTER)S i W14CAV7 0.000 0.000 U.OUU 




50 55 .60 es 
REFERENCE INFORHA TION 
SREr 15.6560 SQ.IH. 
LREF 3.u9slo IN. 
'.RP ::.900 't 
y.RP U.0OUDD IN. 
ZMRP 0.00O0 IN: 
SCALE 0.0005 
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. . . . . .
 . . . . . . .
01.0 . . . 
-0.40.03
 
t o S o 4 0 4 5 5 0 5 5 d o a 
, 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
O 1 . 5 U S , N
 
F C 4 1 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE3CRIPTI S F 
. 000 0 .000 O. uuo 

/C ( SC0STER)B I9WI4C4AV7 
( UZeUQ 2) HS G F 3 .0 95F IN *







































- 1 . 0 . . . . . . . . . A ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-. 6 -±0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 *5 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 45 









MSFC4S GO/C(DOOSTER)BI W14C4AV? 










RUDDER REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1S.860 O.IN. 
LREr 3951' IN. 




0.0000 IN. IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 



















4-4l I l i . *b .... 41-4. .S.iiA...... I 4 •• i -4-1-4.4-l -irt4- 4-4-4.4. .4.4.4.-4• 1- .&-1 ... L4-A. . 4 4 1. -- 1-S 
-15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 40 *$ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONq BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INrORHAIION 
C,2*OtI) 0 MsrcAti 0O/C(OOOSTERvSBI9W1SCAAV7 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.0560 504N.
 
(CZOUZI LA ISFCASI GD/C(OOO3TER)S20W14cs5Vr 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.0f50 IN.
 
REF 0.0000 IN.
XMRP 0.7100 I", 
Y)4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
















-15 -10 0 3 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 an 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
f2:..1) 2 .. FC4:1 G./C{=OSTER)BI9W14CAAV? 0.00O0 .oo0 0 000 3REF 15.6560 S.N 
(CZ82) I ' FC48,10 /C(8OOSTER182UW14C4BV7 0.000 0:O003 0.00U LREF 3:.950 1N 
BREF 60990 IN. 
"HRP 67YMRP .,1000 100 IN.. 
Z.RP 0.008 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
MACH .. 057 
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,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY BODY LENGTH
 















DATA 3ET 3yMSOL 
Fi:O~ll 2 
C.e02) 
IT is Z 2 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DE3CRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
MSFCA81 G0/CfBCOSTR)5 9WI4C4AV7 0.000 u.UUU U.UDo 
. 'CAS G/C(BOSTR120W 44BV7 .00 .OD. 1. 0 
ANGE O ATACKALHA.DEGEE 
45 
RUDDER 
51) 55 60 
REFERENCE INFORMATI|ON 
SREF 15.4560 35. SM. 
LREF .U.I. I. 
0 REF 6.9 U IN 
.p  00aI 
MRAC *.0SSU IN. 
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.0 . . 
-* 
IIN 
-15 -10 a so is 20 2035Z 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY 
M B O L 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
'0; 2 FC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)Bl9W14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 O.Doo 




5u 55 ou 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OREF 2.99 IN: 
.0RP 0 * OU- ' 
Z-RP 0.0000 IN: 
3CALE 0.0035 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY BODY LENGTH
 










-it -10 -5 0 5 t0 i5 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
CFZ.Ooi C MSFC4BI 0/C(0OOSTER)I9WI4C4AV 0.000 P.00 0.000 




50 55 60 as 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0930 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN,XNRP *.i,00 . 
yRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE D.03s 
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*urnln ~  ~ ~ ~ .I .1 I....I .... l n .... lt .... n * . , l ~ nn l 1 # . 
-0o19 -10 a 5 to is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 do 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
UFSOI M SFC481 OD/C(B00STER)1W44V .O o O OOO SR F 15 :1u SQ.|N.
 




































-15 -10 - 5 0 5 tO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 40 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFZIVRATIQN DE5CR1PT1ON BETA ELEVON CANARO RUCOCR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
c~z MACH HSFC4I 1.GO/C(BSTERJB2OWI4C4BVT 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREP 3,50 ZH.
 
BREF .0P90G IN.
XNRFP 4.7100 IN. 


























Dr A S TS H O O F R T D SR P I NB
(C S O ) H F 4 lG / ( TA E O A A D R D E ZM0 D.UU0 N
T R B 9 I Q AV 
.U 
E E C N O H T O

.O .O 


















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY BODY LENGTH
 




0.11 -1 0 s 2 5 30 3 0 4 $ 5 o 
- z 0.5 MSFC--- BZ_ W1440V -DC805E 0:0 .95 ____:003RN 












rMP IN 0:00.67U IN 
CNP OOO N 




Oa1 . 0a N 
DLMA C 1AN PAG 93G 
ANGLE~~3ALLH, ERE 0.0TCK 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY BODY LENGTH
 
*i " -,ur-ri- -'--y- -r-rr nT-1l -T-rr 












DATA SET SYMBOL 
I(FZ:001, 
( 82 
M A C H 
- 0 5 1D is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
"3HFC4.I DlC:(OOSTER )B,11.CA4l a*O 0 0 0 0a OBSRF 
HSFC402 OD/C SOOTE ) D W14C45VT o°ouo 0.0u0 O*uou 
I 
2 .9 9 0 
45 
RUDDER 
S° 55 .60 63 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.66 3 IN. 
LREF S:.59 u N 
BEF go99 IN. 
X.RP U. u U 0 I H. 
ZMRP U. 0 Do0 1.. 
@ A 0 0 3 
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.44-sI . ... .4. .- . ... 54.&j.1 . *-*.- . . .L4.. .J..4.- - .. J. &. . .4. . . .. . . . .L .. . LJ . .LLj4. &.sIt 
-1 ±0 - 5 0 5 I 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F21001 ) SFC± GD/C8005TERI819Wi4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.01)0 SRE 15.5560 S.I". 
tCt.21M)LA SFC4I GO0C(BOOSTER)s0 W14C4Vr 0.000 0 000 O.OU LREF 5-000 IN. 
BRET .g~ N
 
XMRP 4.7100 IN. y , p 0o.UUU N
 






















-15 -10 -5 0 10 is 20 25 30 35 49 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI URATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
1SOI 2 3SFC481 G'/C(BOOSTERR BIgW14C4AYT aOuD 0 000 o.O 




50 55 so as 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656U SQ .IN 
L EF 3 u 50 IN. 
BREF 6.9U IN 
'N RP 6.7T19uo IN: 
y'RP O00 
N 
z RP 0:.UOOo IN: 
SCALE 0 .'035 
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C.U .'F4 	 __. _ .00__ U.-o_ 
. . .. . . . . .. . H ~r l F ' I . . . I . . . . 1 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . i. . .] 
.SO is -10 a 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 $5 60 43 
SCLE0.53ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Z I ) . O F . 0 

BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
UC H F C 4 I G / C l O S TE ) 2 W 11C 4 V T 0 0 0 D .DoO O .	 LR 3 9 NH 





























m --JQ .0 
0 
Ll­
.,100N __ _ 5 ___5_0455 _ __ 5.0 5 -_ -_ 5__1 XLRP 
- .05 
-15 -10 a a 5 ITT 1s 20 25 50 a5 40 45 50 55 a0s5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURAT[ON DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2SOI MC4O2 C0/C(BO0STER)51 9W14C4AV7 a.000 SNEF 30.,"":GoS 0.000 a.000 15.4560 





N.OREFINRP 6.7100 IN: 
YNRF 0.0000 ZN. 















- 5 I Q i 2 a s 0 _ 3 5 5 o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 







S F C 4 8 1 
M FC4 1 
D / C (B O WS TE : 
OD/C DO 1 
0 1 9W 4 C 4 A V 7 
02)BW14C48VT 
0 0 0 
0:000 
0 0 0 
0:000 
a O00 0 
G.0D0 
S R E F 
L, IF 









ZMRP 0. a00O IN, 
RACK 2.990 SCALE 0.0033 
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00.t-20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
M SFC481 GO/C(6OO5TER)Bj9W14C4AV? 0,OBUD 0 u 
2 sFC 401 ODIC BEDSTER 819W14C.AVT izu,900 ~ o 
0.4 " 
45 








. ,0 & .[N 
6 "9 I '. 





















15 8 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 5 40 45 5 55 40 es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL. HCONFIOIJUiATION DESCRIPTION Oait 5ETA ELEVON 
2r,3' fl HFCai O/,C(aOO3TER)BI±9W..AV, 0.00a 0.000 





SnEF 15.4560 I0N 











EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 
















w-o. -to - 0 5 to is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 80 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD RcrRence iNrORNATIC­
1,05 2 MSFC aIG0/C(R00 TER) BISWtAC4AV7 0.800 0.000 0 000 SREF 5 6 .N 




YP 0.0UU u A .
 




Eh -EI OF GRIT ON LUNI1UUINAL LHARALIERSIIC5 OF COMPLETE LUNFIUUXAIIUN
 







___ _ _ _ 
OUX 
-0, 
:Ono o____RF -~o 3 0 
2RF 
N 
cATA SET 5Y490L 
(C2885., fl 
(t2aGoZ) 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
NSF¢tsi O0/C(BOOSTER)8±9w14C4AV7 0.000 0.000 







SREr IS.G560 50.lN. 
LREF *.OfO ZN. 
BREF *.099 IN. 
XNRP *.7100 IN. 
yNRP 0.0000 IN. 
CALE 0.035 
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,£1 5 , I 
£2G) 
-
10 - 5 





F C4 alGD/C( 
C0S TEA)Igw I4c4 
AV 7 
M 43FC a1 
DC B COSTER 

















INF QMA TION 
0uuuSREF 5.U 
B:.5 ,60 soIn. 
D U 
BLREF 
0 5 H 
CF 
M RP 6 . 





















40 45 5a a5I D 0 
-- Zi - to - a a IT 5 2 30 
5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
GRIT BETA ELEVON CANAR D REFERENCE INFOR AIEUN DATA ET Y BOL C CFIGURAT ON' ESCRIPTI CW 
...
R F 1 0 } Q,
0.000 0,00 .000 





C .8a I D.. BDSTER BlW4C4AV T 12.000 .000 .00a .UO 
O LRF 3 




CEZ: 0 )31; 
YHRP OO uoO I..
 
S EH 


























-1 Q .0. . . .... .. . . . t.4 ... . . . . . . . . . , , .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . , . , , 
-1 -10 - 5 a 5 I 51 20 25 5Q 40
5 45 50 15 00 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIOURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVOtt CANARD REFERENCE IFORMATION 
U SFC481 G0/C(8O0STER)8I9W14C4AV7 
 0.0 0 
 O.Go O.0U $REF 10.456 SO.*N (E28401 I LA FC 481 GDOC BOOSTER 89W14C4AVT 120.00 	 0.00o 0.000 O.0 U LREr 5.0951 IN. 
80Er s6n0o IN1MRP .* I . N.* 
yNRP D.ouU IN. 
ZRP 0.000u IN. 
ICA"E 0.003.MACH 1.90) 
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DATA SET 3YHBQ 
{VZ:.31) 2 
letG I )alA 
MACH 
a 10 is---2--- 5 30 35 4_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ECVON 
MAFC481 .D/C(BOCSjER).IlWI4C4AV7 U.000 0.000 





D . D 
______ 
SerERCNCC I roRaMTION. 
SREF 15.656U SQ.|N 
R . 9 so IN :OREF Do90 N 
=pp .7.0U IN* 




EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION







10--so 1 a -5 10 is ED 25 30 35 40 45 so 55335 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA CLEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATI O 
F2:4 3 ; 12 SIS. 8 0 /C BcSTER)9I9Wl.C4AV? 0. a00 0.000 ..ou $REP 6 ...S IN. 
( Z 401) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 120.000 0.000 0.0ou U.000 LREF 3.u95U IN. 
BRET, 
, M P 
6.go
6 .. 0-* 
¥ M R P 
. . .U I N 
MACH 1.9se 
PAGE 951 




















-0.4p _____ _____ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
( 1}OG 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(EBB } SF~eG/CBOSTR)~gI44A7 













SREF 15.65au SQIu. 
REF 3us 
N 
-oRP 40 __ IN. 
ANLEE A.003H DE 
M A " 2PAGE 952 













- -­10 5 T t 15 20 23 3 0 35 40 45 5 a 5 0 .1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFQRMA TfON 
C 2:33 1 (2 GOI} 2 MSFC48
I OC BLSTER)B9W4CAV7


















yMRP °UOUU I 
ZMRP 0000o IN. 
MAC" 4.000 SCALE B.US , 
PAGE 953 
EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 









o.b ____ ____ 
z 
CJ 
-0.4- - ___ ___ ___ _____ _ 
0.. E___HS__ 4 .00 D.____ 1.56 Q: 
0.2P 0.000 1. 
-­°-15 -10 - 5 0 3 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 0 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OAVA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ,] 
(C28053] 9 HSC8 OD/C(BOOSTER)BISWI4C4AVT GRIT BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 CANARD 0000O REFERENCE INrORNATION SREF 15,6560 S0.ZN. 
D{e~lATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS ±20.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LRES 5.0 '0 IN. 
BREF 6*09O0 IN-
XNR 6.7±00 IN. 
YNRPZ  0.00000.0000 IN.11N. 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 00035 
PAGE 954 
EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 



















SREF 15.5 SIN 
LREF a 9 0 1 , 
BREF 6°90 IN..0RP 0,010  
YHRP 0:0000 IN+ 
ZHRA F A O . I 
.CALE.0035 
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. . . . . . . . 
-­
5 in0 
- • 01 
16 20 25 an 35 40ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, EGREESDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
*RIT BETA ELEVON 
E2: 8831,1 2 M.FC48% GD1C(B00STER)819W14C4AVT 
O. OD U.000 
z( Gol ) N FC 461 GD/C BOOSTER Sl9W 14C4AVT 






50 35 60 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15.6560 SQ.1u. 
LREF 3 ,09 U IN. 
RF ::0190. IN: 
Y RP 
.DOU IN. 





















-. ~~~J L~ ~~~~~ -.- 4 & &- k 4tL.L .4.LL* . . L . LLLi -J....4 . 4L. .- ... J. . LJJ4- JL 4..4LL* 4..44 t .3L ­
.15 -0-o 5 0 5 10 
 15 a0 5 s0 35 40 45 50 35 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(CZr831) Q MSFC68± GD/C(SOOSTER)BIOWI4C4AV? 0.000 0000 0oo SREr 15.65 Q.IN. 
0 L SFC 4a1 G/C BOOSTER 89WI4C4AVT 120.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.95O IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 9TIU IN. 
YNRP 0....0 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0uo IN. 
MAtI 0.014 SCALE G.0035 
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EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 








Is1 -10 5 a 5 111 15 ED as 30 35 40 45 so 55 6o0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SET 3Y.104 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATIONf 
(E83) MSFC.481 GD/C(BOO TER)819Wl4C4AVI 0.000 O.Dou0 G*OD S:EF 1 6U SQIN. 
C2 G01) HSFC a8 GO C BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV? 220 GQ O 0.000 0.000 0OUD LREF OG N 
88REF Og N 
yMRp I OuOU IN. 
ZHRP 0.0U00 IN. 
MACH 1.007 SCALE U.UO3S 
PAGE 9581 












-'115-- 0 -5 5 10 15 20 es SO 3 0 5 5 55 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 











































- 5 -10 - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 


















SREF 15.6560 s.ZN. 
LREF 3.0950 I. 
GREF 6:.09,9U LN.
.Re .09910 114XNRP *.TIOO IN. 
YNRp .0000 iN. 
ZMRP 0.o00 IN. 




EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 
1-r-i--l~l -rrrr II~ -7--i-n -rT-rl -nnlri -ri---t -I 















-1s -10 - 5 0 5 10 I5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 *5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 




 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656U 5oIN.
(Cana~l) , HSFC 481 GD/C BOOSTER BI9WI4CAAVr 120.000 0.000 0U.0O a.000 LREF .0950 IN. 
BREF .OBO IN. 
XMRP 4.7100 IN. 
yNlp O.UOOu IN* 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 




EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION.
 
*4 1-rr- -ri-ri- ri-i-r- TT-rT1- it










%3 -to -- 0 5 IQ is 20 25 ;a 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
{ CZ:3 M aHSc4a GO/C(8OO5TER)B19W14C4AVT 0.000 a.000 
(£z OJ .0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 120O0.000 0 .0O0 





so 35 60. .3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 2556U t. 
LREF 5.,0910) IN. 
BREF 
.9t N 
.HRP 0 . 00o IN . 
yMRP 0.0000 IN. 



















- 0 -5 
 a a 10 is 20 23 30 4035 45 so 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI 
ON 
 GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CE a B31 MSF C at C(8OOSTER) 89W 4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 U .uuo 
SRcF 15.65.bu so.l N
0ES~ ) DATCA 




















trttLl UbKll UN LUNUIIUUINAL UHARALIERSIUIS [F COMPLEIE CONEIUURAION
 
*.1-T-rr r-rT-?-I11II-rIrr -r--rr -rrr -rrrr -rrrrI-rrrI rr -rrrr rr-'- -rrr -- Tt 
Lill 
CJ 





is 2 5- 5 0 4 o 5 
-Li0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 


















REFERENCE INFORMArl N 
SREF 15.6 GU 5Q.lN. 
5 




















1 -10 - a0 5 10 is 20 5 30 35 4 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
(EUB1 HFC461 GOCOSTER)S B1W4C4AVT D.OU OaDuo 






so 55 o 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREr If.66 SIN. 
LREF .0950 IN: 
UREF 6:0990 IN:
.0Rp 60710 N 
y15p 5 .­ 0 0 1 




kFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 








- .20.05 . . .. . 
is*, 5 - 0 0 s 20 2 3 5 40 4 s 5 0 . 
-. 05 
-°15 -10 - 5 0 '5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
C2B3S) Qj "SFC48I GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AVr 0.000 0.000 






50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SO.IN. 
LREF 3.050 IN. 
BREF 60990 IN. 
XXRP 6.7100 IN. 
yTRP a.0000 IN. 
"ZmRe 0.000 IN. 
SCALE a.U055 
PAGE 966 -














-. is - a ___ i 2_2 
-0.0 - -0 35 4 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
CE2503& } M5F¢esI a0IC(BOO$TER)B1W14 C4AV7 0.000 ..0u 






so 55 Go 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF t3.0200 3.It. 
LREF 3.0950 IN.
.FE1 6.099 IN. 
XNRP 6.:10 IN. 
YNRP 0.00o IN. 












-15 -to 5 0 3 10 is RD 25 30 is 40 45 so 55 go 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 DO 0.000 .D SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
(z 	 :uGl1) 2 H:Fc 481 GD/C BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV? 120.000 0.000 0.000 O.U0O LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
BREF G*Qg90 IN­



























-04 . 2 
-­ $51 -10 - a 5 so 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so t5 60 e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INWOR.ATI N 
( o585SF4%GOCBsTER) 8O 5I9WI4C4AV7 0.000 U.000 U.0UO 3REF ls..56u 54.1N. 
MM:F$}HFC 445. GD1/C BOOSTER B19W14CAAV7 120.000 0.000 a.uou U.000 LREF 3.u9sU IN. 
BREF 5.UgU, IN. 
YH~p O.O'D IN: 
Z MRPp . .oo I H. 
MACH 0.954 A OU} 
PAGE 969 














-0 5 -10 a-5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA-3iT 3YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
R M 5 1 SFC4 1 GO/1C (B STER l9Wl4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 








SREF 1 , 5 U S .I 
LREF 3.90 N 
OREF 609 N 
'.RP 6:9.00U '1N. 
IN RP aO Dona 
















-S -10 - 0 5 ITT is zo 23 30 40 45 so 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVOM CANARD REPCRERCC INFOWMTI|O­
(EZeBt HF41G/ BS{)~ 0.0 .U00 SREF 15.65.044V .O SQ .)". 





 6,IOr u 1 0.
 




















-15 -20 -a 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





















-REF 10 IN 
VHRp .:.oo IN
 









EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 
0.t 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EZ:S31) 

























yMRP 0 .a o0 IN: 
1CALE ZHRP 
0 00000:00,0 IN_ 
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-15 -10 a 3 I10 15 20 25 30 35 40 AS so 55 BO S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET-SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORHAflIJN
 
CEI:B31) 2 M3FC4O (DCBOOSTER)B 0.000 0.000 15.65"U
S4414C4AV7 0.000 SREF S.IN. 
EZ o IJ DATA OT AVAILABL E FOR ALL CON DTIONS 120.01A) 	 R 0




























-a flO - 5 0 5 tO 15 20 25 S0 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
CEBI NSVC48 0l/ClBOOSTR)BI90W4C4AV7 0.0,30 0.000 






50 55 80 
REFERENCE INFORMA ION 
R.E 15.560 S0.i 
LREF 3.09g{ IN. 
BREF 8.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6*9.o IN.yMAP 0.0000 IN. 
















- - -- - 5 0 5 10 is 5 3 35 40 45 50 55 go es 
-0.3E 0.0 , 3
"- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
( l MSFC4NS1 G /C(B STER)Bl9W14C4AVT 0* Ono 0.O O SREF G
Du G is 5GIN. 
o£Cul) DATA NrAVA LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 1zu-oau 0*000 : LRCF :. 9 U .0o0 u0 O. N,
 






























-0 5 M44AH 4 & 4. 00 J--& - .&1305544LA --­ 4 
-i5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 a aP 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
dATA SET SiHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT DETA ELEVON 
(C2ao3i 
) Q NSFC4$1 GD/C(0005TERIs±SW14CAAV, 000O0 0.000 






50 5 6 7 
R rERENCE INrORNArIUN 
SREF 15.6560 $O.I'J. 
LARF 3.U0S LtJ. 
5R-0990gg IN. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
y.4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 977 
rrCLI ur uxIl UN LUNUIIUUINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION 
0.4 
I-I 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION G91T BETA ELCVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C. G31 {EZ. 10)1 M SFC401 GO/CBCOTERJ 
BIgW$4C4AV7

















yHRP G.0UOuu I N. 
SCALE o.. U 1 
MACH 4.960 
PAGE 978 















-15 -10 - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1C280,1) Q HSFC46I Go/CBOOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.o00 O.000 SREF" 15.6560 S0.I. 
:EZSOOII LI NSFC 4a1 0O0C BOOSTER 19WId4C4AVT 120.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF s.0950 IN. 
SREF ::0900 IN. 
XHRP 6.7±00 IN 









EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 
















-1 -t0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 33 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
E26BB5) U NSFC4BI GO/CIBOOSTER) B19WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 






s0 55 40 *' 
REFERENCE INFORMATI1N 
SREF 15.6560 5QIN. 
LRE 5.O950 IN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.T100 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
pAGE 980 














-15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIcI DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 






50 55 ea e5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ .IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP O.T100 IN. 
YNRP 00000 IN. 
ZfRP .O0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 981 
nj, UN LUNbIiUINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
wii l l 
















-15 -10 - 5 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIOURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON QZ:031R MSFC48± GD/C(BOOSTER)8I9WIAC4AV? 0.000 0.0o 





so0 5 60 
REFERENCE :NFORMAION 
SNEF 15.0500 SQ.tN. 
LREF .U5SO IN. 
BREF 6.0999I fN. 
XMRP 0.7100 IN. fl~p 0.0000 IN-
ZHRP 0.0O0 IN-SCALE 0.U035 
PAGE 982 
EFFECT OF GRIT ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
 








- - -5 0 5 IQ is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
831 2 MSPC481 GD/C(BO0STER)819Wl4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 






a 55 Go 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
BREF 09 IN. 
XRP 6.:D. a I M 
¥yR a.0 0u I,
.05P 0.02 IN 
CALE U,U3 
PAGE 983 










x .00 15 2 2 0 5 4 O 5 G 
- 1 5 
-






-5 0 5 to 1 5 2 0 5 5 0 5 5 4 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
HSFC481 OD/C(BOOSTER)BISWIAC4AV 7 0.000 0.000 






5 0 53 6 0 8 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 IQ.JN. 
LREF 3.0950 iN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6. 700 IN. 
YNRP 0.0UO IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 984 
















-tO -±0 5 5 10 S5 20 5 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
C2.aO31: R MSFC401 OG/C(BOOSTER)OBI9Wl4C4AV7 0.000 o.00o 






so 55 60 4o 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.ZN. 
LRcr 3.095u In. 
BREF 6o0990 5N* 
X RP 
IT100ZN. 
YM 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0ou IN. SCALE 0.0033 
PAGE 985 

















-5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
(c6831) C 3FC481 0O/C(BOOSTER) 89W14C4AV7 0.00U. 0.000 






50 55 40 01 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 5.090 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRPZ  0.0000.  IN.I . 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 986 
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-5 -D -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
I EZ:831 2 M SFC481 GD/CBO0STER1IWl4C4AVl 0.000 0 000 






50 55 do 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 5.B so.N. 
LREF 3.0910 IN. 
BREF ::0990 IN: 
XMRP I.Go IN° 
YMR , 0.00 a IN'. 

















Li 10- ____ -EH 
VATA E T 
{ 83 3 
{ QI 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
M S C 0% D / C ( =O S TER )B I W 4 C 4AV 7 U. 0O 
DA TA NOT AVAILA L E F R ALL CONDITION S 12O.0 0 U.000UT)  
HACK 2.990 
CANARD 
U DO0 . 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R c F . 0 a IN.' 
LR F 609 U IN" 
XMRE 6o0g N 
yHR P O'..DU. N. 
SCALE 0.0.35 
PAGE 988 











0. . . . . .. 
. 
-15 -10 - 0 5 10 15 20 25 s0 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SY 
M B 
OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 






50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6o6 SO.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF a.ogso IN. 
XNRP 6.T100 IN. 
TNRP O.UUO IN. 
ZRP 0.000 IN. 
SCALE 0.005 
PAGE 989 















-15 -10 -5 0 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GRIT BETA ELEVON 
tCZ*03i) HSFCa.i GD/C(8OOSER,8I9WX4C4AV7 0.000 O.uOU 






50 55 d0 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
RE 6.099 IN. 
XNRP 0.7100 IN. 











w0 -. 0 5 1 t o 2 2 5 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 s o $ $ 6 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
{ .I84 .HFC 46 G0/C:SOO$TER;BI9 |£z.85 ) HFC 481 QD/(BOOSTER) 819C4A 
C 2 .U 8 1 6 : H F C 4 8 1 D i C (B O S R ) W I A 
Ez SI,) K FC 41 GD/C BOSTER I W14C4A 
(cez0 0 MSFC 401 GDiC( OOSTER)BISW14C4AVT 















RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15. b 3"N. 
LR EF S3.0. IN. 
R E F 6 0 9 0 : N : 
XHRP 6,TItuU N. 
¥MRP B.OQUU IN. 
ZMRP 0*QO IN.SCALE :0DOD 
PAGE 991 





















-o -5 0 0155 
NSFC 481 O0/C(BOO$TER)B1WC4 
$45FC 451 O0/C(9OO5JfR)S19W14C4A 
HSFC 461 G0/C(0OOSTER)B19W14C4Ayr 
NAH ~ g1SCALE 
OF___ 











































-1.0' - 0 -­ 5 a 5 20 13 Q Z 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
([28B14; HSFC 461 GD/C(BCOSTER;819 a.000 
(£ 8B15) HSFC 48 1 GD/C BOSTER)BISC4A O.000 0.00D 
.E818SFC ::1 GD/C(BOOSTER)819WI4 0.OU0 0.000 
ME1I)SFC I8 OD/C(BOOSTER;B19Wl4C4A 0.000 0.000 0.009 





REFERENCE INi VRMATION 
SREF 1I, a560 g.N 
LREF 3:.,ut 1 
BREF 6.U940 IN. 
XHRP 6.1100 IN. 
yHRP U.UUOU IN. 
















-0.4 	 _ 
-is01 -10 -- 5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 4 45 30 35 so 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
B O L  
DATA SET SYM CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION BE TA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER R EFERENCE INFORMATIo)N 
(EZ-O14 M SFC All GD/ C (BOSTER) 19l 0.00 SRCF is .6560 SQ.I-. 
AEZ. 0 ); 	 MSFC 481 GD/ C (ROSTER)81 C4 0.000 O.OQa LREF 3.093U IN.
 
MEe1J GD/C(aOSTER )B19WI4 O.UUO 0.000 0 0  R P
SrC 4al 
 BREF 6-09"o IN.
IEaI) DATA MOT A VATLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.0 XM 6".i. I.: 
C('Ce2020, MSP 4SI 00 /C (BOOSTER 1519W1AC4A V7 0.000 0.000 0.000 yMRp 0.O000 IN.






















-1% -10 - 0 a I 15 2D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHAriOw 
{EZ:.14 ) SFC .81 GD/C(BCOSTER:~t a Dun $REF 15."560 50 N. 
EZ .SFC 481 ,GD/CBOOSTER)Si:C4A 0:0130 0.000 LREF 3.5 1N.:~I5) 

0 MarBt]Sc 48t GD/C(BOOSTERJ)81W14 	 aO. 00 D.UUU BREF .:.:59U IN. o N .
 
iCE22:8716 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FORIALL CONDITIONS O.coO 0.000 U.DoU XMRP e.r1 u I
 
(ESz ) Mac 481 GO/C (BOOSTER) 0.000 0.00U U *DOU
HS2ol SISW14C4AV7 0.000 	 YMRP IN. 






LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS
 














5 __I 2 0 3 4 3 s S o . 
.00 "__ 
-15 1%0 - 5 0 ,5 ±0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
0ArA 'Ct SrIOOL CONFLGURATION ODES1RpTIoN SETA ELEVON CANARD RUCDER REFERENCE ZNFORNATION 
(Easit4) N SFC 48± G0/C(OOOSTER)Bi9 "0.000 SREF ±5.8560 SO ,)N. 
(EZSiS) a1 MSFC 481 GD/C(BOCSTER)B1CA 0.000 0.000 	 EREF 3.0,%0 N.
J4816 00/C(800STER)O19Wl4 0.000 0.000 8REF 6.0 	90 ZN.
SFC 401 




















. . . . . . . . . . . .
 
-. 10 
-5 -10 - 0 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5 60 6 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
HSFC 481 GO/C(COOSTER)B1S 0o000 
SFC Ash 6O/C(OOSTER)9OICAA 0.000 0.000 
"FC 41 GD/C(BOOSTER)89W14 0.o00 0.000 
NSFC GD/C(BOOSTER 819W14C4A 0.000 0.000 0.000 
NSFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)819W14CAAV? 0.000 0.000 O.O00 
0.901 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 S0.IN. 
LREF S.015 IN. 
OREF 6.0990 ZN. 
XHRP 6.7 00 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS
 



















. . . . 
1 
. . . .. 
0 2 0 
. . . . . 
5 
. 
4 5 so 50 6 




HSFC 401 *D/C(BO$TCR 819W14A 
MSFC 481l 6D/C COSTER)I1W1AC4A 






























. . . . .... . . . . 
-a -to 6 a a I is 20 25 30 3 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD C HSFC 4:1 GO/C BOSTCR)B19 0 000RFo 
IIIB5) HSF C 4 1 GD/C EOOSTER BI9C4A 0:000 UUUD 
{E2:816; ' HSF C 481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14 0oO OOOO o 
EZ8air DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.DOo 0:00.0 O°UO0 




50 55 60 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6 0990 IN, 
XHRP 6:1IO0 IN: 
YMAP 0.0000 IN. 


















151 -10 -5 0 10 is 20 25 50 35 40 45- so so .03 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 







HF DC(OTER 001 B1 
... CS ::1 './ OSER) 1C4 A 
HSFc 481 GD/C(aO0 TERBID 1W14 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 














RUDDER REFERENCE LNFORMA]IQrN 
SREr I566 S ]a 
LREF 303 N 
BREP 6°09.0 IN. 
XMRP 6,71ou IN. 
YMRF 6.O000 10. 
MACH 1.966 SCALE 9.0035 
PAGE 1000 











_ __ _ 




-5 -10 -5 0 3 to Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 G5 o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CZOB& MSHFC 4:1 GD/C BOOSTER;B19 000O SREF 15.4560 SQINo 
E2 I 3 MSrC 4 1 GO/C=BOSTER BIOC4A 0:000 0.000 LREF 3,095U IN. 
t1 4HFC 4.1 GDIC 800TER)DIOW14 0.000 0.000 BRCF :,0 . IN 
( 6B7) SFC A 1 GD/C(BOOSTER)BIIW14CAA 0.000 0.000 0.00O XRP 7?U0 TN 
{EZ OZU) MSFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BIW14C'AVT 0.0au 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.01QUO IN. 
ZMRP 0000O IN. 
MACH 0.610 SCALE .0 035 
PAGE 1001 













-15 -10 - 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA 3[ T 3yMOOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
EZ B4 Go Ban41DCB TRB1.O 
PCBB) 4SF 1 D/C BOOSTER )8914 0:000 G.O00 
{Ez85a6 M SFC 4:1 GD/C(BOOSTER;819%14 aOo coo0 
E2 , a, ; H3FC 4 1 OD/CBOOSTER 81 W14C4 A O.0O0 G .cua 
D.UOU 




so 55 so 65 
REFERCNCE INFORMA TIO 
N 
SREF is.56 SQ.IH. 
LREF 3:60 1 
BREF 6.U9 N 
XMRP 6:U,10. IN: 
yMRP 0.0000 IN. 





LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS
 







-3F 4. 1 /_OST CA9:0 .0 RF 3U5 
L 
4 
i-FC 401 G./1(OO1T RII14 0.00 XRF 6 .l ,0 IN. 
,:ID 5) 
(CZ 0,7 
H3 ¢ 4 1 
MSFC 481 
G / ( TER B W1C4A 
GD/C(8OO$TER)819WI4C4AV 
{EZB20 HSC 41 O/¢(STR) 19W4C4Y7 






























-. -10 - 5 0 5 15 20 2Z5 55 40 45 50 55 60 65°i5 ±0 30 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
 ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHA ION
 
so.IN.
(EZo:tti SFC 481 G0/CSOOSTER)B19 0.000 SREF 1565601 

( Bz5] E HSFC 401 G0/CBOOsTERB19C4A 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(C280163 NSFC 481 GO/C(BOOSTER)019W14 0.oo 0.000 8REF 6.09*0 iN.
 
(D2*0I7) L OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 O.0o .Q0Q XMRP 6.7100 IN.
 
(CZ02s0) 1 SFC 481 GO/C(BOOSTER)Bi9Wl4C4AV7 O0.00 0.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN-
















o i- 2 35 45 50 55 ou 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.' ALPHDA, DEGREEOS
 
B O L 

DATA SET SYM CONFIGURATION DESCRIP71ON 
 BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
E Z.B..; SFC 81 D/C:.8OSTR)B19C GoD 
 5REF 15 6:,60 54., ",.
{EZ .1 1 MSFC 481 GO/C(COSTER} BI CA 
-OGGD 1N0.000 LREF 3,0a50

( e~6 HFC41 D (OSILR)029WI4 
 0.000 .0ou BREF 6.099Q IN.
U 

St) -ATA NO0T AVA1LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS Oo0oo 0.O00 0.000 
 XMRF Sorloa IN.
 
(EZas20] M FC 481 GD/C(BCOSTER) S19WI4C'AV7 IN
O.00 U.o~o 0.000 YHRF O.O000Q
0 

ZLR F 0.000j IN..
 
MACH 1.966 S CAL, U:0033
 
PAGE 1005 
LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS

~. . . .















fl. . . . . . . . ._
 
-15 -10 - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
 45 s0 55 00 *3
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(E2.01 Q MSFC 481 GO/C(OOSTER)S19 
 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
(E28.1 LI SFC 481 GD/C(BOSTER)819C4A 0.000 
 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
(E220161 MarC 481 G0/C(O0OTER)S19W14 
 0.000 D.OD BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
(flOBl') L NSFC 401 GDC(OOSTER)BI9W4C4A 0.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 
 6.t100 IN.
2(tZ0a) HSFC 461 GD/C(BOOSTZR)B19WI4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 










LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS
 
.ao '-,--r-riJ irr ,l-r- -1ii -rr,- -r-rrrIii-s-- Ill-vi--i,,- 





-1510 -5 a 5 1a is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYM 
B O L  
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(E2881:; MH FC A:81 GDIC¢.OO$TER)B819 a 00O 
EZ.0U15 ASF G1/C(BOOSTER) 61 A 0:000 aongU 
oto856 M SFC 491 GO/C(BOO TER) 819W14 a .On 0.000 




so 55 6- 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 5a IN. 
LREF 3 0950 IN: 
BREF :. 99,N 
XMRP :.0719.0 :N. 
YHRp 0.0000 -IN. 
ZHRPC 0 0000 INo 
3CALE 13.35 
PAGE 1007 













x;1:. a0 BOB 0.00 
-15 -10 5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 8jTA ELEVON CANARD 
(:ci:t 
4 ) 
) FC 4:1 GD/C SOOST RB2 D 000 
(£OB MSHFC 4 1 GD/C( OOSTER}Bg4 .O .O 
M£O16 SFC 4 1 G /C( OOST R} 19 W 4 O DUO . 000 
M£81}SFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI4C4A aO.O0 *O, *00. 0 




30 55 .0 9 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 196560 so IN. 
LR S:.U5'o 
REF :~gN . 
XMRp 6.7100 IN. 





LONGITUDINAL BUILDUP AT SMALL ALPHAS
 














-.10 Jl l . . . l A-. 1 4..4-' iJ-.L. ... I.-.J.  
-13 10 - 5 5 15 ZO 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
AC200A4) MSFC 481 GO/CCBOOSTER)B19 a.00o 
5 NSFCS4A OD/C(BOOSTER) a19C4A 0.00 0.000 
1S26016J NSFC 481 GO/C(SOOSTER)519W14 0.000 0.000 
CEZe* ) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.DD 0.000 0.000 





E4 L I LI j 
50 55 60 85 
REFERENCE INFORMAIION 
SREF i5.656 Sa.IN 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
SREF 6.dga IN. 
XNRP 6.T1 I IN. 
yMRP 0.UU IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0:00 , 
PAGE 1009 














C) -14 4 1 ER B1 
____ ____OS 
A ANL AF ATAA LHA ERE 
lEE6°19) $FC 481 IDI €(BOOSTER).B9~ 
A N LF A T C , 0 0 A L P H A 
.0 
O E G R E E S 
.0 EF 05 N 
E2B~ Q S 
( 2B
(CE2.820 
H FC 4 a1 6 /C B 0STER)B19W14 
DATA N I AVA ILABL E ALL CON ITION S 
PSC 401 DO/ (BOOSTER)B19W 4C4AV7 




















PAGE 1 01 0 












- -10 - 0 3 1Uu 520 20 5 30 35 40 45 so 55 OQu 




CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO N 
MSFC 4:2 GD/C(800$ TR) Bl9Wi4C4A 










RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.654U s I.] 

















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT S DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 




- r r T-1r -r r r r 










-10 5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 56TA [EVON CNR 
CANARD;IIDQN (£S I ) 0 MSFC 481 0 OC(OOOSTE R : 9W14C4A 6.000 6.0o u 0.000 







RFRN NORASREF 15 65:0 54:IN. 
LREF 3:.. 0 IN. 
BREI, 6,64%0 IN. 
xMRP 6-T100 IN,
YMRP IT.Gou. IN. 
Z.RP O.0600 IN.SCALE .. 035 1. 
PAGE 1012 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA 35 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
E Z:02) MSFC 4:1 GD/C(B STER)319W14CIA 6*D0Q O 0 BUD 3REF 15,6U 54.1m. 
....BZ M SFC 4 1 GO/C(BOO TER BlSW14C4AVT can OUO .U LREF 3, 0 5 0 
THIEF 6.090 IN: 
XMR 
.MRP 6.71i.0.0000 IN:IN. 
MACH 1.103 SA[ 003 
PAGE 1013 











0.0 FC 1 )6000 0.000 O.OU 
SREFCL I 0.0.1.___ 
(cz81) HFC I6 OD/C(SOOSTER 81gW14C4AV7 6.00a 0.000 U.000 LREF 
eR5 F lHRP 
3 9f 









A E O D 3 
A H 1463 
PAGE 1014 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 


















-15 -10 5 0 5 t is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELZVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INrORMATION 
cEZsie 3 MSFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14c4A 6.000 0000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 So.IN. 
("S$1:) SFC 481 DC(BCOSTER BIWI4C4AVZ 6OO 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 5.0960 IN. 
XMRP .79100 IN. 
yRP 0.0000 IN. 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 
. 4. Ql l . . . . . . . .






< . ... 
15 -10 It a 5 10 is 20- 5 30 35 4D 45 50 35___ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 




s PCB1 a l 0 0 / c 38G / { O S J I : W %4 C 4 AP£eISC 481 GO/C4(=STER)I W14C4AVT 
MAH 069SCALE 
BETA 
6 .0 0 0 
6.000 
ELEVON 
0 .0 u tt 
0.000 
CANARD 
0 . 0 
0.000 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S R E F 1 5 .6 1 . U SQ . I 
LREF 3.0S5U IN. 
BREF 6.0990 tn. 
""RP 6 71 Uo N 
yMRp :QDUUU N. 















15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20. 25 30 55 '0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(ZSO1 O MSFC te1 GD/C(BOOSTERBI.14CtA 6.000 0.000 0.000 
It2919) MSFC 401 G0/C(BOOSTER)019W14C4AV7 6.000 0.000 0.000 
MAC" 0.oo 6 
45 
RUDDER 
50 55 60d 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15. 660 .N. 
LREF 3.IJ IN. 
8REF 6.0990 IN: 
XMRP tO INYMRP 0.0000 IN. 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 













0 . . . . .. . . . 
--.05 
-±5 -to - 5 0 5 10 15 20 *5 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAtA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
(281 0 HSFC 48 GOD/CBO0STER)BIWI4C4A 6.000 0.000 0.000 




50 55 G0 ' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 25.6560 SQ.IN, 
LREF 3.095U IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.005 
PAGE 1018 













15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SEj? SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INrORMATION 
MaSSoIpN@rc 401 O0/C(OOSTERISW4C4A 6.U00 .0UU 0000 SMEF .O 6 0 3 . N 
(BOOoig, L ac 401 00/C(OQSTER B19W14C4AVT 6.000 a.000 00Uu0 LREF tNsSu IN. 
BREF 6.U9U IN. 
XHRPyNRP 6.710u0.0000 IN.IN. 
ZNRP 0.00U0 IN. 
MACH 1.463 SCALE .UU35 
PAGE 1013 









5 %a15 20 25 30 40 45 50 60 65-±0 - 10 is 35 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUOOER R,'RNCc rNOrioN (CZSO15) C "sFc 481 OOC(BOOSTER)B19WI4C4A 6.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.56U 50.11. 
I£tes: f ".FC 401 GD/C(BOOSTER BbW14C4AV7 6.000 0.000 .O00 IRud 5.0950 IN.9 3l 

OR F 6.099u AN.
 
XHR P 
 6 . 71bU IN ­yHRP o N. 











S 0.4 .- -____ 
-- ­












-13 -to - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 1. 35 40 45 so 55 60 .5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C ZO8 .0; MSFC -81 GC/C(SOOSTER)Sl9Wl4CAA 6.000 0.aOU 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ*IN. 
(E 2 aI.) NS FC 481 GD/C(SO0STER)BI$WInC4AV7 6.000 D*0OU U.O00 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 5o90 IN. 
XMR p 6°T0 1N. 
YNRPp 070'oo IN 
ICLp 0.00,a N 
MAC. 0.2 SCAL U ,_ 
PAGE 1021 







wC - __ __°_ _ _ _ 
C-,o 
r --
As s 5 5 6 0o2 0 2 5 30 5 4 0 6 0 
- 1 3 - to 5 0 5 10 i s° 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
BETA 

GD / C : C S T R ; S I1 WI4C4A 6 Bob 0 0 0 0 0 D u o, SR F 15 . ,56 U SQo lN .
 
DATA SETrSYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION 
E 2: : I: :) 2 H F C 4 : .l 

(Ez D gJ 4 1 GD/C GSTR)8I W 4C4AV7















MACH . 906 

PAGE 1022 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 







-. 0. R GOO ..
 
-1 -Z -- 5 0 5 10 15 iD 25 30 35 At' 4 5 ... 55 60 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
(ZD 0 MSFC 4.1 ssv/C(DOOSTER BI9WI4C4A 6.000 0.000 0.000 3REF .1.65l60 3Q.111. 



























­ M-0.2 1, a 

15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 
 15 20 25 50 55 40 
 45 50 05 SO *5
YMRP
'.0"
NANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AA 
 SET 5T480L CO IGURATION CESCRIeTION 
 BET ELEVON CANARD RUDOER 
 R rERENCE INFC)RNAIION

tC2501O) C 43FC 40± GDC(BO0STERJ19WI4C4A 
 6.000 V.000 0.000 SREF 
 .6l60 S0.IN.
(C2SB±2 IA .r 40± CDtC(6OSTRJ 19WI4C4AVT 6.000 0.000 0.000 
 LREF 5.0950 iN. 
BR F 0.0990 ZN. 
XNRP 6.t0 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 ZN. 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALPHAS
 















-0 5 I, li . .* i . *~. . . ....... . . * *4---J -. .. . .. . l.. 
-15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SyHB0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
CE8OB1O)QNSHFC 481 GD/C(0OCTER)8I9W14C4A 6.000 O.O00 0.000 





.1 -l .. - A.1-.t4 1. £ 
'0 55 00 45 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
SREF ±5.5606 SO.UJ. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
R 6.090 IN. 
XNRP ,0.100 IN. 
YmRP O.OO IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 In. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1025 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT 6 DEGREES SIDESLIP AND SMALL ALFHA5
















0 -10 -5_ 10_ 15 z 0 5 ___ 5 ___ 5 0 _ a 
"l-15 -±0 - 5 0 5 1o i5 zo 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 So 6' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(ESSBl S).QN SFC 451 O0/C(BOOSTERIBiQW,4C4A 6.000 0.000 0000u SREF 15.6160 So.IN.'
 


































-15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD 
C2001 F 41 G DCISO0$TER)RidC4A 4.00 0.000 U.000 




50 55 60 4 
REFERENCE INFORMArIJN 
SREF 16s5qt SQIN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0090 IN. 
XMRP 6. 10 IN. 
YI4Re 0.00,30 1NZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0053 
PAGE 1027 
















-5 -19 -0 is 20 2o 155 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO3NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON ' CANARD 
& Z:81:; 2 M3FC -81 GO/C(SOOSTER) BI9W14C4A 6.000 0.000 0.000 




so 5$ go 65 
REFERENCE INrORMATIbN 
SREF 15.6560 3Q.I.,. 
LREF 3.09*0 , IN. 
OREF 6.90 IN 
X.RP :D-9, IN, 
YMRP o.oouo IN, 
ZMRP o.ooo00 IN 
SCALE 0.0 3 
PAGE 1028 



















-1-5 1 a is 20 25ZQZ 30 as 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
45 50 35 60 .5 
DATA SET 
IE2.81 




MSFC 461 GD/C{OOSTER) Bi:W 4C4A 





a.00. 0. 0. 
. 00C U .UO U 
RUDDER RCFERCNCC INWORMAILUN 
SREF ll." '.U " .I". 
LREF 3. 9 0 1N 
BR EF G*2 a 
IN. 
OmRP U.0000 IN. 
"ACH 1.463 SCALE 0.0015 
PAGE 1029 











-15 -0 -s 0 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAtA SET 5YMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA SLEVON CANARD 
I rzo HsFC 451 0D/C(SOOSTERI i1W4C4A 6.0 0.000 0.000 










LREF o.g56 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 
IN. 
XNRP .0 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0O0 IN. 
SCALE 0.00'S 
PAGE 1030 












-0. 0 ... .... . .... 
15 10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.90u BETA 0.0002 *.000 
O ,. O 
OO2.0 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*C 
A28W11-A28811,BI1C4AV7-B9V7. CANARD.C4A.OATA CN28014) 
40 
01 
AS 50 55 60 a, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF IS.85dUSQ.JN  
LREF 5.0950 ZN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN. 
XRP 6.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.000G IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.005 
NOV 71 PAGE 1031 












-. 0* __ 
-1 -10 0 5 10 15 50 25 50 5 40 45 so 55 80 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 BETA 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 




o .000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0D0 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE $VR*EI*C W 

A28W11l-A28Bl.B1SC4AV7-B69V7. CANARD.C4A.OATA CN28014) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1032
 









___ __5_ - ___ 




.00F QUO 3.0950 IN 
-o.15I 
CNL 
5 1 5 2 
FATCAPA 
5 3 5 
ERE 
Q 4 D 5 o 0 
wI 
DATA MI T CO E. 
A28Wl-A28BlBlC4V7-lV 
-1 .od -0 5 0 5 
oZ.00YRP 
CATA IST. CODE MVR*EI*C 
A2SWI-A282h1,219C4AV7-B19V7. 
CAARCA.ATit1 i8 







































- -1 -0 5aQ in i 20 Z5 30 35 40 As 50 19 .0 6 










1o-9000 LREF ;:6.59:0 1N 
lzoBREF 6.0990 IN. 
Z.DOOXMRP 6. ?0 IN 
I , 0 D.OD, N.: 
l.:P 0 . a.. IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EL*C SCALE .0035 
A28WII-A28BlI,Bl9C4AVT-Bl9V7, CANAR0,C4A,0ATA CN28014) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1034 









-0. .. .. ..
 L__U N
 
-0.4 - .00N 
0. 0 0.000 N.
 
2.030 zHRP O.QuOn IN.
 
'. ua DATA MIST. CODN MVROFI*C ACALE A.LUA D 
A28421-A2801 B .C Ow4- B19. WINGW4, DATA CN28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1035
 











3.0 YM P:O.O 
-0.S 
-10 -10 -5 0 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 -40 45 50 55 00 85 
ANGLE OD ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGFEES
 
SYBOLA PARAMETRC VALUES REFERENCE InFORMATION
 
1.200 OETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 BREF 15.8540 50.!S.
 
.50LREF t.OSSO IN. 
- 8F.0990 H 
4-000O ZMRP 0.0000D IN. 
4.0SCAE ,0.005. 
5.000 DATA HIST. CODE MVR*E1*C SAE 003 
A28821-A282I1. 619W14- 219. WING.W14. DATA CN28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1036
 












*.20 . l . 4 4.A.L& &. Lt.. L..J. &L4..- . LJ.L. 4 L . . ... ... LJ. L .. . .J.... ... .L .4.. .. A 15 -10 -5 0 5 
 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 an 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.8D BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 SREF 15.6580 5Q.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
09 XRp 6.700 N 
* 




1.100 DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*C
 
A28B21-A28B11. B19W14- B19. WING.W14, DATA CN28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1037
 
l l1ii , i- 1-rrrl ri r -ii-r-r ii l ,~



















-15 -10 - 0a 5 10 i5 20 25 30 55 40 	 45 50 55 00 * 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL HAC H PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFQRMATION
 













 Z"RP 000o IN.. 
HVR*EI*C	 SCALE 0005DATA MIST. CODE 

PAGE 1038
N28015 ) 01 NOV 71
19. WING,W14 . DATA
A28B21-A28 11 . B lI9/4-

5.000 
COMPONENT LONGITUDINAL INCREMENTS AT SMALL ALPHAS AND ZERO YAW
 
l l--!i-r i ­r r i i-i-i-'- i - l-l
- i i l i-11- i i -7 -r n­
-r-r-r7 
 - r tr 





















SYMBOL MACH ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES











-1050 3 .0950 
 IN.
1 .00 0DO BREF 
 6 0920
1 0R '.BORP N6 .11 O IN:
YMR P , O .O G O O
A28B21-A28BETA 5 0 000 IN . DATA MIST. CODE.W04- IN.
N0GL 
 AVRTEA*C



















-15 -20 -- 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 6Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE |NrORMAIION
 
1.200 BETA O.Do0 RUDDER U.000 SREF 15.6540 SQ.IN.
 
1.500O LREF 3.095U IN.
 




 yHRP 0.000o IN.
 
0oU ZMRP U.OUGO -IN.
 
$°D0U0 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIVC SCALE O.OU35
 
A28B21-A28Bll. B19WI4- B19. WINGW14, DATA [N28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1040 
























a ao 15 2 25 30 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.O00 RUDDER O.Goo 
O,9QD
' o. o 
.IST. RUDDER 0.000MR 1.50 
40 45 5o 55 .0 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 11. 5 0 S . N 
LOR£F 3Q IN. 
BRF 6:0990 N 
XHRp 6.7100 IN. 
ZHRP 0.Ou IN: 
S 
A28B21-A28BII. B1W14- BI9. WING.W14. DATA (N28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1041 






i .0 9 
u_. ­
.1, 








S . - .. - , . ... L. L . l. . . & . . l. . . . L . , , , . ..... I .... 
-15 10 5 0 5 10 5 0 1 
. , . .. . . . 1 -& . L , ...  n 
35Z
-t20 1ss 2  3  as 40 45 50 55 6t R 440 o s G 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
1.ZOO BETA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 SREF 15.560 SoIN. 
1.50a 
 LREF 3.0950 iN. 
DATA
:1:I: 1REF 
.0RP 0. 00MR P 04 IN
 4.000 ZMRP :.Ouoa IN.
 
A 2 00 d 6.BI0 

5 .0013 DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*C SCALE 0.003
 
A28B21-A28B11, B19W14- ,BI9, WINGW14, DATA J[N28015) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1042
 
COMPONENT LONGITUDINAL INCREMENTS AT SMALL ALPHAS AND ZERO YAW
 



















0 46 6 54 
-0.4 
t5! flO -DI 0 5 10 15 80 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 





DATA MIST. CODE NVR*EI*C 
A28B31-A28B21-A28WlI+A28Bll 





45 50 55 00 49 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1.6560 SQ.11. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
REF I0990iN. 
6.rloo IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 1043 























5 10 t5 20 25 30 




40 45 *50 55 00 
REPERENCE INFOR,4ATON 
SREF 15.6560 SO 
LR r 5.0050 iN. 
4.0090 - N 
*S 
LN. 
CATA fIST- COVE MVR*EI*C 















S - 5 
-Lc 
0 -4 c 
U..-3.:5 
10 i 0 2 0 5 0 4 $0 5 
:,200 88A ,O O 
.00 
BATA NIST. CODE 4VR*EL*C 
A28831-A281321-A28W1I+A28Bll 

































SO 20 30-0_ 4 5 o
-*lai -10 Is 25_ _ o 
I-.L
 
0U CI a'0 Q._
 
°Z-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 13 20 25 30 55 40 45 "50 55 60 IN: 65 BREF 

- 200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
REFENCE ZNFORMATION
SyHB0L MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 

2 LREF 5.0950 £N.1.000 aGRF 056560 S*tN­0.000 BETA 0-000o 4.0990 IN..00BREF 

[] 200YHRP 0.0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
2.000 XNRP O.B100 I.,
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*C 

A28231-A28B21-A28W11+A28B11 N28016) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1046 











.j-.0.4 	 ... . 
-is -10 -- 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O..O0 BETA 0.000 SREF is5-5.0 sa.IN. 





0 100 xHR ..0100 IN
 
2.000 	 ZMRP oU. No
 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*C AE 00
 
A28BIS-A28el4. e19C4A-BI9. CANARO,C4ADATA CN28017) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1047
 



















-1 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 Z5 30 as 40 45 so 55 60 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
U.600 BETA 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
0.too LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
1.100 aRty 6,0gg0 IN.
 






2 0 6 71
OATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*C 

A28B15-A28B14. B19C4A-Bl9. CANARD.C4A.DATA CN28017) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1048
 














I I I 
Q- -. 30 
-2 5 -10 -­ 5 a a is z52 23 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 





DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*C 
A28BI5-A2BBI4, B1gC4A-B1g. CANAROC4A,DATA [N28017) 
40 
01 
45 so 55 60 05 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SAEF 15.6560 SQ.1m. 
LREF 3 0950 IN. 
OREF 6.04su IN.XHRP 710a n  
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP a aOu IN. 
SCALE 0"0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 1049 
















-2 -10 3 a. 5 3 5 4 5 s 5 6 
-t5 -10 - 5 0 5 10 ±5 20 25 50 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL "ACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 
0.600 BETA 0.000 
0.900 
: 0 0 
±.500 
z.000 
OATA N1ST. CODE HVR*E *C 
A28B1lrA28BI4, B19C4A-B19. CANARD.C4A.DATA (N28017) 
40 
01 
45 50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15$656U $0.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
OREF 6.0000 IN. 
9.1R. 1 IN 
YMRP ao0"00 I : 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
CALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 1050 
LAMJLNLNI LUNbIIUUINAL INLUKLMLNIb Al bMALL ALVtAb ANU LLKU YAW
 










- o. .... .... .... 
5 II1 is15 11Z 21 30 35 40 4S 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.:aO DETA 0.OOO SREF 15.6560 SQIN. 





X R PY'RP 
6.0990 
6. 1 0oOO 
IN. 
1NN*: 
::O ZMRP 0.0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIC SCALE 0.0035 
A2881G-A28BI4, B19WI4- B19, WINGWI4,DATA [N28018) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1051 
.00 










-. 06 - - - - - -- -- ___ __ _ 
t5 -to - 0 5 10 15 EO 25 30 a5 40 45 50 55 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.600 BETA O.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
0.9000.100 LREF BREF 6.0990 
I.N9.0N. 
IN. 
XMRP 6.710 IN. 
lson TZRP 0.00o0 IN. 
SCAL 0.0035 
DATA HIST. CODE MVR*EI*C 
A28BIG-A2M14, BI9WI4- B19, WING.WI4,0ATA CN28018) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1052 











Ij- -. 05 
( .2 szo 
-
I - .5 0 3 10 15 0 a s 3 0 3 S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 




DATA AISG.CODE OVRAETCC 
A28BI6-A28BI4, B19WI4- B19. WINGWI4,OATA CN280183 
4 0 
01 
4 5 s o 5 5 0 a s 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 $Q.lH. 
LREF 3.05 IN­
"HREF.10 NR..DOU IN 
zNP_ 0.00 " IN: 
SCALE 0.005 
NOV 71 PAGE 1053 
COMPONENT LONGITUDINAL INCREMENTS AT SHALL ALPHAS AND ZERO YAW
 













LIi -- *J 
LL. 
-. 0. 
-1 ~ -S-A-J-L -...- A- ~&.... ... .~- A.... . .AA. t&AL -L1. . .A-. . ..AAt~ .Li..- .--- i 4A-i8 LAAJ.­
- 5 -to 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 35 60 a5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




 BREF 6 9 N
 
OBMRP or9 90ou: .too

-So.50 YHRP 0l.0 " a IN.
 
R Z.000 ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*C 
A28BI6-A28BI4, B1gW14- 819. WING.W14.DATA CN280183 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1054
 







_ _ _ _ 








 -to 5 S- 0 15 20 3025 35 40 45 50 55 6 O 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 
 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

00 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.

V100 009000 OCRALRON ELEVON 0.000
0.0000.000 
















01 NOV 71 PAGE 1055
 
COMPONENT.LONGITUDINAL INCREMENTS AT SMALL ALPHAS AND ZERO YAW
 
.- r-rt.-i-Ir.r Ir
.rr 7 I-rIr r 
 I- - 1 r 
 r r 
-r r 




- -r r 
- r -











-15 -t0 -3 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5s so a5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.400 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.00 SREF 15.5.0 S9.N. 
.-,on DER 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 LREF 3U95Q IN. 
.I-IU AILNON 0.0o BREF 6.0990 IV. 
1-500 X.RP 4.00 .. o 
2.600 Z°SCALHE ZIRP 0.000005 IN.1 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*C SCALE 0.0033 
A28B17-A28B16+A28B21 CN28019) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1056 










-5 - -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 55 40 45 ao 55 So 03 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
B O L  
SYM MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0°600 	 BTA DEL
0-00 .000 
 SR F 15 -56 0 	 SOIN ,
0.900 	 OCR 0.000 ELEVON .000 LREF
 
:.0 IRN 000BREF 6.90 IN:
 
v llo 	 "RP IN.
OOO ALRO ::7190 

00I.o YMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
2.000 	 ZHRP O.DUOO IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE HYR*EI*C 
 SCALE 0.0035
 
A28B17-A28B16+A28921 	 CN28019) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1057
 











20 2. 30 35 11 4 s_ s_ 
U-. 
--. 
: ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0o600 BETA 0.000 DEL O.OUD 3REF IS.56 SQ.IN. 
. 9 0 O R o . 0 0 0 L V O N 0 .0 0 0 LR F : . : ,5 IN .ANGLE~~SAL OATAC.0LHA3DGRE BEF 6.0990 IN:
 
1.10G ALLRON 0.000 XMRP 6.7100 N
1.5.. yMRP U-0O- IN:
 
R 2.000 
 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*I*C
 
A28Bf-7-A28616+A28821 CN28019) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1058
 
LUnrUNLNI LUNUIUUINAL I1NKLMLNIb Al bnALL ALrA APU LLRU [im
 





IL 0. 60 DE 000 E 000 R F 53 
tu0.0 0.00__ _____ __.0_0 _____ _S_5.60 
- 1.5 
-15 -10 -, 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 55 40 45 50 55 60 *5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL NAGH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
2 0.600 DEL 0.000 DER 0.0 , OREF 15.6560 50.IN. 0.900 DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 LREF 5.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN.O 1.100 ELEVON 0.000 CANARD 0.000 XHRP 6.7100 Itt. 
1.500 AILON 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
2.000 Z0Rp.0 IN-

SCALE 0.00DATA HIST. CODE HVR*EZ*C 
A2819-A28B17. R1S914C4AV7-B19W14C4A, V7 DATA CN28020) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1059
 



















DATAO MIST. CODAETIMVALES 
0.C0V*S -.10 -5VO 0oO 5ANA D 15 
0.600 DELR 0.0 OCR 0 .0P 








REFEENC U 5R A 
NOV 71 PAGE1 0G­45 R 50 o55 0 65 
°00SRF1.60 SQN. 
X"00ZRP 6.oooo ZN. 
3A£ 003 
NOV 71 PAGE 1060 















is5 -0 -5 0 5 10 is 20 355 40 45 so 53 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





 SREF 15.65'. SQ.IN.
 
U.1,00 DCL 0.000 DCR 0.000 
 LREF 3 U950 IN .
 
100o CLEVON 0,000 CANARD 0,000 BE : N
0..001. 0 AILR 
 yMRP .00.
X 5 T 00° 1N, 
2.000 
 ZMRp .00 0O IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR cIwC 3 CALE 0.0035 
A28B1g-A28B17, B1gW14C4AVT-BI9WI4C4A, V7 DATA CN28020) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1061
 






[3 B B43-- - - -E] 
m 
p7 
-s -o - "' 5 20 25 30. 35 40 45 so 35 60 6gr 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYrO0L HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.:00 DEL a 000 DER 0.000 5REF 15.5560 30 IN. 
go090 DCL 0:000 OCR 0.000 LREF ::00 INo 
*.Lou CLEVON 0.000 CANARD 0.000 XNRP 6.7r100a IN: 
1-.00 AILRCW 0.000 114P 0.0000 IN. 
.0.0O Z RP 0.ob0 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EIC SCLE 0.C 
A28B19-A28B1T, B19Wl4C4AV7-B19Wl4C4A- V7 DATA CN28020) 01 NOV 71 -PAGE 1062 









- .10 4 -10 a ­ 01 
1 -­ -­ 6-4 1 0-- 0-
|PZ Y 1, 
(FZ Y41), 
-a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION S 





















C MPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
"* ".-----~r-f--r--l-rrr rl----­"-- -Tflf r--




-.0-4 -12 -10 8 - ° -­ 4 -­ 2 D 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
ATA 5"ET SYMUOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
1(F28 5 3 MSFC 481 GD/C(S STE)SIOW14C4AVI O.000 0.000 U.000 
N(Farc)MF4I GD/C(8OO8TER)5I9WI.C.AVl 25.000 aoaOU Q...0 
:rFz:¥1 MSFC4 1 GO C(BOOSTER)319WI CA 15,DU 0o000 U.aUb 




a TO 22 1 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATIION 
SREF 11.6516U so.[N 
LREF 30] N 
0 EF 6.U99 u N 
XMRP 6.?1UU IN, 
YHRP .. 00U IN. 
ZHRP 0:.OUR IN. 
PAGE 1064 










SCL 0.0 " 5__
 
-aI -0 4 2-Z 2 4 a 0 10 12 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA CET 5YMB0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F DATA NOT AVAILABLE(FIy : ) FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.uuu u.uou u.uDu SREF 15.656U SQ.IN.
 
I F ZYZ I MSFC48|1 GD/C(BCCSTER Ig9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 D.Dou U.UUO LREF 3.u950 IN.
 
(F28Y31I HSMFC48., GO/C'BOOTE 5 1 W14CIA 15.0oU 0.00 D.OU 8REF 6.099U IN.
 











n I.NP PAGE 1065 







-. - - a - 4 -2 z 4 6 e IV 12 14 
1SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INIO)RHAII N 
I :Y53; DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COITIONS 0.00 0.00O 0.000 SREF 11.4560 SQ.Im. 
If8 PC :!HFC0GD/C{BOOSTER),319W14C4AVI 15.000 U.UuU 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.095U IN. 
(rrct 41 GD/C OOSTCR} gWI4C4A r I.uUO Uo0D0 O.ooO after 6:..D9 I 







. ACH 1.00U SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 106G 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA 










-. 30 L,, . I a * . ., . , . . . • . . . 
-14 -12 -10 - 8 -6 2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES 
DATAYSrT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F22:Y.3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 U.000 
138yl) . "'Fc4a1 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 15.0o 0.000 0.000 
F22Yy 131I SFC4 1 G/C BOOSTER B19W14 C4A 15.000 t).QUU D.000 






. . .. 
a so 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMAT/ION 
SREF 15.6560 30.1N. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 60990 IN. 
XMRP @.zo IN. 
YHRP 0_.0 o_, 
ZHRP a°0 IN. 
SCALE U.0035 
PAGE I1067 





- 14 - -10 -4 a a 4 6 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
-. 20AG 1068__ 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* N
 (FZy3 : MS Fc A81 GD/ (BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 0 coo0 .Dun aQ BRET, 1is G S . 
kFz.0 SFC4 (BOOSTER)____lAC4A 15:000 0:000 0 000u o.uo0 LREF 3 :.59 5 0 IN * IF~~) HSFC4:1 6D/C(BCOSTER)SI9WI4C4AV7 _ _O/C . . 0.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 






_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 


















, , i.e- t l I
 
. . .. L . a 10 22 14 
--'14 -12 -to -- -• - 2 A 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
F R E N C E 

ALPHA CANARD VLEVON RUDDER RE E INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
D.000 0.000 0.000 SRCF 15.6560 SQ.tN.FZ:YSS; GATA.NOTGAVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 

U.UUQ LREF 3.09SU IN.
(FZ.YZJ) SFC 81 GD/C (BOOSTER);tWI44A1 15.000 9.000 0.000
I 
6.U99U IN.
F2 y 3i HSFC481 GD/C(OOSTER) BtW14C4A 25.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 










. A H 1.202 
PAGE 1069
 
LUM LEIE UNIWiURAIIUN LAIEXAL LUEhhILIENI5 VLXSU5 ft-IA 
*Iso l tlr -iI-i- 1-i-- -r-rT -r1-T- -r-r-I -r---r 1i-i-- rr-r -1-r r l -rTT- rrrI 




- 4 -12 -10 4 6 4.a0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
VATA SET SYMBOL MCON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F2.,53} 2 .,FC 481 6D/C(Bo STER)8I9W4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 0.OUO 
(F2:y 21J HFC¢41 60/C(BOOSTER) BIgWI4C4AVT is Duo .0 ODDO 0 Du0o( Z 13 ) 8 SFC48 GD/C 8  019 1  I , :Du Oouo o.UUO 




a t 1 
REFERENCE INFORMArION 
SREF 15.6560 30.1s. 
LR EF 3.U5 :.NBREI, :0. 9 N 
XMRp 6.rO 9. 
yHR P a~~o N 





















-12 -10 6 
-2 2
- 4 4 a a 10 .4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DAT[A 3,r SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERCNCE INFORHA71 OH 
F2y3 2 MSFC 481 GD/C{B STER)B19Wl4C4AVT 0.0Ou 0.UUO UOOO SREF 1.5U S.N 
:F.:yyziJ 
(2:Y31 
msFc48a I /C( 0B0TER) 1 14C4AVT 














:F28Y41) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.000 a*BUU 0, UU XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
yH GO O D IN . 
MACH 1.956 CALI .D 3 
PAGE 1071 
,COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA










.14 --- - a 4 a a 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
CAA V:r $yHBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCL INFORMArIOtN 
F z a Y5 3 S D A T A N O TA V A LAB L E FOR A LL CON D T I ONS . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 U .0 0 0 R EF i s. 5 6 *
 {r2S~)I SFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)B :W14C4AVT 16.OUD ,obu uoOUU U.DOUU LREr J:uo N 
F2Y3: MF DIC BOOSTER)61 W -C4A4 15.U00 0.0Q0 0.000 BREF 6.°099O IN. 
rFz~yI I 4FC4B O8 OSTRSgW44 35.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 6.TIUU IN. 
YHRP O.Quop IN.
 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI URATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2F853 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS Q.OuO 000 000$EP A.50 S N(Fz Y I) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 O*OOO U*BUO O.UOU LREF 3.0950F2:YS1; 





F2 Y.1" MSFC481 GDC (BOOSTER) B19WI4C4A 35.000 	 0.000 0.0O0 XMRP S.7100 IN.
 





MNACH A.959 SCALE 0.003
 
PAGE 1073 














4 - Iz - 2 . , -4 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYM 
B O L  
CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA' CANARD ELEVON 
FZ:Y53| M SFC 41, GD/C(BO0STER) B19W14C4AVl O.uO U. OBO 0. 0 0SE 
r Z yzI] DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS I5.UUO OOO .O000 
FZ YSS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.QUO U.000 O.Uuu 





1 0 1 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION­
366 QI. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 lm 
YHRP 0.0000 14. 
ZMRP 0.0au , IN. 
SCALE a. 0 
PAGE 1074 














-10 a 6 4 0 2 4 a8 10 1 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 3CT 
( F5 




) .) < 
I 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
M 3 F C . 4 8 1 G / C (. O O STER ) B I g 4 A V 
F C 4 1 D / C ( C O S TE R ) B 1 9 W 4 C A V 7
mAFC4al GD/C(OOSTER I W14 C A 
ROT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
ALPHA 
0 .0 00 




0 .0 0 0 




O .a u O 




0 .0 00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE F 1 5 .6 5 6 0 SQ .IN . 
LRE F 3 .0 9 5 U IN . 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 




















-r -. 03 SID SLPANL . BETA DERE IN. 
UU S 1Q _______
'LA : DAT NOT__ AVAILABL FOR__ ALL__ CONDITION U E .3 

- 2 I__ ._____ GDC_____lw~cAI1.00 000 .u .UOLE 
0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14
 
- 0-14 - 2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -~ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ALPHA ANARD L VON RUDDER REFERENCE IN rR NAION
 DATA SET Sy NOL CO I URATION D SCRIPTION 

(2 Y553 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION .000 0.000 0.000 SRF iS.6S6 SQ.IN. 
(nov21,t LI M3FC48± G0/C(6OOSTER)Qi9yAC4AV? 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 tOOQPA6 . 09 0 I.LREF  N .
 (tF I ¥ ssrSF ± O / C ( BO O S T E R I 6 1 1 W ± C 4 A 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0O  0 0 0  
O A h O T A VA L A B L E F R All . C O N I T ION S 5 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 X IRP . 7 ± 0 0 N .











COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 







24 -12 -10 - 6 -4 -- a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
,Z.y53) AT O AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.OoQ0 .000 0.00a 
FZY2) I SFC461 40tC(9OOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 IS.OUu 0.00O 0.00D 
:F2 y 3 1) MSFC481 D/C(BO0STER)BI9WI4C4A 15.000 G.DOD .000 





8 to 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.LN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
DREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMAP D 0000 IN. 
Z RP 0:0000 IN. 
SCALE D.0,3 , 
PAGE 1077 







- 4 -- 2 a 2 4 6 a so It,"
--014_ -12 -1i-o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
N F O R A 

ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE I N TION
DATA SET SyMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC 

(rz:y53; DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 u.UO O.UoO SREF 15.656U S,
 
.'.21; HSFC481 0D/C(BOOSTER} 819W14C4AV7 25.000 
 0.000 O.Uo0 O.UaU LREF 3"UVIU AN.
 
iFz:y 1) M SFC4aI GO/C(OOOSTER)S19W14C4A 15.000 0.bou 0.00 SREF 6.0g u IN. 
(F2 y41) OAT* 11OT AVA ILABLE FOR ALL ONDITIONS 35.DUU0 .0u O.Ou XMRP ... auU IN: 
0.0000 IN.
+. *YHRP 





























(o -2h 448_ _____a IN.___ 
-14 I -12 i - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 IQ 1Z z4 
SSIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SATA SET SYMBOL CONRFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SQ .IN.

I } 8 1 MSFC IB GO/C(BO0STER)BZ9WI4C AV7 0.000 U. 000 0.o 00 SREF 15 65 6R 

(2 Y33) . HSFC46al /C(BOOSTER): 1~w4C4AV? 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.U00 LREF 305 N
 
U.000 BREF 6.0990 IN.
 
















tdMPLEIE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
I Il II Il l





.o01 " ' *_ . * , _ ,_, *_ * * , . , . ,_ 
2Z4 1l2 -10 -0 - -4 -2 0 2 4 a a ia 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA,:ET 3YMBOL CONFIGURATION USCRIPTIC ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE ZNFDRMATZOH 
(85) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.OD0 0.000 O.000 SRCF 25.656U 5QI 
N 
. 
{FZY~l SFC481 D/C (BOOSTER)BI 44V850O1.D9,WI 4.U LRA 3.T 3Q­
1 
FZ:Y.31J 
NFOYSF 81 GD/C(SOOS TER) a 















YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP U .Bou IN. 
MACH 1.2,12 SCALE 
PAGE 1080 
14 

















2 -10 - -­ ----­ 4 - @8 1 Z 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FZ5y53) MSFC 401 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV? 0.00t 0.000 0.000 
rzsyatj NHSFC41 OD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 15.00 . 
(F2y31; HSFC41 GDCBooTER)B9WI4C4A 15.000 0.000 0.00 





SREF 15.6560 SQ.ZN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 [N. 
XNRe 6.T10 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 




tCOtPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 









I -. 0 . . . . . 
-
.34 * ..l01W e B i _ ____ g l _____1 . __ll___l __ n_ 
- 174- -12 -to .8 -6 -4 -­ 2O 4 , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SyMSoL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
FZ:S53; 2 MSFC 481 GD/C(BaOSTER)tg194C4AVI O0 . 00 DGoo 
(Fzyt) .I MFC48 ID/C( COSTER) 2 IA IC4AVT 25:000 3:.000 0:000 
rFz Y3.) M SFC481 GD/C(SOOSTER)BI9Wl4C4A 15.000 0.000 U.Cua 
F2:Y 
4 1 





- 10 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65GO SQoA.. 
LREF 3.0"11] IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP a.Tiua IN. 
IN. 
ZMRP G.O UU IN. 
" 
PAGE 1082 














-014...­ 2 -10 - 4 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
:F2:y. 3; DATA NOTGAVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONSD.U 
,00.0 0U.la O.o 
F28 Z ) N F 48 G. /¢{B STER; :I: W14C4A 7 15.0 ou U.00 0 000C I SFC4I 0G/C{BOOSTER I W14C4A 15.____ 






REF is 05O0 S0.1", 
LRE r 3,0 5 U N___.  
a.0HPo U 
YMRP 0 OUUO IN. 
ZHRp .U U 0 N: 
PAGE 1083 
1O4 







_ _ _ 
-- 1± 2 14 2a 
,I
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.-BETA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA CANARD FLEVON RUDDER
S DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONCONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0._ 
_0
 
FZ Y 1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.000 0.000 U*OOo 
 LREF 310950 	 IN.
FZ 2 1 ) 	 SIDE~~ ~ ~ MRERE SLPAGE0EA
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1 2 Y41tt 1SFC461 GD/CB0 	 15.GUO 0.000 0.000 BREF -6 0990
ST -R)eBlWI4-4A 35.000 02 600 	 IN.
0.000 X4Rp 6.710a IN.
 









COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 














-.02 C * 








-±4 -12 -10 - - - 4 2 a 2 4 0 a 10 42 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
rzsya, HSFC 401 GD/C(BOOSTER)B19Wi4C4AVy 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
(FSSyzI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(F::YSI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.000 0.0o BREF 6.0990 IN.
1

















u -. 015 
-0_ 
Lo -- ot9 
.005mI 0___2_ __4_ .01 L 
.040
 
-%4 2 -10 6 4 2 0 2 4 a8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DAIA4ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8Y3 .. I8 G (BOOSTER) D1PW24C4AVT O0 a 0 SREF SQ.pHFC UD oo BUD 11 :656 

°
 (FZO21) NSF481 D/C( OOSTER)019WI4C-AVY 15090 a BOB 090l ,G E 3 U95 0 N_­
F2.Y.. M SFC4a% 0D/C(BOOSTER)SIgWi4,C4A 15.OD0 U.Poo U.*o BREF 6.uggu IN. 
Fz'Y.1; DATAINOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL-CONDITIONS 35.OUO 0.090a u°UO XMRP 6. 'sub IN. 
YHRP U.Odau IN.
 
ZMRP 0 GAG IN.
 




COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON" GURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFOR-ATIO" 
( Z Y S 3 ) D A T N O T , A A I L A B L F O R A L L C O D T O S5O D . O . O R E F I . . U . . . 
zIF~) HF C481 O/C(SO0STERJ8I9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 .U O .o OO LREF 3.0950 IN. 
F 2:YY4. [ 
mary3H C4 
CA TAN 
CG (BOOSTER) , j9W14C4A 












6. 71U 0 
IN . 
IN . 
YNRP 0oUO ~ 
SCALE U.U035 
MACH 0.953 
PAGE 1 087 










-­ .0.5___ MR __ 
0ATA 3C I 
53 
Fr2:.31; 
IFz ys ; 
rFz~y1Y. 
a-4 aa__- 2 
S-IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION .ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
DFATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL-CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 
"llSFC4al GD/C(eOOSTER) BI9WI4C4AV7 15. 00 U.UUU 0.000 
8 MSFC4AI GO/C(00O3TERJB19WI,4C4A 15.000 U.OuU 0.000 






R H A 
T 
Iz U 
SREf 15.€66 S0.1". 
LREf 3.095U 1,. 





zHRP Oo IN.OS 
PAGE 1088 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 1











o 015 ___ 








4 6 a 10 12 14
-. 040 -12 -- -10 -- a a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
ELEYON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
. ALPMA CANARD
DATA SET SyM.oL CONFLGURATION DE5CRIpTION 
0.000 SRCF 15.6560 SQ*lN.
F2.y53) DATANOTAVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.DOO O*Dou 





I 5 Ono U.noo 0.000 R p 

(Zy$ 1 DATA NOT oAALAaLE FORIALL CONDITIONS 35.000 0.000 0.000
{zy ~l NF C al8 {BOS E R)S 9 W 4C4A 

























I, , i ...... * •i .*• ­--~~T ,• *• ' .,0Iii L ii . •ii ­
- .00 14 -Iz -10 8 - S - 4 - " 0_ 4 a a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F.:XSZ; M SFC.481 BD/C(B. TERl~lSWL4C4AV7 0.000 O .OO 0.00SEr 15. 6u SQ.IN. 
FSYZZ) MSFC 8 1 D/Cl(OOTER], 19W14C4AV7 13.OUD 0.GO0 u*000 UO00 LREF 5.09a0 IN.1 

GD/C(Sco$TER) BtgWl4,C4A O.B O.OOO0 6b 

YS4 I DATAINOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15*000 00 00 0.U a XMRP 5:.0.O N
 
I ,ZOY3%) HSFC40 15.0 0 BREF N 
• .. YMRP D .000 IN.




















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
MATASET SYNOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ALP$A CANARD ELEVN 
(r S) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.00F28Y2& LA SFC4OI O0/CWOOSTER)BISWI4C4AVT 15.000 0.000 0.000[,2ay3i)'fl SF4s1 G0/CCCSOO$T l)OIgWt4C*A 15.000 0.000 0.0001Fz~y4 )U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.000 0.000 0.000 




SREF 15.0560101LREF 5.0950 ZN. 
OREF 6.0990 ZN.W 
XHRP 0.f1OO IN. 
214RP 0.0000 iN. 
LE 0.0055 
PAGE 1091 




- .015 aA 











-14 -1 -10 -a -a 4 -Z 0 Z 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FZ:SYS Q M SFC A81 GD/C(OOSTER)BI9Wi4C4AV7 O.000 0.000 U.000 
{FZY21 MSFC4S GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9W14C4AV7 15.000 0.OU 0.OU 
(Fzry31 O SFC4i GOD/C(BQOSTER) I9W14C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





a 10 12 14 
REFERENCC INFORHAION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
OREF 6.U990 IN. 
XHRP 6.710u IN. 
Y RP .OU Q IN. 
ZNRP 0.000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1092 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA 
* 940 II a ,'--l-- -r--T -r---r -T-1-1 -r--T -T-rI- -r--r -rr-











( -. 035 
- 4 






-12 10 a 6 4 2 a 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
HFC 4 O C O T R) I W4 4U .UU U.UUU U.UUU 
H3FC44G IGD/C(.OOSTER)519Wl4C4AVT 15.000 .UOU U.000 
M SFC4 1 GO/C(5OOSTER)BI9WI4C4A 15.OO0 3DOO Q.OO 





a 10 12 14 
OEFERLNCE INFORM.111N 
5RE1 u 3 .N 
LREF 3.,l,5 1 IN. 
BRET 6.Uj3u IN. 
XMRP d.rIUU IN. 
yHRp 0o.UUU IN. 
SCALE U.UUU35 N 
A U 3 
PAGE 1093 














*-12 -10 6 . 4 -- 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA Y: T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
FR:Y3) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 
U.UUU 0.000 
F282) I SFC4O1 GD/C(BCOSTER)BtWI4C4AV7 15.D0o O.GO U*uUU 
FZ:y31; a MSFC481 GD/C(BOO5TER)d19WI4C4A 15.000 0.0O0 0.000 




REFERENCE [NF OkMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN. 
LREF 3.u950 1 : 
BREF S.U990 IN. 
XMRP 6o71O0 IN. 
yjRP .. 0500 IN. 
ZMRP O*OGUO IN.SCALE 
PAGE 1094 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
.05________ 
















-­ 14 -.12010 a a 4 - a 2 400 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD CLEVON 
(FO ) OAT. NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION5 0.000 0.000 0.000 
(Zy21) OATA OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 U.,000 0.000O 
F:: y31) DATANOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 BIG" .UOO 
(F V41) MSFC 01 GDAC(8OOSTER) G19WI4C4A 33.000 OUou 0.000 
. ACH 4.959 
RUDDER 
.U0 
a 12 2A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
LREF •3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YHRF .QQ IN. 
Z.RP 03.00 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1095' 














-14 -12 -to -- a - - 4 -- 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGL:E, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA "'3 T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEYON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PZ:YS3) HSFC 481 ODIC (BOOSTER) OliWt4'C4AV7 OlOOO 0.000 a Goo SREF 15.656 so .l 
F2 Y 1' DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.ODD O.000 UO 0 -OUO LREF 3.0950 in. ' 
(Zy 3 ) 0 ATA )46t AVAILABLE FOR ALL'CONDITION3 5.000 a QUID u..00 BREF .90 IN. 










COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 












*±0 ___ ___ 
.00 
14 -­ 2 -­10 -. -8 - - o 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SyHbOOL CONFlGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
QFeS3t MSfl 481 4DC(0OO5T R)G1I9W14CtAV7 oO 0.000 Ooo-. 000 
{nS8yZiS L HSrCtal GD/C(BO$TER)919W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 00O00 
Cr*.y31s HSFCAOI 00/C(SOOSTER)DISWI4C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





£ 10 12 ±4 
R FERENCE INFORMATION 
SRFF 13.6560 50.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
0REF 8.0990 Ik" 
XNRP 8.7100 IN. 













---- 10 ar i- r 4 
--

- r 4 6 a-r- 1- 2rr-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
 RUDDER
FZ:y53 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 
ALL CONDITIONS 
 0.000 0.000 
 0R0F
Fz y 2B1I a .D 15.6560 Q.Iq.HSFC4:1 60/C r OOSTER)Sl9WI4C4AV7 15.000 . 00G 0
F2:y31 M SFC4 1 GO/C SOOSTER JB9W14C4A : 00. SL00:E F S ,00 5U IN .
Isloon 0.000 0.0 0
IFIy4I REF
[ DATA N61 AVAILABLE FOR A L"ONDITIONS 6.0990 IN.
35.000 
 0.00 D 0.000 
 XMRP 
 6. 1 0 IN.
YMRP 










-14 - -- 4 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
y IF3 2 DA T A O T D A V A I L A B LE F O R A L L C O N D I T I O N S. O O O 0 O O O 
(f2O~) HFC 2GO/C (8003TER)BI9WI4C4AV7 15.000 D.U30 0.000 
(F~ ) HSFC481 0D/C(BQ STER)SIgwI4C4A 1S.DOU 0.000 O.vuo 





a to 12 
RCFERENCE INFORMATIlON 
R F" 5 6 5 0 S . 
LREF 3.UV$U IN. 
BRET 8.0990 IN. 
XMRP S-71oU IN. 
YMRP a.00 N 
ZMRP D:0.0.0 IN0 



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
ATh £tySYMOL CONFIURATION OSCRIPTION ALPHA ANARO ELEVON 
1 r 2 8y5 ) Q O A T A O T A V A I L A B L E F O R A L L C O N D I T I O N s 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 00,E 
( r zsy z l ) L 1 . 4 5 C 4 , I D / C ( BO O O T E R ) 8 1 sw 4 c 4 A v ? 5 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
( r a y ,) 0 x s r c 4 01 G / C ( BOO S T E R ) 6 1 9 W 1I 4 C 4 A 1 5 . 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
( 2 Y4 )u- DATA NOT AVAILA LE FOR A CLCON ITIONS 55000 0.00 0 000. 
RUQDER 
. 0 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F1 6 6 0 0 S 0 I 
L R { r 5 . 0 9 5 0 I . 
B R F 6 . 0 9 9 0 I N . 
X RP 6 .10 0 IN. 
Y)4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
PAGE 1100 







.10 --- 0 C 2 ____1__1 4 
-.
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RDDE{R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OQ 0.000 . SREF 3Q.IN. 
{r2B2:1 . SFC4a1 GD/C( COSTER , 1 WI 4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
IFBY1 M SFC481 GD/C(DOOSTE R) B19W14C4A 15.000 0.000 U.UUO OREF 6.0990 IN. 
(FZY41"[] DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.000 0.00a 0.000RP 6.SQ H 
yMRP 





MACH 1.101 SA{ OO3
 
PAGE 1101 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LA-TERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 








a1 - 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F28Y53) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 a o.oD 
(FZ&y/I) M!FC48, *O/€(BSTEER )=~W"" AV' 15.000 0.0oo 0:000 
.00 -, _ _:_00 
1F C4OSTR-. -C4A -4.020 2.000 4.000 





$ la in 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:RF 15.616 SQIN. 
E.ORF .90IN.6 09 1 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.oOO IN. 










SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
r ZY 
5 
:Y 3 M3FC.461'GD/CI OOSTER)BI,9W14C4AV7 
.FazI Z!R .FC a I D/C(BOOSTER IIB1:W4C4AV7 
:FZ:y31 M3HFC481 6D/C(BOOSTER)D B9I 4C4A 





















REF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.U95U IN. 
BREF 6.11990 IN. 
XMRP 6.. lo IN. 
YHRP a.0 0011 N 
Z'RP U.O.UUU I 
SCALE 0.0035 
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""aF C, 4.n8 I 
-
XCI 
---­r - -4 
T_____W1C__V 
lBOOSN ISeI9W4aV 












3.U95u T IN. 


















































COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 








-*14 -1* -10 -6 - - 4 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SL-IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(ran3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 D0.00 0.000 
(FaSYZI) LA NSFCot GD C(8OSTER) 1 It44C4AVT 15.0Q 0.000 0.000 (FZOY31) 0 HSFc4a GD/C(BOOSTER)BZ9W±4C4A 15.DO ODOO 0.000 
Z Y 





8 IQ 12 1A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE 15.6560 So.IN. 
LREF 1.095U IN. 
BREF 6.0990 ZN. 
XNRP 6.71U IN-
YRRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.005 
PAGE 1105 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 





.5 -1 -0 42 aa 10 12 1 
C.Q 
2 DATNO AVI A L FO AL CO D TI N 0 u[]D O 
rz 2 1 
% )  
FoT3) 
FZ Y41; 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
CADTA NOT A VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
















3 :u5gsU IN. 
6.U99U I N. 





















>- -. 05___ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES. 
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON(F20Y5)QM SFC 'as ODdC(OOSTER)BISWIAC4AVV 0.000 0.000 0.000IFZOYnI) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.00O 0.000(F2y =iI < DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 





REF 15.6360 SQ .IN. 
LREF 5.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 0.0000 ZN. 
SCALE 0.0033 
PAGE 1107 





nO-14 -12 -to -­ a - 4 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
Fz ey3 M FC.4.1.G/C(BOOSTER) gW4C4AVT 0.000 0.000 a 000, 
ASy F1C 0  08CD/(BOSTER),10W%4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 DoO 
(r2 Y31; MSFC48k-aD/CltBWSTER)B19Wl4C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





a. to 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
SREF 25 6560 so, IN. 
LREF 5.: 0 N 
BREF 6.0990 [N. 
XMRP 6.ri0u IN. 
YHRP a* U. "IN:ZMRP 0000b in. 
CL .044 
PAGE I 10r, 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
.0O 










-°T14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL BCONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F2 y531 AAT NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS U.000 0.000 0.000 
F ... 2") MSFC4B.. DCo'{BOO, TFRJB19WlAC4AV7 15.000 amaou U.0130 
(fzey31] MSFC481 GI)/C(BOO*TER)BI9WI4C4A 15.000 0.O0O 0.000 




a 10 %a $A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6160 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3-0950 IN. 
BREF 6.U9g0 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
yHR :UU.U0 IN: 
SCALE 0.003, 
PAGE 1109 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUSBEIA
 













F z Y 
1 
) 
-I -$0 - 6 - 4 -2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
MBOL CONFIGURATION DE3CRIPTIONl ALPHA CANARD EL£VON 
DFZATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.00O 0.000 u.uOOS 19Wl4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.130 
HSF4, GO/C BOOSTCR)61a tC4 15.000 0.0O0 O.Bou 




10 12 . 
RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.636U so-s.• 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0U~g In. 
X Rp 6.7 U'0, 
ZMRP 0.1.00 IN. 
$CALE ITo01 s 
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- - .01 
< 
-°14. .. . .0z-g 6 4 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONP16URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FeY3; D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS U.Uut) 0.000 0.000 
(ZyZ)1 MSC481 GO/C(:O0STER)B191114C4AV? i15.00 OO B..OUO 
(Fz.Y3 I} M 3FC4 I GD/C (BCOS TER ) 19W 4C4A 15 *0o o.U 0 U.UUU 







a 10 22 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 15.65.u SQ IN 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 


















-14 -12 -1 
-4 -2 0 2 4 a a in r 14' 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(Fz 





M SFC .81 6D/C(BOOSTER)BlgWI4C4AV7 
HSFC':I GD/CfBC0STER)B19WI4C4AVT 
M SFCA 1 GDlC(l3OSTER)B19W14.C4
A 

























SREF 15.6560 SQ *IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.U990 IN. 
XHRP 6.rlOO IN. 
0,0012 IN. 
RE PRENE 1112S~IO 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BEA DEGREE 
ZHRP 0-000" 1". 














- -. 01 
CD-. 04 
z 
__ lO SLIP___ ERE -ALBTA 
I 
14 -12 ±0o a. 4 2 0 2 A 
SLOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
V 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 O.000 0.000 
1FZOyZI HSFC4OI GD/C(BOOSTER;BS9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0000 
(Fz6y31) NSFC461ID/C(BOOSTER)8t9W14C4A :5.0000.00  0.000 




a to1 12 ± 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
QREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
YNRP 0.o00 IN-





















-' 4 -12 -10 8 IT Ot it Z 1.z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INIORNATION 
(O Y.F 
([Bc1) 
0 M F C . 4 . 1 D / ¢ { B $STE R } 19I .WC 4 A V T 
'B GD/C( OOSTER:BISW14C4AV7 
0 . 0 0 0 
15 ODD 
. 0 0 0 
0 090 
. 0 0 0 
0 000 0.000 
S R E F 
LREF 
1 5 ,. 5 6 0 
3.,Uvlu N 
l l 
(F35) HFC4bI 0D/C(sOOSTER 019W14C4A lI,O0 O.o0 00 0 8REF 6. 990 IN: 







SCALE a ,0035 
MACH 1.461 
PAGE 1114 






- -. 03 
-- °0
 
to 0 I 2 14
-- 2 4 al -10 - -- @ -4 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD 
U .U48 0.000o0. SR£F se.56
OD(OSERBgI44V 0.000 SIN.
 
:F2 y21) , SFC481 .D/C(003TCR;829W 4C4AVT 15.Uu00.000G 0.000 O.OU LR£Cr90 H
 
{F::y3Z M SFC481 &D/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4A I'S Goo0 ao.U U0 OD OREF 609 N
 

























uLy -. 02 
-. 0 
14 -12 -10 Z- 4 2 a 2 4 
SI-E SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DJAY SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FO5) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.0ou 0.000 0.000 
F2.yz. 2X) HSFC481 GO/C(8ODSTER)BIgwIlC4AV7 15.000 0.000 O.000 
F2:yz1) M SFC481' GD/C:BOOS 
T E R )  
'A is4Dan1ao000 a 0.00 





a 10 22 14 
REFERENCE INFORMA,TION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ*IN. 
LREF 3.U95U IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.11ou IN. 
yHRP U.o0ou IN. 
Z-RP 0.00a IN: 
SCALE D.OU31' 
PAGE 1116 







-14 -12 -10 a-8 - - 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F0S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.0O0 0.080 
( OZ) ATA NET AVAILA8LE FOR ALL C04DITIONS 15.8UU 5.OuU U.800 
(FO3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 O.OOU 0.000 







SREF 1.5U S.N 
LREF 3.095. IN. 
BREF 6.U990 IN. 
XHRP 6°7T00 IN. 
yMRP OOo N 
SCALE 0 .,003 
PAGE 1117 
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0 4 t_ 
C' _____ __ ____ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
C)__ .0_ __ - __ __ _ 
.14 a 
__12 __1_0 2 e 10 1 
'DaATA I 
( Z : , . ) 
( 2( r S Y 3 ) 
r22 Y .. } 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 'BETA. -EGREES 
Y BOL CONFIGURATON DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
H F C 4 1 G D l L(AO S T E R ) B I 1 4 C A V Z 0 .0 0 0O .0 0 0 0 0 a I M 
SIJ. OA A HOT A AI A 8L C FOR AbLL CO DITIO N$ 5.UOU .OUa U~uu 
< - O A A N O T A V A L A L E F O R A L L C O N D I T IO N S 1 . D . 0 0 0 . 0 0 




R FERNCE NOR 
R F I S .". [ 
LRE r 3. 950U 
R F . oUg u 











COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL ,COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
I l 1T t ---- r -rrfl rr
























(FZSY4 ) [ 
MACH 
1 - 1- 6 4 - 2 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
MFSFC.48IGD/C(8O TER)B19Wl4C4AVT 0 DUOO 0. uoU 
I 
HaFC 401a C(5 3STERIBIWI4C4AVT 1 .00 0000 0oUU0 
HSrCtOI G/C(BOOSTER)SISW1AC4AV 15000 U.0 0.030 






a 1 1 1 2 1 4 
RCFERENCL INFORMATION 
3REF tS.6S~ 5G.]N.
LREF t.056 IN. 
LEF 3.0950 IN. 
XHRP 6.710a IN. 










NI t n9(9*9G?1 
NOIIYHHOJJI JNJ83ifl 













000:0 oOCVO Ono: C SN01I0INO,'llY v9A 2lSVlIVAY ION vivo F rZAOZf 
On a00 OnoOa nonS Y5~fS9fjO9,Q ?bPSW (TeA.Zi) 
000.0 000.0 norm.; r-..t6684OO)tt9~SH(ZSj 
OOCVO 00000 norma0 SNQ~iIOI4O 11Y MO4 31OVTYAY ION VIVO 0 (C;AZn 
NOA313 OtIYNYD Y~dlV NoIldIb'sfl NOTiVaflOTANOD 10SNAC S VYCIv 
S338030 V!3'8 -319NV dl-lS 30IS 






_______ ______ ______ _____ _____ *0-
V138sns 3A EW INMW lif N01MOIN03 13]WP z 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
.0" ...
.. ..
.... .. .. .... .......Ti" 
.01 
_____ 







c -. 05 
z 
-. 09 
-,01 4s -1 10 . -6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
6 a 10 22 14 
DAT:VSET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
F13 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
.F02) M3FC481 GD/C( TER_ 
CF .0l R WI4C4AV 


















SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
R 3.095U IN. 
REF_.___ 





























.0 LE 10 , 12 2 
TE) SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES19W04C 
AAV70F 
DATA SET 
F Y5 3 ; 2 y . 
AFZT.A 
YMOL 
S M O 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
A T A N O T A V A IL A B LE F R A L L OND I TION S 
SF C 4 81 GC/ CO( O O S T CR IPT I4 C 4A 
ALPHA 
a. au s 
1 5 o A 
CANARD 
a 0 0 
A R000 
ELEVON RUDDER 
0 0 0 0 
E . O U 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
SR E F 1 5 .6 1 6 0 S . 1 . 
BRE F 6 .09 9 IN . 
(Fz2y41 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.00D 0.000 0.000 XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.tOUO IN. 



























-4 a 2 4 6 a 10 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FZV S) ON SFC 481 GD/C(0BOSTER) s9Ws4C4AV7 0.000 0.000 O.00 ( Y1 )L 1MSFC48I1O/.C{8OSTER)O19W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 
±21 8 HSFC4i GO/C(8OQSTER)019W14C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





SREF 15.6560 SQ.1N. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.71DO IN. 
YHRP 0.0o0 IN. 
ZRP 0.0000 I. 
SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 1123 











S - . 1
­*0 
- - - - -
-14 
DA A ZT YM 
(F a5 ) 
(F z 6: Yy 
F 2 y ' i 
-12 -10 -A , 2 0 2 4 
-SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
O L CONF 1URA T ION D ECR IP T IONR AL HA CANARD LEVON 
DATA NOT AVAILABL E FOR ALL COND TION S 0.00D O.OO 0.000 
S '~yC 4 8 o/C ( O O S T R J B D 1 W f C 4 A V 7 1 5 .0 0 0 9 .0 0 0 O O U G 
SF C 4 8 ' D / C (B O S T R ) B29W 4 C A 15 .0 0 0 D .0 0 D .D 0 0 
D A T A N C7TA V A I L A B L E F O R A L L C O N D T O N S 3 5 .0 0 0 0 . 0O0 D . 0 0 0 
5 
U DDE 
U* G U O 
a To la 14 
RFERE CE INFOR A T ON 
SR F 15.656U 5 . N. 
L R EF . S S U I N . 
R F 6 .0 9 9 0 I . 
X H R P 6 . 7 1 oU I 
. 
. 
yMRP aQ.U D IN. 
ZHRP 0 OD, .. 
PAGE 1124 
















DATA ScTI S 
F y 3Y 
FZ?21):j 2 Y3. 
FZO¥YA)I 
-2 -10 
- 4 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
M B O L  
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
HS PC 481 G /<(SO0STER)8I gwI4C4AV7 O.DoO 0. O00 0.000 
MSFC401 GO/C(BOOSTER)8j9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000.I D jS Bt  15.000 0.000 o.U00 
DATA NOT AVA ILABLE FOR A LL CONDITIONS 35.000 0.0ou 0.000 




a 10 - la 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6360 SQ IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN°DREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP G.Tlou IN. 
YMRP 
':'U". IN:Z RP 1. 0 2 
SALE 
PAGE 1125 
IIMLLIE LLNHIbUKAIIUN LAILKAL LUWttILILNIb VttbUZ ULIA
 
. 










- -0 . . . . 
-14 -12 -10 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA- DEGREES 
a $0 it 1 4; 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION, 
(P28X5 
3 
; MHFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
CP2 Z.I) MSFC4 8 1D/C9 COSTER '.19 14C4AV7 

















SREF 1.50 3~q 
LREF 3.0956 IN. 
BREF 6.02913 IN.XHRP 6.71o_ IN. 










COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 

















1.0 12__ -t___42__ 
I'-J 
a In t 
DATA SET 5yNBOL CONFI.URAtION DESCRIPTION 
Fzmy3) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FDA ALL CONDITIONS 
Fz I1) M"FC'O D/C{BOOSTER)8I9WI4C4AV7 
F2 y It HSFC.451 'O/C BOOSTE 019W14C4A (FZy4l) MSFC481 GO/C(8OO$/ER)0I9WI4C4A 



















SREF 15.6560 SQI 
N 
LREF 3.0 5u IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP e.7100 IN. 
yHRP O.0UU0 IN. 




COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 









t -. 005___ 
z 
LI 




-14 -1;2 -10 -- @ - -4 - 4 a6 to is 21 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DA TA S£ r SYMBOL CONFIGURA TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD Et.EVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F2:' Z; R DATA NOT AVAILALE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 O.Doo 0.00U SREF 15.6560* SQ.I.
 
F2@Yl) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15DO .000 O. OOO000 0.UG0 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
F2:Y3- DT NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 * 0.000 .O BREF G*0gg0 IN.
 
irz~y|Y. [ FC441 GD/C(BOQSTER) B19Wl4C4A 35.000 0.000 0.uoQ XMRP 6.7100 IN.
 

















I 5 -. 
-14 -2 -10 -4 2 0 4 a to 12 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
F= 5 3, ) SFC 481 G DC(BO OSTER) 1 W JClAV 7 
{F2 yZI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITI O$ 
F2Sy3,1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
FZ ¥41. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
HACH 0.507 
ALPHA 

















SREF 25.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.09su IN. 
XMRP 6.72o0 IN. 
YMRP a DOUG INo 















4 -12 -10 -6 4 - 2 a 2 4_ IQ 1 14 
"' SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CVNFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
rz:Y53; MSFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER;819IgW4C4AV? 0.00 .00 000 RF 1566
 
000 LREF 3.0950 IN o
 
" ra1Y,yYII ) SFCSFC4814&I 0D/C(8OQSTER)B 9WI CAVY 
15.000 0.000 0.003 O. 

D/ClBOO TER) St9W14C4A 15.000 0.000 D.OUD SREF 6.0g90 IN:
 
Fziy41}-- DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.000 0,OOO 0.00D XMRP .o120U 1".
 
0 0 000 IN. 
ZHRP 0:.00P IN. 















i. 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
--4 -12 -to - 6 -4 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CA14ARD ELEVON
.Fy53 T A L L A CONDITIONS 0. 0 
{r *Y I) MSFCASI GD/C(BOOSTER)B19WI4C4AV7 15.000 U.000 0.000 
M38Y1HFC401 6D/C (8OSTER)Bl9Wl4C4A 15.000 0.000 01000 
Y.2) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 33.DOO 0.000 0.000 




REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 11.6560 SQoN 
LREF 3ou9su IN. 
aR F 6.gg IN. 
XMRP 4,7lue IN. 
Y HP 0 00 0O IN . 
ZIRP :. 0 . IN:SCALE .5.3t 
PAGE 1131 
1 










'114 -12 -10 a - 4 - 2_0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ET SYBOL COF IGUR AT I O DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELVON 
(FZSY53) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 O.OUD O.OOU 
F2.y IJ MSFC4@1 GD/C(BOOSTER)819WI4C4AVr 25.000 D*GaO 0.000 
F2:y3l MHFC481 GD/€C(SOOSTER)Dl9WI4C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





a is 14 
.REFERENCE NFORATONSREF 15.6560 SGAN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0.00pO . 
ZMRP 0.04,0 IN. 
CALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1132 















-0.31 -10_ a__ 4 ____ t I 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
IF'SO5) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 U.000 0,UU SREF 11.6100 Q.IN. 
ze1YZI MSFc6 GD/C(BOOSTERIB9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.OflO IN. 
(Fiay3) NSFCttI GD/C(BOOSTERI19W44C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 DREF 6.0990 IN. 
(F*Sy4A), DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 35.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 6.IDO IN. 









COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 
I i F l I I 1 I I I 1 I I~ Ii 1 I~ 1 I














-14 -12 -10 - 4 a 0 I 4 a i is 14
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 4y"DOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVONl RUDDER REFERENCE INFOROATION 
(a Y53; HSrC 481 GD/C0.0TE}lI4C4AVT O.000 0.130 0.000 SREF 15 6 50.10-

I r2 Y Z) HSFC4 a Go/C (BOSTER) SI9Wl4§4AV7 15.000 0.000 O.Q0o OOUD LREF 3:. . 34U IN.
 
'" y 3& 1, N'FC481 Go/C BOOSTER) 81g114CAA 15.000 0.000 0.0O0 SREF 
 6.09%0 IN.
 




DSCRITIO ALPA CNARDELEON RDDE ZHRP 0.00on1134IAIO'":DATASET YHOL COFIGRATIN EPRENE N 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BEA0ERE
 

















04 -12 -10 - a - 4 2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DAYA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
FZaY,,s DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0o0 0.000 
I aP20 1) NSFC81 GO/C(OO$TER;ISW14CAAV? 15:000 0:000 0:000 
(rzeyji 0 H5FC*81 GD/C(BOOSTER II9W14C4A 15000 0.000 0.000 







SREF 15.6560 S0.IN. 
L EF 3095 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP .71100 IN. 
YNRP 0.000 IN,






__ _ _ _ _ 












z 0°14 -12 -1- 4 z a 2 4 6 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DA T4 SET SYMBOL CON |.URATICN D iRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 .000 "0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ .IN.
 
1F1 21; MSFCA4811 O/C( COSTER)BI9WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 O.Uau U.OQU LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
(F2e31 HSFC481 GD/C(BCOSTER)BI9WI4C4 A 0.000 BREF IN.
 
(F 5 ) MSFC A8 GD/C(6O STER)S19WI4C4AV? 

" 15o000 0.000 6.0990 












COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 







0. ri. . . . . . 
. 4 - 12 -.0 6 4 2 a 2 A 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(2:'33: MSFC 4el GD/C(B STER)3lg 14C4AV7 a.O c o a .ODe 0BO 
(F82) SFC4AT D/C( COSTER) . LgW -C4 AV7 15o000 0:000 0.000 
:rz 31} SFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER)81gWI 4C4A 15.000 0.000 0.000 





a 10 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.66 SQ.IN. 
L EF .S:655u I.: 
BREF 6.09go IN. 
XHRP 6.71GO IN. 
YHRP D*OUGG IN. 
ZHftP 0:0.00 IN. 31ALC 0 0035 
PAGE 1137 











0. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-. 14 -22 -10 a 2 2 4 
SDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SCT SYMBOL COHFIGURATtON DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F ay53; DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000







LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN, 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZRP 0.0000a IN. 
SCALE 0.t3A ! 3 
PAGE 1138 
14* 
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION LATERAL COEFFICIENTS VERSUS BETA
 









710.4 4__ 2__ ___4 ___6a S 
DAT SYBO03 
C4 
() -01 -- LECOFGRTO DECITO - 6 - 4 -- ALH CAAD EEO _ _ _- __ __ _ _ UDR RCEC _ __ __ NOMTO 
Z0,.3 
( ze 1)I;AT.0TA S2 S1 
(FSY4±) [ 
MACH 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 















LREF l.u95u IN.BREFE E .NGC O IN. 
XHRP 6.Tio IN. 
Y7RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZfRp 0.00Du . 
SCALE D..0. 
PAGE 1139 






_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 




Ld -. 04 
cc -. 08 _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
Ld 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.9 
SYMBOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ OO 0 aLPHA 0.0ao DEL 0.000 
- .G C R D.oua DCL 0.000 
6, U C -0 L M 0 0 oURF 
-- 6.DD DRO.O  ELVON ,OQOXMRP 
-. 0 CANARD . 0.00 AILRON 0.0oO 
- 000U 
L, 0.000 DATA HIST. CODE MVRAEI 
MSFC 481 GD/C(BOOSTER)BI9WI C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y53) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 0,i5 
REFERENCE INFC MATION 
3REF 1 5.6560 sq. 
LR F 3.9 IN 
...9u0 IN 
IoZD|.-
XMRP 0.000D IN. 
ZMRP U.0,Uou IN." 
CAEGZu~ 
NOV 71 PAGE 1140 













- -. 040 
Ld 







. D0 0.5 1.0 . 5 2.0 a's 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.3 5.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
C 4.R 5.7 5N.
 
,0 ALPHA 0.,00DE L GDUD SREF 15.0160 5 .IN­
400 OCR ODUO DCL 0.000 SCALE 4.0 0I
 
0.0 0.1.00 .O 1.5VO .0 25 500. . 5 0SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE ENCE INFORMATION 
LR£r 3.0950 IN.
 
I *:)Lfl ZHRI' 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NYRtECI sCALE 0.005 
MSFC 481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B19W14C4AV7 CH28Y53) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1141
 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH .RESPEI 1L bEIA
 

























-.10 0.5 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.0 4.53.0 a.0,* 
MALH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUEj REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
_ O.Do0 ALPHA 0.000 DEL 0.0o0 
 3REF 15.656U SQ IN.
 




: . O B OCR 0 .0 0 0 E L E VON 0 .0 0 0 B R p .T U IN , 
BUD-4+0 CANARD ODooO AILROtA 0.000 ¥HRp 0.0000 IN,
 
c DAQO COD MVR*Ell 3CALE G.O35OTA MIST. 

MSFC 481 GO/C(BOOSTER]BlgWI4C4AV7 CH28Y53) 01 NOV 11 PAGE 1142 
















0.0 5 ___1___1 ____53. 3_5 , _ 4_ 5 5. 
:IN 
-SAL 04.__0___ 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.UUD ALPHA 0.000 DEL 0.000 
4.0Do DEN 0.000 DCL 0.000 
e.OnoD 0C B*U ELEVON a 000 
De Do CANARD 0:000 AILRON 0:000 
10.000 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EGI 




SREF 15 6560 30IN 
LREF 3.0950 1N 
BREF 6G9 N RP 670 . 
YHRP 0.0000o IN, 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
$A 003 
NOV 71 PAGE 1143 


















.SYMBOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
-O-OOD ALPHA 0.000 DEL O.aoO 
6.000 OCR 0.0OOODCL 0.00O 
: : O .0 LE O . 0 
4CR .RP 
Goo CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 
2.Ono 
E , 0.000 DATA "13T. CODE HVR*EQ| 
MSFC 481 GD/CCBOOSTER)BI'gWl4C4AV7 
2.5 3 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y53) 01 
4.0 4z5 5.0 s.A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 15.6560 sa, IN. 
.LREF 5.-, 50 1N-
REF 6 ° 9 0 IN .. 0 N: 
IMRP 0.0000 IN° 
ZMRP a 0OOO IN. 
SCAL 0:0 ,35 
NOV 71 PAGE 1144 




















0.0 0.5 1..5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
2. D.oO ALPHA OoQOu DEL a.000 SREF 15.656U SQ.IN. 
.. 000 OCR O.QUO DCL 0.000 Lcr£ 3.9S IN. 
600 OCR 0.0O0 CLEVON 0.000 BRPF .. 0190 1I'. 
::0000 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.O0D YNRP U.uo00 .IN. 
10.000 ZMRP a o_ IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EGI SCALE ouO3, 
MSFC 481 GOIC(B0OSTER)BlgWl4C4AV7 CH28Y53) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1145 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA
 












0-.0 0 0*5 1.0 $.5 
iiNOOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
. .... 0 ALPHA 15D O CDL 
- - .000 OCR 0.0O0 DCL 
6*000 DCR_ 0,.. CLEVON, 
- .. Goo CANARD O.GUO RUDDER, 
" - Z.000 AILRON O.Coo 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y21) 01 
4.0 A.5 5.0 5.9 
REFERENCE INFORHiATION 
3Rcr .5.6. SQ*t" 
LR£F 35U INoREF :09 0 IN: 
lHRP :,NuO IN 
Y"RP, 0.9000 IN* 
ZmRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.003, 
NOV 71 PAGE 1146 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA 














































3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.' 
acFrcsNcr INrORMATZON 
SREF 13.6560 50.11N. 
LREF toasts ZN. 
BR O.0100 ;N. 
XHRP O.7100 IN. 
MSFC4GI Gf/CCBOOSTER)Bl wllClAv7 CH28Y21) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1147 







































0.0 0. 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES2 - Z . t O O A LPH A 1 5.0 0 0 OL 
- 5.000 BE£R 0.000 DCL. 
0 - 0.000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON 
[­ 4 00 CANAQO 0:000 RUD0E 
- .0 IR NO O0ZHRP 
0.000 CATA 14137. CODE NVR*EGI 
IISFC48I Gfl/CCBOOSTER)BISWI4C4AV7 
2.0 




2.5 3.0 S°5 
MACH NUb0BER 
CH28Y21) 01 
*0 4.5 5.0 5.8 
REE{CE NFOR$ATION 
R{ r 1 5 . 5 5 0 3 . 2N. 
LREt 5.0950 UN. 
0REF $.0990 N 
XH p 5.710 0 IN. YHRP 0.U000 IN. 
.000 IIN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 1149 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA
 




















-10.0 0.5 1.0" 1.5 
3YMBOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 ALPHA 25.00U DEL 
:.Goa DER .00 DCL 
6.00 DR C*OLEVON 
•J .00o CANARD 0.0O0 RUDDER 
R 18.000 AILRON 0.O0O 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y21) 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 S.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IREC5.56 S IN. 
LREF 0.5 N 
BREF .09 N 
YMRP 0.O00 IN. 
ZMRP U.OBUu IN. 
SCALE 0.0U35 
NOV 7 1 PAGE 1149 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT-TO BETA
 
*so -r-----r--1-r---v 














-.0.* A D_ _ _ _ 
Ix: ZI 
-O UD A C " D.O QU EL 0.000 _ XREF a.Ot I_ 
RPF 6T990 I N* 
[ .00 CANARD o0aoo RUDDER U*nu yMHRO 0.OO0O IN. 
A.-.000 AILRON 0:.O00 ZMRP O.DOGo I". 
j' , BUD DATA MIST. CODE VR*E f SCALE 0.0035,
 
MSFC481 GDIC(BOOSTER)BI9W'14C4AV7 CH28Y21) 01 NOV 71, PAGE 1150, 















02 -. s ._...45 
- .06 
______ __ N. 
4.000 OCR 0.0 OCL 0:_ 0.____ 4,0 _. _5o N
SYBL E A pARAMETR CVL EO 
'oG' 'CANAD R D 0.000 RUDDER 
[ °OO CNADOOO RUDE 
0.OO0O AILRON 0.000 

































.00 0.5 1.0 1.5 
WHOBOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALQES 
-- 0. 00 ALPHA 15.000 DEL 
.. Q o DER 0.000 DCL 
,000 DR 0.000 ELEVON 
oQ CCRAR0 0.000 AILRON 
2.000Q 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y31) 01 
4.0 4 .5 5.0 5. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15 6560 SQ.0'. 
IREF :.US iN 
XMRP o'louO NH. 
YHRP 0 UUOU tN. 
+ZRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE ,15 
NOV 71 PAGE 1152 

















- 0.n051 1.5 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.UUC ALPHA IS°UCU DEL 
4.00UOCDR 0.00 DCL 
D°0 CR 0.000 ELEVON 
" - 60 O CANARD 0.000 A ILRON 
10 0ZMRP 







2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y313 01 
4.0 4.3 5.0 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 EF 15.6560 SQIN. 
LREF INu.uH 
BR F 9.UgX RP ::0.10 N 
YMRP . 0000U O N. 
O...... IN. 
A 0U 
NOV 71 PAGE 1153 












-0.0 0.5 l.w 1.5 2.0 2 5 3.0 3.5 4.12 4.5 5,.0 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
.0 o ALPHA L 0.000 __u_ SRCF 15.4s.. S_.IN_ 
- OCR U.000 OCL O.Ono LREF 3 0950 IN. 
ORIF .090
 
6.000 DCR 0*000 CLEVON 0*000 XMRP ."IU a N 
4.000 CAAD a.0O0 AILRO4 O.00O YMAP O.UU00 I..
 
Z.000 Z"HRP OUU IN.
 
SCALE 0.0035
0.000 DATA MIST. CODE HVR*CGl, 





PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA

















rr -. 02_ 	
_ __ _ _ 
U 
0..5 1.0 1.5 Z.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 5 5.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SyMBo4 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.00 0 ALPHA 15.*O0D EL 0.000 	 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
4.000 	 DER 0.000 DCL 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BRP ::0990 IN: .000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON 0.00O 
6.000 CANARD 0.000 AILRON 0.000 	 yHRP .. 00.0 IN. 
-	 0.000 ZMRP UoUu IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EGI SCALE O.Qu3f 
MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER3B19WI4C4A 	 (H28Y31) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1155
 













-0z.oa .0 1.0 1.5 
I 
jyHBoL BE TA • P A R A M E T R I C VALUES 
-10:.000 ALPHA 15.000 DEL 
a.0an OCR 0°000 OCL 
o0 OCR 0.0.0 ELEVON 
.­00o CANARD 0.000 "AILRON, 
Z.000 







2.5 i.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CH28Y31) 01 
A.0 4.5 5.0 5.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 25.65.0 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3.,3950 I'f.0 9 N: 
14 P .10 go I 
YNRfP O.GOUU IN. 
ZARP U.000D IN. 
3AE 003 
NOV 71 PAGE 115G 



















-- 0~.*0 0. .0 1.5 
3YMOOL BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-000 ALPHA 15-... DEL 
a D.0ER 0.000 DCL 
. o 0 O C R QO v a0 E L V O N 
-CANARD .000 AILRON 
1o.0oo 





0 . 0 0 0 
0.000 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
(H28Y31] 01 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3REF 15. 6a SQ.lN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
8 R PF l.90 Do* 
VMRP 0.000 IN. 
ZMRP O.UOU0 IN. 
SCA 
L 
E Oo0 35 
NOV 71 PAGE 1157 






























25 .0 __._.54. _ E" :0050 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
tOI.000 ALPHA 35.000 CEL 
6.000 OER 0.000 DCI. 
t .00 iL~ 
0 - 000 CNR .000 EILVON 
- °00 









:3.04. 4.5 5.0 5. 
REFERENCE [NFORNArZOJ 
SJREF *5.6560 *Q.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 I". 
BREF 6.OS$O IN. 
P .OO N 
ZMRP 0.ooqo. IN,. 
SCALE 0.05 
NOV 71 PAGE I15q 


















LL -. Be 
.REF 	 6__9_____ 
-. 1.
 
-1 .0 0.9 1.0 1.5 2.o 2.5 3.0 3.5 . 4.5 S.Q 5-3 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.00.DQ ALPHA 35.0.0 BEL 0.000 SREF 1.50 SO.IN. 
000D DER 0.000 OIL 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
' 6OO OCR aDuo ELEVON 0.000 XRRP : .Ong900 IN: 
8.000 CANARD 0:0o0 AILRON 0.o00 	 YMRP U.0000 IN.
 
1o.000 	 ZMRP O.GUUU IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EGI 
 SCALE 	 O.OU35
 
MSFC481 GOICCBOOSTER)Bl9WI4C4A 	 CH28Y41) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1159
 












-0.0 0.5 1.0 1.3 
iYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.UO ALPHA 35.6ou DEL 
- .000 DER 0.0oo DCL 
-oo D 0.00. LEVON 
-­ 400 CA ARD 0.000 AILRON 
-- .OO 




























PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA

















- .10 0.5 1.0 .5 2.0 2 .5 .0 .5 4 .0 SCAL 4 .5 0.0035__ .0 5.5 













SREF 13.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.~ N 
6-00 
6.000 
DU 0.000 ELEVON 
CAN:AR 0 O.000 AILRON 
o~ooo 













MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER3BlgwI4C4A CH29Yd1) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 11GI 
:PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA

















______ CALE .__ 
-.. 04 DAA 13. OD ___59 
0-1.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 " 
SyMBOL BETA PARANETRIC VALUES2- 10.000 ALPHA 35.000 OEL 
G+O DRO.OL o0IREF 
-.0 E -0 C 
,0 - .000 OCR 0.000 ELEVON 
. 4.000 CANARO 0.000 AILRON 
2.D00 
















SREF 15.65160 $Q.IN. 
3.0950 IN. 
+ 
BREF 6.0591) IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
y$4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZI4RP 0.0000 11N. 
SCALE 0.0U5 
71 PAGE 1162 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO BETA
 
LiCD 










-0t.o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5 3.o 3.5 4.0 4.5 3.0 S.5 
SYMBOL BETAo.000 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES35.000 DEL 0.000 
MACH NUMBER 





O.C R 0 .0 0 a 
CANARD D.ODO 
DATA MIST. CODE 
DCL 




0 .0 0 
O.DOQ 
LREfREF 













MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER]Bl9W14C4A CH28Y41) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1163 


















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
MC 
-15 -10 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 40" 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SyHOO. MAC"I PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFCRE¢CC INFORMATION
 
0.900 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 	 SREF 13.4560 S0.IN.
 




1.960 	 CANARD 0.000 AILROa ±0.0o YMRP 0.0000 IN.HP:
 
2 9 9 0 





Ls 4.g60 DATA "13T. 	 M71 8C8 0 V 0.00 N 
C28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 114
MSFC8I GO/CCBOOSTER)B19W4C4Av7 















-15 -10 - 5 a a 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 s0 55 do es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 



























EZMRP 0.000 in. 
4.960 DATA IST. CODE NVR*E*O SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC481 Gf/CBCOSTER)B1lW4C4AV7 CC28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1165 
IULLUNO rtLI VtKU ANULE ur AIIAXn Al LUnU OLIn 

















-it t0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 I5
 
ANGLE OF 'ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 BETA 0.000 DEL o.0. 	 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
 
LREF 3.u950 IN.
1.000 ER - 20.000 DCL 0.000 
BREF 6 0, 0 IN:1.206 OCR 0.000 ELEVON - 10.000 	 1
 
CIAR ... u.UOTRP ALI-f 	 ..a... IN. 




.. goo DATA MIST. CODE HVRtE*& 

MSFC481 GQ/CCBOOSTER)B19WI4CIAV7 	 CC28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1166
 
AILERON EFFECT VERSUS ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ZERO BETA
 















-0 -- -- 5 0 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 s 5 s s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 34.1m.0.900 BETA O.000 DEL 0.000 

-9000 DER -20.00o DCL 0.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
 
-2 6 OCR . 0 00 L VON - 1 0 0 0O R EFP 09N 0 I .: 





i.960 DATA MIST. CODE MVR*E*G SCALE 0....I
 
MSFC481 GOIC(BOOSTER]Bl9W14C4AV7 CA28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1167
 
AILERON EFFECT VERSUS ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ZERO BETA
 




































































p . 0 
I* CN.a00S.9 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SymBOL . Cm PARAMETRIC VA UES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.000 SREF 15.6560 3Q.IN. 
1.000 DER -20.000 OCL 0.000 LREPw . 30.090 095u IN 
I...i O 
2. 90 






Ls 4.260 DATA MIST. CODE VR*E G SCALE U.0035 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B1SWI4C4AV7 CA28008) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1169 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO AILERON DEFLECTION
 
















E T A 
PAAMTICVAUS 
0 0 0 E L 0 .0 0 0 
EFRNC IFRITO 
___ __1 _. ... 3. . 
120--. 00.50 BC-00 OC 5- 0.00 'REF .55.0 :6.5.64D IN: . 
ZO.OO CLDC .OO O~oo R U.0000 IN. 
MSFC481 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*El*P 































Ld -. 06 
C 
Z . 2 
Lj -. 08 
i , * * * , , _ _ __f_! . _e. . . f l I l l . . 
z 
0.0 0.5 1.0 2.Z0 
< 
3YHBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1 0 o 0 E T A 0 . 0 0 D E L o . uO 
20.DUo DCL 0.000 DCR 0.OO0 
CANARD 0.O000 AILRON tO.D0 
DATA MIST. CODE MVR*EI*P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBODSTER)Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 a°.. 
MACH NUMBER 
CU28AOll 01 
4.3 5.0 5-$ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E , 6Os N 
LREF G.0Su IN: 
BEEF.TO0 XN 
YNRP '°o0IN.: 
iP 0.00o IN 
SCALE U.0035 
NOV 71 PAGE 1171 











.0 _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _________ 
z 
- . 0.5 1.0 1.3 2.0 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I . 00 BETA D.000 DEL 0.0O0 
ZO-0000 DCL 0.000 OCR 0.000 
CANARD 0.000 AILR(ON 20.000 
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*E.L*PSCL 
MSFC481 GOICCBDOSTER]Bl9Wl4C4AV7 
2.5 3.0 3.5 
MACH NUMBER 
CU28AOI) 01 
4.0 4.5 3.0 5.5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ I". 
LREF 3.0950 IN.' 
XHRP ::r .1oo I Z 
YAR P a :0OaB I": 
uds 
NOV 71 PAGE 11l.?72 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO AILERON DEFLECTION
 













. 00 DCu 0.00 OCR 0.00 LuE) 30 0 I 
z 





















- 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
<C 
syH00L ALPHA pARANETH1C VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 DEL 
20.000 DCL 0.001) OCR 
CAN4ARO 0.000 AILRON 







3.5 4.0 4.5 3.0 5*S 
REFERENCE LNFORMATION 
SREF 25.0540 50.IN. 
LREF 5.0950 214. 
oHp.noU *N. 
SnAE s.ooa 
MSFCI81 GO/CCBOOSTER)BlIqc4A~V7 CU28AO1) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1173 
























0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
$4- B OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VACUES 
10.0o0 BETA 0.000 DEL 0.ODD 
20.000 OCL 0 .0o OCR 0.000 
CANARD 0.00 AILRON 10.000 
,
DATA MIST. CODE HVR*EI*P 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER)B19I14C4AV7 




4.0 4.5 5.0 5.3 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.0360 30.14. 
LREF S6.0 N. 
REP 0.710U IN. 
Y$RP 0.00 IN. 
2HRP a 0.000 IN. 
U.00i5 
NOV 71 PAGE 1174 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
w 





-14 -22 -10 a 4 - 0 4 a 10I 12 X. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Z )S H FC4:1 GD/C B 0ST R) I WI4C4AV T 1.0o u .00 0 0.00 
 .UUU REF 15.65 su 5 .IN
 
Fc.Y2)C0 I GOD/C S0TCR)D&W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 U.UUO 1u.Quo LREF "..9sU IN.
 
BREF 6.09 0 IN.
 
XHp 6.0 0 H
 
yMRP 




















-. 1 -12 -o a a 4 -2 4 
i SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATY SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 00:SCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD CEVON 
F :Y.1 MSFC48I GD/C(BO0STER)S19W14C4AV7 15.000 0.00O 0.O00 
r28y~z. . DATA O AVAIAL FR ALL CONDITIONS 15au G.~.000 ,O0 





a 10 ,z 
REFERENCE INFORMA710N 
SREF i5.6i6o S0 ,1 
LREF 305 N 
BREF 60.09u0 IN 
IMRP 6TO N 























14.. 12 -to a 4 0 4 a 10 12 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F24Y21) MSFCA8 GD/C(BOOSTER)SI9WZ4C4AVT 15.000 O.0o0 OD.0 





SREF l5.0sG0 SQ..IN. 
LREF 3.t950 IN. 
BREF 8.0920 IN. 













Ldl - 10 
14-t41 
-.2 -. J 
-. I 
51D SLIP ANGEBEA. EGEE 
-MR .:089.0 




SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESCONrIGURATLON DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
C4si 00/C(BOOSTERJSIOgWi4C4AV? 15.000 0.000 0.000 






SREF 15.6560 SOI. 
LREF 5.0950 ZN. 
aREF 6.099O IN. 
XHRlP 6.7100 IC;YNRP 0.00631 IN. 
ZNRP o,0oo iij 
SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 1178 












-14 lag -10 -­ a -­ 6 4 -­ 2 0 2 4 toD2 1 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I F2:yz)
Irayz)Y2 
2 HF401 ODIC (BOOSTER) BI9WI4C4AV7 















BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP 0 oco IN. 
ZMRP OQO 0 IN. 
MACH 1.09a SCALE O. 0U35 
PAGE 1179 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA Al 1 UELREES ALPHA
 






24 -12 -10 -­
.. . . . . . 
a--6 - 4 -­ 2 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES 
a a, 10 






MSFC4:1 6D/C(8ooSTER)J :~W1:CAAV7 














SREF is .5e'a 3 IN. 
LREF 3:.. u IN.













RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 






- 1 - -- 6 -- 4 2 0 2 4 10 1 2 4 
z 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER RcrERENCE INF JRHArIQN#
 
(F OYO/C HDO4O GD C B S ER 01W 4C4AV7 1 , 0 O u * 0 
 D O U R F 1 :.,. ::U, . N

~ U a500(FZ°Y Z)~ ~ ~ ~ ~~S E|O9I44¥ a3C0O onO DUO 10 000 LREF 3US N 
BREF G9 N 
XHRP D* O N 
Z R P 






RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 










-1 -12 -inD -­ a-- - 4 -­2 2 4 a 10 12z 4 






















SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
BREF 609 N 
"RP :: .0.O IN: YHRP 0.009D in. 
ZMRP D.Dooo IN: 
SCALE 0.00SIS 
PAGE 1182 












-12 -to a a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F6Y21) Q MSFCA81 GODC(6QSTER)19W14C4AV7 15.000 .00 .000 






a 10 SIT 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ. IN. 
LREF .90 IN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN, 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
Y RP 0.000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1183 
RUUUER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
ice 
i l I 4














-24 -1 i . * i . . L L . . . . . . . , • . * , , , * • ,,-1- - 2 4
 
'SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR'IPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( Z 1) 12 SFC4:1 GDICI.OOSTZR :19W14C4AV7 15.O00 o.o 0 U D u.Quo SREF 15.6560 SQ.INo 
IF% Y2Z L. M FC41I D/C SOOS TERI 1WI4C4AV7 1 , DOD0 :000O 0:000 IUUUO LREF 3o09 su IN. 
BREF 6.09,90 IN. 
XHRP 6.rlGU IN. 
YMRP o.0oo0 IN. 
ZHRP O.ODUU IN. 
SAE a i MACH 0.904 

PAGE 11,84 













, S -. 03 
-. 04 _ _ 
-. 03 
14 -12 -10 -s - 4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FZBYZiI R MSFC48I GD/C(BCOSTER)S19W%4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 






a 10 22 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.I. 
LREF 3.0930 IN. 
aREF 4.0990 IN. 
XMRP 4*.UO IN. 
YNRP Q.0000 IN. 
ZMRP .O*OUU IN. 
SCALE 0.O35 
PAGE 1185 















W .0 7 1_6. 
-14 -l2 





. . . . 
- 4 - 2 0 2 4 





DATA SET SYMBOL 
(rz:Y2) 
11. 2; 2Z 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
M3FC481 .'/C BOOSTER)D19WI4C4AV7 

















SREF is..5 60 SQ.1N 
LREF S.U95. IN. 
8REF I.9 N. 
























Li.-. 04 __ __ 
-. 0 
-. 06 
-4 -12 -10 -8 -­ 2- 4 - 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOU:ATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 






a 111 22 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF is . 6 5 IN. 
LR .09,0 1.* 
::F60990 IN 
YlRPp 0.000 IN. 
ZMRP .o*ouO I ,. 
SCALE a.0 35 
PAGE 1187 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA

-r-r-1- -rr-i- i--I-- -T-E-- rl









Q A-2 6 a 10 lz I 
--14 -2 -10 -- a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.6560 SQ.1N. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
15.0au 0.000 U.UUU 0.000 SPEF 

razldV 21 SFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER) SI9W24C4AV? 3. .15. 00 o.UOu o.uuO IU.000 LR r
12 2 2 DTA0 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
• ,BREF G:.u~go :".:
 





























 0 P. 4 6 a 10 12 1. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA OCT 5yM80L CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 

ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE 
INFORMATION
(F.y J FC4:1 G./C r C0STER)S19WI4C4AV?
FZ:1y2z ;) 15.000 O.Goo U.DUD 0.000 SREF
FC4 1 G 15.6560
/C B STER) OISW14C4AV7 SQ.IN.
15.000 0. 000 O.U 










































104 -12 -10 - 6 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 so0z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHBOL CO*FIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUBBER REFERENCE INFORMArION 
trzoY21 Q 
(t26YZ2 
2 SFC41 G0/CC8OSTER .tW14C4AVt 















BREF 6.09090 IN. 
XNRP 6.7100 IN. 




























 4 2 E0 
 4 6 a in 12 1.
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3c TSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
V2STl 
 SFC481 GD/C(BOSTER)BI9WI4C4AV? 
 15.000 0.000 0.000 
 U.UDU SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN.
Z . MFO I L 
~ AYA NOT AVA BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.OOU O.UUU U.UOU 


















S AE 0 0 3
 
PAGE 1191 
ALPHAiRUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES 
-mr J -- rrr i-, -rr-r ri-T I . 




.1 -i . 0 . I I I I l ~ i 1 _ _ 
_ __i_ _I# , i 1 
-4 
DAA ST SY 
R:2 21 
{ F 2 Y . J 
-12 - 10 a is zu z4s 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
B O L 
CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION APHA CANARD ELEVON 
1S C 8 O C B S E )~ W 4 4 y 5.000 Uo uUO . 00 
H s F c 4 8 I GD / C B C S T 'R ) B 9 I 4 C 4 AV 7 1 5 . 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0 11 0 
RUDDER 
. O Ut 
I O . O U 
o1 
REFRENCE NFiRATION 
SR F 15.6 60 s o, .M 
L R E F . 9 ' U I . 
X RP 6. 100 
IN : 
Y N R P O : 0 , 0 0 I N : 


























­ 4 2l 0 4 0 a to is 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3ET SYMOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F e ) HSFC 451 GO/C (B00STER) O tgW14C4AVY 1: 000 0 Ono 0 Goo O.U SREF I .5 U SQ oIN. 



























-4 -12 -in a 4 -2 2 4 a so 12 34 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATAY:ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F2y 
(MSY 0 HFC4B 
DAT A 
al */C{BODSTER)Bg. 44V 
NOT AVAILALE R ALL CONDITIONS 
15.30a0O.O000 
15.000 0.00 








BREF 6.0990 IN. 







SCALE 0. 00 
MACH 0.953 
EPAGE 1194 










-14 -1 -10 0 2 4 6 a l410 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3C I SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 21;I 2 MFC4.18 O80STER)B19W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 O.000 U.OO0 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
2) 0F 15.000 0.000 G.UUO 10.000 LREF 3.09SU IN.DTA NOTGDAVAlILASLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS 
8REP .99 N 
XHRP 6TO N 
I..P 00ouDO N 




























6 4 6a o 1 
0 Z M.2 
020 





-- 0SCAL 0.0,355___ 
PAGE I.91 I. 






















. . . 
-10 
. . . . . 
-­ • 
. . 
- -4 4 a a1 I 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES 




MSHFC481 GDC (BOOSTER) SIgW14C4AV? 
DAA T AVILAL FO ,L CONDITIN 

















SREF 15.556U SQ .ZN. 
LREP 3:095. IN, 
REF 6o.990 in. 
XRP 6.1100 IN. 
YSRP o.LoL IN 
XMRP 0.00, IN. 
MACH 1.09 SCALE 0.005 
PAGE 1197 
















DA TA SET SYMBOL 
F YZJ1) 
MACH 
-12 -­ 0 -6 a - 4 -­ 2 1 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURAT10H DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 




to6 2 14 
REFERENCE INFOR' ATION 
SREF 15.656U 30 .1N. 
BR.F 6.0990 IN: 
XARP 6.7100 H 
yHRP 0.OUUO IN: 
ZMRP Q-oopg IN. 
SCALE 0.000$ 
PAGE 1198 











-.00 14 -12 10 -4 -- 4 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEYON 
..$L} HFC481 ODIC {.OO TCR; Il 1C4A V 15:000 0:000 0:000 





o 1 Co 
a 2 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 EF 350 .. IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 





























, . t t . . 
_______Jm 
-12Z -­0 -6 -64 - 4 -2 0'O Z 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE., BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
NSFC481 00/COOSTER)h19W14C4AV? 15.Oo 00 








S 10 12 1* 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REF 15.65%0 5O.IJ. 
LREF a.0950 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 1". 
XRP 6.71U IN. 
YNRP . a00 IN. 
ZNRP 0.aq000 IN. 
SCALE 0.003L6 
PAGE 1200 























--4 -2 -10 a - 4 2 a0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
("BZ ) ) SFC481 ID/C{BOOSTER)GISWI4C4AV? 15.000 0.0on O0oo 






10 IT 14 
REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5 SQ .IN. 
LREF 3.U95 IN 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
xNRP 6*TU IOU 
Y"RP :YOU :N: 
ZjR- .. 005_ IN. 
SCALE O.0035 
PAGE 1201 




. SD AG.E . G 
LI 















MACH 0.004 ALI 
PAGE 12-02 









-. 05 ____________ 
1.4 -Iz -10 a,- 4 - 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
CFZOY2I) NSFC4SI GD/C(6OOSTER)BI9WI4C4AVT 15.000 0.000 0.000 









LREF 3.095U IN. 
BREF 6.0990 [N-
XNRp 6.?100 (N.
TMRP 0.00 IN. 
0RP. 00 IN. 
SCALE .. 015 
PAGE 1203 
*4 









.121- -10__ -6 6 4 2 1 1 
r2.~ ., * NT AVIL" 
--. 
L F R,+ LL.CON ITON 15.0 0.0 0.000 














RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 





00 C~ ____ -- E_ P=4_ 
-
14 -12 10 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F28Y21i O SFC4± GD/C(BOOSTER)B1W1tC4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.00 0.OU SREF 15.650 S3.lN. 
(F22t)L XSFC41 GDC(BOOSTERI819WI4C4AV7 15.000 0.000 D.UU I0.OU LREF 3.095U IN. 
BREr 6.0990 iN. 
XNRP .7020 iN. 
YMRP 0.U0o IN. 
ZMRP 0 BU00 IN. 
SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 1205 











4 -12 -so -a a~ 4 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATASET SYHOOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(rzayi SSCOCC(OSERQ19WItC4Ayr 1:.000 0.0goo 0 uo 






a a0 it 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
SNEF 15556 so IN. 
LREF 5.0gU IN 
OREF 609 N 
XNRP 030 N 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0DOIO IN. 
CL 005 
PAGE 1206 









-X4 "- -10 ____-__ 4 - 4____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATAY:ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F26YZ1) 2 MSFC4:,l D/C(BOOSTER)BIgW14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 U.000 








5REF 15.6560 . 30.1N. 
LREF 3.u950 IN. 
SREF 6*S IN* 
XMRP .T00 
Z ,RP 0.0aOD IN. 
SCALE U.0035 
PAGE 1207 









14 __ 1 -____ 
_ __ 
_ 
.. .. .. 
.. 0 
-14 -1a -to - -. 4 4 -­ 2 0 Z 4 
SlOE- SLIP ANGLE, BETA. QEGREES 
DATA 61T 5fl50O. CONFlCURATLON OESCRXPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FroYnt QN SFASI G0/C(BOOSTER)0t9Wl4e4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 





a 10 1* 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE$ tS,.560 Si1I~o 
LREF jan50 ZN. 
SREF 6.Ot99 IN. 
X$RP 6.7100 IN. 




RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 















-14 -12 -10 -A - 4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA S T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(FZOyai Q MSFC4OI G0/C(BOOSTER56I9W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.00 






S 10 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 15.656 SO.2N. 
LREF 3-.950 ZN. 
OREF 6.0990 IN. 
XNRP 4.71009 IN. 
YIRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0 .003 
PAGE 1209 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
,i 0 1 C-) 
u
I­
4t . I 14 -1 - 0 A 1 1-0.0
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FE~~ 2 MSFC4:1 GO/C OS TER;B19WIAC4AV7 150 0 :0000 0:00U I0.000 SREF 15.656U SQ, N.:Y2 

(Zy29 L MSFC4 I GD/C rSOO$TER)51 W14C4AV? 1.00 0 000 O.O o B0REF 9,0S IN:
 
XMRP 6.u 0o I".o 
YHAP U.0400 IN. 














S - 24 -2 -04aAi 2 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F2 Z 1 
, F. y2: 2 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
M SFC481 GO/C(BOOSTER)B1gw14C4AV7 













SREF 15.6360 SO. IN. 
LREF 3.U950 IN. 
DREF 6,0Q9 IN. 
.MRP 570 N 
YHR -. o00 IN: 

























- 4 -1 - 4 - 4 6 _ 111__ 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 3ETI SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFqRMATI ON 
(yzI SFC48I G/(S0WSTER)I9lWI4C4AVT 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ":,66Q 3Q. 
F Z:Y.2 DATA OTAVAILABLE-,FOR ALCONDITIONS 15.00a 0.000 0.000 10.000 LR F S .050u IN-'T 
NNRP 6.71OU 1"..
 
IkRP 0.0000 IN. 




RUCDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 


























MSFC48 I GD/C(SOOSTERl.19WI4C4AV7 














SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 








MACH 1.000CL D.U3 
PAGE 1213 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 
I F2 YZ) 
( :Y z 
SYM 
B O L 
CON4FIGURATION OiSCRIPTION 
MSFC::1GD/C(BOOSTR)a10W14C4AV7 


















E E L NFOMATIO .N 
15.6590 50.14. 
3.0gio IN: 
SREF 6 0990 
-
YMRP 0.13000 IN. 
Z"RP o.0dil t-. 
HACH 1.051 SCALE a DiM 
PAGE 1 14 














- -. 0± 
14 -iz -10 -­ 8 6 . -4 -­ 2 2O 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F V1 H3FC481 G/{OTE R) B19-|4C4AVT 15.000 0.000 U.000 







a 10 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ .IN. 
LREF 3.0esu IN-
REF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6 ?IOU IN. 














r e F Z Y 2 2) 
. .L L.i 
.l .tt * . , ., . .i .l 
-- 4 -a-% - 4 2 a 2 4 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER 
2 MSPC4 al GD/C{800TER)81SW14C4AV? 15.00Q Q.UQu 0.000 D.Cau 
S F C 4 8 1 G / C ( 8 0 0 3 E R a 9 W 4 C 4 A V ? 1 5 .0 0 0 100 0 . 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 
MACH 1.202 
i t 
' 10 12 4 
REFERENCE tUFORMATION 
SREF t5.6560 SQ*tN, 
L R E F 3 0 9 5 0 I N . 
BREF 5.U990 IN. 
XMRP 5 T00 N 




















MRP ,O0 0 IN: 
MA H1.6 SALE 0.0.35 
PAGE 1217 
0 
,KUUULX tLU-Ll VLtbUb ULIA At -fZ 
.ot I1-v -r-r-T I---i -r-i - l l J7 
ULUKILb ALtMA
-v--r -r- -. -r--n -T- -T r n r Trrl -t-i-r- l 
'U,4 







- -. 004 
-. 05 
-. 
D -0 4 -­ - 0 - 6 -- 4 _-_ - _ _ZZ 46_ 
Iz . 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F2zaYzI SF4 I 00/C(OOSTER)D19W14CtAVr 15.000 0.000 0.000 







REF 15.6560 S.tN. 
LREF 3.0950 Zt#. 
BREF 6.099u IN. 
XRP 6.710 IN. 


















-4 _ 2 - a a4 a a I D it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE IN/ORMA riCN 
N o 
I F2 zY 12 HFC4:l GD/CrC0STER) 8j9W14C4AVT 15.000 a.UUU U.OO0 Q*OUD SREF 15.65du 3Q.IMS 

I FZ~y22); M3FC4 I GD/C(SOOSTER) Bj9WI4C4AVT 15.000 D.UCU 0.006 U 1000 LREF Jo095U IN. 
BR.F 0.29 IN. 
XMRP a.10 D N 




















-24 -12 -10 a-8 -- - 4 -- 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DAtA Set SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(Fz. 1; M SFC48l GD/Cj: STER) B19WI4C4AVT 15.1300 0.000 0.0ou 






a 10 12 4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6360 50-|No 
LREF 3.0950 ," 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRp 6.?lUa- IN: 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
















-JoO .- =1 - 12 0 a 2a1_ Lo5 
z 
Lii 












-14 .. 12 -10 ­ -8 "-4 - 2 0 2. 4 0 10 l2 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA aCT Sy)IOOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER AEFERENCE ZNFORHATION
 
(FranZ) }2 HSFC4OI G0/CCDOOSTERl0IgW14CtAV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 15,6560 SQ.iN. 
(dYZ) - ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.000 0.000 10.00 LRCF 3.0050 iN. 
OREF 8.0090 iN. 
XMRP 0.7100 iN. 
YNRP 0.0000 In. 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN. 
HAH 095SCALE 0.0035 
MACHE 0.15 
PAGE 1221 






u .01 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
z 
-LJ 





-1-4 -12 -10 a 4 -2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
IF2yI, MSFC~a% GDC(BOOSTER) BI9WZ4C4AV? 25.900 0.000 0.000 





a la 12 140z
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN, 
LREF 3.0%30 IN. 
BREF 6o9 N 
XMRP ',I0 IN.: Y0 0,00o IN. 
03 
PAGE 1222 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA 
.04 
.03 
_ _ _ 





___ ___ ___ 
z -L 
-. 04 
. ; 2_ _ _ ___ __ _____ 
-14 -12 -10 -8 - -4 -­ 2 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMUOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(r.21 MSFC4:1 GDCBS£RBg-C4AV7 1.0 ,O . 





a in %2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RF i.5Q S*N 
LREF 3,95 0 IN. 
BREF 6.09 N 
XURP -_ ._O_ IN.: 
YMRP .,.UDo IN. 
2" P 0.0ouo IN.SCALE O UU35 
PAGE 1223 
24 














14 -- z -in a-•- -4 - 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI PTIN ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(frzY2l; 2 MSFC46I GD/C(BO0STE?)BI9W14CAV? 15.000 0.0O0 0.OO0 






a to 1£9 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 * 
LREF 3.09in IN. 
BREF 6. 0 IN. 
X'RP ::71900 IN: 














r -. 04 
z 
o -. 05 





-. 09 r_ 
14 -1 -10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 a 8 10 19 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1 M:FC
0 "Sr .. OD/C(5O STER)5I9WZ4C4AVT 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRE 15.6560 SQ.IN.

t*Y22) HMSFC401 GD/C(8OOSTER)SI9W1.C4AV7 
 15.000 0.000 0.000 10.Q00 














MACH 1.202 SCALE .D005 1 
PAGE 1225
 














. 09 1 4 - 1 2 - t o 
- 8 - 6 
-­ 09SIDE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
F26Y 21 M FC4al GD/C B00 TCR131SW24CAAVT 




-- 20 2 4 
SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES 
ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
15.000 .000 0.000 





a t o 1 2 1 4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF t156560 36.10. 
LREF 3.0950 IN.R E F 6 . 0 9 9 G I 'M 
XMRP 6.7100 1": 
yMRp 0.oo0o IN.ZMRP a:-'qoo IN, 
SCALE a UP35 
1226 
.00 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 

































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CO#FIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
M rc4,1 G0/C(0OOSTER)01S@W14C4AV7 :5.000 0.000 0.000 






SAEr 15.6560 B@,rN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 5.0*90 IN. 
XMRP 5.7100 IN. 
yMRp 0.0IJ0O IN. 
ZNRp 0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1227 




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
MSFC482 GO/C SOOSTER)B19144C4AV7 15.Gnou Oa. 000. Go 







LREF 3.0g50 IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN:XMRP 6.7160 'A* 
YNRP O.oDoO IN. 
7NRP O. oap IN. 
EAL, ao.oH 
PAGE 1226 











-0-14 -12Z -20 -6 a-B - 4 -­ 2 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA 3er 3ymao CONFIGURATION DE3CRIFTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
FZ:y21; J2 H3FC481 GD/C{8C0STER) S9W14C4AV7 15.DUD 0.000 O.GUD 






a 20 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 15.6560 SQ.IN. 
LREF 3.0950 IN. 
BREF 609 N 
YRP o0a oc__ 
ZNRP 0:0000 H 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1229 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
0.3 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFLGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FzsYIV 2H 1 SFC48 GDCO STER B1SW14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 U.GUD SREF 15.6560 SQ .IN. 






XMRP 6:71a0U IN. 
YHRP 9.0000 I'. 
ZMRP 9.0agg IN. 
MACH 0.90. SCALE 0.0615 
PAGE 1230 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
U.4 








-4 -12 -10 a 4 - 0 Z 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
F Y I 45HF4aI GO/C(BOOSTER)819W14C4AV7 15.000 0.000 0.000 






SR r 15.6560 SQ.[ 
LREF 3.Ug$U IN. 
BRET 6.09g9 N* 
XMRP .o 1. N.: 
Y "RP O.OUOUo









-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 4 "- 2 a" ' 4 a 10 it SA 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFEREtNCE INFORMATION 
1rsYl 12 M3FC :2 ID/C(8STER)SlSW14C4AV7 Is- 0000 00Q0 a UDO Out)O SREF 25 .. Q 5oH 
{YZZ) M3FC: I GD/C:=00STER]519 i4C4AV7 S.UDDO U oGO 0:00 00:UOD LREF 3.90 IN. 
""BREF G.U99U IN. 
XMRP 6.?T U IN. 
YHRp U.OU~o I ,. 
ZHR P U.od'dO IN. 
PAGE 1232
 


































DER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA. .. 







Z .' ___'__" 
. 
-0 4 -__10___ -4 - 4 ___1_I
-0. 1 




O L  
CONFtGURA TIC DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMA TION' 
(F 2: z z 1 
(FZ.122 
S F C 8 1 
S FC481 
G D / ( B 
GD/Ci8 
S T R ) 8 I W I C 4 A V ? 
5TER) 819WI'4C4AV7 
1 5 0 0 a 
15.000 
0 . 0 0 0 
D.000 
. 0 0 0 
O.O00 




1 5 . 6 5 6 0 
3.09i0 








- ACH 1.202 3CALC O.Obi 
PAG 1234 
RUDDER EFFECT VERSUS BETA AT 15 DEGREES ALPHA
 
0.7 
_ _ _ ____ 
0.0 
_ _ _ _ 









-0.1 . ._.__._ 
0.0P 0______ , IN. 
-4 -12 -ID a-8 - 6 -2 z 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
(F::Y21) 0SC8GDCB STE)~ 44 15.000 OGo 0 .000 
F eY.ZZ MSC41 OD/C BOOSTER)BIVW14C4AVT 
-
15.000 0.000 0.000 
0.3CAL 
__.______ 






SREF 15o6650 SQIN. 
LREF 3.090. IN. 
BR EF.0 9 IN, 
X'RP :.0,9,9.,o 
ZNip O.0coo IN: 
_ 












04- -___*__ _ 
-0. 
ED 
4 -1_ -10 a - A - a a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F2:ZI 2l 
(fr z )2ATA 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MHrC48% GD/C(BOOSTER)HI9WI4C4AV7 














SREF 15.656U 3Q.IN. 
LREF 3.0930 IN. 
ORIF -. 00g LN. 
'Mn P :.7 Nu IN. 
YMRP U.0000 IN,ZwRP _.__ _O IN_ 
MACH 1.066 SCALE OOdii 
PAGE 123G 















-L"14 - -10 -4 a 0 4 
SIDE SLIP,ANGLE BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CANARD ELEVON 
I FZ:y21) 2 HSFC4:1 GD/C B00STER)II19W14C4AV? 15.000 O.Dou u.OaO 








SREF 16.6$ So ,q
LREF .:0IN 
X"RP 6TU N 
YMAP 0.0ooo iN. 















,AS -­12 -10 -a 6 -4 -­2 0 9 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlaURATION DESCRIPTION DCL OCR CANARD 
FIyZ:Y% DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR LL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.060 
If2 Y )y SFC481 G /C SOOSTER) BlW914C4AF4 
-5 U-45. 000 -4. 0Goo -4 OU 
(8 y G3 CG € BOOS TER ) B 19 4 4C4AF S 
-4 5 . 00 -4 , 5:00 -4 5 .D 0n:r z Y 4 ) , k Fc4c G / C (3O S TER ), S t9W i4C 4 A F 6 :45 . -UOUO - . 5 . 0 00 
F Y e s ) H s F C 4 8 i GD / 
€ ( O O S T £fl)B ip 4 C 4 S D o50 0 4 5 D O D : 4 5 . o n. 







3 , U O U 
35 ,.U6, 
~ 
3 , 01 
a 0IZ 
REFERENCk INFORHATiO 




DR E F . ,
X H R P it!10 tJ 
Y M R P a * U IN . 
aHR 9 p IN: 
SCALE o.0035 
} 
YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 
711,5, 11t rr TT1r TTlT 111 T*1 rrT trr TT7 im [ l~0 0 , 
u 
I-* 4 -in -10 a 2 a 2 A 6 a to is 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATAY:ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION "DCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
I FZSY6I)1 0¥2) 
F28¥63) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 






















FZB6) MSFC481 GO/ C(BOOSTER) B19Wl4C4AFS -45,000 -45.000 -45.000 35.00;I Xmgp 6.71op IN. 
F~a T 4; ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -41.000 -45.000 35.00:1 YNAP 0.O0000 IN. 
(Fz~yY DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.0O0 0.000 -16.000 33,D0:l ZNRP 0.0O00 IN. 
MACH 4.ASD SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1239 







-. 05 L 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
OCL CR CANARD ALPHA RFRNCE INFORHArioN 
•DATA SET SYNOL ONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
15.6560 SQIN. 
' SF A : O/Cfl8OSTER)8I9WI4C4A 3..,U IN.-45.000 
-45.000 -45.000, 35.000 3REF 

(F@Y I 
-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.UOO LREF 

G3 MFSFC4 01GD/ (OOSTR) B1WI'C4AF S 

(2y ) HFC4 1 O/C( 003TER) BISW14C4AF4 
-45 000 -45 000 -45 .U00 35,000 E F 6 0990 IN.
 
OTA OTAVA LA V OA CNIZN 
-4 5.00 00 Y mRP d, I N.
 -45.000 -45,UOU -45.000 35.OD0* 
XMRP 6.11001 IN.
 (F 54) 
-45 .D 0 -4-.000 _ _ou35 












YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 
.0 aT r1- *n ***r* -,-r- -i-i- -r--r -rr-l-
-ri--r -rr-r- IJ r rr*T ;|TT 
Cz 
I-





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIQN DCL OCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:1.YSI) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 SREF I5.6e60 SQ.IN. 
(r28y6z) MSFC481 OD/C(SCOSTER) Sl9W14C4AF4 
-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.00t) LREF 3.0950 IN. (F.Y83) MaFC.4. 0D/C(BOCSTER) BI-WIAC4AF5 45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.0003 BRF 6.0990 IN. 
(F2"*6Y6*S GOIC(BOOSTR 819W14C4AF0 -AS.O -45.000 -45.00 35.0003 XNARP .7200 IN. 
fzay.,, IFC4.1 GD/C(OOSTER)BIWI4C4 -45.000 -45.000 :45.000 35.D0 { YHRP 0.0000 I. 







Y O.CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 .EUREL5 ALHA LU rAK bUN
* ,-1---- -r-i-r -I-l-r Iri----r- -rl, -r-r-y -r1-r- -I-n ri-rl-- ll r 

y .0* ___,-, __­












4 -12 -10 -6 -" .4 2 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Fyi ) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45,000 -45.000 -45.000 35-000 SREF ts.65So SQ.ZN. 
(r2 Ya 2) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 3.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
1t28y631 , DATA fOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 OREF 6.09vo IN. 
F2 MSFCSI 00/C(BOOSTER) al10I4C4AF6 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.0U0 XNRP 6.710u IN. 
(FaYe 4 I) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL'CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 


















( F ZY $ 
66ZHFC 
|112 J 
| F 2Y 5 } 
{ YZ 
r , Y 4) 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DCL OCR CANARD 
M S F C 4 0 1 G D C B S E R ) B 1 9 W 14 C 4cA - 4 5 . 0 4 5 * O 4 5 . U O 0 
S A4 G D/lC: 8= STER ) Wlg4C4AF4 
-43.000 -AS.0ln -4S.QUU
M3FC40I GO/C(BOOST R) BI W14CAF5 
-45.GUU -45.000 -45.OUU 
D A TA N O T A VAILA BLE FOR A LL C ITION S 
-4 5 , Q -4 5 UD :AS D 0n 
M C46I GD/C(BOOS TCR)0I W 4C4S 
. aOQ -4 :nun AS:UQOD
MSFC461 GDC(8OOTER)SlWI4C4A 
-30.000 U.OUO -15.000 
MACH 4.952 
ALPHA 




5 an H 
55.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S R E F 1 . 5 0 S . 
LREF 3.43.6. IN. 
BREF 6.09913 IN. 
x HP 6 0 N 
ym P o.n Ou N 
















u4l - ­z -- 0 6 4 4 6 8 : S 
(Id .000 0 A_ NT VILBL FR ___OTON5 _45. __-4.__ -5__ 3*___[F 1.6G S* 
~gICAF4-
.0O5 ____4_ .0 -5.QQ -5.0__(___R _____RE .U 0 H 
- .030 __4-O0 . 
- 43 -1 -0 4a 1 1 S 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(raS6I~fl DATANOTAVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 55.000 SREF ±5.6SSQ 30.1N0. 
(rtsYot1IXN SrCal GO/C(OOSTER) BISt4C4AFA -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 SS.000 LREF 5.0il0 IN. 
-45.000 -45.0a -45.000 S.0 UD REF 6.090 £4(FZ:YG)ONSFC4dI1 O0/CCBOOSTER) 8±0W44C4AV5 
(,F*Y4) j SrC4s± GD/C(SO0STER 81S F14CAAFS -45.0 -45.000 -45.000 35.0 XHuRP 070 N ('z.y, lnrCe. G0/C(0OOSTER)BI9WI4C45 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 55.0Gb YHAP 0.0000 IN. (F*41~ ~C0 0/C{QO5TfRY'St9II4C4A -50.000 0.000 -15.000 35.U60 ZMRP 0.0,000 IN. 






YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 
oQ~~~~~a~ 	 Il I Ii Ii Il Il I'i1 .1 1| 1 f 1 1 l i 




LLdS 	 .013 
-.035
 
. .040 . . . . . . 
IA4 -z -to - -­ 6 -4 - 0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
6 a la 12 14 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OCL OCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'FiBy 1" D3ATA NOT AVAILAIILE FOR ALL.CONDITIONS -5000 -45.D000 -44.000 35.000 5REF .5.6560 so.l.o 
(r~2) DAT NT AVAILAUL£ FOR ALL CONDITIONS -:5:00 -45.000 -4Z.000 35.000 LREF 3.0950 IN. 
{F~O) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -'$.OUO 35.0UD BREF 6.0990 IN. 
( ZSY6..... HS 8Go/C(DO03TER) SI9W14C4AF6 450 -45 Duo '-45.000 351 0 RP 67 N 
4 F X Y 4 4 ; ()
(FOy4JI' 
D A T A 
DTANO 
N O T A V A I A L F O R 
AAILADLE FO 
A L L 
L 
CO N D I T I O N S 
ODTOS-30.000 
-400 4 * G 
0.00O 
4 ,0 D 
-13.O30 












_ _ _ x 




















-14 -2 -o 
 -8 - -4 - a A a 19 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA E{T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION(FZY62 SFC481 GO/C(500 TER 1 44 4, -45.0a0 -45.000 35.00., SREF 15.6310 SQ*IN. 
2F~6) HSFC4 . GD/C BOOSTER) SLgW14CAAF4 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.900 LREF 3.0930 IN. 
FZS63) :o MSFC481 GD/C(SOOSTCR) 81SW14CAAFS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.Q0* BREF 6.0990 IN. 
rz 6Y04) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.DDU 35.000 XMRP 6.7100 IN.
6 5
 (F': : H3FC481 GDC(SOOSTER)'BI9W%4C43 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 YMRP o.0000 IN.
 (F Y 4 4} MSFC481 GD)/CCSOOSTER)'B0 gI9W4C4A -30.000 0.000 -15.D00 35-000 ZHRP a.,0060 IN.
 




YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMET OUR ATION DESCR IPTION OCL OCR CANARD ALPH4A REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IratiZ DATA4NOTCAVAILABLE FOR ALL.CONDITIONS -5.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 SREF 15.6360 SQ.tN. 
tF* Y.2) L M SFC*O1 0DC{BOOSTERI BI9WI4C4Ar4 -45.000 :45.:000 -45.:000 35000 LREF 5.0950 IN. 
SFaS OO/C(BOOSTE R 819W14C4AF5 -45.000 -43.000 45.0000 35.000 BREE .99 N 
OWI4CAAFO l -45.000 -4.000 00 -N .000 XNRP .
 0 
Crse, ~C6D/CCSOOSTERIBI9WI4C4S -45.000 4.000 -45000 350 YNR .00. N 
(F.Y4) I 4MSFDAO COOOSTER,59114. -50.000 0.000 -15.000 35.00 ZNRP 0.00 IN 










,:00 -45_ DU 3.0U R 
14 -12 -10 - 6 - 4 a 2 4 a a 10 2 
14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES" 
SCLE 0."5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION N 
,:I;6) DATA NOT'AVAILABLE FOR AL4 CONDITIONS :45.CUD :45.0 $QDSEF is.0*1.5'S N 
(F'RY6 2 
FIZY63 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 
ALL CONDITIONS 
ALL CONDITIONS 
-45:000 -4 000 -45.000 













NOT AVAILABLE FOR 





















YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 






. - -t - - - 0___ 2___ 4____ a____ a to I 
*D - 1 B 
.00
 
.05 _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : 4,_ :__ :C._ 
-- :14 -* 1- W 4C A - 40 - 4 S. 6 q4 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
EATA SET SYMBOL CONFLGUJRATION OESCRIPTION DCL OCR - CANARO ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CrasY6i) N5HFC461 00/C(BOO STER)619W14C4A -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 55.000 $RE 15.8580 So.t?. 
CF2OYS2) NHSFC48I oDCa OOSTzR) BI9WI4CAAF4 -45Z000 -45.000 -45.000 55.000 LREF 5.0950 IN. 
HFC481 BL9WI4C4AFS 55.000N5BY3 G0/CCSOOSTER) -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 OREF 8.0990 iN. 
Fz2y64) DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.UO XHRP .6.11a0 IN. 
9r1af" .src4sz 00/:. OTE-4)5 W14C45 -45.: 4.000 -45.000 35.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SYMBOL coNrIGURATION DESCRIPTIA OCR C^NARD ALPHA% RCFCR CCDCL, ,. inrORMATION
 
{F 2 DATA NO.T VAILABLi FOR,ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 REF 25.6550 30.1N.8Y

riO6 ,SFC..I OD/CISOOTER) BlgWl4C4AF4 -45.000 -45zOOD -45.000 35.0110 4R5F 3.096d IN. 
:F2:Y MSC4S I O/C:BOOSTR] BI9WI4C4AF5 4 oOQD -45.000 -45.000 35.000 BREF 6.0990 IN. (r2 y4I FC.Sj" 'D/C(OOSTER) _B19WIA 4AFO -41.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.0110 XMRP 6.71ou IN. 
, F2BY:45 MFC401 0D1C(DOOTER}lBto 14(4S -4 S:000 -45.000 -45.000 35.0110 YM R P 0 " DO IN. 

























- - I__...... _. 
z 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI GURATION DESCRIPTION 
zY6$ D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
(FaeJ AA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
I FZ:YG3) DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
IF2 y:&) MSFC481 ODAC(SOOSTER) SI9WI4C4AF6 
I Foe65Y D0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 























5REP 15:660 3QolN. 
LREF 3. 5 . IN. 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XMRP 6.7100 IN. 
yMRP 0.000. IN. 
ZMAP 0.00O@ IN. 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1251 
YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 
oI-





-­4 -I -$ - 6 --4 -­2a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DCL DCR CANARD 
F2S6 M SFC4:1 GD/C¢(OSTER;819WI4C4A -4 40-  00G -45 000 
2FS6) MSFC48I O/C BOO TER) B1914C4AF4 -45000 -45.000 -45 000 
i F2:Y:3) N SFC481 G/CJSCOSTER) 819W%4C4AF5 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 
IFZ Y 4: DATAAHOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.800 -A5.000 
F2 Y65) MSF Ca 0D/C:8oST6R)Sl9W14C4S -45.000 -45.00D -45.000 










a 10 ir 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRCF 13 660 54 
L EF 305 N 
BREF 6.0990 IN. 
XHRP 6.7100 IN. 
YMRP O.Oooq IN. 
















_Lo -. 05 _ _ _ 
zz 
'.j .0 - 4 - ______-_ _ _ _ 46 8__ 
I 
-. 0 
04 ar -. -1 2 4 _00 a 0 2 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DCL DCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F2 V6 1) DATA NOT.AVAILABLC FORALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 SRCF 15.6560 SQoIN. 
(F46.} N FC481 OD/C(BOOSTER) B~w4C AF4 -45°00D -45oo0 -45.BOB 35 000 LREF 3.05 N 
(F:813; HSFC48 1 GD/(BC$O R B 9 4 4A 5 - :.000 :4,:000 -4S.000 35.0:)0 BRF 6. IN. 
FZ .1 6 MFC481 GD/C(BOOTER) 019WIAC AF. A45.000 -45000 -45.oou 3.03 XMRP 6o10 IN. 
(FZy5"SFC4:1 GD/C r STER;,01W14C48 -45.000 _-43.0009 A a.0 35.a) YMRP 0.0000 IN. 0SFC4 GD/DO TR I W4C4A -30.000 0 000 -15.000 35.010 ZMRP 0.000 IN. 










- _ _ _(n 
-J 
U­
t-, -. 02 
_ _ _ 
-Z
 
I -. Or .. ... 
-

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. GEGREES
 
s Y M B O L  

DATA SET~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 DCL VCR ANARV" ALPMA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 61 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.00 0 -45.000 -45.000 35 .000 SREF 15.6560 SQ.IN. rZSY:Z) y 3 - DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 LREF 3.0950 IN.
F ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO R AL L CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000 SREF 6.0990 IN.
 
w2s6 HSFC461 GO/CfaCOSTER) 0.9W14C4AF6 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.000
: y XmRp 6.7100 IN.
 
;. ~y 11 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.00D yMRP 0.0 00 IN.
 






YAW CONTROL DEVICES AT 35 DEGREES ALPHA COMPARISON
 






















.0 . . . . .
 
-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F Y61) l 
COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















$SFC4S1 GO/C(BOSTER) 8ISWIAC4AF4 
NSFC48al GD/CtSOSTER) BISWI4CAAF5 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS 
MSFC481 GO/CCB0OSTER)BI9WI4C45 
mSF4C4 GDC/CSOOSTER)B19w 4C4A 
-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 
-45.000 -45.C0 -45.000 
-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 
-45.00 -45.000 -45.00 



































-1 -12 - - 10 ­ . --
­- 4-
- 4_ 
­ - 111 
_ _ $__ 
--r*
 
o -0.1, - ± l ­
- - -.-----
__ _ -
_ _ __ ____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION D03CRIPTION 
 DCL OCR CANARD ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
F6:I 
 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALZ CONDITIONS
(F~(y2 HSC... GOIC(OO03TER) -45,000 -45.000 35.COQ. -45.000 SREF 15.6560
0XilW14C4AF4 3Q.IM.
-45.000 -45.00 -AS.000 
 35.VOU LREF
0 3.0930 IN.­($ZY6 t MSFC461 GO/Cf5SOCSTR ) 019W4C4AF5 -45.0 -45.000 -45.000 35.VQO DREF 6.0940 IN.D
rFa.y:4) MSFCJS1 GD/CISQ STER) 019WI4C4AFO 

-45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.OOD XHRP 6.T100 IN.
(FZ~y 
 M3FC481 GD/C BOOSTER B1qpI4C4S 
-500-500-5003.D
3;0y4 E MSFC491 GD/C(BCOSTER 019W IA 
-5O -$D 4*D MP DOu NA 35.1100 0.0R0 IN.UOl(• T4 


















-4 --2 -0 -• -• -4 9! a 2 4 a a 10 $1 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMOL CONFIGURATION DECRIPTION 	 DCL CR CANARD ALPRA RFRENCE IFORHATION 
FZDYG%) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE,FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 33.1;00 SREF 15.6560 5Q.IN. 
rz 2~l DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.UUO -45.000 35o.UaU LAEF 3.0050 IN. 
(FZ:Y:3) !2 DATA NOT AVAILADLEFOR ALL CONDITIONS -45.000 -A5.000 -45.000 35. UU DREF s.099U IN.
 
(rZOY64); Lt SFC451 0D/C(8003TER) 819Wl4C4AF6 -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35,CUO XHRP 6.rIUU IN.
 
irz y 5) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR A L CONDITIONS -45.000 -45.000 -45.000 35.CUO ykRP U.O0000 IN.
 
(F24y44) 	 J DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 -15.000 "35.000 ZMRP GoGUUO IN.
 
MACH 4.450 




















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 






mSfCA I GD/C BOOSTER) BISW14C4AF4 
MsrC461 GD/C(SCOSTER) B%9W14C4AFS 
















































MACH 4.959SCL 0.03 
PAGE 1258 
L-.l 





























MSFC481 GD/C(BOOSTER) B19W14C4AFr, EF28FOI) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1259 
- -














L. ± 4 .. . .. . . . . . 
Is 10 5 0 5 I0 i5 20 25 30 a5 40 45 50 ,5 eOn 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES R{rERNCC INFORMATION 
2.990 ZETA 0.000 OEL - 40.000 SREF 25.6360 3Q.IN'.
 
15000 SDCLLREF 3.050 . 2N.
 
OCR 40.000 LR .00 IN
 
OCR 15.000 eLEVON - 40.000 XMRP I.0
[N.
 






DATA MIST. CODE NVR*E
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER) B1Wl4C4AF CF28F01) 0l NOV 71 PAGE 1260 
EFFECT OF F6 YAW CONTROL VERSUS ANGLE OF ATTACK
 























-I a -0 -- 0 a to 14 20 2s 30 33 40 45 50 3 60 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
3YMBO MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
9 0 

Z DTA 0.000 DL -40 .000 
 3RF Is:656 0 S.. ,"
 
OCR -40.000 DCL 15,0ou LREF 300 . N
 
DCR 15.000 ELEVON - 40.000 XORE *lO N, 
CANARD 15.000 AILRON 0.000 =Hp 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MvR v SCALE 0.0035
 
MSFC481 GD/CCBOCSTER) B19Wl4C4AFG CF28FOI) 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1261
 




-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L,z. _ 




-1 -to a 0 53D 20 2 30 35 40 43 so 55 Go 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.,DEGREESi 
SYMBOL MACH P2ARAMETRIC VALUES! REFERENCE lNeORMA-TTON 














CANA ,RD .000OD AILRON 0.000 YIRP 0.0000 IN. 




MSFC481 GD/CCBOOSTER] B19WI4C4AFG CF28FO1J Ql 'NOV 71 PAGE 1262 









C) .0 0 2N.U..I -.9-

DT MIST. LE . -E , A_.3
LM C - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 
C 
S, -. 0s-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
-lJ
 
.0C-- -0.0-0-- - - - - -5. - - - - - - - - - - - -.-- -0 2H.
 
C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
*yMOOL NACH pARAMETRIC VALUES RSFERENCE ZNVORNATION Q 2.990 BETA O.OQO DEL - SI.ODEF 15.6560 SQ.LN.. 




CANARO 15.000 AXLRON 0.000 YHRP 0 .0000 IN.
 
ZNRP 0.0000 2N. 
DATA H1ST. COPE MYR* iCALE 0.0030 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER) BI9W14C4AF6 CPF-O1) 01 NOV- 71 PAGE 1263
 
__ 
EFFECT OF F6 YAW CONTROL VERSUS ANGLE OF ATTACK
 







0J_ o _ _ 
L-0. 
--0.1 _ _ __ __ _ 
-0.4
 
-is -10 - 0 5 lo 15 go 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 40 do 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 2990 BETA 0.000 DEL - 40.000 3REF 19.6960 5G°IM. 
DER -4OGOD DCL 15.000 LREF 3, 90 2": 
C 15.000 ELEVON - 40.000 :.R?6°IGO IN. 
CANARD 15.009 AILROR . 0.000 YHRF 0.O00 IN, 
ZHRP 0.0000 ON. 
SCALE 0.0035
 
DATA MIST. CODE mVaRe
 
MSFC481 GO/CCBOOSTER) BIBWI4C4AF6 CF28F01] 01 NOV 71 PAGE 1264
 
